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Abstract 
An Ink.a province is defined archaeologically in the valleys of Lurin, Rfmac and 
Chill6n on the Central Coast of Peru, formed from two Late Intermediate Period nations, 
Ischma and Collique. Ischma was a state formed around the prestige of its god and 
shrine, Pachacamac. Collique was an autonomous nation which controlled the valley of 
Chill on. 
The Ink.a province can be mapped using settlement and funerary pattern analysis and the 
distribution of the local pottery and its Inka variants. It comprised about 200,000 
inhabitants, both local and foreign mitimaes, the equivalent of five guarangas, and 
distributed through the pre-existing local political structure of Districts ( sefiorios) and 
Sub-districts (curacazgos), and reutilising earlier buildings. 
The strategy of incorporation was similar to that used in other provinces. Two types of 
structure were critical, the walled compound in the lower valleys and the kallanka-plaza in 
the middle valleys. Both were inserted into local settlements. The Ink.as enclosed the most 
important political and religious buildings to impose their administrative will. Both the 
walled compound and the kallanka-plaza are architectures of power. Other Inka building 
types were also used, including kanchas, ushnus, state storerooms, Temples of the Sun. 
Other Ink.a traits, indicative of power, also characterise the most important places in the 
province; these are double jambed, trapezoidal doorways and niches, particularly large 
external niches, recessed parallel staircases (RPS) and the stepped fret motif. 
The provincial capital was constructed adjacent to and within the sacred precinct of 
Pachacamac, comprising a Sun Temple (Punchao Kancha), a plaza, ushnu and several 
kanchas. Other important centres were also altered to a lesser degree. The inland 
boundaries of the province were not those of the LIP. Coca fields were given to allies of 
the Inkas and joined to highland provinces; Pachacamac was thus denied direct access to 
coca and could only gain it through Inka systems. The Inka ritual of capacocha was 
practised not only in Pachacamac at its new and old temples but also at its principal 
gateways. Ethnohistorical documents show that it was also used to assist in the conquest 
of the Chill on valley. 
The provincial social and political organization is reconstructed using settlement patterns 
and irrigation canals. Both districts and sub-districts are identified using these methods. 
Four hierarchical levels of settlement can be defined based on the quality and quantity of 
architecture correlate the settlement pattern with the political organisation. 
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A four tier system of social categories is developed from funerary patterns: I: Sacrificed 
aqllas, both local and foreign women in the service of the Inka; II: Cusquefio orejones, 
priests as well as foreign and local kurakas, who controlled production, labour services, 
storage and ceremony on behalf of the Inka state; III: Mitimaes and local craftsmen; IV: 
Local farmers and fishers. The latter two groups performing the bulk of the productive 
labour. 
The settlement hierarchy and the distribution of graves, pertaining to certain social 
groups, underline a common pattern, underlining the relative importance of sites. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This thesis will attempt to demonstrate how a coastal polity, Ischma on the central 
coast of Peru, was incorporated as a province into Tawantinsuyu in political, religious 
and social terms. It utilises both settlement pattern and mortuary analyses to recognise and 
evaluate the Inka presence in Ischma and in order to do this, it is necessary to detect Inka 
planning and architecture in sites, to distinguish local and foreign populations, as well as 
to identify particular Inka rituals and other traits. 
The data has been gathered using both field and laboratory methods, including my own 
excavations at Huaca Santa Cruz within the urban area of Lima; field survey, visits to 
many sites in all three valleys, recording architectural styles and Inka traits, noting each 
site's location and its relation to canals, hills and other sites; site sketch maps were 
prepared using tape and compass; the distribution of surf ace ceramic types was noted to 
determine the nature and extent of Late Period, including Inka, occupation; the study of 
archaeological collections from earlier excavations, such as those of Bandelier (1892) in 
the American Museum of Natural History in New York, and others in museums in Peru. 
This research process has enabled me to gain an insight into the general occupation of 
major sites which have been destroyed recently by urban sprawl, e.g. Armatambo, 
Limatambo, Santa Catalina and Maranga. Hitherto all of these data, including unpublished 
and published reports of excavations and surveys, have remained unresearched in these 
museums since collection. 
1. The Structure of Tawantinsuyu 
Tawantinsuyu was the name probably used for the Inka Empire. It incorporated a 
variety of political units throughout Andean South America, including a variety of 
complex political, religious and social territories, including Ischma. 
Inka political structure comprised a diarchy of two Inkas governing simultaneously in a 
single monarchy, the Sapainca in Upper Cusco (Anan), and the High Sun Priest in Lower 
Cusco (Urin) (Espinoza Soriano 1987: 297; Rostworowski 1988: 227-228). According to 
Rowe (1946: 273), Inka government was an unqualified despotism deriving its power in 
theory from the supernatural beings that watched over the Emperor, and in fact from the 
military force which they controlled. 
The Sapa Inka was the supreme leader, a divine king, the Son of the Sun who represented 
the "creator" gods (particularly Viracocha ) throughout the land. He was supported by a 
complex political apparatus that comprised orejones [members of the noble panacas] and a 
great military force. He was the absolute ruler with his authority mediated only by custom 
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social units using a decimal system from which the state raised goods. These were known 
as: Hunu = 10,000 tributaries; Piska waranqa = 5,000; Waranqa = 1,000; Piska pachaka 
= 500; Pachaka = 100; Piska chunka - 50; Chunka = 10;? = 5 (Julien 1982: 121-123). 
Artisans were found throughout the empire, although (Rostworowski 1988: 212) argues 
that those in the higghlands had no specific trade. The most desired craftsmen were 
silversmiths, potters, lapidaries and carpenters. The hatun runa, the majority of the 
andean population, were agricultural peasants, organised in ayllus, who performed the 
bulk of the state's tasks, including tribute obligations, such as becoming soldiers, 
mitimaes and yanaconas (Espinoza Soriano 1987: 284; Rostworowski 1988: 214). 
Fishermen formed a distinct social class (Rostworowski 1988: 221). 
Mitimaes were groups of peasants who had been translocated from their place of origin by 
the state (Rowe 1982: 96), either to fulfil particular state tasks, to act as garrisons or 
artisans or to perform a political role of reducing the possibility of revolt. Some were 
moved to areas loyal to the inka and were replaced by other loyal mitimaes. Y anaconas 
provided service to the lnka state, either to the person of the Inka, the panacas, the Sun or 
other huacas (Espinoza Soriano 1987: 287). 
In addition there were mamaconas or "chosen women", who had been selected as young, 
beautiful women, taken from their place of origin to serve the Inka in aqllawasi or 
"convents", where they were educated in weaving, cooking, making chicha and other 
royal household duties. Some became concubines of the Inka or were given by him to 
important members of the Cusco or provincial nobility (Espinoza Soriano 1987: 212; 
Rostworowski 1988: 226). Those selected young women for such service included 
daughters of the highest nobility (Rowe 1982: 107). 
2. The Inka Provinces 
The success of the administration and government in Cusco was one of the 
motives for expansion. The original idea of Cusco, concerning a planned centre and its 
administration was repeated as each political unit incorporated and converted into Inka 
provinces. Those in the highlands were normally focussed around a new, Inka built 
centre, which even used polished and well-fitting stone in its architecture; whilst in the 
coastal provinces capitals were built around pre-existing buildings, using in local 
materials, such as adobe, tapia and only rarely stones. Therefore in each province a 
capital, or llacta, was established to serve as the administrative and religious center (Rowe 
1946: 262). They were administered by a Toqrikoq, or provincial governer, who was 
placed in each waman or province to represent the Inka and was responsible for tribute 
collection, military recruitment, and civil and penal law (Espinoza Soriano 1987: 346). 
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Archaeology can be used to define an inka province independently of the ethnohistorical 
sources. The identification of typical Inka architecture and traits in the province and the 
analysis of its distribution and the resultant settlement hierarchy provide the best 
information to define an Inka province. Invariably the presence of Inka architecture, such 
as kallankas, kanchas, ushnus, palaces, aqllawasi, storages; and Inka traits, such as 
double jambed and trapezoidal doorways, windows and niches, artefacts associated with 
rituals, such as capacocha, including anthropomorphic figurines made of gold, silver and 
spondylus as well as llamitas also made from metals and spondylus, seem always to be 
concentrated in the provincial capital and other important economic or religious places. 
Some of these elements may also be present in smaller settlements which suggests a 
settlement hierarchy with places of different sizes and attributes performing different 
functions within the provincial administration. 
For example, curacazgos, political districts, within a province seem to require a minimum 
of two important inka buildings, a temple of the Sun and a residence for the kuraka. 
These will be set in a settlement characterised by local architecture. The presence of other 
inka structures seems to depend on the importance of the district. From these locations 
Inka political power was wielded. A road system effectively linking all district centres 
with the provincial capital and with Cusco, along them were small tambos, which may 
also be a curacazgo capital. State storerooms, kollkas, for tribute seem only to be present 
in important economic centres. 
Many Inka provinces corresponded to the territorial boundaries of earlier native states and 
tribal groups which had been conquered (Rowe 1946: 262). Where the original units were 
too small, the Inka may have grouped several into a single province, or may have added 
some small groups to larger neighboring nations. In the case of the North Coast, it seems 
that the political unit, Chimor, was broken up into a series of provinces. 
The distribution of local pottery may be an important indicator of the borders of a 
province. It is assumed that normally a local ceramic style corresponded only to one 
nation or a small number of related ones. In contrast, the distribution of Inka pottery in a 
province can reveal the level of administration and control. 
Inka ceramics, characterised as Cusco Polychrome, are quite distinctive in form and 
decoration. They were made not only in Cusco but throughout Tawantinsuyu, by artisan 
mitimaes and also copied by local manufacturers. Cusco ceramics have been reported 
from several locations in Tawantinsuyu, however pottery in Inka style called local copies, 
or provincial Inka are found more generally. These were often more crudely made, with 
less precise decoration, different pastes and tempers and differently fired. Provincial lnka 
pottery includes copies of Inka form and decoration, as well as Inka forms with local 
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decoration and local forms with Inka decoration. The former seem to have been made by 
local artisans in a province; the latter two possibly by lower status local artisans and 
mitimaes without Inka authority. Mitimaes relocated in some provinces may also have 
made and used their own pottery style, perhaps mixed with Inka, which then were buried 
with them. 
Schaedel (1978: 133) mentions 80 provinces in Tawantinsuyu. Rowe (1946: 185-192) 
listed and mapped from ethnohistorical sources for 86 divisions including provinces, 
tribes and valleys in Peru and Bolivia only without considering those in Ecuador, Chile 
and Argentina. He listed 44 Peruvian highland divisions including 40 provinces and 4 
tribes; and 38 coastal divisions including individual valleys which were not necessarily 
provincial demarcations; for example, valleys 18 and 19 corresponding to Rfmac and 
Lunn respectively, formed with Chill6n (not mentioned) the Inka province of Pachacamac 
or Ischma. Indeed further doubt on Rowe's list is cast by Astuhuaman (1998) who 
identified five Inka provinces in the Sierra of Piura, Northern Peru, only three of which 
are mentioned by Rowe. 
The most important contributions about Inka provinces and their relation with 
Tawantinsuyu are those ofD'Altroy (1992) and Malpass (1993). But the importance of 
the provincial studies began in Huanuco Pampa (Morris 1985), Xauxa (D'Altroy 1981, 
1987; 1981; 1994; Le Vine 1985), Huamachuco (Topic et al 1992; 1993), and in Upper 
Piura (Polia 1995; Astuhuaman 1998) and also in NW Argentina (Raffino 1978; 1993; 
1995; Lorandi 1980; 1983; 1984; 1988; 1991; 1994; Gentile; 1991-1992; D'Altroy 1995; 
Williams 1983; 1991; 1995; ), in Chile (Rivera 1991; Stehberg 1995), in Ecuador (Alcina 
Franch 1978; Fresco 1978; 1984; Netherly 1991; Bray 1992; Idrovo 1993). These have 
used both ethnohistory and archaeology according to their availability to assess the nature · 
of the ink.a province. They have focussed on the inka administrative capitals, tambos and 
kollkas in their regions and attempted to integrate this with a detailed study of the 
distribtion of pottery styles, local, foreign or inka, to determine the extent of the province, 
the nature of labour and population, the reasons for exploitation etc., Raffino ( 1981) has 
identified a series of architectural and other traits which characterise inka settlements in 
Kollasuyu. 
The definition and archaeological study of an inka province has presented a variety of 
information. The most significant studies were those directed by John Murra, who 
following the publication of the 1567 Visita de Chucuito ( 1964) and the 1562 Visita of the 
Province of Leon de Huanuco ( 1967) encouraged the archaeological investigation of those 
territories, the former through the survey work of Hyslop ( 1977) as well as Spurling 
(1992), who investigated a Lupaka craft production of potters and weavers in Milliraya, 
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and the latter through two projects under the direction of Murra, Morris and Thompson 
(1985). 
Research in Huanuco region focussed on the excavation and Inka administrative centre of 
Huanuco Pampa with its ushnu, plaza, kallankas, kanchas and aqllawasi, (Morris and 
Thompson 1985), its storerooms (Morris 1967), the Inka road and its tambos (Morris 
1966; Thompson and Murra 1966; Hyslop 1982). In addition, Thompson (1968; Morris 
and Thompson 1985) using the 1549 and 1562 Visitas investigated the wamanis of 
Chupaychu, Y acha and W amali and foreign rnitmaq groups from Chachapoyas and 
Ecuador, discovering the degree of Inka influence in their local settlements on the basis of 
the appearance and frequency of Inka provincial pottery and Inka style arhcitecture. 
Another major archaeological project in the Upper Mantaro valley (Earle; D' Altroy 1992) 
concentrated on the Inka administrative centre of Hatun Xauxa, its storerooms and 
associated local settlements. D'Altroy ( 1992) suggested that various models of archaic 
empires offer tangible insights to investigate Tawantinsuyu, particular kinds of military, 
political and economic approaches should have been coupled in similar ways under 
comparable circumstances. Their team used the distribution of local and inka ceramics and 
architecture, in particular developing a settlement hierarchy comprising 10 types of site: 
hamlet, small village, large village, town, centre, small Inka (state) site, Inka Provincial 
centre, Inka storage facility, agricultural site and special-purpose site, which was used to 
analyse the incorporation and functioning of the Inka state in this area. However the Inka 
province in the Upper Mantaro valley was not studied completely. Espinosa (1971) 
provided documentary evidence of an extensive, pre-Inka Wanka nation which was totally 
absorbed as an Inka province and whose territory was far more extensive than that studied 
by Earle and D' Altroy in the northern half of the main valley. 
Le Vine (1985) compared the archaeological information from Huanuco Pampa, Pumpu 
and Jauja to define a settlement hierarchy of Inka sites and therefore to define at the state 
level the broad territories surrounding these 3 administrative centres as provinces. 
However she did not fully integrate the non-Inka components extensively in her analysis. 
Gonzalez ( 1982) identified four Inka provinces in the district of Tucuman in 
Northwestern Argentina, including theirs borders, capitals and several Inka buildings, 
using both ethnohistorical and archaeological sources. These are: Chicoana with its capital 
in La Paya, Quire Quire -Tolomb6n, Humahuaca - Pukara de Tilcara and the southern 
province without a specified capital. Recent research in the area by D' Altroy (1992), 
Williams (1995) and Raffino (1982, 1997) will probably change this picture. 
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Julien ( 1993) identified the Inka province of Cajamarca, using both ethnohistorical and · 
archaeological sources. He noted that it had been occupied by six chiefdoms during the 
LIP, which were convert to the guarangas of Guzmango, Chuquimango, Chondal, 
Bambamarca, Cajamarca and possibly Pomamarca. He reconstructed their boundaries 
from Colonial documents. He confirmed the guarangas archaeologically using surveys, 
spatial organization, population size, and distribution of local and Inka ceramics. He also 
suggested that the provincial capital was the present city of Cajamarca which had a small 
population, although there is little surviving architecture. He also noted from 
ethnohistorical evidence a palace, now called Los Banos del Inka, and an aqllawasi 
adjacent to a plaza 
Malpass (1993) has suggested ways of analysing the Inka province. This can be achieved 
by the combination of ethnohistorical and archaeological information, the former provides 
the settlement and cultural basis for the definition of a province whilst the latter can be 
used to identify Inka buildings and their quantity and distribution can be used to confirm 
the level of importance of each centre. Other aspects of archaeology can also be utilised: 
for example, distinctive features of Inka material culture, such as architecture, settlement 
planning, engineering works, ceramics, and other artifacts, will serve to confirm and 
evaluate Inka presence in provincial areas. 
A common methodological problem in the definition of a province is that scholars often 
depend entirely on the archaeological record. For example, Lynch (1993) in Atacama, the 
Topics (1993) in Huamachuco and Schreiber (1993) in Andamarca Lucanas, recognised 
the inka province in their respective study areas, using specifically the presence of site 
layout to identify Inka-authorized construction, provincial Inka ceramics as well as the 
Inka road and mitimaes settlements. Both the Topics and Schreiber also reported colcas 
and agricultural terraces, further attributes of the provincial requirementrs of the inka 
economy. They have essentially defined the main inka infrastucture in their regions but 
have not adequately delimited the province, its extent, its association with local and 
mitimaes groups etc., 
Astuhuaman (1998) identified five Inka provinces in Upper Piura, with their respective 
capitals: Huancabamba and Sondor in the Huancabamba basin; Ayahuaca, Caxas and 
Calvas in the Quiroz basin. Only three were mentioned in Rowe's list. Astuhuaman used 
both ethnohistorical and archaeological sources. Basically, he noted that each provincial 
capital had a concentration of Inka buildings, such as ushnu, Sun Temple, aqllawasi, state 
storerooms, kanchas, kallankas and plazas. He suggested that, since a province required a 
capital in which there were certain services which, he argued, determined the number of 
Inka buildings. He noted local occupation in these centres and that they serviced the 
broader hinterland of the province. His conclusions were supported ethnohistorically; 
however he did not investigate the broader provincial settlement hierarchy. 
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Ischma and the Inka Province of Pachacamac 
This thesis examines from an archaeological perspective the incorporation of the 
the nation of Ischma into the Ink.a Province of Pachacamc. In brief the Ischma nation had 
comprised both the Lurfn and Rimac valleys as a single polity throughout the Late 
Intermediate Period (LIP). The Ink.as, after their takeover, reduced its power by adding 
the adjacent nation of Collique in the Chil16n valley to form one of the three hunus of the 
new province. They also changed the upvalley or eastern boundaries to deny the local 
Ischmas and the shrine of Pachacamac direct access to coca by transferring the coca fields 
to highland allies. The Ink.a policy of mitimaes, translocating labourers from one province 
to another was also worked in the new province to diminsh the local power of the Ischma 
population. This thesis uses standard procedures in social archaeology, settlement pattern 
analysis and funerary pattern analysis, to ascertain the social and political changes 
changes which the Ink.as made to govern their new province. 
3. Social Archaeology 
a. Settlement Pattern Analysis 
Archaeology can attempt to identify the Ink.a province by adopting to certain 
principles of social archaeology. Based in settlement pattern analysis, provincial or sub-
provincial political units can be identified. These principles are those which classify 
settlements on the presence of the quantity and quality of Ink.a buildings and other ink.a 
traits into a hierarchy. Hence a spatial pattern can be determined, distinguishing the 
provincial capital from other centres and identifying local or district hierarchies to isolate 
that level of ink.a control. One can also examine the degree of integration into Ink.a society 
at a local and individual level by looking at the association of Ink.a buildings, Cusco 
ceramics, woollen textiles, highland foodstuffs and other traits of imperial status. These 
may be present in residential sectors or burials. Therefore it is theoretically possible to 
establish the appropriate status of all people within a curacazgo who have left an 
archaeological deposit. 
Gordon Willey (1953) pioneered the use of settlement pattern analysis to reconstruct 
political development in the Vini valley in which he described and compared many sites, 
their architecture and ceramics, developed settlement hierarchies for each ceramic period 
and suggested community patterns or local adminstrative units for each. Willey (1953: 1) 
defined settlement pattern as the form in which man arranges his daily life in the landscape 
where he lives. His research had four objectives: i. to describe a series of prehistoric sites 
with reference to their geographical and chronological position; ii. to outline a 
developmental reconstruction of these prehistoric settlements with relation to their funtion 
and sequence; iii. to reconstruct cultural institutions as these reflect settlement 
configurations; iv. to compare the settlement history of Vini with other regions of Peru. 
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This project utilised detailed field description and surface collection, classifying it, both in 
terms of architecture and ceramics, and assigning the results to some cultural entity or 
period. As a result, Willey (1953: 344-371) proposed a reconstruction of the settlement 
development in the valley, describing and comparing the types of site found and their 
evolution through time. Each site type was assigned function as dwelling or burial place, 
political or religious structures and fortress structures in order to evaluate the social and 
political organization, the pattern and distribution of community and so on in the valley 
for each period. 
He reconstructed the community pattern graphically, period by period, relating the range 
of settlements with such social aspects, as the size and density of the population, the 
location of settlements with respect to the distribution of food resources and relating the 
settlement pattern with sociopolitical organization (Willey 1953: 311-395). 
This thesis continues these methodologies to establish the various political units within the 
central coast. Two basic methods to organise the sites in the three valleys under study 
have been used: i. the Thiessen Polygon in which it is assumed that there are centres of 
equal importance in the settlement hierarchy and that geographical features (rivers, 
mountains, deserts etc) have no importance. Essentially the half way point between 2 
centres is the theoretical boundary between them. If this is done for every centre, then a 
map of these hypothetical spheres of influence, which perhaps may be interpreted as 
administrative territories political units, can be produced. However a version of this has 
been developed because of the difficulty in evaluating the relative importance of nearby 
sites and thus territories have been derived from a "central point" between adjacent 
centres; ii. the Andean principle that the irrigation canal acts as a important land division, 
each community is responsible for the maintenance of its canal or length of canal which 
services their fields (Netherly 1984, 1988), hence the association of the sites forming 
groups around the irrigation canal may indicate a local political relationship. These method 
singly or in combination should therefore help to isolate the local political structure of an 
Inka coastal province. 
b. Funerary Pattern Analysis 
At the level of the individual it is necessary to combine settlement pattern analysis 
with the archaeology of death and funerary patterns. The social study of graves and grave 
goods have been outlined by Chapmann, Kinn es and Randsborg ( 1981) and Brown 
( 1981) to enable social differentiation and social ranking to be studied. According to 
Brown (1981), archaeological research has had to change its direction towards models 
and methods which enable the detection of gradations in rank and social hierarchy. 
Following Willey's ideas, one can assert that funerary patterns may be studied in a similar 
detailed manner, by describing the architecture of the tomb, the number, disposition and 
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orientation of the skeletons, their age and sex, and the quantity, quality and location of 
grave goods and the period to which the tomb and the goods belong. Analysis focusses 
on the evaluation of the social status of the individual buried as well as the cultural context 
of the burial, including the rites and ceremonies undertaken before burial, at burial and 
subsequently. Therefore funerary patterns may be defined as the forms in which 
communities resolve and celebrate the question of death. Such methodology is not rigid 
but can be more open and dynamic and may enable ritual practices to be studied. 
Archaeological practice in the analysis of the dead has taken many directions. It has 
focussed on aspects for which a particular study may have data, for example the cause of 
death, tombstone iconography, tomb architecture, the number of particular offerings 
accompanying the dead, but rarely has it been able to evaluate these with an analysis of 
ritual practice. It has therefore focussed on the ascription of relative status to the dead 
individual. Therefore archaeology has contributed little to the formulation of a general 
theory of "death" (O'Shea 1981). A reason for this is that not all evidence is equally 
available and that each cultural context must be evaluated in its own terms. However by 
establishing pattern this archaeology may enable a clearer picture of society in an Inka 
province to emerge. 
For Inka provinces the most important principle in mortuary analysis is that the offering 
accompanying the dead is very diagnostic in the interpretation of social status, labor 
system, funerary ritual as well as religious aspects and political aspects. It will enable the 
reconstruction of social structure because, according to Goldstein ( 1981 ), a person 
maintains in death his or her social status, held in life. However there are other classes of 
treatment of the dead which interrupt this relationship, for example, the multiple burial, 
the sacrifice, the symbolic mummy (either the use of certain bones only or an 3.rtifical 
body) or simply the offering and which require further care in analysis. All variations are 
intentional and therefore the ritual status as well as social status need to be evaluated. The 
concept of funerary context requires that both of these are understood (O'Shea 1981 ). 
There is a difference between inhumation for a natural death and its appropriate funeral 
rituals and the question of human sacrifice. Human sacrifice is an offering to other human 
beings, to an idol or to a god. Most religions consider a life after the death or even a 
world of the dead. It is also common to find multiple funerary contexts in which there is a 
principal burial, who had died of natural causes, and an accompanying group, who had 
been sacrificed to journey with that person in death. It is therefore possible to regard a 
cemetery as a large multiple funerary context, in which important people were buried and 
others, perhaps sacrificed, buried individually in tombs nearby. This may be identified as 
a synchronic process of burial whereas the ordinary cemetery is diachronic. However 
regular rituals of sacrifice may also contribute to the first pattern. The funerary context of 
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a sacrificed victim is often similar in the form of tomb to that of an naturally deceased 
individual but the difference is in the intention; a sentiment which may be difficult to 
determine archaeologically. A problem raised in the literature by Brown (1976) suggests 
that it is not possible to work with museum collections because they lack context. 
However in this thesis a considerable amount of analysis has been possible using such 
resources but it is only possible where there is adequate registration of association 
between the various grave goods. 
The methodology used in this thesis is derived from the concepts of spatial organisation 
and mortuary analysis developed by Goldstein (1981) and which I have previously 
applied in my studies in a cemetery of Tablada de Lurfn (Cornejo 1992; 1993 Ms.) and in 
the Middle Horizon cemetery at Miramar-Anc6n, valle del Chill6n (Cornejo 1994). It 
requires three stages: preanalysis; analysis; and the comparison of the formal features. 
The preanalysis requires the accumulation of all of the appropriate information: location, 
orientation, position, sex, age, cause of death, treatment of the body, clothing, offerings 
and their location. The second stage serves to compare each category of information with 
the whole data set in order to establish patterns of burial for each and to highlight the 
unusual ones. The final stage is to define critical patterns which characterise a cemetery or 
even a region. For example, the position of the body may be compared with its orientation 
and with certain pottery types in order to distinguish sub-patterns which may well be a 
social importance; such as will be analysed in particular differences between ethnic 
groups. It is also possible to use typical work tools combined with sex and age to evaluate 
possible occupations. 
c. Political and Social Consequences 
The spatial distribution of the cemeteries in the province of Ischma is related to the 
settlement distribution. Therefore, by understanding the settlement pattern, it is possible 
to relate funerary pattern to it. Consequently one can use both aspects, at different levels 
of observation, to help to reconstruct important political, social, economic and religious 
matters in the Inka province of Pachacamac. Trigger ( 1974: 96) ·argued that the strong 
points of archaeological data for the interpretation of socio-political behaviour lie in their 
ability to provide information concerning community size and distribution of population, 
division of labour, relative distribution of goods and services and the symbolic 
representation of status differences. In this province, it can be further analysed by 
assessing the presence of the "dominant" culture on the basis of its distinctive architectural 
style, the distribution of its distinctive pottery style and its provincial "copies" and the 
presence of other elements of its material culture which may signify its political 
administration, and its ceremonial and ritual practices. The presence of other foreign 
goods may suggest known and well understood Inka policies, such as mitimaes. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE NATION OF ISCHMA AND THE PROVINCE OF PACHACAMAC: 
the Central Coast in the Late Intermediate and Inka periods 
Part A: Ethnohistorical Background 
The most important documents for the province of Pachacamac are: i. the 
manuscript of Huarochin written by Francisco de Avila who was an "idolatry 
investigator" around 1598 (Avila 1598 [Taylor 1987]); ii. the description by Hernando 
Pizarro of his journey from Cajamarca to Pachacamac and then to Jauja (Estete 1917 
[1532-1533]); iii. the transcription of Visita 413 about a land dispute in Quivi between 
1558 and 1570 (Rostworowski 1988: 83-297). The most important ethnohistorians 
researching the Central Coast are: Rostworowski (1972; 1977; 1978; 1989; 1992) and 
Espinoza Soriano Soriano (1964; 1984; 1983). 
1. The Inka Province of Pachacamac 
The Ink.a province of Pachacamac comprised the three valleys of Lunn, Rfmac and 
Chi116n. Following Rowe ( 1946: 262), each province was divided into two or three parts 
called saya (hunus?), therefore, each valley must have been a saya. Each was divided into 
guarangas and each guaranga into ten pachacas (Julien 1982: 121-123). This system used 
the existing system of government, these districts became called seiionos and curacazgos. 
Various documentary sources (Albornoz 1967; Santillan 1968; Castro and Ortega 
Morejon 1974; Molina 1968; Calancha 1977 [1638]) speak of a Province of Ischma, but 
do not reveal its extent, pattern of settlement or even its political structure. 
Ethnohistorians, such as Rostworowski (1972; 1977: 197-199; 1978: 50-51; 1989: 24; 
1992: 77-78), citing references such as Albornoz (1967), Calancha (1977 [1638]) and 
several unpublished documents), and Duviols (1967) consider that the valleys of Rfmac 
and Lunn were united to form the province of Ischma. 
Parssinen (1992: 341-342), citing Cobo (1882: 391(1639]), says that the Inka province 
of Ischma comprised 3 hunus, each of 10,000 families, which in each of the 3 coastal 
valleys. Pachacamac and the lower Lurin formed one hunu with the Rimac seiiono of 
Surco, the second was Rfmac with its capital at Maranga, and the third covered the 
northern side of the Rfmac and the lower Chill6n with its capital at Caraguayllo. Such a 
tripartite idea of provincial organization is reflected in other Inka provinces, such as 
Wanka (Espinosa Soriano 1971). Smith (1967-1968: 88) in his assessment of prehispanic 
population suggested 150,000 indians inhabited the Inka province of Pachacamac. 
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2. The Inka conquest of Nation of Ischma 
Pachactutec was the first Ink.a to arrive in Ischma (Santa Cruz Pachacuti Y amqui 
1968: 297-298 [1613]). Tupac Yupanqui, whilst still under the influence of his mother 
(Hernando de Santillan 1968 [1563]) announced that the creator god could be found in the 
valley of lschma among the Yungas. After many years he became king and decided to 
visit Ischma, and arrived with a conquering army to incorporate the shrine and its nation 
into Tawantinsuyu. He also came as a pilgrim to the this important religious centre. He 
had fasted for some days and made extensive sacrifices of camelids and burned a large 
quantity of clothing. The Oracle spoke with him, saying that he was the god which 
animated all things and predicted great success for the Ink.a in his future military 
campaigns. On this occasion the Ink.a decided to change the name of the temple and 
sefiorio of Ischma to that of the god (Rostworowski 1992: 88). In honour of the new 
relationship between Pachacamac and Ink.a Tupac Yupanqui, the latter constructed a 
temple there, dedicated to Punchao, the Sun, the main Inka god. Therefore the Ink.a 
respected the local sanctuary but at the same time placed the Temple of the Sun in this 
important position, alongside the shrine of Pachacamac. The Ink.a constructed other 
buildings and dedicated people to the service of both Pachacamac and Punchao, thereby 
controlling all the tribute and offerings Pachacamac had previously enjoyed. 
According to Avila, there were rebellions on the southern fronteirs of Pachacamac by the 
Calango, Alancuna and Chaqui, which created a 12 year problem for Tupac Yupanqui. 
He decided to summon the most powerful huacas to the plaza in Cusco to ask for help. 
Macahuisa, the son of Pariacaca, the great oracle of Huarochirf, offered and he 
successfully defeated the rebels on his own. As reward the Y auyos from Huarochirf were 
given the lands in the middle Lurfn valley, previously part of Ischma. From that moment 
the Inka revered Pariacaca even more (Rostworowski 1989: 29-30). In this situation it is 
clear that the Colli and Quivi lost power. 
Other Y auyos groups took advantage of this and one under Tutaiquire invaded Lurfn as 
far as Huaycan de Cieneguilla and Huaycan de Pariache in the south bank of Rfmac. 
Another Y auyos faction, the Chaclla, took the north bank of Rfmac and the whole of the 
Chil16n. This therefore introduced quechua names of the guarangas to these areas. This 
did not occur in the lower valleys of Rfmac and Lurfn despite the fact that the Inkas 
brought in inserted mitimaes Chimu, Chancay, Puerto Viejo, Chincha and Chanka. 
The Ink.as charged their allies, the Chacllas, with the total conquest of Chi116n and they 
occupied it as mitimaes. Rostworowski (1989: 27-28), following Avila, says that the 
Colli, together with other coastal groups, had inhabited the middle and upper valleys prior 
to the Y auyos incursion. The myth describes the struggle between the worshippers of 
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Pariacaca and those of W allallo. The Colli were conquered by the wind whipped up by 
Pariacaca; some were killed whilst others were knocked over by the wind in Carabayllo. 
Therefore the Colli of the legend can be linked to the curacazgo in the lower Chill6n. This 
myth explains their loss of possessions in the sierra and their return to the coast. The 
significance of this population and boundary change was that the coca lands of the middle 
valleys were given to highland peoples, allied to the Ink.a (Rostworowski 1977). Control 
of the canal intakes from the high altitude lagoons provided irrigation water and enabled 
the Y auyos to control politically the middle part of the valley, including the whole of 
Santa Eulalia, a tributary of the Rfmac. This therefore was only possible under the 
protection of Pariacaca (Rostworowski 1977; Mayer and Fonseca 1979; Gentile Lafaylle 
1981; Masson 1984: 11) 
According to Rostworowski (1989: 30), the situation between the Yungas and Yauyos 
was finely balanced at the end of the LIP, ie immediately before the arrival of the Ink.as, 
but the armies of Ink.a Tupac Yupanqui were very experienced and defeated the Yungas. 
The Colli lord was killed and his army routed. Then, Chaume Xauxa, the kuraka of 
Quivi, a Yungas town in middle Chi116n, was accused of conspiring against the health of 
the Ink.a through the power of the Huaca of the Pueblo de Acupayllata. As a result, he 
was taken to Cusco with several of his staff where they were sentenced to death for 
treason. The subsequent repression of the Quivi was bloody and it seems that all the men 
were killed, only the women and children were allowed to survive. Another version 
suggests that the Inka ordered the execution of a cacique called Collotambo and all the 
men of his generation for treason and his few remaining women were placed in a corral to 
spin cloth (Rostworowski 1988: 171, 180v). Therefore Quivi became a highland town, 
inhabited by the Canta. The Y auyos nation or ethnic group from Huarochirf held three 
guarangas in the Pachacamac province: Y aucha, Picoy and Chacalla. 
The lnka province of Ishma therefore had a group of people loyal to the Inka who would 
have played a significant role in the politics and administration of the province and who 
dominated the rebellious northern valley. According to Rostworowski (1989: 31), Cusco 
rule came to dominate Chill6n, they reorganised it by planting mitimaes from other parts 
of Peru on the best lands in Qui vi, to grow coca. Another group brought into this area 
were the Chaclla, a Yauyos group, who were very loyal to the Inkas and who had wanted 
these lands for a long time and finally the Canta were installed in Quivi. 
3. Political Structure of the Inka Province of Pachacamac 
Pachacamac province can be divided into three sayas or hunus, corresponding to 
the valleys of Lurin, Rfmac and Chill6n with the capital at Pachacamac itself. 
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3.1. Lurin valley 
The political subdivisions of Lurin in the early Colonial period may help to 
elucidate the prehispanic local organisation. The best sources are Cobo ( 1956: T. II: 319 
[1653]), the will of the Cacique Alonso Saba and a small census of indigenous persons in 
the sixteenth century (Espinosa Soriano 1964 ). The lower valley of Lurfn comprised four 
curacazgos under the hegemony of Pachacamac; they were Pachacamac, Manchay, 
Caringas and Quilcaycuna (Espinosa Soriano 1964: 136). It is not known what were the 
ethnohistoric curacazgos of the middle valley. 
The four Curacazgos can be defined and using these as a territorial base, their settlement 
patterns can be examined to achieve an overall picture of the organization. The 
relationship between modem toponyms and nearby archaeological remains is the first 
stage of association and interpretation. Each Curacazgo had its own ancestral shrine and 
was governed by a kuraka. Naturally, the prestige held by the shrine at Pachacamac meant 
that the Curacazgo of Pachacamac wielded considerable political and religious power over 
not only the three other Curacazgos in Lurfn but over all others throughout Ischma. 
Espinoza Soriano (1964: 138) stated that Pachacamac was inhabited by two populations, 
one local and the other foreign, mitimaes who had been translocated from elsewhere and 
who performed tasks associated with ritual practice or administration. Cieza de Le6n 
(1967: 196 [1553]) confirmed this after his visit in 1548, adding that there existed parts of 
the settlement for the exclusive use of pilgrims and that within these rooms it was not 
possible to bury anyone other than priests and kurakas. 
3.2. 'Rimac valley 
3.2.1. The Guaranga of Picoy or Mama and the south bank of Rimac 
According to Espinoza Soriano (1984), during the LIP the upper and middle 
Rfmac was occupied by the Sefiorios of Yaucha and Picoy, who were serranos belonging 
the Y auyos of Huarochiri. It is known that in the Latim or Ate, in Nafia and Mama the 
Yungas had been replaced by Y auyos. The guaranga of Yaucha in the upper valley, 
extended from San Juan de Matucana to the heights of Ticlio in the sierra. Picoy and 
Chacalla in the middle valley, occupied both banks of the river and the mountains between 
it and Chill6n. 
According to Espinoza Soriano (1984: 168), the Spaniards called the guaranga of Picoy 
the parish of San Pedro de Mama and subsequently San Juan de Matucana. This guaranga 
comprised several settlements: from west to east: Pariache, Chaclacayo, Mama, 
Cocachacra and Surco with Mama being the capital. The name "mama" was also applied 
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to the inhabitants of the upper valley from Pariache to Ticlio, whose kuraka lived in 
Mama. 
At the time of Tupac Inka Yupanki, the kuraka of Picoy was Chuquiaca, who had been 
left in charge by the Inka who gave him three wives, a throne, a litter with porters, much 
valuable clothing (called colcapata and llancapata), lands in Quinua in Huamanga, in 
Lurinhuanca, Hatun Xauxa and Iscokancha, in W anka province as well as holdings in 
Mama and Chichima to emphasise his importance (Espinoza Soriano 1984: 192-193). 
Tutayquire, the hero who conquered Mama established a new border at the mountain of 
Huaycan de Pariache, 18 km south of which he placed a golden staff to indicate his new 
border. He called it Uncatupu Caparicaya (Rostworowski 1978: 39; Espinoza Soriano 
1984: 161). 
3.2.2. The Guaranga of Chaclla 
The Chacllas established themselves in the mountains between the Rimac and 
Chill6n, including in the quebrada of Jicamarca, a natural route to the coast. The sites 
include Chacalla, Carampoma and Casta in the sierra and Santa Olaya de Acopaya 
(Cayao) called today Santa Eulalia, and San Geronimo de Puna, in the middle valley of 
Chacalla or Carampoma river (Espinoza Soriano 1984: 77). The capital of the guaranga 
was at Chaclla in Santa Eulalia. In addition, during the Y auyos conquest on the north 
bank of Rimac, the Chacllas conquered Carapongo, Huampani, Tantacaxa (or Santa 
Clara) and Huachipa (Rostworowski 1978: 38; Espinoza Soriano 1984: 168). 
3.3. Chillon valley 
There were 3 sefiorf os or guarangas in the Chi116n valley, Collique in the lower, 
Y angas in the middle, and Canta in the upper valley. These had been conquered by the 
Chacllas for the Inka. Collique, under its kuraka, Colli Capac had comprised in the LIP 
many small sefiorfos and curacazgos, all of which were ethnically Yungas (Rostworowski 
1989: 24, 26 and 27; 1992: 78; Parssinen 1992: 344). 
The Guaranga of Y angas was composed by five Pachacas: Cancay, Mongoy, 
Chuquitunga, Chumbillan and Antachumbi. With the exception of the first, the other two 
were subdivisions or moieties (Silva 1996). The Guaranga of Collique contains ten 
pachacas, each of which correspond to a population of 1000 families; these were: 
Chuquiruro, Caxa Cumbi, Vila Tanta, Vilca Chunbi, Chumbi Guarco, Chumbi Tanta, 
Carua Guanco, Carua Chunbi, Chinqui Y anga and Chuquitanta. The guaranga territory 
and border was retained after the Inka conquest, although the surviving Colli females and 
children remained and were joined by Chaclla mitimaes (Rostworowski 1989: 36-37). 
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According to Rostworowski (1989: 41-42), there were two springs, Alpacoto y Guacan 
Llanc, on the lands of the hacienda Collique which irrigated a wide area and which were 
the focus of water and earth cults. Alpacoto represented the earth, a femenine concept 
linked to agriculture, whilst Guacan Llanc, the "temple of the idol", was a water deity 
who used manly magical rites. From this spring a canal flowed which separated the 
community lands from those of the kuraka, whose lands were watered from Alpacoto. 
4. The Frontiers of the Pachacamac Province 
Rostworowski ( 1978) analysed the political and ethnic situation on the central 
coast, in particular she provided information of the frontier between Yungas and Yauyos 
and how the Y auyos conquered the Sisicaya area with the support of the Inkas. She 
mentioned that the Sisicaya area was subject to many flash floods in the fifteenth century 
which destroyed archaeological sites or large sectors of them, and drove their inhabitants 
into the lower valley. The Y auyos moved into this sector in their absence. Such events 
mythologised as the struggle between the gods, ending the conquest of Sisicaya by the 
Y auyos. This historical indication of a natural disaster utilised as an excuse for another 
group to take control of lands, is not unique in andean history; in the central sierra the 
informants of Avila told of an era when intense rains followed by avalanches of mud and 
stone destroyed settlements which also resulted in abandonment and population 
replacement (Taylor 1987). 
The eastern frontier between Ischma and the sierra polities is better known. It is known 
that the Yungas oflschma had occupied the coca lands in the middle reaches of both Lurfn 
and Rimac around the important sites of Sisicaya and Mama (Rostworowski 1992: 77) 
and that their god, Pachacamac, had outposts in many different and distant places, 
including Mama. This influence actually stretched beyond Ischma up and down the coast 
and through the sierra as far as the selva. The eastern limits of the se:iiorfo in the valley of 
Lurfn, during the LIP was in the zone of Antioqufa and perhaps included some areas of 
the upper valley. However after the Inka conquest the frontier was pushed back towards 
the coast at Huaycan de Cieneguilla, as Tutayquire and the Y auyos incorporated Sisicaya 
under their control as an integral part of the province of Huarochirf (Rostworowski 1992: 
77). 
During the LIP the southern frontier of the Ischma province was located to south of the 
curacazgo of Caringas, just north to Chilca valley. The northern frontier must have been 
located between the se:iiorf o of Ischma and Collique, although both the ethnohistoric 
sources and distribution of ceramics indicate that its location is not clear for both Chill6n 
groups and LIP ceramics are found on the north bank of the Rimac. 
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The original nation of Ischma maintained its southern boundary to the south of the lomas, 
but in the north the lower Chill6n was incorporated into it and a new frontier established 
near to Anc6n. The eastern frontier was radically altered; it maintained some lands in 
middle Lurin but the majority were incorporated into a highland province of Y auyos, in 
Rfmac the lands around Mama remained within the coastal world but the sanctuary of 
Mama changed its allegiance to become a sister of Pariacaca, the serrano god. The 
influence of Pachacamac through its system of related shrines throughout the central 
Andes was maintained, even as far as Cusco, but this did not necessarily mean political 
control from the central coast. 
The frontier between Collique and the Ischma curacazgos must have run across/along the 
divide between Rimac and Chill6n. During the LIP it must have functioned only as a 
natural divide between one sefiorfo and another, both having access to coca, under the 
hegemony of Pachacamac. The Colli sefiorfo controlled the middle valley and some upper 
lands, therefore the frontier of Ischma in this zone was inserted into the political 
organzation of Colli. The latter had a northern frontier with Chancay with whom they had 
good relations. In the Late Horizon when the Colli were exterminated by the Ink.a, the 
Chil16n valley was placed under the Ink.a administration of Pachacamac. However, 
logistically some local products, destined for the sierra, must have been exported through 
the upper reaches of Chill6n. 
S. Sanctuaries and Gods 
Albornoz ( 1967) mentioned that there were 5 important huacas in Ischma: 
Pachacamac, Tantannamoc, Aysauilca, Rimac and Sulcouilca. The first two were related 
with a female fox and the other 3 were special stones. Pachacamac was not the animal 
itself but it was one of its symbols, together with the vulture.. Obviously Albornoz' record 
is only partial and he only listed the most important in the province. There are some 
additional data from other sources, all of which indicates that there are 3 major types of 
shrine: on offshore islands, on mountain tops and special stones. 
Islands were sacred places in Ink.a religion, particularly off the coasts of Ecuador, Peru 
and Chile, as well as in Lake Titicaca. For Ischma, the best example is Isla San Lorenzo 
off Callao and Isla La Huaca off the coast of Anc6n, whose name is suggestive of an 
ancient religious importance (Gunther 1983: map 17), which is part of the group oflslas 
Hormigas. Others include: the island Don Martin, north of Huacho, some Late Horizon 
evidence has been found comprising small silver, stamped figurines and fragments of 
Chancay ceramics (Ruiz Estrada 1991: 32). Such materials are usually associated with the 
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Ink.a ritual of Capacocha; and the isla of Mazorca, to the S of Ruacho where 
Huamancantac, the local god of guano, was worshipped (Tello 1942: 26). 
Ethnohistorically only two hilltop shrines, Sulcouilca and Cerro San Cristobal, are 
known. Both were in Rfmac and have been destroyed without leaving any physical 
evidence. 
In total, only nine sanctuaries can be described from the documents: four in Lurfn, four in 
Rfmac, and one in Chill6n valley. 
5.1. Lurin valley 
5.1.1. The Old Temple of Pachacamac 
According to Estete ( 1945 [ 1549]), in order to reach the house of the idol of 
Pachacamac on the summit of this pyramid, one had to pass through many gateways in a 
series of 3 or 4 walls which surround the house in the manner of a shell. On top was a 
small patio in front of a small structure which contained the idol. It had a roof thatched 
with branches and grass and whose supporting posts were covered with gold and silver 
leaf. Passing into the enclosed patio, there was a door covered with a textile decorated 
with shells, turqoises and crystals. Inside the dark and windowless room was a man and 
in the middle a wooden statue carved in its upper part in the form of a man. 
Rostworowski ( 1992: 106) thinks that an idol as important as Pachacamac was not simply 
left in the house after the conquest. It may have been hidden or according to the orders 
issued by Hernando Pizarro that it was to be smashed in front of the priests and its house 
destroyed so that it could never be used again (Estete 1918: 89 [1549]). Therefore the 
intact wooden idol found on the uppermost platform of the temple by Jimenez Borja, and 
which is exhibited in the site museum, could not be the main idol of the Old Temple. It 
must be one of the other wooden idols which adorned the streets and principal gates of the 
city as well as the surrounds of the Old Temple (Estete 1918: 87 [1549]). 
According to Albornoz (Duviols 1984: 214 [1583-1584]), Pachacamac was the main 
huaca of Ischma and the most important in the territory. It is described as a golden statue 
of a female fox on a hill near to the village of Pachacama. Only lords and priests could 
enter it and conduct their sacrifices and offerings (Calancha 1976 lib. III. cap. xix 
[1638]). Albornoz further explained that Tantannamoc was a dead female fox which was 
at the gate to the Sanctuary (Rostworowski 1994: 47). 
The Inka used the god's relatives (wives, sons) for his administration. In the Late 
Horizon that Pariacaca acquired power through the Ink.as, a fact reflected mythically as its 
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relatives displaced those of Pachacamac. Again this is mythological confirmation of the 
Y auyos acquisition of the coca fields. 
5.1.2. Urpayhuachac 
Urpayhuachac was one of the 5 sisters of Pariacaca (Avila-Taylor 1987, cap 13; 
Rostworowski 1992: 37) and the Inkas must have assigned a group of aqllakunas for its 
service, hence its building became known as "mamacunas". Popular belief is that they 
were dedicated to the service of the Queen or Coya, and thus the Moon; hence the 
building has been called the Palace of the Moon. How~ver it is more likely that it is the 
temple dedicated to Urpayhuachac (Espinoza Soriano 1974: 12; Cornejo 1999), the 
goddess of fishermen, whose her children were doves. Urpayhuachac was represented by 
carved bone in the shape of a dove and mullu (spondylus shell) was among the offerings 
received. 
Cobo (1956: 186) mentioned that near to the Palace of the Mamaconas there was a 
reservoir into which the waters of the sea came and that fish were kept in it in honour of 
the god Urpayhuachac (Rostworowski 1989: 272). According to Avila (1598: 69-73, 
Cap. 2: 49-63), there was not a single fish in the sea but Urpayhuachac kept fish in a tank 
in his house. A mountain god, Cuniraya jealously asked why she had visited the island of 
Cahuillaca and in a fit of pique he threw her fish into the sea; thus the sea was populated. 
5.1.3. Aysauilca 
This shrine was a stone, specially shaped as a human face. Stones were prominent 
in Inka religious thought and were related specifically with the concept of ushnu (Zuidema 
1989; Meddens 1997). It was probably located on a promontory near the top of a hill or in 
the centre of an open space. Albornoz (1967 [1583-1584]) describes it as the paqariska 
(origin place) of Manchay which stretched from Manchay pueblo to the middle part of the 
valley below Sisicaya in the lower Lurfn where there are many late (LIP and Late 
Horizon) sites, such as Tamboinga, Quebrada Golondrina and Rumihuasi. 
Bonavia (1965: 71, 72, 95, 97) reported a building with two designs in the form of the 
stepped fret which decorate the facade of a building facing the plaza at Potrero de Santa 
Lucia in Cieneguilla, near to modem Manchay, a site characterised by Inka and Inka-local 
pottery. These suggest that it may have been an important Inka administrative and 
religious centre. It is probable that the stone was captured by the Inkas here where they 
constructed a tam.ho in order to retain to some extent the power and prestige of the huaca. 
5.1.4. Pariacaca and its relatives 
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fu the upper Lurfn valley, the Y auyos cultural heroes were the brothers and sisters 
of their principal god, Pariacaca, who were established as huacas in various places in the 
area, such as Chillaco several km upstream from Sisicaya, a place which previously 
belonged to Pachacamac. fu a quebrada east of Chillaco there are footings of structures 
similar to those reported at A viyay, Nieve-nieve, Samaiyanca and Mama, but there are no 
other remains other than the toponym for the quebrada. The sites of Aviyay, Nieve-nieve, 
Samaiyanca correspond to other cultural heroes of the Y auyos who gained the lands 
around these sites as a result of the Inka conquest. Similarly the sanctuary of Mama in 
Rimac the Inka-yauyos conquest of the middle valley saw a sister of Pariacaca, 
Chaupifiamca, establish a high sanctuary dominated the shrine of the local Yungas god on 
the valley floor. 
5.2. Rimac valley 
5.2.1. Sulcovilca sanctuary 
According to Albornoz ( 1967), Sulcouilca was the huaca of Sulco. It was a long 
stone on a hilltop next to the sea and it was the paqariska of the Sulco people. It seems to 
have been an idol inside a small structure which has now disappeared and which was 
located on the summit of El Morro Solar in Chorrillos, where, according to Bandelier 
(Hyslop and Mujica 1992: 72 [1892]), there were also buildings. To the east and at its 
foot is the large site of Armatambo. It is interesting to add that on the slopes between 
Armatambo and the summit, Bandelier ( 1892 Ms.) found a large quantity of LH burials. 
Little is known about the idol but it was related to Pachacamac. There was another shrine, 
Sulcauilca, which was the main huaca of the Lunaguana indians in the parcialidad of 
Mala, which was also a hill overlooking the sea, also considered as the brother of 
Pachacamac (Albornoz 1967). 
5.2.2. Cerro San Cristobal 
According to Romero (1942: 230-231) on 9 July 1586, a violent earthquake 
destroyed much of Callao and in his report the Viceroy, Fernando de Torres y Portugal, 
mentioned that a chapel had been destroyed on top of Cerro San Cristobal which had 
replaced an earlier, prehispanic shrine. fu 1752 a rectangular structure was depicted on it 
on maps of the lower Rimac (Gilnther 1983 maps 6 and 7). Cerro San Cristobal is located 
on the northern side of the river and close to it. Today it has a large cross erected on 
cement platforms on top. On both its eastern and northern slopes are the remains of three 
earlier, prehispanic stone walls which must have once surrounded the hilltop. 
5.2.3. Sanctuary of Rimac 
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According to Albornoz ( 1967), the origin guaca of the indians of Lima, was called 
Rfmac which was a stone in a flat area within the city on the lands of Geronimo de Silva 
(Duviols 1967: 34; Rostworowski 1978: 70); these have not been located. Rostworowski 
(1978), utilising various chronicles (Calancha 1968, lib 1, cap XXXVII: 236; Albornoz 
1967), notes that it was believed that the huaca and temple of Rimac was found in 
Limatambo (Rfmactambo ). The Spaniards had moved that settlement to Magdalena to 
separate the people from their idol, changing the toponym from Rfmac to Guatca. Only 6 
km. from the Huaca ofLimatambo is Maranga, but, according to Calancha (1638: 235, 
Lib.1 cap. XXXVII), the people continued to worship Rfmac because it also had a shrine 
in Mateo Salado, only 2 km to the east of Maranga on the way to Limatambo. Squier 
(1974: 46) agrees with Calancha and mentions 2 places called Limatambo, one an old 
place in Maranga and a second, more modem, on the road to Chorrillos. Rostworowski 
(1978: 70) does not agree with these interpretations and suggests that the place ofRfmac 
must have been in the old city of Lima. However I think that this shrine must have been at 
Limatambo and not at Maranga, to the west, nor at Armatambo, 10 km. to the south. Both 
of these sites have their own huacas and, as it will be demonstrated, were capitals of their 
own curacazgos. 
A continued struggle for supremacy between the different gods and idols of the valley in 
the late prehistoric periods must have existed. If Calancha reported that the temple of 
Rfmac was in Limatambo, it is probable that this god held supremacy when the Spaniards 
arrived. But it is clear that there were other gods in the valley. Given the paramountcy of 
Pachacamac controlling all the shrines and gods of the central coast, it seems improbable 
that Rfmac was independent. Pachacamac brought Rfmac under its control by assuming a 
parental relationship over it. 
5.2.4. Sanctuary of Mama 
The important shrine to "mama" the wife of Pachacamac was located at Mama 
(Ricardo Palma) (Davila Briceno 1965). The site is indicated on several 18th century 
maps {Plirsinnen 1992: 8. Map 3, 343 Map 23). The female deity Manafiamca, the wife of 
Huallallo, a god of San Pedro de Casta Huarochirf, dominated this region before the 
appearance of Pariacaca (Rostworowski 1983: 83). 
Spalding (1984: 99) believes that the sanctuary of Chaupifiamca also was to be found in a 
room on one of the mounds on the north side of the Rimac in this sector. Rostworowski 
(1978: 77; 1992: 50) mentions that the temple was destroyed in the 18th century and 
within its walls a house of the corregidor, a hospital and a prison were built. In other 
words, this temple must have been a substantial structure covering many terraces but its 
precise location is unknown. 
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Minor Huaca 
There are many lesser huacas throughout the central coast, such as that for potters 
at Hacienda de Chacra Alta in lower Rfmac, which had a spring (Rostworowski 1989: 
275) and which was associated with the Maranga canal and was located near to the 
Maranga archaeological site (Rostworowski 1989: 37). 
5.3. Chillon valley 
5.3.1. Sanctuary of Concon 
Tupac Yupanqui when he arrived in Ischma knew from his mother that 
Pachacamac was the "maker of the world" (Hernando de Santillan 1968 [1563]) and that 
both Pachacamac and Con were sons of the Sun. Therefore apart from its local 
significance, there was also a link with the religion of Cusco because both deities were 
related to the creation of the world. Both have shrines, with brothers, daughters, sisters 
and sons, in various parts of Peru, north and south along the coast and in the sierra. 
Lopez de G6mara (1941, T. II, chap CXXII: 34) and Zarate (1555) offer the same 
explicit information about Con, that he was a sun god and whose origin was earlier than 
Pachacamac, but who had been transformed by the latter into a cat and a monkey. Kartens 
(1957: 154) thought that Con was a Chimu god whose cult extended into the sierra and 
later became confused with Viracocha. Rostworowski (1989: 168) noted that Betanzos 
(1968: chaps I and II) and Las Casas (1929: 36) tell of Con, within the legend ofTicsi 
Viracocha and his involvement in the origin of the world. The informants of Avila (1965: 
95) spoke of Cuniraya (Con) as an old god, older than all of the guacas and who was the 
father of Pariacaca. 
There were several pre-Ink.a shrines dedicated to Con (Rostworowski 1989: 170), 
however the Ink.a constructed a temple dedicated to the Sun at Collique and installed Con, 
his son as its principal deity. 
Rostworowski ( 1989: 170) stated that there is a mountain called Conc6n at km. 19, 
avenida Tupac Amaru nearby a similarly named hacienda near to Huacoy (km 21). Stumer 
( 1954a: 178) called a pyramid at Huacoy Con. There was also a river bar in the Chill6n 
called Conc6n and which served as a ford (Villar Cordova 1935). According to 
Rostworowski (1989: 171), the wills of the two kurakas of Collique in 1564 and 1605 
mention the properties and borders of Conc6n , Huacoy and Caudivilla which may 
indicate the lands belonging to Con in prehispanic times. 
6. Rituals 
6.1. Pachacamac Ritual 
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One of the principal rituals of the Pachacarnac Sanctuary is associated with one of 
its emblematic animals, the black buzzard (gallinazo) with its red head. Other animals 
related with Pachacamac were the fox and the monkey (Rostworowski 1992: 47). The 
priests performed a ritual of human sacrifice in which these captive birds played a main 
role in honour of Pachacamac (Jimenez Borja 1985: 47; Rostworowski 1992: 45). 
Calancha (1976 [1638]: Vol 3: 930-939) wrote that Pachacamac killed the mother of 
Vichama, cut her up into pieces and fed them to the buzzards. Rostworowski (1992: 47) 
analysed Moche iconography and discovered a depiction of this story, finding a 
relationship between the god Pachacamac and the "Wrinkled Face" of Moche V drawings. 
The ritual sacrifice in the temple of Pachacamac is therefore a re-enactment of the myth. 
Confirming part of this story, Pedro Pizarro (1978 [1571]: Cap. 35: 245) commented that 
each day many loads of sardines and anchovies were fed to buzzards in the plaza in front 
of the house of Pachacamac, probably in the small plaza in the southwest sector. 
6.2. The capacocha ritual 
Capacocha was an Inka ritual which involved human sacrifices and which was 
used in the political and religious relationships between the capital and the provinces 
(Duviols 1976). The capacocha offerings came from Cusco in procession, taking bringing 
offerings to local huacas along its route (Duviols 1976: 20-21). In the province of 
Pachacamac it was part of an Inka political strategy in order to be able to conquer territory 
or confirm its acquisition and resources from the Ischma and Collique nations and convert 
them to Inka provinces. It was undertaken periodically to consolidate conquests. In all 
cases cited, it took place at important administrative and religious centres, such as 
Pachacamac, and in places rich in resources, such as coca which the Inkas required, such 
as in the case of the middle Chill6n and probably also for the middle Lurin and Rf mac 
valleys. The strategy involved the successive conquest of lands controlled by coastal 
polities, initiated from the upper valleys with the help of loyal highland groups, such as 
the Yauyos and Chacalla. 
In the valley of Lurin, Tupa Inka Yupanqui visited Pachacamac and made a capacocha to 
the main idol whom he considered to be the "maker of the world". This must have 
occured after Ischma had lost its coca fields in the middle valley and its lands in the upper 
to the Y auyos. There are few data for the Rf mac but the conquest of the south bank as far 
as Huaycan by the Y auyos and of the north bank by the Chacalla suggests a similar 
process. No archaeological evidence of capacocha has been found in this zone, although 
the important site of Isla San Lorenzo confirms its practice. 
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In the upper Chill6n, Inka plans for conquest were helped by the Chacalla, who had 
loyally served them. The defeat of Collicapac, the kuraka of Collique, was also achieved 
with Chacalla assistance. The alliance between the Inka and Chacalla was manifest in the 
capacocha ritual which enabled the latter to gain the lands of Quivi. In reality, the 
objectives of the Inka were the conquest of the whole valley and to install the Chacalla as 
loyal mitimaes to protect the Inka interests. The local populations, such as the Canta and 
Huancayos, were relocated to other places. The Collis were either killed or sent as 
mitimaes to other provinces (Rostworowski 1988). 
The majority of references to capacocha in Chill6n are contained in the evidence given as a 
result of a 16th century land dispute between the Canta of the upper Chill6n, who 
administered the lands of Inka Huayna Capac in Quivi, and the Chacalla, a group of 
Y auyos from Huarochiri, who wanted to enter the area in dispute (Rostworowski 1988). 
The document contains important information, particularly of ritual practice from Xauxa 
to the sea following the Chill6n valley. 
The informants told of several capacocha passing through Xauxa, from where a Cusco 
orej6n took a capacocha to the capital of the Chacalla in Santa Eulalia. This may have been 
a reciprocal gift from the Inka to the Chacalla for the help he had received during the war 
against the Central Coast peoples. This contained mullu (ground shell) and sheep, 
probably white llamas, as well as gold and silver. When the Chacalla and the orej6n 
began the ritual, each took some of the shell to throw it at the huacas, the llamas were 
sacrificed and burned along a ritual route; their blood was poured into ceramic bowls and 
gourds to be offered to the men of Quivi (Rostworowski 1988: 123, 57r). It is probable 
that the gold and silver comprised miniature dressed human figurines and llamas, typical 
of capacocha. 
The Chacalla and the orej6n accompanied the blood as capacocha, which was carried by 
only one Chacalla. They were shouting and drawing attention to the procession as it 
passed through the villages on the route from Chacalla to the sea; the blood was 
distributed to the men of the settlement, probably in its centre; the containers were washed 
and a new llama sacrifice was made, collecting its blood for the journey to the next place 
en route. If any participant spilt the blood, then he was garroted and buried at that place 
' (Rostworowski 1988: 132, 82r-82v). 
When the procession from Chacalla first reached the limits of Quivi village, the blood was 
poured out and the containers washed because they feared entering the lands of Quivi. It 
seems that they made several capacochas attempting to enter this territory; eventually they 
gained entry and the Quivi continued the ceremony taking onto Huancayo. The men from 
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Guarabf ( 12 km west of Qui vi and 4 km west of Huancayo Alto) took it the sea 
(Rostworowski 1988: 174, 188r; 177, 195r). 
The orej6n, representing the Inka, must have accompanied the capacocha all the way to 
the sea, organising and supervising each part of the ritual, choosing the places for 
sacrifice and washing, distributing the offerings to the huacas, negotiating with local 
leaders its entry into each curacazgo. Capacocha therefore is political ritual linking the 
Inka with the provinces and curacazgos. However the Chacalla were accused of using it 
maliciously in order to appropiate the lands of the Quivi, because when they arrived with 
the capacocha at the end of their responsibility, they declared that these lands were theirs. 
However they already seem to have received land in Chi116n in payment for their services 
to the Inka but wanted more and were using this ritual to their own advantage. 
There must have been at least 3 capacocha processions in the Chi116n valley, 2 related to 
Huayna Capac and the other to Huascar (Rostworowski 1988: 170, 178v and 174, 187v) 
and the Chacalla participated in each one. The details are not very clear concerning its 
journey from Cusco to Xauxa, nor from Xauxa to Chacalla, but for all three, the 
witnesses note that a pot of blood and ground shell was brought by an orej6n and his 
retinue to Chacalla; there is no mention of W ankas carrying it from Xauxa. 
The first was related to the journeys of Huayna Capac to Quito (Rostworowski 1988: 
170, 178v). The orej6n and the Chacalla went to each mountain huaca in their territory 
pouring blood for the health of Topa Inka and his sons. They stopped at a boundary 
marker called Judcunga (or Juxcunga) poured out more blood and tried to enter Quivi in 
order to wash their containers. They were not able to do so and returned to Chacalla by 
the way they had come. Their kuraka, Culluynde, thought that the Inka had conspired 
against him by not allowing his advance into Quivi. 
A second capacocha arrived at Chacalla and they, and the orej6n, took it towards Quivi 
and at Judcunga the representative of Huayna Capac, Yungaype, expressed the wishes of 
the Inka that all the lands from the boundary to Chuquicoto near to Quivi village be 
occupied by his mitimaes, the Chacalla. This confirmed the loyalty of the Chacalla. The 
Quivi were obliged to take the capacocha on further towards the sea (Rostworowski 1988: 
179, 202r-v; 183, 213r; 186, 220r). 
A third capacocha was held for the health of Huascar Inka and his wife (Rostworowski 
1988: 174, 187v). The orej6n and the Chacalla undertook this in order to fulfil the orders 
of Huascar and broaden and consolidate the conquests of his father. 
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Another group of Canta witnessed the passage of a capacocha carried by Chacalla beyond 
Qui vi in the reign of Huascar Inka, which had the pretext of washing the blood in the 
river, but which enabled them to take more of the good lands of the valley. A Canta 
shepherd, Chuqui Guaranca, intervened to try to prevent the loss of more land to the 
Chacalla and pushed one of them carrying the sacred blood and spilt it. For this he was 
drowned in the river and buried under a molle tree below Quivi. The document lists 
another 4 Cantas who were killed defending their lands (Rostworowski 1988: 133, 84r-
v). 
6.3. Ritual foods in funerary contexts 
The offerings of both plants and animals are related to the different gods of the 
province. The most important myths in Ischma relating to the divine origin of plants and 
animals, and in which a god is assassinated, are: the killing by Pachacamac of his half 
brother, Vichama, from whose body parts plants first grew (Rostworowski 1989: 271-
272); and the origin of ocean fish as a result of a conflict between Cauillaca and 
Urpayhuachac, the latter destroying the lagoons of the former and releasing fish into the 
sea (Espinoza Soriano 1974: 12). 
According to Eliade (1978: 54-55), funeral ceremonies often recall the primordial murder 
of a god. He notes a common form of myth in which farmers explain the origins of their 
religion and gods and which itself is linked to the origin of plant foods; the most famous 
example is from Ceram off New Guinea, in which the body of a semidivine goddess, 
Hainuwele, was quartered and buried, and gave rise to previously unknown plants, 
including tubers. Therefore the presence of plant remains in a tomb not only means food 
for consumption by the dead in the afterlife but also refers distinctly to the fact that it is 
accompanied by sacrificed parts of the gods themselves and, through these, beliefs about 
the rebirth of the body. 
Eliade (1974: 34,43, 51) also looked at the origin myths of animals and the religious 
relationships between the hunter, the animal and the god of animals which seem to have 
been expressed in art and icongraphy since the Palaeolithic. The lord of the animals is 
seen as their protector and balances the relationship between the hunter and the beast. 
Hunting as a means of subsistence continued in agricultural societies and bloody animal 
sacrifice emulates the death in hunting. Animals are regarded as helping the rebirth of the 
dead person, hence their sacrifice is necessary in many societies. 
Rostworowski (1992) considered the Ischma myth of Pachacamac and Vichama as a 
reinterpretation of a Mochica myth. She noted that the Moche V burial scene represents 
certain parts of the myth and she identifies the character "W tinkled Face" as a 
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representation of Pachacamac and Vichama is "the kneeler". There are also disarticulated 
body parts which may also represent Vichama. This scene is therefore a representation of 
the murder of Vichama by Pachacamac and the events which surround it. However these 
pictures do not show the origin of plants. 
The chronicler, Calancha (1976 [1638]) described the legend another priest, Teruel, had 
heard. At the beginning of the world there were no foods to sustain men or women and 
the male died of hunger. One day the female collected roots and herbs to feed herself, 
looked up to the Sun and bitterly complained about her situation. The Sun came to earth 
and listened to her complaints and with his rays made her pregnant and four days later 
gave birth to a child. Pachacamac believed he was the only Son of the Sun and was afraid 
that the people would desert him to worship the new son. He therefore captured the child 
and tore it apart without listening to the pleas of the mother. But the mother did not 
complain to the Sun and for this reason the Sun sowed the teeth of the child from which 
sprung maize; from the ribs and bones, manioc and other roots and tubers; from his flesh 
came pepino, pacae and other fruits and trees. Thus hunger disappeared and plants were 
divinely created. Therefore Pachacamac became the god of plants and fertility. The 
unfortunate woman asked the Sun to give medicines and from the child's umbilical cord 
he created Vichama or Villama (Horkheimer 1973: 46; Rostworowski 1992: 27-28) 
A similar myth was recorded by Mejia Xesspe (1952) from the North of Peru in which a 
person called Ashcoy fell on the ground and parts of his body gave rise to plants, teeth -
maize, and the eyes potatoes and ulluco 
Two ritual products, coca and spondylus shell, are the most important grave goods 
because they are used in ceremonies and as offerings. Coca (Erythroxylum coca) was 
used in sacrifices to the gods at both Pachacamac and Pariacaca (Guaman Poma 1936 
[1613]; Polo de Ondegrado 1916: 40). Ethnohistorically, coca was known to have been 
produced in the Rfmac and Chi116n valleys (Rostworowski 1978: 96). Coca is found only 
in a few tombs in the whole of Ischma. Spondylus was used as an offering in Ischma 
(Polo de Ondegardo 1916: 39) and throughout Tawantinsuyu. It was brought from 
Ecuador by long distance traders (Rostworowski 1989: 77). It was found in some tombs 
in Ischma. 
Part II: Archaeological Background 
The central coast of Peru is an important zone to research how an independent 
nation was incorporated into Tawantinsuyu (Figure 1). Although the nation of Ischma 
was housed Pachacamac, a god respected by the Inka, and perhaps the reason for the 
conquest and incorporation of territory, there is little continuity between ethnohistorical 
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reconstructions and the archaeological record because there were major population 
changes in the early colonial period and the expansion of the city of Lima destroyed much 
field evidence. Therefore is necessary bring together the separate results after exploring 
both sources. Some archaeologists (Villar Cordova 1931, 1935; Stumer 1954; Lumbreras 
1974) speak of a Province of Ischma, without really knowing its extent, pattern of 
settlement or even its political structure. 
There have been several settlement pattern studies, for example, Stumer (1954a, 1954b), 
Feltham (1983, 1984) and Silva (1996) took the individual valleys as the focus of their 
studies. In some cases, such as in Lunn, there have been good results, but the consequent 
interpretations are only partial, because the settlement system described needed to be 
viewed as part of a multi-valley district or province. To achieve a better understanding of 
settlement patterns in Ischma a comprehensive study, integrating all three valleys, is 
necessary. However, it is important to establish the settlement patterns and political 
geography of each valley first before evaluating the whole. 
1. Political structure 
During the LIP the nation of Ischma was made up of a series of curacazgos and 
independent sefiorfos, all under the strong influence of the Sanctuary of Pachacamac, with 
the city of the same name as its capital. Its power was such that it held much prestige 
throughout the central highlands and up and down the coast as well as in the Ischma 
itself. 
The political and administrative changes brought about by the Inka conquest were 
significant, Pachacamac was transformed into a major political capital and all local centres 
became dependant upon it in a hierarchy of settlement and decision making. The 
demographic situation was changed, particularly in Chill6n with the introduction of 
mitimaes and the elimination of the Colli power, and the occupation of the middle valley 
by serrano groups (Y auyos) under the protection of the Inka. 
Some authors (Feltham 1984; D' Altroy 1984; Negro 1989) consider that the upper Rfmac 
and Lunn were the most important places from where the Inka controlled the populations 
of the middle and lower valleys and coast. These middle valley sites included Sisicaya in 
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Figure 1. Tawantinsuyu and the location of the Inka Province of Pachacamac 
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Lurfn (Cornejo 1985), Mama in Rfmac (Spalding 1984) and Quivi in Chill6n (Dillehay 
1982). This zone is good for coca cultivation, a valuable crop desired by both highland 
and coastal peoples. It is in this zone that important mythical events are described to 
explain population movements in relation to the disputes and struggles for land control. 
Therefore all parts of the 3 valleys were integrated into the new socio-political system of 
the Inkas; the upper valley does not appear to have been independent but integrated into 
the new system as a vital cog. 
The analysis of late period settlement patterns in the coastal valleys tells much about the 
upper lands as well as the middle valley which played important roles in the strategic 
policies of the Ink.a for the control of new territories. Both zones complemented each 
other and formed part of a complex mechanism of control, through roads and Inka 
constructed, or remodelled settlements, tambos. The most important road is that in Lurfn 
which in places is over 4 m. wide. This comes from the main Capac Nam at Hatun Xauxa 
passing through Huarochirf, San Damian towards Pachacamac. It has several connections 
with Rimac, one of them part of a branch from San Damian to Cocachacra, another leaves 
from Sisicaya and another from Cieneguilla: A series of tambos along them assure the 
passage and supply of armies and of products. Many of the LIP villages were used as 
tambos and their populations worked in the new economy providing foods and 
manufactured products, such as at A viyay, Chontay and Manchay. 
The three valleys of the Province of Pachacamac were irrigated. In Rimac, for example, 
several large canals took water from the river to extensive farming areas and the 
population seems to have been politically and administratively organised around these 
hydraulic systems. The Inkas must have controlled these systems, perhaps improving or 
even extending them. 
1.1. Lurin valley 
The lower valley of Lurfn comprised the strong sefiorfo (district) of Pachacamac, 
divided into four different curacazgos (sub-districts): Pachacamac, Caringas which 
focussed on the lomas to the south of Pachacamac, Quilcaycuna was a coastal fishing 
curacazgo and Manchay in the lower Lurfn. The middle valley also comprised four 
curacazgos: Cieneguilla, Huaycan, Sisicaya and Antioqufa. 
Most archaeological studies of the late period have concentrated on the Pachacamac 
complex (Uhle 1903). However in the 1970s, Feltham (1984) recorded late period sites 
throughout the valley and excavated test pits in some of these to confirm the chronological 
situation. In total, she recorded 57 LIP and 33 Late Horizon sites between Panquilma near 
Manchay and Sisicaya in the middle valley (Feltham 1984: Fig. 3). She collected ceramics 
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from each site in order to determine occupational era and regional affiliation. She defined 
two principal types of pottery, one with an orange paste which she claimed was coastal in 
origin and probably from a pot-making workshop in Pachacamac; and a second with a 
brown paste which she related to the sierra, being very similar to the modern ceramics 
produced at Santo Domingo de los Olleros in Huarochirf. She also noted that the 
constructional materials used in architecture were different between the coast and the 
sierra. Feltham (1984: 62-63) proposed that there was an area in the middle valley which 
traditionally was a frontier zone and which was occupied by both a coastal district, 
Ischma, and a highland one, Y auyos. During the LIP the coastal peoples controlled this 
zone and the frontier was located further up the valley near to San Damian in Huarochirf. 
After the Inka conquest it moved closer to the coast near to Huaycan. Sisicaya is therefore 
critical, displaying the architecture and ceramics of both peoples. 
In the mountains immediately to the south of the lower valley lay the lomas, a very 
restricted area with little surface water and vegetation but which supported a fairly dense 
farming population based on irrigation water from intricate and very localised fog 
condensation and spring systems between 250 and 800 m above sea level and between 5 
and 10 km from the coast. Many settlements have been identified including Pucara, 
Luciano or Lucumo, Pacta, Malanche, Caringa, Cruz de Hueso or Chamaure, and Los 
Cicasos and several others (Rostworowski 1977, 1978, 1981; Mujica 1986 ms, 1987, 
1991; Mujica et al 1992; and Farrington and Cornejo 1986). This area formed the 
curacazgo of Caringas. It had more relations with the mountains than the coast, occupied 
seasonally by pastoralists from Huarochirf. Another small lomas area, Atocongo, lay 
about 7 km to the north of Pachacamac and belonged to its curacazgo. 
The Inka occupation of Sisicaya was dominated a brown serrano ware associated with 
Cusco polychrome. In the whole valley there were few concentrations of Inka ceramics, 
only Pachacamac and Sisicaya, the former the religious and administrative centre and the 
latter because the Inkas had redefined had placed that area under imperial control. 
Feltham' s analysis suggested therefore two spheres of Inka influence: the first, the lower 
valley, as far as Huaycan and the second Sisicaya as far as Chontay. In terms of 
architecture, she thought the evidence for Inka influence recounted the same picture; the 
coastal style with walls of adob6n and adobe bricks arranged in walled compounds and 
patios, with other Inka influences, such as a trapezoidal entrance at Huaycan; and a 
serrano style made of pirka, and with Cusco-like features, such as kallankas, kanchas and 
plazas with typical Inka attributes of trapezoidal doorways, some with barholds, niches, 
gabled roofs. 
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Sandra Negro ( 1977) also investigated prehispanic settlement patterns in the Lurfn valley, 
locating 29 sites of all periods which were used to discuss the changing nature of the 
political geography and social history. She interpreted settlement patterns from the point 
of view of the organization of space, and fixed her analysis on the interpretation of 
ethnohistorical sources. Apart from Pachacamac, 5 sites in the middle valley drew her 
attention: Tijerales, Molle, Huaycan, Chontay and A viyay. Her conclusions ( 1977: 230-
237) concentrate on the consolidation, conservation and protection of the sites and she 
does not interpret them in any social or political way. 
In 1989 Negro and Fuentes published the results of other studies, focussing on the spatial 
analysis of one site, Nieve-nieve. There, they made a detailed architectural and 
technological description of the site and its plan and recognised 3 phases of occupation. In 
the LIP only the SW sector of the site was occupied by an irregularly planned village 
located on the left bank of the quebrada; in the Late Horizon a village was constructed 
comprising 16 rectangular units of similar size separated by streets, therefore a grid 
pattern, which they interpreted as an Inka administrative centre. This plan was not unique 
in the valley, Pacta (Mujica 1986) and Pachacamac (Carrillo and Guerrero 1996) had a 
similar plan. They compared the plan of this settlement with better known places near 
Cusco such as Raqchi, Cusichaca and the Cuzco ayllu in Ollantaytambo. The third 
occupation was Colonial. They also studied the diagnostioc ceramics of both prehistoric 
periods and their distribution within the settlement. Finally, they described the distribution 
61 sites along the Lurin valley, from Pachacamac to Sacsacoto. Their conclusions really 
focus on Nieve-nieve which they define as the most important Inka administrative centre 
in the whole valley (Negro and Fuentes 1989: 71). 
This focus on the frontier between the coast and the highland detracts from a full 
understanding of the internal political subdivisions of Lurin; however it does serve to 
confirm the ethnohistorical analyses of Rostworowski (1992: 77). 
1.2. Rimac valley 
The Rimac valley was divided into six Sefiorfos, organised into a single macro 
ethnic group, subordinate to Pachacamac. These were Ate, Surco, Huadca, Lima, 
Maranga and Guala. Each was further divided into curacazgos. There were six curacazgos 
on the northern side of the river: Nafia, Carapongo, Cajamarquilla, Huachipa, Lurigancho 
and Aznapuquio, controlled by Pachacamac during the LIP and conquered by the Chacllas 
in the Late Horizon, to form part of the Chaclla sefiorfo, or waranga, with Pueblo Viejo 
de Bellavista and its capital, Chaclla, in the valley of Santa Eulalia. On the southern bank 
of the middle Rimac lay the sefiorio of Picoy, with five curacazgos: Huaycan de 
Pariache, Chaclacayo, Mama, Cocachacra and Surco. 
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Bandelier (1892) Middendorf (1893-95), Uhle (1910), Kroeber (1929, 1954) and Jij6n y 
Caamano (1949) recorded and excavated late period sites in the lower Rfmac valley, such 
as Limatambo, Maranga, Armatambo and Magdalena. Stumer (1954: 130) used the 
techniques developed by Schaedel ( 1951) to interpret settlement patterns for an analysis of 
the lower Rfmac. He included the sites and their ceramic associations from the earlier 
investigators and also did his own surveys and surf ace collection from a variety of sites in 
and around Lima. He described 5 categories of site: ceremonial centres (Maranga, Vista 
Alegre, Marquez and Cajamarquilla), elite urban centres (Cajamarquilla and Armatambo), 
urban lay centres (Lurigancho, Pedreros and San Juan), elite provincial centres (Palao, 
Huaycan, Nana, El Pino, Caraponga, Encalada and Vasquez) and highland sites on 
hilltops in the lower and middle valleys. (Stumer 1954: 132). After his description and 
site classification into a political framework he only mechanically applies the Schaedel 
method. He did not really understand the settlement patterns, nor the approximate ages of 
the sites. His work is therefore flawed. He makes three conclusions of constructional 
character, differentiating three materials stone, adobe and adob6n, searching for 
relationships with other sites early or late. The categories he utilised to organize his data 
were equivocal but undertandable for the time in which he was working. 
Stumer (1954: 145) does not agree that the valleys of Rfmac and Lurfn were united nor, 
that Chil16n was incorporated into this polity in the Inka period. Yet he produced an 
interpretation that they were linked by a single system of irrigation canals. There is no 
field or aerial photograph evidence to support such a contention. Therefore the basis for 
his assertion is difficult to assess. 
Mama-Chosica in the middle valley (925 m asl) was an important region for coca 
plantations in the prehistoric period. Masson ( 1984) made an inventory of terracing in the 
Santa Eulalia valley. Today this area produces pasture, maize, potato, broad beans and 
fruit (ONE 1972). There are 38 areas with andenes, covering a total area of 6,382 ha. In 
the upper part of the valley there are several mines of copper, silver, lead, zinc, and some 
which produce gold and mercury. It is very probable that these were exploited in 
prehistoric times. In the main valley around Mama and Chosica, Maldonado and Gamarra 
(1945) reported three groups of andenes. 
1.3. Chillon valley 
The Collique nation of the lower valley dominated the middle valley in the LIP, 
extending upvalley as far as Chuquicoto, a prominent mountain with structures on top, on 
the borders of Quivi and Canta. 
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Dillehay ( 197 6, 1977, 1979, 1982, 1987) undertook archaeological research in the middle 
valley. In which he utilized historical documentation and the distribution of ceramic types; 
observing the distribution of late period settlements and their relationship to lands and to 
specific ethnic groups, and tried to define the frontiers between these groups. He 
considered that in the Late Horizon the upper Chill6n had more evidence for Inka 
occupation than either the middle or lower parts. He noted that this zone had fairly pure 
typical Inka sites because it lay closer to state establishments, such as Jauja and Pumpu. 
In the middle valley, at Huancayo Alto he found Inka pottery, which he considered to be 
stylistically derived from Cusco, and he concluded that it was an important Inka 
settlement related to he coca fields. However, although he recognised other middle valley 
sites with Inka pottery, he claimed that these remains were of little political significance 
(Dillehay 1976: 430-435 and 441). 
Effectively, the Inka entrusted his allies, the Chacllas, the administration of the coca 
plantations of Quivi and Huancayo Alto (Rostworowski 1988). They did not need much 
support from Inka state and therefore evidence of Inka control should not be apparent. 
However the Inkas managed to control all the Chill6n valley, including the coast with the 
help of the Chacllas. The Inka strategy was to occupy all the valley with mitimaes and 
with small administrative centers along its length, such as Collique, Trapiche, Macas, 
Huanchipuquio, Zapan, Huancayo Alto, Pucara and Checta. There was no specific 
control center on the high or middle valley. 
Farfan (1995) surveyed Late period sites in upper Chil16n, concluding that settlements 
were located within artificial terrace systems on promontories and on high summits, in 
strategic positions and orientated towards the pacarinas or huacas of each community. 
These are nucleated settlements with circular, oval and irregularly shaped houses. He 
noted that there are differences in the architecture and construction techniques of sites, 
those of the northern side of the valley are related mainly to Chancay, the valley and 
culture to the north, whilst those of the southern side belong to Canta, a local sefiorio. 
This, he confirmed by the different pottery styles found at these sites; the northern side of 
the valley is clearly Chancay in affiliation, leading him to conclude that the northern part 
of the upper basin was part of the sefiorio of Chancay, whilst the southern belonged to the 
sefiorio of Canta. 
Both Dillehay (1987) and Farfan (1995) considered that the upper valley has the most 
important Inka occupation, yet no one site seems to have been more important than any 
other. 
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Silva ( 1996) studied settlement patterns of all prehistoric periods in Chill6n and paid great 
attention to the classification and distribution of pottery types and developing an economic 
perspective for each period and analysing the possible political organization reflected in 
the types and distribution of settlement. For the late periods, he found it difficult to isolate 
a characteristic ceramic style for any part of the valley which could be exclusively related 
to a political or ethnic grouping. Only in the lower valley was he able identify an 
undecorated ware which he thought coincided with the sefiorfo de Collique (Silva 1996: 
390). For the Inka period, he relied mainly documentary evidence to identify political 
units and he simply ascribed political affiliation to sites on this basis. For example, for the 
guaranga of Collique in the lower valley there were 10 districts or pachacas, one of which 
called Chuquitanta, Silva (1996: 407-408) noted that the ruins near to the Hacienda 
Chuquitanta (PV46-533-537, 541-543) must have belonged to this district. He used the 
same logic to identify the sites associated with the 5 pachacas of the guaranga de 
Guancayo Alto. This zone had been studied by Dillehay (1976), who had been unable to 
demarcaye archaeologically the 5 districts. Silva (1996: 407) also analysed the guaranga 
of Canta in the upper valley also on documentary evidence and the presence of Inka sites. 
The ethnohistorical political structure in the Chill6n valley could be associated in the field 
with particular archaeological sites of various types including villages, cemeteries, public 
buildings as well as with irrigation systems; however there has been little research into 
this. Silva (1996: 407-408) in his thesis has only been able to identify the pachaca of 
Chuquitanta, using the toponym from colonial times for an hacienda and link it to several 
late period ruins, PV46-533 to 537 and 541to543. This method cannot be further 
extended because the majority of toponyms have not survived. Therefore it is necessary to 
identify spatially the pachacas on the basis of settlement patterns and their association with 
canals; and then to search through the documents looking for any relationship concerning 
the importance and location of sites and any old place names. 
For example, Estete (1988: 136 [1534]) mentioned a site called Suculacumbi, where 
Pizarro and his men were fed by the kuraka on 29 January 1533 on his way from 
Cajamarca to Pachacamac. This place was 5 leagues from Llachu in the Chancay valley, 
to the north. Patterson ( 1963) thought that Sucalacumbi was located at the ruins of Puente 
Piedra, whilst Lothrop and Mahler (1957: 3) placed it about 14 km. south of the site of 
Zapallan and to the east of the ancient highway, which would locate it either at Collique or 
Chuquitanta, respectively at a distance 11 km. via the eastern road and 14.2 km. via the 
western coastal road. Neither author explains the logic of their argument, however the 
consensus it would place it on the southern bank of the Chill6n river. If the place name is 
examined and compared with the pachaca list, four name have "chumbi" and one 
"cumbi", so it could refer to any of these. However there may well have been a 
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transcripcion error, either in the reading of Estete's manuscript or in the preparation of it; 
indeed Suculacumbi may well have been Vilca chumbi, i.e. one of the pachacas 
mentioned in 1571. Rostworowski (1989: 36-37) suggests that the list of ten pachacas 
represented a dual moiety system. typical of Ink.a and andean socio-political organization, 
and that the five chumbis were paired with the other five in Chil16n. 
2. Inka strategies to cosquest the nation of Ischma 
The main interest of the Inka was to control the administration of the Pachacamac 
Sanctuary. In addition, the control of coca plantations and other crops, coastal trade in 
spondylus and copper, the specialist production of manufactured high status objects of 
silver, wood, bones, shell and textiles. Therefore, the Ink.a could easily finance the rituals 
in the Sun Temple and the local huacas, as well as obtaining resources for the state. 
The manner of the incorporation of various sociopolitical units into Tawantinsuyu has 
been a theme well studied (Julien 1988: 257; Levine 1987: 14; Murra 1982: 238; Pease 
1982; Malpass 1993: 8). In the case of the nation oflschma, one can apply the rules 
outlined for other provinces. The Inkas utilised a highland group, the Y auyos, to conquer 
and populate the productive middle valley lands, wresting coca production from the direct 
control of Pachacamac, thereby weakening the power of the idol. The Ink.a then to visited 
Pachacamac to offer respect the idol on the condition that it be integrated into 
Tawantinsuyu and that the Sun god assumes authority over Pachacamac. In reality, the 
Ink.a feared the coastal god but their strategy proved successful. The strength of 
Pachacamac therefore became mediated by the Ink.a. 
3. Frontiers 
The archaeological confirmation of the boundaries of the province of Pachacamac 
remain difficult to establish because of the lack of knowledge about diagnostic ceramics 
and their association with the settlement hierarchy in each valley. Only specific traits, such 
as Inka style pottery and architecture may be used but these will not specifically define a 
frontier. 
4. Architecture and Ceramics 
The archaeological problem, according to Malpass (1993: 8), is how to identify 
exactly what is Ink.a culture in a province. Effectively in the province of Pachacamac one 
can identify important characteristics in Inka material culture, many of which coincide 
with the classic arrangement of Inka culture presented by Rowe ( 1946). These include 
architecture, ceramics and other artefacts associated with Inka rituals, such as 
anthropomorphic figurines, llamitas and tupus. 
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On the coast there were no new settlements as in the central highlands. The Inka reutilised 
many existing settlements and buildings, adding to them new Inka spaces and structures 
for administrative or religious purpose to demonstrate their power and authority, using 
local styles to construct elements, such as ushnu, plaza, kanchas, kallankas. Typical Inka 
traits, such as trapezoidal doorways, windows and niches, and double jambed openings, 
can be found in Pachacamac province. 
The Inka occupation is not always clear in the province because lnka structures were only 
built in the provincial capital and sefiorfo capitals and some curacazgo centres. At 
Pachacamac the temple of Urpayhuachac (Cornejo 1999) which represents the only 
example where construction has followed Cusco lines with the use of well fitting stone 
masonry. Elsewhere on the coast this technique has been used only at Cerro Azul (Marcus 
1987) and Paredones in Nasca (Herrera 1997), suggesting that it was reserved for special 
buildings (Hyslop, 1990: 12; Malpass, 1993: 9). However, other buildings were made of 
adobe, for example adobe, particularly for the remodelling of already existing structures, 
such as huacas in walled administrative centres, as at Maranga, Limatambo and 
Magdalena in the Rfmac valley. The important Inka administrative type building, the 
kallanka (Hyslop 1990: 18) has been found in middle valley locations, such as in the 
Sisicaya guaranga in Lurfn (Cornejo 1995) and at Pueblo Viejo de Bellavista, in the Santa 
Eulalia valley, yet none are known for the lower valleys. 
The identification of the Inka influence in Ischma pottery is problematical because as a 
style Ischma has not been adequately described for either the late period. Menzel (1968: 
153) suggested the Pachacamac style covered a complex mixture of elements from 
different traditions. There is an Ischma style from the Middle Horizon and perhaps even 
which Menzel has called Pachacamac style. Ischma domestic pottery is called Huancho by 
Villar Cordova (1935), Ludefia and Iriarte (1960) and Stumer (1954a: 171, 178; 1954b: 
130, 148; 1958). Bazan (1990) in his study of domestic pottery called it Ischma, however 
no-one has clearly defined the decorated Ischma ceremonial ceramics. The stylistic 
components of ceremonial Ischma are part of the Pachacamac style. I believe that the 
anthropomorphic vessels which represent priests and other people of rank have both local 
and lnka components. In tombs domestic Huancho or Ischma vessels are found decorated 
with wide white stripes, applique snakes on opposite sides of the vessel, and molded into 
fruit forms. These are associated with Inka provincial and ceremonial Ischma pots. 
Ink.a ceramics are quite distinctive in form and decoration. They have been characterised 
as Cusco Polychrome but it is known that they were made not only in Cusco but 
throughout Tawantinsuyu, including by mitimaes and copied by local manufacturers. 
Cusco ceramics have been reported from several sites in Ischma: Pachacamac (Uhle 
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1903), La Rinconada (Guerrero 1996) and Aznapuquio (Ludeiia 1975), but lnka style 
pottery, local copies, are found more generally. 
Despite these difficulties, the interrelationship between Lurin and Rfmac is clear, and the 
relationship with Chil16n is strong in the Inka period only. Black on cream ceramics, 
typical of the Chancay valley, the next valley to the north of Chill6n is very common in 
the lower Chill6n in the LIP, but whilst it is still present, it does not dominate the Inka 
period. This pottery is found in lesser quantities in Rfmac and Lurin, where the dominant 
pottery is Ischma style. Ischma pottery is present in Collique in the LIP as well and its 
proportion increases under Inka influence. The critical location of Collique seems to be 
confirmed by this evidence, probably the frontier in the LIP and part of the Pachacamac 
province in the lnka. 
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CHAPTER 3 
INKA ARCHITECTURE IN THE PROVINCE OF PACHACAMAC 
This chapter examines the lnka architecture found in the province of Pachacamac, 
which will be used to defined its political sub-divisions representing. It is characterised by 
walled compounds, kallankas-plazas, kanchas, palaces, sanctuaries, ushnus, and storage 
units. 
Inka Architecture: Introduction 
Inka architecture has been well researched in Cusco and the highlands (Rowe 
1944; 1946; Murra 1956; Zuidema, 1964; 1989; Morris 1970; 1973; Bouchard 1976; 
Gasparini and Margolies 1977; 1980; Kendall 1985; Hyslop 1990; 1992; D'Altroy 1992; 
Malpass 1993; Farrington 1992; 1997; Meddens 1997). Typical structures include 
shrines, temples, ushnus, store houses, road and communications facilities, palaces, 
kanchas and kallankas. The arrangement of such structures into settlements has itself been 
studied extensively (Hyslop 1990). The Inkas adapted their own architectural style to 
local conditions wherever they went, therefore it was not confined to stone structures. 
Even in Cusco they used various construction materials and styles. However on the 
central coast they reutilized local buildings and only added structures in their own style in 
adobe bricks, tapia and to a limited extent in stone at the administrative centers of 
Pachacamac, Armatambo, Limatambo and Maranga. For example, worked stone in 
Cuzquefio style was used only at Urpayhuachac in Pachacamac; stone set in a mud mortar 
(pirka) for storerooms of Mama, Nieve-nieve, Aviyay and Conc6n; large flat adobe bricks 
(approximately 60 x 25 x 15 cm.), which were plastered and painted, were used at 
Pachacamac, Huaca Santa Cruz, and Maranga; and tapia at Aznapuquio and Maranga. 
Kendall's (1985) research into lnka architecture involved three main parts: description, 
analysis of function, implications for chronology and dating. She discussed structural 
forms and elements, such as multi-storeyed structures; roofs; floors; walls; doorways; 
windows; niches; interior and exterior details of buildings and walls; ornamentation; 
structures for drainage and irrigation; and forms of access and communication (Kendall 
1985: 9-44). She also described seven types of building materials (Kendall 1985: 45-52). 
She also utilised architectural descriptions from ethnohistorical sources, to distinguish 14 
types of Inka structures comprising: palaces; ushnu; tambos and royal lodgings; 
storehouses; temples, including Sun Temples and those of Viracocha; other shrines; 
tombs; acllahuasi; prisons; chasqui posts; fortresses and fortifications; baths and 
fountains; towers; and tollgates (Kendall 1985: 54-104). 
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Through these she developed a method for attributing function to architectural remains 
and applied it to her studies in Cusichaca (Kendall 1985: 105-247, particularly 186-224) 
Her study is only a partial success and it can only be used for well researched sites placed 
in a regional context. There also needs to be a redefinition of the value of each trait to 
determine which are more significant in understanding the importance of a settlement. 
Such traits also need to be evaluated in combination in order to determine the function and 
importance of each site and level of importance to the Inkas themselves. 
In Cusco, fine polished stonework was used only in important buildings The typical 
construction material was pirka, field stone in mud mortar, often in combination with 
adobe brick. Moorehead (1977: 65) emphasised the importance of adobe around Cusco, 
noting that even some prestigious sites were made from it. She attributed the irregularity 
of bond pattern to carelessness, problems with irregular stone foundations and using hand 
shaped bricks (Moorehead 1977: 90). 
In the province of Pachacamac there are several Inka adobe buildings, made from bricks 
which are also irregular in form and size. They are much bigger (50 x 20 x 10 cm.) in 
comparison with the local ones (25 x 12 x 6 cm. average). Such bricks are found only in 
administrative centres, such as the Temple of the Sun and Painted Temple at Pachacamac 
and in important curacazgos. In the middle valleys adobe brick was not used, the 
architecture is basically pirka. It might also be considered that these centres were laid out 
using Inka concepts of design and in particular in an image of Cusco. Based on the 
written sources (Guaman Poma (1980: 161-162(1615]), Cieza de Leon (1986: 174 
[1554]) and his own researches, Farrington (1997) proposes that the concept of Cusco, 
that is to say the centre, and the existence of "other Cuscos" in Tawantinsuyu, are 
designed to take on a image of Cusco. Yet they are not exact copies of the capital with its 
palaces, temples, streets and plazas, nor situated in similar topography. However, they 
have certain elements which convey its symbolic character as the centre of the world, as 
the home of the gods and, in particular, of the Sun and the gods associated with their 
creation. 
In general, the other "Cuscos" are not very well known archaeologically, despite the work 
at Huanuco Pampa (Morris and Thompson 1985; Morris 1987), Pumpu (Brown 1992; 
Matos 1994), Tomebamba (Idrovo 1992), Inkawasi (Hyslop 1985) and Hatun Xauxa 
(D'Altroy, 1992). Farrington (1997: 2) suggests that these places share the central 
element of main plaza with ushnu complex in or adjacent to it, that is a platform which 
may have a stone, hole or drain on top and even a canal or river passing by, and at least 
one kallanka. 
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Inka architecture in the province of Pachacamac 
The presence of Inka architecture in Pachacamac province has not been studied, 
perhaps because researchers have been looking specifically for Cusco-style buildings with 
well-fitting stones. Such finds are quite rare on the coast; only the sanctuary of 
Urpayhuachac in the Pachacamac complex has structures constructed in this style. Despite 
this, several authors have presented evidence of isolated examples of Inka architecture but 
none have evaluated its distribution and function. Two well known examples, the Temple 
of the Sun at Pachacamac and Tambo Inga in the lower Chi116n valley, are not typical 
Cusco-style buildings, yet present Inka architectural elements, such as double jambed 
trapezoidal doorways, trapezoidal niches and a distribution and utilization of space which 
may be regarded as typically Inka. 
In the province this information remains imperceptible to investigators, however, in 
common with the Chancay case i one must refocus and not search for a material cultural 
exactly like that of Cusco nor even Inka cities like those of the sierra. Inka strategies to 
incorporate diverse sociopolitical entities into the state were various. No province was 
identical to another. To define a methodology to overcome this problem, one must 
consider the following steps: 
1. bring together all archaeological information which is clearly Inka; 
2. organize this so that comparisons can be easily made; 
3. define settlement types and Inka building types present, including those 
with particular diagnostic traits; 
4. undertake a spatial analysis of the distribution and pattern of this 
architecture and take into consideration the contemporary local architecture in order to 
evaluate the possible changes which may have occured under imperial rule. 
Inka structural types in the Province of Pachacamac 
There are two main types of Inka settlement in the province of Pachacamac, 
walled compounds and the kallanka with patio. Both have been inserted into local 
settlements without necessarily changing or modifying them substantially. These 
buildings, or "political apparatus", were designed to exercise immediate and rapid control 
in local administration. In order to achieve this, the lnkas relied on military power which 
was generally only demonstrated in the knowledge and practice of rituals in which the 
locals also participated. In this province, the walled compound is found exclusively in the 
lower valleys, whilst the kallanka-patio was common higher up. 
According to Morris (1973: 127-141), the imposed city could be regarded as a function of 
centralized control or an implantation of mitimaes into an area. In this case, a dynamic and 
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practical pattern maintained urban order at a local level, and integrated the settlement into 
the new political and administrative order, inserting its architectural elements of 
administration into pre-existing urban plans. The level of obligation and imposition 
probably varied depending on local circumstances. 
Other types of Inka structure in Ischma include: the kancha, ushnu (platform, stone, hole 
or tomb), storerooms, sanctuaries and sacred places, such as mountains or hills, caves, 
islands, water sources, rocks and those places associated with ancestors or other deities. 
Walled Compounds 
An important, but little understood, aspect of Inka architecture is the tendency to 
wall groups of buildings in order to formally separate space, such as sacred from profane, 
royal from popular. In Cuzco, the plan separated spaces and groups of buildings with 
walls to define walled compounds, hence restricting access to certain places, e.g. 
Amarukancha. This constructional policy served to control everyone, local and foreign, 
royalty and nobility, the workforce and the military. Religion played an important role, its 
authority came from the respect given to the gods, idols, shrines and other sacred spaces 
by its believers. In Inka life, religion was an integral part of political, social and economic 
activities. The sacred therefore controlled all aspects of life. Restricted access to certain 
important sacred and economic spaces was mediated through the practices of ritual and 
religion. Since the state granted such respect to its institutions, the idea of restricted space 
and controlled access to it could be translated to any part of the empire, with the proviso 
that the local leaders and population respected Inka institutions and religion. The walled 
compound could therefore delimit special space of Inka importance, restrict access to it, 
grant it a religious and ritual role and equip it with elements which were essentially Inka 
and not local. 
In the case of Kollasuyu, over 107 RPCs (Rectangulo Perimetral Compuesto) have been 
recorded (Raffino 1983: 81-89) and regarded as an important infrastructural elements, 
comprising a pre-planned regular grid pattern of buildings and interior central space 
within a perimeter wall. 
Farrington (1994), in an analysis of the Cusco region has determined several different 
types of architecture and settlement, including the walled compound, or RPC, with 
definite religious components. Within the Inka policy on the coast, existing buildings 
were reutilized and modified and surrounded with great walls made of rammed earth. This 
clearly defined the space which became, for each site, the centre of Inka power. Within 
this, sacred space was also defined, not only were the important local buildings enclosed 
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but also local sanctuaries in order to control the practice of local cult. This strategy was 
applied to the provincial capital, Pachacamac, and to other important places throughout the 
province. The walled compound therefore defined exclusive space for Ink.a administration 
and religion and outside of it lived the ordinary people. It must be noted that this strategy 
is in complete contrast to the construction of new administrative centres, such as in the 
central sierra, at Huanuco Pampa (Morris 1990), Pumpu (Matos 1994) and Xauxa 
(D' Altroy 1992). 
Although the walled compound is an architectural style in Cusco, it has been rarely 
identified as Inka in origin. But as in the case of the kallanka, the best examples of which 
lay outside of Cusco (Hyslop 1990: 18), the walled compound was part of a strategy to 
control effectively the sacred areas of conquered peoples. By constructing it within 
significant local places, and by protecting or capturing the local huaca, the local 
population was controlled. This feature has also been recorded for earlier periods, such as 
Wari, from whom the Ink.a may have adopted this idea. In the case of the Province of 
Pachacamac all compounds are associated with Inka ceramics and/or with other Ink.a 
architectural elements. 
It is important to note that another element is associated with the walled compound, the 
monumental gateway, which serves to control access to the interior. Therefore it became a 
location of great significance, a place for pilgrims to practice the rituals associated with the 
cult, and a place for offerings. Such gateways are found in 4 sites: Paredones at Collique 
(Horkheimer 1965: 51); Maranga (Middendorf 1893-95; Canziani 1987: 11); and at two 
locations in Pachacamac, the Portada de la Sierra in the Las Palmas sector (Paredes 1994) 
and Portada de la Costa in the Third Wall (Carrillo and Guerrero 1996). 
Ll. The Walled Compounds of Pachacamac 
The ceremonial centre of Pachacamac, approximately 600 ha. in extent, was 
continuously occupied from Formative times. It rose to prominence in the Early 
Intermediate Period (Lima Period) and remained a significant cultural influence 
throughout the Middle Horizon. It was the capital of the LIP nation of Ischma. It was 
conquered by the Ink.a who revered it in order to assume its authority over a large area of 
central Peru. During the Ink.a occupation of the site three large walls were constructed 
which surrounded the ceremonial centre (Figure 2; Uhle 1904; Bueno 1982; Paredes 
1991). According to Uhle (1903: 62), a wall surrounded the religious area of Pachacamac 
and within it there was a complex of earlier temples and Ink.a buildings. Within this area, 
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Figure 2. Walled Compound of Pachacamac 
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the Ink.as built a Temple of the Sun, the Punchao Kancha, a temple to Urpayhuachac, a 
plaza and the house of mamaconas. These were added to the pre-existing centre which 
had by 15 pyramids with ramp, the palace of Tauri Chumpi and residential areas. During 
the Ink.a occupation the residential areas lay beyond the walls to the north and on the 
northern bank of the river in Hacienda Las Palmas. It is possible that the LIP 
administrative centre lay in the northern sector of the site at Huaca Candela, also outside 
of the walls. 
The three large walls are monumental, for example, the Third measures 8 m. in width and 
stands between 3 and 5 m. tall ii. These surround the site at various distances on the 
northern and northwestern. On the southern and southeastern sides there are no wall 
remains but it is thought that its function was continued by the river escarpment. On the 
western side, towards the ocean, there is also no evidence. The beach may have defined 
the site on that side. As with other walled compounds, it is the gateway which assumes a 
significance. 
To the northeast of the city beyond the Third Wall lies a lay suburb. According to 
Rostworowski ( 1992: 80), a suburb is located on the right hand bank of the river in the 
area known as Las Palmas. A thick tapia wall along the arid hills marks its boundary. Its 
structures must be related to Hanan Pachacamac, ie with the prehispanic urban 
neighbourhood. According to Paredes and Ramos (1994), the Las Palmas sector is 
located 1 km to the north of the pueblo joven called Tello. It has two lengths of the Third 
Wall and contains the Portada de La Sierra. 
In the Hacienda Las Palmas situated on the southern side of the river, there is a small LH 
village. A wide wall running over arid hills separates it from the ceremonial centre. These 
structures must be related to Hanan Pachacamac, that is to say the prehispanic suburb of 
Pachacamac (Rostworowski 1992: 80). Huaca Candela presents a similar situation 
beyond the Third Wall, where a suburban place is protected by walls, now quite 
destroyed, thereby separating it from the sacred parts of the city (Rostworowski 1992: 
92). 
a. The Third Wall 
Today the Third Wall runs only for about 1 km. from east to west about 900 m. 
beyond the Second Wall. Its construction was an Ink.a project to extend the space 
available for domestic activities, residences in kanchas and storerooms. It was built of 
rectangular adobes set in a mud mortar and had a trapezoidal cross-section, 8 m. wide at 
the base and between 3 and 5 m. high. It includes an ancient longitudinal sand dune called 
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Cerro de Corvina in its western end and the foothills of the cordillera at its eastern end. 
The wall does not have foundations but is built directly on top of the dune and over time it 
has been falling down through aeolian action (Paredes 1988: 44). However on an 1881 
map (Gunther 1983: Plan 20) the Third Wall was shown with features that are no longer 
visible, for example its western length has 5 towers spaced about 125 m. apart and it ran 
from the foot of Cerro de Corvina eastwards for 600 m. where it was lost in the desert for 
about 650 m, then it continued as four separate segments, each about 80 to 100 m. long, 
on the same alignment. The wall ended on a mountain ridge near Las Palmas. 
Carrillo and Guerrero ( 1996: 20) excavated a segment of the so-called Muralla de la 
Costa, 200 m. long, noted that in its western section there was probably a tower, 
associated with a small rectangular room which may be one of its look-out towers. 
The presence of at least two gateways in the eastern part of the Third Wall and of three 
roads leading from them to the sacred centre are proof that access to it was controlled, 
probably according to social status and ranking. It might be interpreted that there were 
some gateways where Inka administrators, chasquis or soldiers and others for the 
exclusive use of pilgrims. 
There is a problem in the continuation of the Third Wall because the sand dunes of the 
desert have covered its path. The northern cross wall must have joined with that part of 
the Third Wall which contained the Coastal Gateway, thus linking the two principal 
entrances with a continuous wall. 
There are two monumental gateways associated with the Third Wall. The Portada de la 
Costa is located in one of the short lengths of wall on the northern projection of the main 
north-south street of the ceremonial centre. The second gateway, the Portada de la Sierra 
is located to the east of Pachacamac in the Las Palmas sector. It was the main entrance for 
the road from the Lurin valley. 
At the location of the latter there are two groups of walls: a northern group which 
comprises three lengths of adobe wall, two of which are perpendicular to each other with 
various valley roads entering through low points in the wall alignments; a southern group 
made up of four roughly parallel lengths of wall varying between 40 and 600 m. long and 
a wide, adobe wall, only 100 m. long, perpendicular to them carrying a walled road from 
the valley. Three of these four other walls are also walled roads leading towards the 
sacred centre, whilst the fourth is the enclosing Third Wall. All are wide and solid made 
of adobe and tapia. However its connection to the length containing the Coastal Gateway 
is not clear. 
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There are two possible entrances located in a NW-SE sector of walling between the river 
and Cerro Atocongo, where three sections can be discerned: a 200 m. length which can be 
traced from about 500 m. from the river and two others from the north, 220 m. and 30 m. 
long respectively. It ends about 6 m short of a 540 m. long cross wall, which runs from 
Cerro Atocongo 240 m. to the gap and a further 300 m. into the desert. The width of the 
gap here suggests a gateway. A second entrance is found where an epimural wall crosses 
the main wall, alongside of which there is a rectangular building. 
b. The Second Wall 
The Second Wall, called the Old City Wall (Uhle 1903), is found to the north and 
west of the site. Its northern section is approximately 930 m. long, beginning 300 m. 
north of the Palace of Tauri Chumpi, running westwards to 80 m. before the Palace of 
Urpayhuachac or Mamaconas where it turns 90° southwards for 750 m. to terminate 
almost at the northern face of Punchao Kancha. However, it was divided in two by the 
Inka extension to the plaza and the construction of the columned avenues and pilgrims' 
houses. In total, 200 m of wall were destroyed as the plaza was extended 120 m beyond 
the original alignment. An entrance exists to the north of the plaza which leads directly 
into the east-west road. The Second Wall is not very clear on the eastern and southern 
sides of the site. This wall encloses all of the central sector of the site, including the 15 
"Ramped Pyramid Temples" of LIP date (Paredes and Franco 1987) but which continued 
to be used in the Inka period, as well as the Palace of Tauri Chumpi and many 
administrative and storage buildings. 
The north-south street runs 500 m. from the ushnu located near to the First Wall towards 
a gateway in the Second Wall. This alignment continues directly 1000 m to the Coastal 
Gateway, although the actual roadway is unclear. 
The east-west road runs for about 500 m. from the Second Wall, at a point where there 
may have been an ancient gateway. It crosses the north-south road and runs through the 
urbanised sector with pyramids and ramps to the Palace of Tauri Chumbi, where it 
connected with one of the 3 roads which exited via the Portada de la Sierra, a further 1 km 
away. 
c. The First Wall 
The First Wall surrounds the innermost area called the Temple Enclosure by Uhle, 
the most sacred area of the site (Figure 3). It is a tapia wall and rectilinear in shape, 
measuring 420 m. in the north, 300 m. on the east, 430 m. in the south and 240 m. in the 
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west. It lies to the northeast of the Sun Temple and includes pyramids and open spaces of 
the Temple of Pachacamac, the Painted Temple as well the entrance to the Inka built 
Punchao Kancha in the southwest comer. It has a probable entrance on the northern side 
at a location called Porters' Lodge by Uhle. The earlier pyramid temples contained many 
offerings and sacrifices from the Inka period, including capacocha offerings (Uhle 1903; 
Paredes 1987; Bray 1990). This concentration of both local-pre-existing and Inka political 
and religious power defines the area contained by this wall as the most important in the 
whole site. 
Discussion 
Pachacamac had three surrounding walls, the outermost with a gateway on the 
northern side called Portada de la Costa, several possibles entrances on the eastern, 
including the Portada de la Sierra, and a possible one on the western side. Access to the 
ceremonial city depended on the origin, status and business of the person requesting 
entrance, if he was a pilgrim, chasqui or soldier. Each social category may have had a 
gate solely for its own use. After passing through the Third Wall, one entered the sacred 
area, where there were residences and the workshops producing ceremonial artefacts. 
Whoever passed the Second Wall entered an area even more important and sacred where 
there were important public buildings, sanctuary workshops and storerooms. This sector 
was important ceremonially with a large square, ushnu and a street lined with columns. 
Passage through the First Wall was only allowed to priests and other important persons. 
This was the heart of the sanctuary, housing the main local temples and the Punchao 
Kancha. The visitor therefore had to pass through the three gateways in a straight line to 
reach the most sacred centre. 
The Punchao Kancha had three more doorways located on each platform that lead to the 
top. A visitor would then have had to pass through more entrances to reach altar of the 
Sun. 
Evidence of the common people was found exclusively beyond the Third Wall where they 
were employed on agricultural work, the maintenance of road and canals, exploitation of 
lomas, pastoralism and fishing. 
Rl. The walled compound at Maranga 
Maranga lies on the southern side of the lower Rfmac valley. It is a large 
archaeological complex containing the ruins of important administrative and religious 
buildings from different eras (Figure 4). It was first occupied as early as the Formative 
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and had major occupation in the Early Intermediate Period characterised by pyramids with 
ramps, platforms and extended burials. During the Inka period, the Recinto Inka 
( Canziani 1987: 12-15), its structures were built on a different orientation to those of 
earlier phases. 
The Recinto Inka is a large walled compound, trapezoidal in plan and built of thick walls 
of tapia (Figure 5). It measures between 750 and 800 m. in length by 500 to 600 m. in 
width, an area of 44 ha. in the southwestern part of the site (Canziani 1987: 11-12). It 
may be divided into 3 separate sectors, east, central and west, on the basis of architectural 
association and concentration. Whilst this represents architectural differences, it does not 
necessarily indicate different function. 
The western sector comprises a series of large walls which enclose smaller rectangular 
compounds, each containing buildings and patios (Canziani 1987: 14, plates 15 and 16). 
Five of these lie against the western double boundary wall of the whole compound. From 
north to south along this wall, these are: a large compound with few buildings; the so-
called Inka palace (Canziani 1987: #55); a trapezoidal enclosure without any structural 
evidence; small compound (Canziani 1987: #54); an L-shaped large compound with 
buildings on the western wall. 
The most important structure of the complex is the so-called Inka palace, comprising two 
groups of tapia buildings on the western boundary wall separated by a central terrace, 
elevated on 2 m. high platform, built with tapia retention walls and constructional fill 
Figure 6). To the south, there is a series of benches, walls and rectangular niches on the 
platform. There is an open plaza to its east with a small isolated structure on its southern 
side. It has 3 entrances, 2 on the western side from the epimural passage entering the 
northern building and its adjacent terrace, and a third, entering through a baffle in the 
northern wall from the northern compound. 
The northern building has a rectangular central room surrounded by narrow passageways. 
The terrace has evidence of a ramp leading down to the main plaza. The southern area is 
more complicated. It has traces of several buildings and two patios, one of which was 
decorated with rectangular niches. Its principle doorway from the terrace is double 
jambed. It is located in a double wall, made of two tapia walls, each 0.7 m. thick, joined 
together. Its width is 1. 7 m. reducing to 0.8 m. at the second jamb. There is a small ante-
room which creates a baffled appearance to this entry. One unusual structure has a ramp 
leading to the second floor of a small room. According to Canziani (1987: 15), Lumbreras 
found Inka ceramics in this building. 
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Figure 6. The Inka Palace of Maranga. (After Canziani) 
The southern small compound (Canziani 1987: 14; #S4) has a rectangular plan with a 
quadrangular structure on top of a platform, all constructed with tapia walls. It comprises 
two large rectangular rooms with a lateral corridor and some smaller rooms to the south 
and west. There is an epimural passage along its northern wall linking it to the main 
western epimural walkway. 
The northern compound 1(Canziani1987: 14; #61) is a large, open plaza with tapia walls 
on its western side which are the remains of a ramp or staircase which would have 
allowed access through the main outer wall from a rectangular platform abutting the 
compound exterior wall. 
The central sector of the walled compound contains several earth mounds in its southern 
part and in its northern part there is a probable internal compound. Huaca La Palma 
(Canziani 1987: 13; #48) is a rectangular truncated pyramid with a series of elevated 
rectangular platforms interconnected by ramps. On top there are the ruins of tapia walled 
rooms and patios. There are two lower wings (east arid west) where there is a large patio 
surrounded by U-shaped rooms. The western wing opens to the north and is decorated 
with friezes in bas relief (Middendorf 1943: 83; #6; Canziani 1987: 10, 13; #48). The 
basic motif is the stepped rhomboid. 
A second mound, Huaca Cruz Blanca, located in the centre of this sector, is similar to 
Huaca La Palma. On one of its platforms there are 2 staircases, clay-made, which are like 
the classic Inka design of Recessed Parallel Staircases, found only in important locations 
such as Inka royal estates (Heffernan 1996). 
In the northwest of this sector there is a large curved wall over 280 m. long (Canziani 
1987: 13; #SSC) close to the northern entrance. It is quite narrow in construction, being 
the highest and narrowest of all walls in the compound. It is made of tapia, laid as 
successive polygonal blocks, which gives an appearance similar to the stone walls of 
Cuzco. Beyond its northern apex the outer wall of the compound is pierced by a fine 
baffled and stepped gateway. A visitor entering through this would have been confronted 
by a sight of the curved wall with a Cusco-like appearance. In Cusco are always 
associated with special places, such as storerooms, chullpas, fortresses, towers, or sacred 
places, such as the Korikancha, the Torreon at Machu Picchu or the Intihuatana at Pisaq. 
In the southwest of the central sector Canziani (1987: 13) identified a large open space 
from the 1944 air photos which had curvilinear furrows of a prehispanic origin. 
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The eastern sector has few structures visible on the surface, although there is a large, low 
rectangular platform (Canziani 1987: 12; #47) with an elongation on its northern side. Its 
orientation and construction corresponds to the earlier EIP pattern. To the south and 
adjacent to the southern wall there is a small tapia building with rectangular rooms which 
by its characteristics similar to the western part of the compound. Canziani (1987: 13) 
believes it is late. 
The great walled compound of Maranga is directly linked with roads which go to the 
north, south and west (Canziani 1987: 12). The one to the west goes to the fishing 
villages on the coast, that to the north forms the main road from Chancay and Chill6n, 
that to the south likewise to Pachacamac via intermediate tambos, such as Armatambo, 
and that to the east, represented by three short lengths of epimural road, of which the 
most southerly associated with Huaca Tres Palos, a late period pyramid, 500 m. from the 
southeastern comer of the Recinto Inka, probably linked with the road to the sierra 
There are three entrances to this walled compound, one to the west and two to the north 
(Middendorf 1894). One of the northern ones is a monumental gateway which was 
probably roofed and which had a labyrinthine access and associated architecture. 
According to Canziani (1987: 11), after passing this gate one arrives at the curved wall. 
Leaving the gateway a tapia walled road runs for about 25 m. northwards, turns a right 
angle for 50 m. west, and then returns to the northern trajectory. It is probable that it may 
have turned again through these angles, thus outlining in plan the stepped fret design. 
R2. The walled compound at Armatambo 
Armatambo is located on the eastern lower slopes of Morro Solar, a large and 
prominent hill overlooking the sea at Chorrillos, the southernmost suburb of Lima (Figure 
7). About 80% of the site has been destroyed during this century, therefore the most 
valuable study is that of Bandelier conducted in 1892 (Hyslop and Mujica 1992). In the 
photographs and plans there is a walled compound enclosing much open space (Bandelier 
1892; Kosok 1965) which had large tapia walls surrounding a great sector to the east of 
Morro Solar (Plate 1). They have been described "From a considerable height with 
inclination some enormous, but tumbled down, walls run down to the lowest level of the 
site forming between the two deep ditches or grooves ... " (Bandelier 1892: 125, cited in 
Hyslop and Mujica 1992: 72). 
The centre of the site has several large tapia walls, which in old maps and photographs 
define it its eastern side and which serve to divide it internally into sectors (Bandelier 
1892; Kosok 1965). The sloping surface of the interior is organised in a series of 
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Figure 7. Ruins of Armatambo into the city of Lima. (After Hyslop and Mujica) 
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Plate 1 
Tapia walls surrounding Armatambo complex. 
( Photo: Bandelier) 
platforms constructed in a variety of techniques, most frequently built with retaining walls 
of adobe brick or tapia with a fill of sand, gravel and earth and even with domestic refuse. 
Public buildings were erected on these platforms. The architecture dates to both pre-Ink.a 
and Inka times. The different levels are linked with staircases and ramps. Storerooms 
have been identified as small rectangular subterranean rooms, about 2 x 1.5 m. in plan 
and with walls up to 3.5 m. high. According to Bandelier (Hyslop and Mujica 1992: 72 
[1892]), the main principal buildings are found in in the centre of the site. 
The walled compound of Armatambo covers about 15.4 ha., divided into 3 walled sectors 
of which the central one is the most important, measuring 320 x 210 m. with a rectangular 
plaza (150 x 120 m.) located in its southern part. Around the plaza there are several 
buildings, on the western and southern sides they are rectangular with irregular patios. In 
the northeastern comer there is a pyramid, Huaca Cruz, on a base of about 100 x 60 m., 
facing the plaza to the west and from which a large walled ramp ascends (Ravines 1985; 
Hyslop and Mujica 1992: 68, fig 5). According to Bandelier (Hyslop and Mujica 1992: 
72 [1892]), this had different summit buildings, one with fine external niches, four 
windows and doorways. A fine wall surrounds its western side within which there are 
baffled entrances similar to those at Pachacamac. This structure is constructed on a rocky 
hill. It seems, from the description, that is faced outwards, a trait shared with the 
entrances found on Punchao Kancha at Pachacamac. 
Within the zone of public architecture of the central walled compound (Figure 8), an 
extensive LH floor has been found made of compact clean clay between 10 and 15 cm. 
thick. The buildings themselves were plastered finely and painted with murals. Bandelier 
(1892) mentioned that the site also had walls decorated in relief, but unfortunately these 
were not illustrated. According to Cobo (1956: 301 [1653]), such walls surrounded 
important buildings, including the palace of the local kuraka, Huno, and a sun temple. It 
is probable that the walls of the sun temple had the same relief decoration as that described 
for the temples at Maranga and Magdalena. 
The northern sector consists of a second walled rectangle 300 x 120 m. in plan, 
containing 6 patios, each surrounded by differently sized rectangular buildings. In its 
northeast comer is Huaca Armatambo (Ravines 1985: 90). Other buildings surround this 
compound in an unplanned fashion, such as Huaca Lechuza and a series of stepped 
platforms with few buildings on top. Outside of this compound, to the east of the wall, 
there is a straight street from the north which enters to the central plaza. To the east of this 
street and along it there are 3 groups of agglutinaed buildings abutting Huaca Cruz. 
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Figure 8. Walled Compound of Armatambo. (After Ravines) 
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The southern sector comprises common dwellings (Guerrero 1993: 20), within the third 
walled compound measuring 270 x 120 m. It is arranged on at least 4 wide terraces which 
gently ascend the slope. A straight street from the south, probably joins that from 
Pachacamac to run to the centre of the compound and to the central sector. There are other 
groups of buildings further the south beyond this compound. Part of this sector is located 
at the southern end of the central core and comprises several wide, irregular terraces on 
which were constructed rectangular houses, made of stone, adobe and quincha (cane and 
clay). These also had outside cooking areas and stone lined storage pits. In this area there 
is much evidence for pottery production, in the form of rejects and malformed sherds 
(Guerrero 1993: 20). 
Armatambo therefore is an administrative centre with elite housing, production zones and 
storage surrounded by a series of walls (Guerrero (1993: 21). It was also associated with 
the sanctuary of Sulcovilca on the summit of Morro Solar. 
R3. The walled compound at Limatambo 
According to Bandelier (1892), Limatambo in the Rimac valley, was delimited by 
a great wall which enclosed Huaca Mayor No. 2 and extended towards the east, where 
other isolated fragments of wall were also seen (Figure 9). The complex comprised 13 
structures of which one was much larger. It was rectangular, approximately 609 by 396 
m.; however, by 1892, its central part had already been extensively destroyed. It was 
associated with the canal named Guatc<i and the road from the centre of Lima to 
Chorrillos. 
Huaca Mayor No. 2 must be the same as the one illustrated by Squier (1973: 86-87 
[1887]) decorated with a high relief frieze in which the basic motif was a stepped triangle, 
repeated in three rows along a wall. This motif is related to the rhomboid the symbol of 
Inka power, although a triangle is only a quarter of the whole, it is apparent that the same 
sentiment is represented. 
R4. The walled compound at La Magdalena 
The walled compound at La Magdalena is also no longer visible. It extended over 
74.84 ha. with its large tapia walls enclosing several important buildings. Villar Cordova 
(1935: 177) mentioned that it was called Chaya-Calca, " ... cuyas aldeas forti.ficadas con 
grandes murallas se extienden por la Magdalena Vieja y San Miguel". The main source is 
a plan drawn by Bandelier (1892), illustrating more than a dozen mounds of which one is 
very important comprising two stepped pyramids with a large ramp on a single platform 
and oriented towards the east, called Huaca Huantille (Figure 10). This was also indicated 
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on Gunther's 1908 plan (1983: Plan 21) and is probably the Magdalena temple described 
by Squier (1973: 83-85) as a building of sumptuous contruction, finely decorated and 
location of the famous oracular idol called Rimac or Lfmac "he who speaks". On Mound 
No. 5 Bandelier (1892: Plate 41) noted the stepped rhomboid design in relief. 
Cl. The walled compound at Collique 
Collique also had a perimeter wall enclosing several LIP buildings, covering about 
600 ha. (Figures 11, 12a and b ). Its location of the site, on the northern side of the 
Rimac, was critical. From here roads lead northwards into Chil16n, south to Maranga and 
east upvalley to the highlands, a strategic location for an administrative centre. The high, 
thick and long walls were made of tapia. According to Rostworowski ( 1989: 39), a large 
wall had been noted in the ethnohistorical sources surrounding the village of Guamec 
situated on the same royal road, presently at km.19 of the Tupac Amaru A venue which 
was called Paredones and which was associated with a gateway alongside part of a 
prehistoric road (Horkheimer 1965: 51). Squier (1877: 88) also mentioned a large wall of 
rammed earth which crossed the valley and which coincides with the Rostworowski' s 
description (1989: 39) of the borders of Collique. 
A fact which confirms that these walls were constructed under Inka administration are the 
double staircases, which Rostworowski (1989: 41) describes in the form of a "V", which 
gave access to the walkway on top of the wall. Such staircases are typical of Inka 
architecture and have been documented also in Checta in the Chil16n valley (Silva 1996: 
618). A similar system was also found in stone buildings arranged on stone platforms on 
the slopes of the Inka site of Pueblo Viejo de Bellavista, in the Santa Eulalia valley. This 
has RPS-like attributes. 
C2. The walled compound at Oquendo 
The walled compound of Oquendo is located on the south bank of the lower 
Chi116n river near to its mouth. It is irregular in shape, over 5 km. long with over 15 km. 
of thick tapia walls. It encloses an area of 1250 ha., including Cerro Oquendo (200 
m.a.s.l.) and its lower slopes. The wall was a massive undertaking but there are few 
internal buildings. It is too large and empty to be solely considered as a walled compound 
and is described in the section on shrines. 
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Figure 12a. Aerial view of the Walled Compound of Collique. (SAN. 1945) 
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Discussion 
The walled compound in this province was therefore the result of a Inka political 
control strategy which separated Inka administrative and religious activities from the local 
settlements in which they were constructed. There are similar occurences elsewhere in 
Tawantinsuyu. In Cusco, ethnohistorical and archaeological descriptions of palaces 
indicate that they were enclosed by an wall and entered through gateways (Munia 1987; 
Farrington 1995). Several urban centres, such as Rajchi, Pisaq and Ollantaytambo as well 
as Machu Picchu, have surrounding walls and gateways. There are also several small 
sites with characteristic ritual architecture which have enclosed compounds Farrington 
(1994: 2). In Kollasuyu, Raffino (1983: 81-89) considered the walled compound as an 
important infrastructural trait of the first order, comprising a planned regular grid pattern, 
with buildings within and touching the outer perimeter wall, and an central space or 
corral. Over 107 RPCs have been recorded in Kollasuyu associated with roads, pre-
existing settlements; fortresses, high sites, mounds and tambo. 
The walled compound in Pachacamac is part of this strategy of political control. It has a 
trapezoidal or rectangular form, but in some cases it is adapted to the topography, such as 
at Armatambo and Oquendo. In Kollasuyu, according to Raffino (1983: 83), only when 
the topography presents an insurmountable obstacle does the RPC lose its pattern of 
severe rectangularity. 
GATEWAYS 
There are a total of 28 trapezoidal, monumental gateways in the province of 
Pachacamac. There are a majority of double jambed entrances and a single triple jambed 
one located on the southern side of the fourth platform of the western facade of the 
Punchao Kancha at Pachacamac. The remainder have only a single jamb (Table 1). 
There are four gateways of great significance in the province based on archaeological and 
ethnohistorical information: the Portada de la Costa (Carrillo and Guerrero 1986) and the 
Portada de la Sierra (Paredes 1988) of the Third Wall of Pachacamac; the northern gate of 
the Recinto Inka in Maranga (Middendorf 1894; Canziani 1987: 11); the gate to the east of 
Con in Collique (Horkheimer 1965: 51). 
Pachacamac Gateways in the Third Wall 
There are two monumental gateways associated with the Third Wall. The "Portada 
de la Costa" is located in one of the short lengths of wall and on the northern projection 
of the main north-south street of the ceremonial centre. According to Estete ( 1945: 87 
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[1549]), one cannot see the Pachacarnac Temple from beyond the Third Wall, only after 
passing through it. He commented that there were two gatekeepers. 
Table 1. Distribution of trapezoidal gateways in the Province of 
Pachacamac 
Punchao Kancha P-2 L.Lurfn 1? 
Punchao Kancha P-3 L. Lurin 2 
Punchao Kancha P-4 L. Lurin 2 
Punchao Kancha P-5 L. Lurin 3 
3' Wall of Pachacamac L. Lurin 1 
L. Lurin 1 
a huachac P-1 L. Lurin 2 
a huachac P-2 L. Lurin 2 
a huachac P-3 L.Lurfn 2 Carved stone and Cla 
a huachac P-4 2° reservoir L. Lurin 2 Carved stone and Cla 
a huachac P-5 Main atio L.Lurfn 2 Cla 
Hua can Main buildin L. Lurin 1 Cla 
Nieve-nieve P-1 Kallanka M. Lurin 2 Stone and Cla 
Nieve-nieve P-2 Kancha 9 Annexe M. Lurin 2 Stone and Cla 
Nieve-nieve P-3 Kancha6 M. Lurin 2 Stone and Cla 
Avi a P-1 Kallanka M. Lurin 2 Cla 
"Inka alace" L. Rimac 2 Cla 
Nwall L. Rimac 2 Cla 
Santa Cruz P-1 L. Rimac 2 Cla 
Puruchuco Restaured Kancha L. Rimac 2 Cla 
Bellavista P-1 Kallanka facade M. Rimac 1 Stone 
Bellavista P-2 W. ofkallanka M. Rimac 1 Stone 
Bellavista P-3 W. of kallanka M. Rimac 1 Stone 
Bellavista P-4 W. ofkallanka M. Rimac 1 Stone 
Bellavista P-5 W. of kallanka M. Rfmac 1 Stone 
Bellavista P-6 N. of kallanka M. Rimac 1 Stone 
Colli ue 5' Wall L. Chi116n ? Stone 
It was between 4 and 6 m. wide and its original threshhold floor is composed of a 10 cm. 
thick compacted earth and gravel layer (Carrillo and Guerrero 1996: 24Yii. It was flanked 
on either side by a small rectangular structure, or tower.On both sides of the gate and on 
both the exterior and interior of the wall, there was a bench, 2.5 m. high, made of worked 
stones of various sizes set in mud mortar. Scratched on these stones there appears some 
graffiti drawings, representing a bird and a fish, reminiscent in motif of elements which 
appear on local LIP textiles (Carrillo and Guerrero 1996: 25, 33). In their excavations in 
and around the gateway, Carrillo and Guerrero (1996: 23-24) found clay figurines, as 
well as spondylus and glass beads in level C, belonging to the early Colonial period. In 
the same level on the eastern side of the entrance, in the threshhold and below a wall 
collapse, they found a cannon ball and Inka spondylus figurines. Below this, in level D 
they found ceramic figurines in classic Inka style, a large quantity of spondylus beads and 
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much ground shell. In the centre of the gateway below the threshhold floor, they 
discovered the body of a young woman, who was wrapped in a cream, undecorated 
shroud, and whose head was oriented to the north. There were no other grave goods. 
They found offerings similar to those known for the Inka ritual of Capacocha which here 
was part of the foundation ritual of the gate, comprising a human sacrifice and its typical 
offerings: a 3 cm high female figurine made of Spondylus, dressed in a brown textile, a 
ceramic figurine, clothed in a brown poncho, silver tweezers, a metal hatchet, stone 
maces and an Inka pot. Capacocha sought to consecrate this place in order to organize 
space and restrict popular access to the main shrine and sacred spaces. These offerings 
show the importance of the gate as it formed a boundary between space open to the public 
and that of restricted access for the ordinary public, i.e. the majority of pilgrims who 
came to Pachacamac. They were probably not permitted to proceed any further into the 
sacred centre and therefore they made their offerings to Pachacamac at an Inka building. 
There are several architectural elements associated with this gateway, including 4 
subterranean cells, a platform and another room on the inside of the gate. The four 
subterranean, rectangular cells are each about 2.1by2.3 m. and between 0.7 and 0.9 m. 
deep, on top of the wall and arranged two each side of the gate and about 0.7 m. apart. 
They were roofed and sealed with clay; the first two, either side of the gateway, had 4 
steps leading down into it from the north side. They were offering pits which contained a 
range of ritual objects which included Inka sherds, plant food remains, guinea pig bones, 
ash and stone weapons and tools (Table 2). In cell 2E there was a human skull with long 
hair whose face had been painted red and whose mouth stuffed with grass. In 2W there 
was a textile belt with polychrome designs wrapped around a worked, rounded piece of 
wood. In the same cell there were also a few coca leaves wrapped in a textile and tied with 
threads of cotton and wool, found inside a red slip jar. A polished stone cylinder was also 
found. 
On the western interior of the gateway there was a small rectangular platform abutting the 
wall, standing 0.7 m. in height, made from adobe bricks faced with plaster and filled with 
clay. There are two small circular hearths containing organic remains on top. On the 
eastern interior of the gateway, there is a structure 7.7 m. long and 1.9 m. wide abutting 
the wall. Below its floor, copper tweezers and spondylus beads were found and within it 
two small cists made from plastered adobe, about 0.7 by 0.5 m., containing fish and 
guinea pig bone, bone tools and Inka sherds. 
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Table 2. The four cells either side of the Northern gateway 
2.1 2.1 m. 
? 0.9 m. 
4 4 
Guinea Pi o-s x x x 
Fish x x x 
Molluscs/Shell x x x 
Birds of Pre x x 
Maize x x 
Roe x x 
Cane x x 
Peanut x 
Achira x 
Lucuma x 
Pum kin x 
Gourd x 
Pacae x 
Round Clubs 10 2 
Star-head Clubs 1 1 
Textiles x 
Ash x 
Seeds x 
Human Head x 
The second gateway, the Portada de la Sierra, which has cyclopean walls made of tapia 
(Paredes 1988: 9), is located to the east of Pachacamac. Bandelier found a small suburb in 
this vicinity which Rostworowski (1994) called Hanan Pachacamac. Paredes and Yepez 
( 1988) thought that the massive wall of this gateway dated to the Middle Horizon, whilst 
the walled road was early Ink.a, yet it is situated in the northeast part of the Las Palmas 
sector, which functioned from the LIP onwards. It was the main entrance for the road 
from the Lunn valley. 
The Portada de la Sierra has two entrances located in a NW-SE section of wall between 
the river and Cerro Atocongo where the Third Wall has three sections: a 200 m length 
which can be traced from about 500 m from the river and two others from the north, 220 
m and 30 m long, ending about 6 m short of a cross wall which is divided at the point of 
intersection into two. The width of the gap here suggests a gateway. The second is 
located in the southern group at the point of intersection between the Third Wall and the 
epimural road coming from the east. This section of road is only 100 m. long and is part 
of the road from Xauxa, via Lunn. 
At this point Paredes and Ramos (1994) found a rectangular building, 3 x 2 m., abutting 
the eastern face of its northern end. Its interior contained a centrally placed altar, abutting 
the perimeter wall and a small bench, 2 x 0.5 m. and about 0.2 m. high, on its short 
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northern and southern walls. In the centre of the patio there is a a 0.45 m. diameter 
prepared hole. Its entrance is on the southern side. They found an offering of 155 
fragments of Spondylus princeps and 10 of Spondylus calcifer as well as about 10 
undecorated ollas and jars. The second doorway must have been located at the northern 
end of this wall where it meets the east-west cross wall, the gap is approximately that of 
other gateways at Pachacamac. 
Maranga gateways 
Middendorf (1894) mentioned three entrances to the Recinto lnka, one to the west 
and two to the north. One of the northern ones is a monumental gateway with labyrinthine 
access and associated architecture. It must have been trapezoidal and double jambed, 6 m. 
in total width reducing to only 2 m., and standing to a height of about 4 m. On each side 
of the first jamb there was a rectangular platform 2 by 1.5 m. and standing 1.5 m. high, 
on each of these were the remains of two square columns presumably erected to support a 
roof over the gate. A labyrinthine, tapia-walled corridor which zig-zagged its way to the 
gateway and then passing through it the visitor would have been confronted by the curved 
wall. 
The East monumental gateway of Collique 
This gate, made of tapia, is known mainly from historical sources. It lies to the 
east of Collique is similar to the gateway to the sierra in Pachacamac. 
Importance of the Double Jambed Gate 
There is a status difference between a simple trapezoidal doorway and one which 
has multiple jambs; in Cusco the latter only exist in important structures, a pattern 
repeated in this province, such as in palaces and sanctuaries at Pachacamac, Nieve-nieve, 
Maranga and Puruchuco. All are elaborate, monumental structures which represent a point 
of access between different kinds of space. In religious terms, this is between sacred and 
profane, in socio-political terms, between the elite and the ordinary people. 
Discussion 
It is not known what were the architectural elements, decorative designs and 
artefacts which transformed the gateway into a place of cult practice, other than to be a 
symbolic location between the sacred and the profane. From the archaeological evidence, 
such gateways are wide, often indirect, and generally approached by a monumental 
staircase or walled road. In some there is evidence of columns to support a roof. 
Decoration may have included painted walls, and wooden idols lining the passageway, 
such as described by Estete (1918: 87 [1549]) and similar to those discovered by Day 
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(1973: 145-146; 1982: 57) at Chan Chan. At Pachacamac these have not been found 
archaeologically but similar effigies have been discovered in the central area of the city 
(Uhle 1903: 13, Fig. 18). It is possible that they represent ceremonial officials who 
controlled the inner sacred space and the gateway defined the boundary between the 
sacred and the profane. From archaeological evidence at Pachacamac the gateways and 
associated buildings were specific places for offerings. 
For Cusco, Muma (1987: 345-349 [1590-1600]) described the palace of Cuismanco 
which had 2 monumental stone gateways, one at the main entrance and a second within it. 
The first had a guard comprising mitimaes warriors. A small patio and private rooms lay 
beyond it, access to which was restricted and guarded by a small force of orejones and an 
armoury guarded by 100 'captains'. This description illustrates the restrictive access of 
important Ink.a buildings for ordinary people, access being determined by rank. 
External spaces were therefore less prestigious and more public than those in the interior. 
They are related to defence, tribute, petitions for favour and the profane; whilst internal 
spaces were related to the house of the Ink.a, his panaka, his ancestors, the gods and 
hence with the sacred. 
A further point of interest concerns the description of the huaca Choque Ispana in Ruacho 
by Felipe de Medina (1920 [1650]), who noted that there were several entrances for 
exclusive use by different social groups: women, coastal peoples and highlanders 
(Rostworowski 1989: 267, fn 84). Similar exclusive rights of movement have been also 
noted or certian coastal roads (Hyslop 1990). 
The function of the gateway in the Ink.a sites of the province is therefore to restrict access 
for visitors to the sacred and elite spaces within the walled area. The multiple 
arrangements of gates at Pachacamac demonstrates that some people could pass through 
one level of control and enter closer to the sanctuary but may have been prevented by 
social status from progressing further. As a comnsequence the gate would have become 
the central shrine for those who could not pass further and hence offerings would be 
made at it. At Pachacamac, Maranga and Collique there are several gateways in the 
principal directions, presumably to control access to visitors from the sierra, the north and 
south coast. 
The walled compound - conclusions 
The walled compound is found exclusively in the coastal zones of the province, 
generally delimiting an Inka administrative zone within each of the capitals of the local 
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political units, which had prestige through their idols and which were important centres of 
production and from which other resources could be exploited (Figure 13). They were 
always associated with sources of water and previous non-Inka huacas; the majority had a 
Temple of the Sun added. All have between one and five perimeter walls made of tapia 
and/or rectangular adobe bricks or even stone; in almost all cases, they surround a hill or 
hilltop as well (Table 3). 
Table 3: Walled Compounds in the Province of Pachacamac 
Pachacamac Lurin 3 2 x x x 
Armatambo Rimac 2 2 x X? ? 
Limatambo Rimac 1 ? ? ? ? 
Rimac 1 3 x x x 
Rimac 1 ? ? x ? 
Chill6n 5 7 x x ? 
Chill6n 1 1 x ? x 
The Inka walled compounds dramatically separate spaces. The local population had 
traditionally respected these places as the locations of their own huacas and the seats of 
their own lords. The Inkas gained this respect by placing themselves as the political head 
and the Sun in its own temple within these centres. The walls and restricted gateways 
served to separate sacred space from profane space. The consequence of this policy was 
that the economic focus of these irrigated and productive plains was also separated from 
the local population. 
The seven walled compounds and their annexes have a combined area of 2,030.95 ha., of 
which Pachacamac in Lunn extends over 600 ha., whilst the four centres of Rimac cover 
only 161.95 ha and those of Chill6n cover a more extensive 1270 ha. (Table 4). 
Table 4. Size of Inka walled compounds in the Province of Pachacamac 
Pachacamac 3000 2000 600 
Armatambo 700 200 14 
Limatambo 609 396 24.11 
750-800 500-600 37.5-48 
945 792 74.84 
500 400 20 
5000 2500 1250 
2· 030~95 
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Figure 13. Distribution of the Walled Compounds in the 
Inka Province of Pachacamac 
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Several other walled compounds may be noted from the province. These have not been 
studied because of urbanisation and destruction. The majority are sites enclosed by 
tapia walls and containing early stepped pyramids or late period platforms but with an 
Ink.a presence. These include: Los lnkas, in Ate; Mateo Salado; Mangomarca on the 
north side of the Rimac (Strong, Willey and Corbett 1943; Stumer 1954: 147; Ravines 
1985: 42); and also at Aznapuqio. At Tambo Inga, a wall surrounds the hill and 
kanchas of the lnka settlement. At Cerro el Pino in Surco a wall enclosed a hilltop site, 
which also included a possible Sun Temple. A further compound has been noted at 
Huachipa in the north bank ofRimac (Silva 1992). 
The RPS in the Province of Pachacamac 
The RPS are usually found only in Ink.a important places, such as special terracing 
in Cusco and at the oval building in Ingapirca (Heffernan 1996). At Pachacamac these 
were the access route to the summit of the Temple of the Sun and therefore symbolise 
state religious power. At Maranga on Huaca Cruz Blanca, the two indirect st3:ifcases are 
asociated whith one of the important buildings. At Paredones in the lower Chill6n, a 
double staircase was asociated whith a possible Portada de la Sierra in Collique and at 
Checta two double staircases were associated maybe with important or special lands 
(Table 5). 
Table 5. Distribution of RPS in the Province of Pachacamac 
Punchao Kancha Lower Lurfn Three indirect L-shaped staircases rising through the lower 3 
platforms of the pyramid are associated with a zig-zag 
passage, and which lead to the top on the eastern side. These 
staircases are about 2 m. wide, tread 40 cm. and riser 10 cm. 
Huaca Cruz Blanca Lower Rfmac Two indirect staircases on one of its platforms, made in clay 
which are like the classic Inka design of recessed Parallel 
Staircases. 
Paredones Lower Chil16n A double starcaise on the great tapia wall surrounding the 
pueblo of Guarnec situated on the same royal road, presently 
at km. 19 of Av. Tupac Amaru (Squier 1877: 88; 
Horkheimer 1965: 51; Rostworowski 1989: 39 
Checta Upper Chill6n Two double staircases, into 2 great tapia walls, each about 
KALLANKA AND PLAZA 
30 m. long. Each stair has 10 steps to the top of the 3.2 m. 
hi h wall Silva 1996: fi 188 . 
One common type of Ink.a building is the kallanka, which is long and narrow, 
rectangular with many doorways along one or both its long sides, and which generally 
open towards a plaza. There may also be single doorways in one or both of the shorter 
sides. It usually has interior niches and its roof is gabled (Gasparini and Margolies 1980: 
196; Hyslop 1990: 18-19). Hyslop (1992: 158) associates the kallanka with the great lnka 
centres and Gasparini and Margolies (1980: 196-218) classify it as a form of the 
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"architecture of power". For example, Morris (1985: 62, 89) reported two large kallankas 
at Huanuco Pampa on the eastern edge of the plaza. Excavations in one revealed a row of 
large postmolds surrounded by stones in a line down the centre which confirmed that the 
roof had been supported by columns. Only a few dozen small pottery fragments were 
found, too few to indicate the function. 
Malpass (1993: 9) considered the kallanka as a basic Inka architectural form and described 
it as an elongated rectangular, one roomed building. Yet Rowe (1946: 224-228) did not 
mention it as a special type of building, probably because the best examples are not found 
in Cuzco (Hyslop 1990: 18). 
Following Farrington (1997: 4), the plaza then must seen as the defined space in which 
an ushnu-like structure is found and the kallanka probably served as the administrative 
locations for the capacocha. This pattern is clearly defined by the three RPC and is 
repeated in the palaces, some of the towns and many of the isolated kancha groups in the 
heartland. 
This association of kallanka and plaza corresponds to the political strategy of the Inka 
state incorporating a variety of sociopolitical units. Although the kallanka was not very 
common in Cusco, it does form part of the conquest plan. The kallanka and plaza are a 
part of the formula for Inka control of local populations throughout Tawantinsuyu. Their 
space therefore played an important role in the establishment of Inka power in an area, in 
the movement of people and products along the road system, as a centre for production 
and storage, and as a place for the meeting between state and local government enabling 
the transmission of religious ideas, the integration of the local population into sumptuous 
state rituals, as well as centres for the respect of local huacas, and giving status to local 
political leaders who invariably administered on behalf of the state. 
There are seven examples in Ischma, all within local settlements. Three are located in the 
middle Lurin around Sisicaya, one in the middle Rimac, one in Santa Eulalia, one in the 
sanctuary of Conc6n in the lower Chill6n and one in Pueblo Viejo de Magdalena in the 
middle Chill6n. 
The kallankas in Sisicaya are not so impressive as those made of fine Inka stonework in 
Cusco and the highland provinces, but they draw attention to the central coast and in 
particular the presence of three in such a small area. 
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Ll. The kallanka of Nieve-nieve 
Nieve-nieve is located on the north bank of the river Lurfn, 5 km upstream from 
Chontay. It is one of a series of quebradas at about 870 m.a.s.L The kallanka is on the 
southern side of a small irregular plaza which has on its northern side an orthogonal grid 
of 16 kanchas (Negro 1977: 205, 1989). It is built of stone set in a mud mortar with a 
mud plaster over its walls and has a gabled roof. It measures approximately 24 x 6.5 m. 
and was modified into a church in the Colonial period by the addition of an apse (Figure 
14). There is only one extant doorway on the western short side which trapezoidal and 
double jambed on the interior. Its lintel is formed with trunks of sauce (Salix 
humboldtiana). The site lies close to the lnka road from the sierra to the coast. 
L2. The kallanka of A viyay 
A viyay is located on the north bank of the Lurfn about 0.5 km. upstream from 
Nieve-nieve, and 2.5 km. from Sisicaya. It is one of a series of lateral quebradas and is at 
an altitude of 875 m. Its kallanka is found on an terrace in the southern quebrada (Cornejo 
1994: Pl. 2). It was built into a pre-existing agglutinated local settlement, with an irregular 
plan, comprising irregularly-shaped stone houses with small patios, storerooms and 
'drying terraces' on the surrounding hills. Its houses are built of stone set in a mud mortar 
with plaster on both the inside and outside. They have doors and windows and are 
arranged on different levels and have stone-lined underground space for storage. The 
western part of the site has been destroyed by flash flooding (Cornejo 1994). 
Sector D in the centre of the site has elements of late period, including the kallanka, some 
smaller buildings linked together by staircases on the western side and the plaza itself. It 
was built·on alluvium after a flash flood had destroyed parts of the LIP settlement. Thick 
deposit of alluvium cover its walls. An artificial elevated platform was constructed on top 
of this and the Inka structures were built on it. 
The kallanka measures 10.50 by 4 m. (Figure 15). It is made of stones set in a mud 
mortar and plastered with clay. Its walls are only 0.40 m. thick and it is gabled. It only 
has a doorway in the kallanka in its western wall, which is double jambed on the inside, 
clear evidence of an lnka trait. It was also converted into a Colonial chapel (Cornejo 
1994). Abutting its eastern wall there is a rectangular building, interpreted by its location 
as a sacristy added during the Colonial period. Inside it, there is a low, clay bench in the 
southern half, which is probably original. Its internal walls have been remodelled several 
times, they have several layers of plaster. There are faint traces of Colonial decoration in 
the form of red and white paintwork. 
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Figure 14. Kallanka of Nieve-nieve. (After Negro) 
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The kallanka lies to the southeast of a small trapezoidal plaza measuring only 11.20 by 
8.10 m. There is a 1.20 m. wide stair giving access to the plaza from the south. On the 
northwest side of the plaza there is another rectangular structure, 10 x 3 m. with 3 internal 
rooms, two of which are interconnected. It is probable that this was also a kallanka which 
has been modified by the raising of the floor, the addition of a stairway entrance and the 
division into rooms. Its construction techniques are similar to the kallanka, on top of the 
Ink.a platform, and it is clearly associated with the plaza; however it has been partially 
destroyed by flash flooding.There is an erosional exposure in the northern room 
indicating that it too was earlier buildings beneath the platform 
L3. The kallanka of Samaiyanca 
The kallanka of Samaiyanca is also located on the north bank of the Lurin, 3 km. 
upstream from Sisicaya and 3 km. east of Chillaco Chico. It lies in a quebrada at an 
altitude of 885 m. It too has been modified in the Colonial period. It has been partially 
destroyed on its northern side by a landslide. The building is oriented north-south and is 
built of long flat, quarried stone set in a mud mortar and its walls covered in plaster. The 
field evidence suggests that it was gabled. It is at least 12.4 m. long and 5. 8 m. wide 
(Figure 16). There is evidence of only one doorway, 1.5 m. wide, in the southern part of 
the west wall, opening on to the plaza. If this building followed the usual Inka 
symmetrical plan for the facades of kallankas, it would have been at least 18.50 m. long. 
There are two small windows, one high in the centre of the south wall, 3.8 m. above the 
floor, of which only the base, 0.3 m. wide, survives. The other is set in the east wall. It 
is an inverted trapezoid in shape, measuring 0.4 m. high, 0.3 m. in basal width and 0.4 
m. at the top. 
The walled plaza lies to the west of the kallanka, measuring 50 by 30 m. In the centre of 
its western wall are the remains of a single entrance. The Inka components of kallanka 
and plaza are irregularly placed within a pre-existing settlement. There is a paved road 
leading from this to the A viyay sanctuary. 
L4. The probable kallanka of Antapucro 
Antapucro on the south bank of Lunn has the remains of a probable kallanka. It is 
about 1 km. downstream from the quebrada Huarangal, in the quebrada Buenos Aires at 
about 885 m.a.s.l. It was first identified from field photgraphs taken by Marco Rosas and 
made available to me which clearly showed the typical Ink.a construction. Field 
observations indicated that the site had a line of 2 long, rectangular buildings of typical 
Inka construction, each 23 x 4.2 m., separated by a 3 m. wide passage, facing on to a 50 
x 15 m. plaza, on a walled terrace overlooking the river. Each building had 4 internal 
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subdivisions, each of which had a doorway leading on to the plaza (Figure 26). It is not 
clear whether these represent 2 kallankas or 2 structures of 4 storerooms (see section on 
storerooms). 
Rl. The kallanka of San Pedro de Mama 
San Pedro de Mama is located on the southern bank of the Rfmac in the middle 
valley. Its ruined kallanka is located in the residential area at the base of the sanctuary hill. 
It was a rectangular building measuring 18 x 6.5 m. (Figure 17), made of stone and 
mortar, with a single access in the middle of the north side facing the river and a large 30 
x 50 m. plaza. Its walls are 0.6 m. in width and average 2.4 m. in height. The building 
must be have a remodelled because it is divided into three sections and several rooms. 
However none of the internal walls are bonded with the external wall of the structure and 
therefore were not part of its original plan. 
R2. The kallanka of Pueblo Viejo de Bellavista 
The site of Pueblo Viejo de Bellavista is located on the west bank of the Santa 
Eulalia river, to the north of the quebrada Lucuma, on the lower slopes of cerro 
Pichocoto, about 1900 m.a.s.l. It is about 12 km. north of San Pedro de Mama. It was 
probably a tambo in which several Inka-style buildings had been added to a pre-existing 
local settlement. The most important building seems to be a kallanka, finely constructed in 
stone, on a platform overlooking a plaza, 40 x 30 m, which stretches to the edge of a 
precipice. The kallanka measures 26.50 by 6.40 m. Its long walls (east and west) stand 
up to 3.40 m. high, but are only 0.50 m. thick (Figure 18). The northern short wall is 
4.50 m. high and has an off-centre gable end. There has 4 doorways in its western wall, 
facing away from the plaza, and 3 trapezoidal windows. The eastern wall is very 
destroyed but there is evidence of one doorway and some stairs leading down to the 
plaza. There is a side entrance in the short north wall from which stairs descend to the 
plaza from the side of the kallanka 
Other important buildings of fine stone architecture are found in the residential sector to 
the north of the kallanka-plaza. These are arranged on terraces and have double, opposed 
staircases leading up the terrace wall as access points. To the southwest of the kallanka-
plaza there is a group of 2-storeyed storerooms, built in stone, and arranged in a 
semicircular plan with a central patio. Other storerooms or tombs are found in the 
relatively unplanned local architecture scattered throughout the site. 
There are few surface ceramics, most of which are undiagnostic domestic ware. Cardenas 
(1975: 5) reported finding around the kallanka sherds of vitrified wheel-made ceramics 
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related to the first Spanish occupation and prehispanic domestic pottery. She also reported 
a small pyramid with 3 platforms and stone walls from which there is a strategic view of 
the whole valley. 
Cl. The kallanka of Concon 
This kallanka is located within the sanctuary of Conc6n in Collique in the lower 
Chill6n. It lies between the first and second walls, along the line of gateways and to the 
south of a large sunken plaza. It is rectangular, stone built, measuring 25 x 11 m., with a 
central doorway facing northwards along the main access line. It is on a pentagonal 
platform. The plaza is in a natural hollow, irregular in form, 1,575 m 2 in extent, 
surrounded by stone walls and steps. Morales and Correa (1991) described it as an elite 
residence. 
C2. The kallanka of Pueblo Viejo de Magdalena 
Pueblo Viejo de Magdalena is located on the north bank of the Chill6n river, in the 
quebrada Magdalena, between Cerro Cenicero and Cerro Pandero, about 1000 m.a.s.l. It 
is approximately 600 m. upstream of Huancayo Alto. It is probably an Inka tambo, 
comprising a settlement and cemetery with stone funerary structures. A Colonial building 
dominates the site which may also be a modified Inka kallanka (Ludeiia 1975: 65; 
Patterson 1983 and Cardenas 1986-1987: 137). It measures 23 by 8.50 m. and has walls 
0.80 m. thick. Its stone walls still stand to a height of 3.20 m and were plastered. It was 
gabled. It has 2 symmetrically placed doorways and a central window on its long south 
facade opening on to a small patio overlooking the river. The easternmost doorway, 4.3 
m. from the SE comer, is 0.9 m .wide and its jambs are formed with adobe bricks; the 
western door is at a similar distance from the corner but has been widened at some stage 
and subsequently blocked. A third door exists between the tqwo but is clearly Colonial. It 
is also significant that the facade has collapsed at the northern end at precisely the location 
where a symmetrically placed door would have been. Only found colonial ceramics 
associated with the structure (Cardenas 1986-1987: fig.). 
It seems that the kallanka and patio were added to an irregularly planned, local late period 
settlement. According to Cardenas (1986-1987: 136), it was occupied throughout the LIP 
and basically contained agglutinated rectangular or square buildings. Its location in the 
middle valley is comparable with the other examples cited in this section. 
Discussion 
The kallanka-plaza, a classical form of Inka architecture, is found exclusively in 
the middle valleys and not on the coast of the province of Pachacamac (Figure 19). The 
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reason for this is not clear, but it is possible that such an insertion into a local settlement is . 
only possible where there is a relatively low population density, or a new settlement is to 
be constructed, and/or where the topography is broken. Furthermore, from the point of 
view of administrative policy, the Inkas needed to control the middle valleys as important 
economic and strategic places, particularly for the production of coca and to confirm their 
political power over the coast. These kallankas are not very grand; they are not made of 
fine Inka stonework, but are constructed from local materials, such as tapia and pirka, and 
probably by a local labour force (Table 6). 
Table 6. Kallankas in the Province of Pachacamac 
Actual lenoth 
kallanka len th 18.5 21.5 18 
Width 5.8 4.2 6.5 
Wall thickness 0.5 0.6 0.5 
Tra zoidal doorwa x x ? ? ? x x 
Double jambed x x ? ? ? 
doorwa 
Tra zoidal window ? ? x ? ? x ? ? 
Plaza x x x x x x x x 
Len crth of the Plaza 37 11.2 50 50 40 40 50 ? 
Width of the Plaza 30 8.1 30 15 30 30 31.5 ? 
Area of the Plaza 1110 90 1500 750 1200 1200 1575 ? 
m2) 
Stone x x x x x x x x 
Plaster x x x x x x 
Inka ceramics x x x x x x 
In local site x x x x x x x 
N SE E N N SE N s 
x x x· 
x 
x 
Pitched roof x x x ? x x x 
Of all the kallankas in Ischma the most classic is that of Bellavista in Santa Eulalia. It is 
the largest and its characteristics and symmetry are the clearest, whilst those of Nieve 
nieve and Conc6n are also of similar dimensions and proportions and the former has a 
double jambed doorway. The remaining examples have things in common, such as 
rectangular form and plaza location, and all have a gabled roof; however their size is less 
and the construction materials local. 
KAN CHAS 
The kancha comprises an arrangement of one-roomed buildings surrounding a 
small internal patio within a small walled compound (D'Altroy 1992: 99; Gasparini and 
Margolies 1980). Rowe (1944: 24) used the term "kanka" as a rectangular space, 
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surrounded by a high wall with a single entrance, on the inner walls of which 3 or more 
houses were symmetrically arranged. Rowe (1946: 223) also suggested that the 
rectangular walled compound was the ideal shape, topography permitting, and that up to 6 
houses could be so arranged around a central patio. He interpreted this to be the space 
occupied by an extended family. The classic example he noted was Ollantaytambo. 
Morris (1970; 1985: 63-70), following on from Rowe's ideas, understood it to be a unit 
of 3 to 8 small, rectangular structures, arranged more or less symmetrically around a 
small patio and invariably surrounded by a perimeter wall. Based on finding a kitchen in a 
house at Huanuco Pampa, he also interpreted them as houses for a small extended or 
nuclear family. 
Bouchard (1976: 97, 99) investigated kanchas in the lower Urubamba valley, agreeing 
with Rowe and Morris in respect to housing distribution, origin and function; but added 
that all constructions in a kancha are of a single plan, 60 m 2 in area and each has up to 3 
doorways facing the patio. He (1976: 99-110) presents five models, derived from simple 
rules of the use of space: 
1. two identical buildings facing each other across an open space; 
2. a quadrangular open space with a building on each side with doorways opening 
into the space; 
3. two groups of four rooms, arranged as a double kancha, with one building 
divided into two rooms by a longitudinal wall and therefore facing both patios; 
4. three groups of four rooms, each surrounding a patio form a single unit in 
which the two central buildings are each divided into two to face their respective patios; 
5. a combination of four groups, each of four buildings with a patio; 
There appear to be other variations in the arrangements of the buildings inside kanchas, 
for example at Palkay the are only 3 structures facing into the central patio, the fourth side 
only has the entrance to it from a street (Gasparini and Margolies 1980: 187). 
The kancha is therefore a planned arrangement of buildings around a small courtyard and 
has a residential function. It is found in many parts of Tawantinsuyu but its function may 
not always be residential. On the coast the term kancha is often used to describe any space 
surrounded by a wall. Bouchard (1976: 110) noted that his models have not been 
recognised in coastal sites. However in this study 55 kanchas have been identified in the 
province of Pachacamac, 38 in the Lurin valley, 3 in Rimac and 14 in the Chi116n valley. 
Of these 34 were located in the lower valleys and 21 in the middle valleys 
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Table 7. Distribution of Kanchas in the Province of Pachacamac 
Pachacamac Punchao Kancha LowerLurfn 2 70 x 55 Adobe 
Pachacamac Tauri Chum i LowerLurfn 2 150 x 40 Pirka 
Pachacamac Between 2nd and 3rd Lower Lunn +4 10 x 5 Adobe and 
walls uincha 
Lomas Pac ta LowerLurfn 9 ? Stone and cla 
Mancha Gallinacera LowerLurfn 1 30 x 15? Ta ia 
Sisicaya Nieve-nieve Middle Lurfn 16 24-25 x 10- Stone and clay 
11 
Sisica a Avi a Middle Lunn 5 30 x 15 Stone and cla 
Puruchuco Puruchuco LowerRfmac 3 22.7 x 14.7 Ta ia 
Tamboin a Colli ue Lower Chil16n 7 50 x 30 Ta ia 
Conc6n Colli ue Lower Chill6n 7 30 x 15 Stone and cla 
Ten kanchas will be described in detail (Table 7, Figure 20). Others are known but 
have not been studied or mapped in any detail. They generally occur at least two 
kanchas close together, such as at: Tijerales or Potrero de Santa Lucia near Cieneguilla 
in Lurfn; Nafia (Strong, Willey and Corbett 1943; Stumer 1954: 143, 147), Pedreros, 
Campoy near to Lurigancho, Fortaleza de Campoy, Cerro Mulerfa and Cerro Segundo 
A, both near Aznapuquio in Rimac; and at at Orobel, Caballo Blanco and Sinchipampa 
in the Arahuay valley of the upper Chill6n (Silva 1996: 407). 
The importance of kanchas in the province is related to: political and administrative control 
in the capital, the sefiorfo capitals and other important production centres; where they were 
state buildings to house the Sun god, state officials, or state workers, such as mitimaes-
soldiers and/or mitimaes-artesans. Their wider distribution in Lurfn and Chill6n perhaps 
shows that there was a great number of mitimaes. It is possible that they were also housed 
in local buildings that cannot be identified, because they are not in typical Inka style. Their 
presence in the lower Rimac, e.g. around Maranga, Santa Cuz and Armatambo is clear, 
yet they were housed not in kanchas and it is only possible to identify their tombs. 
Ll. The kanchas of Pachacamac 
Within Pachacamac there are three groups of kanchas, one on the upper platform, 
a second between the First and Second Walls, and the other between the Second and 
Third Walls. 
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Figure 20. Distribution of the Kanchas in the Inka Province of Pachacamac 
On its uppermost platform, the Punchao Kancha has of a kancha, reminiscent in location 
of the Korikancha in Cusco, but comprising only two buildings located on the northern 
and southern sides of a patio, measuring 70 x 55 m. and which is open towards the west. 
Its plan is similar to the kancha 1 model (Bouchard 1976: 99). The northern building is 60 
by 23 m., entered through a doorway in the western end of the south wall. It was divided 
into 2 sectors; a 30 x 23 m. patio to the west and a building constructed with 2 subsidiary 
platforms at the east end, each consisting of a small room, measuring 10 x 8 m. The most 
important of these was in the southeast comer which was accessed via a small ramp and 
which had a 1 m. high, tapia 'altar'. Its painted, eastern wall was decorated with several 
niches, with the largest in the centre. It was probably in this room that the image of the 
Sun was located. According to Garcilaso (T. I, Lib II, Cap. XX, p 216), the Sun altar in 
Korikancha was also oriented to the east and on it was placed the golden statue of the 
Sun. The northeast room was probably a storeroom for offerings. 
The south building measures 65 x 23 m. and its walls stand up to 6.6 m. high. It was 
decorated on the outside with a row of small quadrangular niches. Inside, it comprised 
two rooms, each about 30 x 10 m., and 2 much smaller ones of 20 x 5 m. These too were 
decorated with red painted, rectangular niches. 
Another kancha between the Second and First Walls is the so-called Palace of Tauri 
Chumpi, excavated by Bueno (1982: 48). It is located 300 m. to the south of the north-
east comer of the Second Wall and adjacent to the east-west street. It is rectangular, 150 x 
40 m., with an attached northern, trapezoidal section, 70 x 70 x 50 m (Figure 21). Its 
main access is between the two sections, where a street enters from the west. The complex 
plan is not very clear, probably including at least three walled kanchas. Its internal layout 
includes two patios surrounded by rooms (Shimada 1991: XLIV), platforms and storages, 
linked by zig-zag passages with ramps, and two solid square towers. The structures and 
surrounding areas are covered with lnka pottery. It was made in a high quality pirka style. 
In an outlying structure, 100 m. to the west, Bueno (1982: 46) found a bichrome quipu. 
Other kanchas at Pachacamac are located between the Third and Second Walls and have 
been partially excavated by Carrillo and Guerrero (1996). One hundred metres north of 
the Second Wall on the same alignment as the North-South Street they dug an area 
measuring 30 by 35 m, finding the footings of several rectangular buildings, each 
measuring about 10 by 5 m, which were constructed close to each other in a grid pattern. 
These were mainly adobe foundations and lower walls, but there were some worked 
stones, very Inka in appearance, implying that the superstructure of the house was wattle 
and daub. To the north of these, there is an open space for which they could only identify 
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an eastern boundary. In their excavations they found several layers of burned garbage 
dating to LIP and a late phase associated with the Inka buildings. They also excavated 
about 30 m. to the southwest of these structures, in another rubbish dump, finding a 
platform and storerooms. Their floors were covered with rubbish belonging to both the 
Late Ischma and Inka periods. This residential area is kancha-like in plan, with structures 
facing internal patios and grid-like with separating streets; however there is no evidence 
for kancha perimeter walls. 
2. The kanchas of Nieve-nieve 
There are sixteen kanchas at Nieve-nieve arranged in an orthogonal urban grid, 
slightly trapezoidal in plan, of 4 longitudinal streets and 3 cross streets to the north of a 
plaza (Figure 22; Feltham 1984: 60; Negro and Fuentes 1989). The kanchas have a 
regular external plan, their lengths are between 24 and 25 m .. and widths between 10 and 
11 m. They are rectangular, although kancha 15 is slightly trapezoidal. The streets are 
between 3 and 3 .5 m. wide. Kancha entry is mainly through a single doorway on the 
eastern side. There is only one example with the main doorway on the western side. In 
four kanchas there are two entrances, of which kancha 11 is the only example with both 
on its western side. The doorways are rectangular with single, straight jambs and between 
1.6 and 1.8 m. wide. There are two examples of a double jambed trapezoidal doorway, 
one in kancha 6 and the other in the southern annexe of kancha 9, which juts into the 
plaza. Each kancha has a patio, about 10 x 5 m. These are mainly found adjacent to the 
main entrance, but in four cases it is at one end of the compound. Five (kanchas 1, 2, 5, 9 
and 10) have a two patios. Around these, the buildings are arranged. 
Few buildings have windows, where they do occur they are quadrangular or rectangular, 
with straight stone jambs, about 40 cm. high. In some structures there are rectangular 
niches which measure about 20 x 15 cm .with a depth of between 20 to 25 cm. The site is 
built of pirka but repairs have been carried out using mold-made adobes, 50 x 30 x 15 
cm. Nine of the kanchas have sets of stairs, 60 to 70 cm. wide, with stone and clay steps, 
implying that some buildings had two storeys. 
The Nieve-nieve kanchas must have had residential and perhaps even administrative 
fuctions. The general plan of kanchas and their entrances and the arrangement of streets is 
typical ofinka planning, similar to Cusco Ayllu, Ollantaytambo; however the interior 
does not display its well-ordered arrangement of buildings and patios. Therefore it is 
possible that the Inkas planned the outline but allowed local requirements to dictate 
internal constructional plans. 
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L3. The kanchas of A viyay 
Aviyay has a group of 5 kanchas, trapezoidal in shape, averaging 30 x 15 m., in a 
line from southwest to northeast, and separated by streets about 2 m. wide (Figure 23). 
They are located on the northern slope of the quebrada near its entrance. They are similar 
in arrangement to Nieve-nieve but the complex is much smaller. Although their state of 
conservation is poor and they have been remodelled in recent times, it is still possible to 
distinguish their characteristics. 
The most regular are kanchas 1, 2 and 3 which have a similar orientation and distribution 
of rooms and spaces, and each with a 12 x 10 m. patio abutting the southwestern wall. 
Only in kanchas 1 and 3 is there an entrance connecting the patio with the external street, 
those in the others cannot be distinguished. The structures are built of pirka. In each 
kancha there is an alignment of small rooms abutting the northeast wall, and in one case, 
kancha 2, there is a similar arrangement adjacent to the southwest wall. These structures 
have no clear access and thought to be storerooms. In kancha 3 there is a larger building 
in the southeast part of the central area with a rectangular doorway in its northwest wall, 
0.6 m. wide and 1.6 m. tall, and a pair of square (40 cm.) windows, 1.8 m. above the 
floor in the northeast wall. Kanchas 4 and 5 are more irregular, more rustic. In all cases 
the kanchas contain agglutinated, rectangular rooms, again indicating that internal 
construction was local in style and not severely planned Inka. 
The kancha complex is spatially separate from the main part of the settlement, containing 
the kallanka-plaza. Surface survey has confirmed that this grouping of rooms is similar to 
those of Nieve-nieve, and that they are Inka in date. 
L4. The kanchas of Pacta 
There is a small arrangement of 6 kanchas in a grid plan with 3 longitudinal (E-W) 
streets and 3 cross (north-south) streets within the central part of a village, known as 
Malanche 3 (Mujica 1997: 205). Each has a group of rooms, passageways and patios 
with a single, well-made entrance. There is a plaza on the eastern side of the complex. On 
the southern side of the southern street, there is line of rooms with an internal bench and a 
single well-made doorway which also is part of the Inka settlement. Mujica noted that this 
complex of kanchas was an addition to a local LIP settlement and that it was reutilised 
during the Colonial period. 
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Figure 23. Kanchas of Aviyay 
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LS. The kancha of Gallinacera 
There is a rectangular compound at Gallinacera near Cieneguilla, 6 km. from 
Manchay, on the south bank of the lower Lurin. It has the same characteristics, size and 
distribution of buildings and rooms as the kanchas at Nieve-nieve. Surface ceramics are 
rare but have an Inka affiliation (Rodriguez personal communication). 
Rl. The kanchas of Puruchuco 
There are 3 aligned kanchas at Puruchuco located on the southern bank of the 
Rimac on the northern slopes of Cerro Huaquerones, at about 330 m. altitude in the 
district of Ate. One of these has been conserved. It comprises a walled compound 
measuring only 22.7 x 14.7 m. (Figure 24). Its perimeter Wall is made of tapia, plastered 
and painted red, standing 4 m. high and 0.6 m. thick. Its main entrance, in the 
southwestern corner, is baffled and is approached via a 3 m. long ramp. The visitor must 
then turn a right angle to enter a narrow corridor via a second 1 m. long ramp, at the top 
of which is 0.7 m. wide doorway. This narrow external corridor continues beyond the 
main entrance into a blind space, 11.8 x 1.2-1. 7 m. 
The kancha is divided into three internal sectors. The first measures 13.8 x 8 m. and 
contains the entrance, a two-levelled patio and buildings on a third level. There is a 
staircase leading down into another patio of 8.25 x 6. 7 m. A 6.2 m. long ramp leads up to 
the second level and another leads indirectly to 3 buildings on top of a U-shaped terrace 
touching the southeastern wall of the compound. This also enters a long, narrow corridor, 
separating the second and third sectors. The former lies northwest of the corridor and 
measures 11.6 x 5 m. and is organised into three rooms of approximately the same 
dimensions, each with a small patio. The two end rooms have a direct access to the 
corridor, whilst the central one is only connected to the eastern room; however the plans 
of these are not identical. 
The third sector to the southeast of the corridor measures 10 x 7 m. It has a small entrance 
patio in the northwestern corner with an elevated, U-shaped structure with a central 
doorway. The remainder of this sector is also on an platform and contains three other 
rooms and another small patio. 
To the west of this kancha, there are traces of other walls on the same orientation 
suggesting that there could have been another two kanchas. The third is better preserved, 
probably enclosing a space similar in size to the first. 
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Figure 24. Kanchas of Puruchuco. 
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All of the site has Inka surf ace pottery and there are LH tombs nearby. Puruchuco has 
described as a palace or country house (Gasparini and Margolies 1980: 181), but it is 
better described as a group of kanchas with residential and administrative functions. 
Other group of kanchas called Puruchuca lie to the south, similar in form to Puruchuco, 
are being investigated by Medina (personal communication), who has found much Inka 
pottery. 
Cl. The kanchas of Tambo Inga 
Tambo Inga is located on the northern bank of the lower Chill6n river. It is on an 
elongated, 7 m. high hill in the middle of the flood plain. The hill runs from southeast to 
northwest for about 320 m. and is 70 m. wide with a slightly lower eminence to its 
immediate west about 120 by 30 m. and with a maximum height of 5 m. On the main hill 
there are 7 aligned kanchas, separated by narrow streets, each of which cross it (Figure 
25). There are also some structures on top of a subsidiary hill. There are 3 terraces on the 
lower slopes. There are the remains of a perimeter wall surrounding both hills and a 
possible entrance on the eastern side (Table 8). 
Table 8. The Kanchas of Tambo Inga 
K-1 50 30 25 x 20 1 E 30 x 16.6 30x 7? 25 x 10 
K-2 50 30 25 x 20 1 E 30 x 16.6 30 x 7 25 x 10 
K-3 50 30 25 x 20 1 E? 30 x 16.6 30 x 7 25 x 10 
K-4 50 30& 17x16; 2 E? 32 x 16.6 30 x 7 25 x 13 
32 25x17 
K-5 50 40& 30 x 22/28 2 E 26 x 7 28 x 16 50 x 16 
28 
K-6 50 28 14 x 12 1 E? 28 x 19 28 x 19 14 x 12 
K-7 50 28? 25 x 20? 1? E 
Key: K-1 = Kancha 1; L = Length (m.); 1 = Rectangular form; 2 = Trapezoidal form; 
AO = Orientation of access; BN = Area of building N. 
Each of the 7 kanchas of Tambo Inga was built of tapia and comprises a rectangular 
walled space, 50 m. long and between 28 and 32 m. wide. The standard internal plan is 
three buildings (north, west, south) forming a "U" around a patio whose eastern side the 
external wall in the middle of which is the entrance. The northern building is the largest, 
measuring on average 30 x 16.6 m.; the west is 25 x 10 m. in kanchas 1, 2, 3 and 4; but 
in 6 it is smaller, only 14 x 12 m.; the southern structure is 30 x 7 m. in kanchas 1, 2, 3 
and 4; but in 5 and 6 it is slightly trapezoidal with measurements of approximately 28 x 
16/19 m. The plan in kanchas 1, 2, 3 and 4 is a variation of that at Palkay (Gasparini and 
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Margolies 1980: 187). These four kanchas are basically the same size and arranged on the 
same plan, although in kancha 4 the western wall is slightly curved, resulting in a 
trapezoidal plan. 
Kancha 5 differs from this, since it has a trapezoidal plan, so that its north side is 40 m. 
long and its patio is on its western side where its doorway is possibly also located. It has 
a single large building on its northern side facing the patio and on its other two sides a 
series of small buildings, each approximately 5 x 5 m., which seem to be storerooms. 
Kanchas 6 and 7 are aligned with the west wall of 5, and therefore on a different 
orientation to the others. Kancha 6 has a small patio on its eastern side with three larger 
buildings on each of the other sides but these have been subdivided into 5 x 5 m. rooms. 
Agurto ( 1987: 165) suggested that these were storerooms with access gained from the 
walled road. Kancha 7 is poorly conserved with few walls. Its entrance is in the centre of 
the eastern wall, leading to a patio of about the same size as those of the main group. 
The first four kanchas probably had residential and administrative functions, whilst 
kanchas 5 and 6 had been modified for storage. The function of number 7 is uncertain. 
C2. The kanchas of Concon 
To the west of the sunken plaza of Collique, there is a group of badly preserved 
structures that seem to be kanchas. They are of irregular design, of different sizes and are 
built of stone and mud. 
Discussion 
In the province of Pachacamac the kancha is a rectangular walled space with a 
single entrance and a rectangular patio. Its internal buildings are distributed around the 
patio and oriented towards it. Some of the examples follow the classical patterns but there 
are some particular variations. In all cases, the patio is off-centre, sometimes against one 
of the outer walls with the main access leading directly into it. The kanchas are found in 
orthogonal plans and also in a single line, separated by streets or passageways,, such as 
at Puruchuco, Aviyay, Tambo Inga, Nieve-nieve and Pacta. 
In terms of function it is possible that the kanchas of this province were used as dwellings 
for important people, as administrative centres and even as storerooms. They were built in 
important locations to enable the state control access to and the production of important 
resources, e.g. both A viyay and Nieve-nieve were located in the coca growing middle 
Lurfn, Pacta in an irrigation zone of the lomas, and both Puruchuco and Tambo Inga 
overlooked the fields and irrigation canals of the lower valleys. These were key economic 
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centres. Some were also on main roads or at cross roads within their valleys. They 
represent planned settlements in places where the local population was scattered in 
amorphous villages. 
The distribution is greater in the valleys of Lunn and Chill6n, perhaps indicating greater 
numbers of mitimaes. It is possible, however, that those in Rfmac were housed in reused 
local buildings. 
The function of the kanchas in the province may be related to: i. the provincial and district 
capitals and important centres of production; ii. buildings dedicated to the Sun; iii. 
buildings to house mitimaes; iv. buildings to orejones and local kurakas; v. Storerooms 
(Table 9). 
Table 9: Kanchas and their function in the province of Ischma 
Pachacamac Punchao Kancha) 
Pachacamac (between 2nd and 3rd 
Walls) 
Lomas de Pacta 
PALACES 
LowerLurfn 
LowerLurfn 
LowerLurfn 
Middle Lurfn 
Middle Lurfn 
LowerRimac 
Lower Chill6n 
Lower Chi116n 
i, iii, iv 
llI 
llI 
iv, v 
iv, v 
I, IV 
IV, V 
i, ii, iv, v 
There is insufficient information about the presence of Inka palaces in the 
province, although some authors claim that there were such buildings in Maranga, 
Puruchuco and Pachacamac. The palace is a particular case of the kancha. At Maranga, 
Canziani (1987: 14, plates 15 and 16) claimed that there was a palace in the western sector 
of the Recinto Inka, comprising small rectangular compounds with internal buildings and 
patios, because the tapia architecture was of good quality, there was a trapezoidal 
doorway, and quality Inka pottery had been found. Jimenez Borja (1956; 1973) called the 
kancha he restored at Puruchuco a palace; however this may be described as an elite series 
of kanchas. In Pachacamac, Bueno (1970, 1982) described the compound of the Kuraka 
Tauri Chumpi as a palace because it is a building complex with internal patios, many 
rooms, tiny storerooms, zig-zag corridors, two solid towers and many Inka ceramics. It 
is also built of a very fine pirka, from quarried stone and plastered. It was surrounded by 
a group of Inka pirka houses. He also suggested that this was the place where the 
Spaniards met the kuraka Tauri Chumpi of Pachacamac in 1533. 
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SANCTUARIES AND SACRED PLACES 
The temples and sanctuaries of the Inkas were sacred places dedicated to their 
gods and ancestors. They built temples in important places in Cuzco, such as Korikancha, 
Sacsaywaman, Machu Picchu, Racchi etc., dedicated to the Sun and Viracocha. They also 
venerated natural elements, such as thunder (Illapa), the moon (Mamaquilla) and the earth 
(Pachamama). The most important sacred places, the homes of the gods, were natural 
locations, such as mountains or hills, caves, islands, water (springs, pools, lakes and the 
sea), rocks and those places associated with ancestors or other deities. All important 
temples and sacred places had priests, servants and aqllas (chosen women) for rituals and 
the manufacture of offerings. The temples also had lands worked by other personnel to 
finance the ceremonies. 
It is difficult to identify a typical Inka sacred place. The present state of knowledge is 
based on written sources and on particular interpretations of them. One important factor is 
the variety of forms and elements which may be associated with such a place. It is 
considered useful to take as a point of departure the understanding of Inka religion and its 
diagnostic features. The limits of this approach are that many of these traits are present in 
other types of building and not exclusively religious in function. There are a range of 
buildings likely for a sanctuary. Sacred natural elements, which were also worshipped, 
but they are also variable. However, one should be able to define a basic pattern with the 
information available and list those sacred elements which characterize the Inka religious 
world. 
The built sanctuaries generally comprise a kancha within a walled compound which itself 
might vary in form. The interior has several buildings, which, can vary in number, form 
and size, but they are always distributed around a patio. Inside these, there may be niches 
for the location and display of idols and ancestors. The differences between these kanchas 
and domestic ones are probably their central location within an architectural complex and 
the finds, such as human sacrifices and other offerings associated with important rituals. 
In some cases the sanctuary may have curved walls, as at Korikancha, Phuyu Pata 
Marka, and Wifiay Wayna (Bouchard 1983: fig. 20). In both Pisaq and Machu Picchu the 
building with the curved wall contains only a carved rock. In some cases, the sacred place 
is protected by a zig zag wall, such as at Sacsaywaman, lower Kenko and Salapunco. In 
other cases, there are large exterior niches, such as on the two terraces of the so-called 
Temple of the Sun overlooking the plaza at Vilcashuaman (Gasparini and Margolies 
1980: 117). These are also present at palaces, such as at Chinchero (Farrington 1995). 
The RPS staircase is another trait of important places in Cusco (Heffernan (1996: 148, 
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Table 9:2). They are generally associated with terracing for the subsistence of elite social 
groups. They also found at probable sanctuaries is found at Salapunk.u, Ingapirca and 
Koati in Lake Titicaca (Heffernan 1989: 418). He also considers that long, continuous 
staircases up through terraces may also be important in leading to sacred places, e.g. at 
Tilka and Ollantaytambo. 
Another structure which is part of this pattern is the ushnu, i.e. a platform or a series of 
superimposed platforms which symbolize a sacred space in which the same rituals were 
carried out (Meddens 1997). In addition to this a rocks located in open spaces or plazas 
may also have ushnu-like qualities. A number of Inka important temples were also pre-
Inka in origin, some of them were named by Cieza (1986 ii: xx.viii [1554]): Vilcanota, 
Aconcagua, Coropuna, Apurimac. Others are Auzancata, Huarivilca (Marcavilca) and 
Pachacamac. Other sacred places comprise the locations of important battles or historical 
events around Cuzco. There these demarcate the extent of the ceque system. These 
frontiers are also a series of prominent mountains, which played significant roles in the 
initiation of young men and the mythical origin of the Inkas (Cobo 1956 [1653]; 
Farrington 1992, 1997: 2). 
Other sacred places are mountains and hills tops (Farrington 1996; Reinhard 1984, 1998), 
islands (Bandelier 1910); caves, such as below the torre6n in Machu Picchu; and places 
associated with the events of ancestors and gods (Bandelier 1910; Bauer 1992). Cobo 
(1980 IV:l3:12-16: 7-68 [1653]) listed 328 huacas arranged in a system of ceques around 
Cusco which included mountain tops, springs, rocks, caves and places associated with 
the ancestors and important gods. It is not known how many of these huacas had temples 
constructed around them (Albornoz 1967 [1570-1584]). 
These issues have been brought together as the concept of Cusco in which a broader 
vision of the Inka religious world within a combination of social organization, 
environment and the understanding of political and religious power (Farrington 1998). 
This offers a new approach the understanding of the sacred in the lnka world and posits 
that the critical sacred centre must contain a kallanka-plaza and an ushnu complex. 
An important attribute found carved or painted on Inka buildings and rocks is the stepped 
fret design. It is also present on pottery, textiles as well as stone, metal and wooden 
objects where it probably conveys the same sentiment. Such a symbol is powerful means 
for communicating cultural values and conditioning behavior and interrelationships 
(Morris 1995: 419). Van de Guchte (1990: 80-82, 194) in his study of carved rocks 
around Cusco discussed this design as the "pyramid sign" which he associated with 
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sacred mountain and commented that most occured in proximity to water. He also noted 
that there was a relationship between it and the Inka, as a symbol of power, in particular 
drawing on its distribution in Chinchaysuyu. The stepped fret is found as a quarter, half 
or whole rhomboid, probably without losing its meaning. In Cusco stepped fret is found 
carved in bas-relief on rocks associated with water, such as Quespehuara (Chacan), 
Choque Quilla (Pachar) and Baiio de la Nusta (Ollantaytambo); carved boldly on larger 
rocks at Suchuna (Sacsahuaman) and Quilla Rumi (Anta); in some cases small standing 
stones are completely carved as a stepped fret as in the sacred patios of Pisaq and Machu 
Picchu and at Chacan. The same design is also visible in bas relief on the facade of the 
Temple of the Sun at Ollantaytambo (Protzen 1993). 
Local and Inka Sanctuaries in the province of Pachacamac 
The local sanctuaries in the province of Pachacamac were controlled by Inka 
religious policy. At some, local gods were completely eradicated and replaced. For 
example, Manaiiamca, whose sanctuary was in the middle Rimac was replaced by the 
goddess Chaupiiiamca. Others, such as Pachacamac, only lost their unique authority, as 
they were retained and developed by the Inkas. Pachacamac had a new shrine to the sun 
god, Punchao, to compete with. Inka policy, in the territories in which Pachacamac 
dominated, was to use its religious power as political and economic authority over those 
areas (Rostworowski 1992: 103). Therefore Pachacamac and Punchao became equal. 
One type of Inka sanctuary in Ischma was located in high, inaccessible places. Earle 
(1974: 475) noted that these hilltop settlements were always fortified. Feltham (1984: 52) 
suggested the possibility that these were ritual structures in honour of the ancestors and 
added that they invariably had burials and that their fortification owed more to physical 
location than to intentional construction. In addition to mountain tops, a range of physical 
features, such as rocks, islands and pools were significant sacred locations in the 
province. For example, Albornoz (1967 [ 1570-1584) listed the main huacas of Ischma as 
rocks with specific shapes, islands and on mountain tops. Ancient pyramids also became 
the locations of cult practice. 
At some sites, there are RPS-like staircases whose presence must represent their 
continued importance within Inka policies and even the donation of private lands to the 
Y auyos or Chaclla elite by the Inka. More importantly they show an element of Inka 
prestige granted to these remodelled or new locations. There was also prolific use of the 
stepped fret symbol to decorate architecture, which may also have granted high status of a 
religious nature to it. 
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Not all of the shrines and temples in the province are described in the following section. 
There are several sites which contain elements of a temple-like structure which may have 
been Sun Temples during the Inka period but which can only be identified when the 
general analysis has been completed. 
Ll. Temple of the Sun in Pachacamac 
The Punchao Kancha in Pachacamac presents a range of architectural traits 
comparable with those of the temples and shrines of Cuzco (Figure 26). The attribution of 
its function is based on the Chronicles (Estete 1945 [1549]; Cieza de Leon 1941 [1553]; 
Cobo 1956 [1653] and Calancha 1976-78 [1638]) as well as on particular Inka 
architectural traits, which by themselves would not define it as a Temple of the Sun. The 
following arguments may be used to define it as a Sun Temple: 
i. it is built over a natural hill, a location typical of Inka religious sites, 
overlooking both earlier pyramids and offshore islands. It comprises a stepped pyramid, 
19 m. high. The number, form and dimensions of the terraces which surround the hill are 
different on all four sides because of the irregularity of the original hill. Generally, each 
platform terrace is trapezoidal in shape: basal platform is 215 x 154 x 170 x 108 m., 
whilst the uppermost is 117 x 74 x 106 x 64 m. The height of each terrace varies between 
5 and lOm. 
ii. it is oriented to the west, towards the setting sun, overlooking the coast and a 
group of small islands of which Pefi6n de Pachacamac, a sugar-loaf islet, is the most 
prominent. These islets were considered sacred by the Inkas and the sugar loaf shape was 
itself a solar symbol. Van de Guchte (1990: 198) mentions them in relation with his ideas 
about stone and water. They coincide with the myth of a mother and daughter who were 
turned to stone when pursued by the god Viracocha. Escaping certain rape, these women 
chose to avoid procreation by converting themselves to islands of stone. The shape of the 
island may also be significant. When the Korikancha was being inaugurated by Tupac 
Yupanqui, a place for the ordinary people to worship the sun was built in the plaza, 
comprising a sugar loaf shaped stone (Betanzos 1987: 50-52). Perhaps this shape could 
have been a symbol of the Sun so that even natural features of that form could have been 
venerated. 
iii. On its summit, Punchao Kancha comprises a kancha only 2 buildings with 
internal subdivisions on the northern and southern sides of a large patio open towards the 
west. In the southeastern comer of the northern building there is tapia 1 m high 'altar' 
which may have been for the statue of the Sun, which would have faced west. The wall 
behind this had 5 tall niches painted red, the central one of which was wider. The rooms 
of the southern building were similarly decorated but the latter also had external niches. 
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Figure 26. Temple of the Sun. lFronco) 
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In Cusco, Korikancha also contained a kancha and central patio, but according to 
Garcilaso (1995:T. I, Lib III, Cap. XX, p 189 [1609]), its altar for the Sun statue faced 
east. This difference is not important because the Inkas worshipped the trajectory of the 
sun from its rising to setting and the combination of the setting sun and the ocean must 
have been powerful symbols of the gods. 
iv. the western side of the pyramid has many features which highlight the 
importance of this direction. It comprises 5 terraced platforms: the lowest is simply a 
retaining terrace; the second is a walled patio, which had some relation to the 2 summit 
buildings. Uhle (1903) excavated this, finding over 100 sacrificed women with a material 
culture related to the Inka capacocha ritual; the third has a row of more than 30 exterior, 
· equally spaced niches overlooking the ocean; the fourth has a complex architectural 
arrangement with access from the south through a triple-jambed trapezoidal doorway 
which probably leads to the southern summit building. It also has a row of 16 tall 
rectangular niches (0.9 m. wide, 0.65 m. deep with 0.94 m. separation), facing west with 
a roofed patio behind and a row of rectangular columns to support the roof. The niches 
are symmetrically arranged in 2 groups of 8, north and south, separated by a very wide, 
central space, probably a niche with access to a room (Franco 1996).; the fifth terrace is 
the summit level. There is no evidence of a direct entry by this facade.There is also a 
series of niches on the southern side on the same level and perhaps on the other two sides 
as well. Citing Padre Roman (1595), who collected information about temples and sacred 
places, in the XVI century, Uhle (1903: 82) suggested that the lower terraces were the 
residences of priests and servants, rooms for the maintenance of the building, storerooms 
for food, drinks and other objects for sacrifice. 
v. the indirect, L-shaped staircases rising through the lower 3 levels are associated 
with a zig-zag passage, and lead to the top on the eastern side. They are similar to the 
important RPS staircases, described by Heffernan (1996). These are about 2 m. wide 
with steps of 40 cm., each rising 10 cm. The system is entered through a trapezoidal gate 
in the eastern wall of the lowest platform, and climbs to the south. On the second and 
third terraces there is a similar arrangement of gates and stairs, although the gate on the 
third platform is double-jambed. From the third level there is another double-jambed 
trapezoidal doorway with two steps into a narrow passageway, running north, then west 
to the fourth level and from which a similar arrangement must have led to the patio of the 
summit kancha. This cannot be determined because of erosion. 
vi. the distribution of west facing, red painted niches on the 4th platform of the 
western side reflects a religious tableau in which the first observer was the setting sun and 
secondly all the pilgrims who were watching between the coast and the temple. This is a 
public copy of the altar and niches in the sacred room on the summit. Access to this point 
on the fourth terrace was restricted, probably only available to the high priests. The fourth 
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terrace therefore represented a place of visual communion between the sacred and the 
profane. In the sacred plane were the Sun, the solar image, Pachacamac, and other 
secondary idols, ancestors and priests. In the profane were the local population and 
pilgrims who had come to consult the oracle of Pachacamac. This tableau may have show 
various rituals in which the priests made the gods and ancestors participate, after which 
there must have been consultations with the oracle and offerings made around the scene. 
The significance of this building is that of a coastal korik.ancha, utilising coastal 
architecture with some Inka elements, to enact rituals, such as capacocha. 
vii. the only triple-jambed doorway in the province is found on the southern side 
of the fourth platform, connecting it with the southern summit building. This decorative 
element must be considered of greater prestige than the double or single jamb; the 
presence of the four double-jambed doorways and only one single jambed in Punchao 
Kancha further underlines the prestige of this structure. 
viii. Punchao Kancha was painted red, the colour of the sun and characteristic of 
Inka structures. Some buildings in Cusco were also covered with sheets of gold, silver 
and perhaps copper to reflect the sun's rays and variations in its colour, graphically 
suggestive of the cult of the sun. The building, permanently red, became brilliant at 
sunset. Red was also associated with the Ischma nation. Its reddish colour represented 
sunset. Therefore this red scene was preconceived to show the power of the new 
conquering god and ally of Pachacamac. 
Red is a sacred colour (Gentile 1996); natural things, such as the spondylus, gained 
prestige through its red and white coloration. Other ritual objects, such as textiles and 
wooden artefacts, were painted or dyed red, 
L2. Pachacamac Temple, the Painted Temple 
This is located near the northeastern comer of the walled compound, in front of 
the "porters lodge". It is adapted to the topography of a small hill and is built as a series of 
irregular platforms on its northern face. It is therefore an irregular stepped, rectangular 
platform, approximately 100 x 50 m., oriented towards the north. Its northern facade has 
a height of 10 m. rising in 8 irregular shaped terraces which vary in size but averaging 
about 1 m. in height and width. These were decorated with polychrome friezes of humans 
and animals (Bonavia 1985). There is a doorway to the summit "atrium" about 30 m. 
from the northeastern comer of the platform but there is no evidence surviving of the 
route to it. The atrium forms the eastern half of the summit and comprises a large 
rectangular patio, measuring approximately 50 x 40 m., with a series of buildings 
arranged on its eastern side. The western half of the summit (50 x 40 m.) has very 
indistinct architecture and no overall plan can be discerned. 
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On the eastern side there are 4 large terraces, which are built up to the natural slope of the 
hill. The rear, or southern side, of the temple is more or less level with the natural 
surface. In the southeastern comer of the platform, there is a small staircase leading up to 
the atrium. Hyslop (1990: 86, 257) agreed with Tello, Jimenez Borja and Bueno that this 
building was a type of aqllawasi. However, no typical Inka rectangular buildings have 
been located on the southwestern side of the upper platform. 
Between adobe bricks in the walls of the central chamber of the Painted Temple, Paredes 
(1994: 30) found typical Inka male figurines, 2 made of gold and one of silver. They 
were dressed in male clothing including uncu (tunic), with a chuspa (bag) containing 
quinoa seeds, yacollas and a belt, which was wrapped around the whole find. All have a 
slight prominence in the left cheek, indicating coca chewing. Such finds indicate the 
practice of capacocha. 
L3. Old Temple of Pachacamac 
This is located almost in the centre of the walled compound. It lies 30 m. east of 
the Painted Temple and 150 m southeast of the ushnu. It is aligned with a main north-
south street. Many investigators have described and investigated it from several points of 
view iv. It has a rectangular plan measuring approximately 100 by 55 m. at its base. It is 
built of small adobe bricks and is oriented towards the northwest. It is also stepped on 
threes sides; its southeastern side is level with the ground surface. 
The principal entrance must have been on the northwestern side. On top there was a 
rectangular platform about 96 x 42 m. The northeastern sector comprises a patio 
measuring 60 x 45 m., which only has walls on its southeastern and northeastern sides. 
To the northeast of this patio, there is a line of five rooms, forming a single structure 27 
m. long and 8 m. wide. 
The summit's southwestern sector measures 45 x 43 m. with perimeter walls. It has 3 
low platforms rising to the southeast, each approximately 1 m. above the other. The first, 
28 x 20 m, may be the small patio mentioned by Estete. A line of small rooms also. can be 
made out along the northeast wall. The principal house of the idol must have been located 
on the uppermost of these platforms. 
The temple had several construction phases, the most important of which was the Lima 
period (300-600 AD). In the Middle Horizon (600-900 AD) collective tombs were built 
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around it. It was partially reconstructed during this period utilising adobes painted a light 
blue-green colour. 
On the summit Paredes (1994: 30) excavated a room he called "El Recinto de las 
Conopas". Its precise location is unclear. In it he discovered superimposed floors and 
Inka offerings, including small stone conopas, of many varieties of maize, including a 
group of ears in the form of a breast, and others representing manioc and pepino. Around 
this, were found several spondylus shells and a small epigonal kero. In a niche the same 
room he found two malachite disks, three stone ears of com, a fossil shell, the beak of a 
cormorant, sodalite and some organic remains, all of which were covered by a textile and 
earth. It is interesting to record that several of these items are also present as general 
offerings in the excavations of Valcarcel ( 1934-1935) at Sacsahuaman, including stone 
conopas and maize cobs, fossilized shell, whole spondylus and an imitation Tiwanaku 
kero. 
In excavations through the upper floors of the lower patio in the southeastern sector of the 
summit temple, Paredes (1994: 30-31) also discovered further Inka offerings, including 
multicoloured (yellow, red, blue and green) cloak in the folds of which were coloured 
feathers of parrots and humming birds and the head of a hummingbird (pelirrojo ). It was 
surrounded by ground spondylus shell, coca leaves and maize. Next to the cloak Paredes 
also found the remains of a red and white guinea pig with its stomach open and nearby 
were 3 circular holes in the floor, containing over 100 spondylus shells (Paredes 1994: 
30-31). 
During the Inka period, therefore, the Old Temple received many offerings. In addition to 
those found by Paredes, partially burned textiles have been observed on the northwestern 
temple flank. All seem to correspond to those offered by Tupac Yupanqui, when he 
arrived in Ischma and, after having fasted for many days, offered Pachacamac a 
capacocha, comprising great sacrifices of llamas and the burning of a large quantity of 
clothing (Hernando de Santillan 1968 [1563]). 
L4. The shrine of Urpayhuachac 
This is located to the north of Punchao Kancha beyond the Second Wall but 
within the Third of Pachacamac. It was previously known as the Temple of the Moon or 
the Temple of the Mamacunas (Tello 1939), which, according to Hyslop (1990: 257), is 
an uncertain aqllawasi. It comprises a single building made of finely worked rectangular 
stones capped with large adobe bricks, the latter is plastered. There are only two other 
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examples of such fine Cusco-style stone architecture on the coast at Cerro Azul (Marcus 
1987) and Paredones (Herrera 1997). 
It is a rectangular walled compound, measuring 135 x 40 m., divided into two sections. It 
is entered from the south by a very narrow passageway, which has two trapezoidal 
doorways along it. It gives access to two separate patios, each containing a stone lined 
reservoir along its length and ends at a trapezoidal, double-jambed doorway beyond 
which one enters the main compound. There is a large open, entrance patio on two levels, 
which all forms the eastern half of the main building (60 x 42 m.). The upper level is 
arranged around the lower entry patio in the southeastern corner of the compound. There 
is no evidence of a stairway to the upper level. The upper terrace has a row of tall, 
outward facing double-jambed trapezoidal niches, facing into the patio with an even larger 
one, or a door, in the centre of the western wall with five niches symmetrically and evenly 
arranged on either side of it. A second tier of niches is arranged on the next floor. 
The main building is two storeyed, measuring 35 by 40 m. The lower floor has about 20 
rectangular rooms, arranged in a laberynthine manner, each about 4 by 5 m with one or 
more trapezoidal niches. The upper floor is similar. At the extreme western end of the 
building, there is another large patio, 40 by 25 m. 
The three reservoirs or artificial lakes of Urpayhuachac are mentioned by Avila ( 1987: 69-
73, Cap. 2: 49-63 [1598]) and cleaned by Tello in 1940. Each is square, constructed in 
fine stonework. The largest in the southeastern corner of the entrance patio measures 12 x 
12 m.; the others are 7 x 7 m. and 5 x 5 m. They are arranged from smallest to largest 
along the passageway into the walled compound. Excavations in the smallest revealed a 
large quantity of Late Horizon ceramics decorated with frogs in relief (Bueno 1982: 48). 
This shrine is also related to the Mamaconas lagoon to the northwest of the building and 
to other lagoons, such as those of San Pedro de Quilcay, about 2 km. south (Gunter 
1989: Map 20; Cornejo 1999). 
LS. A viyay 2 and 3 
The A viyay sanctuaries 2 and 3, in Sisicaya, are located about 30 m. apart on a 
promontory adjacent to Cerro Nieve-nieve, to the south of Aviyay village (Cornejo 1995: 
21). It is not the highest summit in the area but it is a high point with commanding views 
up and down the valley. A track, with rock-hewn steps, leads from a rectangular plaza at 
the foot of the hill to the shrine on top, rising to the ridge and then climbing to the shrine. 
To the south of the plaza, there are at least six semisubterranean, rectangular structures, 
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Figure 27a. Sanctuary 2 of Aviyay 
Figure 27b. Offerings at Sanctuary 2 of Aviyay 
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Plate 2 
Oblique view of the kallanka and plaza of Aviyay inserted in local 
settlement. 
each about 2 x 1 m. and about 0.8 m. high, each containing about 20 skeletons. A low 
pirka wall surrounds the promontory and there is a stepped entrance on the northern side. 
A series of stone retention walls, more than 3 m. high, surround the hill top. 
A viyay 2 comprises two very small, stone structures without doors facing each other 
across a small patio (Figure 27). The whole complex only measures 4.5 x 1.5 m. This 
plan repeats the arrangement of the northern summit building at the Temple of the Sun at 
Pachacamac. The larger structure surrounded a large natural, pointed (sugar-loaf) rock. 
Its outer walls were plastered in 3 layers, each comprising a 5 coloured mural. 
Excavations within the second building have produced more than 70 spondylus shells as 
well as spondylus artefacts, such as pendants and beads (Plate 2). Within the first 
building were also found coloured feathers, pieces of metal and 2 Inka sherds. A mud 
floor covers the patio. 
Aviyay 3 is located 30 m. to the west and at a lower level than Aviyay 2. It is smaller, less 
well conserved and severely looted than A viyay 2, indicated only by a line of mortared 
stones on 3 of its 4 sides with a 1 m. high, roughly carved stone "seat" in the centre. 
There are traces of multi-coloured mural paintings on the pirka walls. Between the two 
shrines are many human bones on the surface which probably indicate looted graves, 
associated with both Inka and local pottery. 
These two A viyay shrines present a form known fron Cusco, situated a hilltop with 
surrounding walls, a walled stone and offerings of spondylus shell and humans. 
L6. Nieve-nieve 1 and 2 
These shrines 1 and 2 are also located in Sisicaya on top of the long ridge of cerro 
Nieve-nieve, separating the settlements of Aviyay and Nieve-nieve (Cornejo 1995: 21). 
Both structures are rectangular, about 2.5 x 1 m. and only about 4 m apart. Only a single 
course of stones is visible above the surface. There is much broken human bone on the 
surface inside each structure. There are no surface artefacts and no rock in the middle of 
either building. 
L 7. Chaimayanca 
This is also in Sisicaya on top of a hill to the south of the quebrada (Plate 3, 
Cornejo 1995: 21). It comprises 2 similar structures separated about 15 m. apart, of 
which only number 1 is in good repair, the other is quite destroyed. It is rectangular, 2.5 
x 1 m., made of pirka and stands 1.7 m. tall with two storeys. There is a small opening 
(40 x 30 cm.) on each floor facing the quebrada. There are human bones inside. 
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Plate 3 
Oblique view of the local settlement of Chamaiyanca (photo: Marco Rosas) 
Plate 4 
Structure 1 of the Sanctuary of Chamaiyanca 
(photo: Marco Rosas) 
A path, with large, relatively thin stone slabs or rock hewn steps links the settlement to 
the shrine and the latter with the funerary terraces. At the highest point on the hill, the path 
opens into a small paved patio, a fine viewing platform over the Lurin Valley. This is a 
platform with steep precipices on either side. Only a 0.3 m. diameter grinding slab is 
found on the patio. There are 8 wide, semicircular steps, leading to a small platform, 
made of stone and clay, which now has a hole in the centre, perhaps to support an upright 
stone. From this point the path climbs to the main part of the shrine. Feltham (1984: 52-
55) said that there was a tomb on the summit of site 164 which must be Chaimayanca 1 
(Plate 4). She (1984: 55) described two paved patios beside the tomb which she called 
Saimayanca shrine number 1. Furthermore she also mentioned two other hill top sites 
between Sisicaya and Antioqufa and elsewhere in Huarochiri. 
Structure 2 must have had the same characteristics as the first, 2 storeys and served as a 
tomb. Several similar sites with adjacent patios have been observed in outline, covered in 
human bone, on the ridge either side of the path. This line of roofed ossuaries, similar to 
those observed and described at A viyay, are located on the slopes of the sanctuary. 
L 7. A local shrine in A viyay 
This is on the floor of the quebrada in Sector C, Aviyay (Cornejo 1994: Map 1). 
It consists of an oval shaped enclosure 17 x 14 m. with 7 interior sectors. The central 
rectangular building measures 4.5 x 2.5 m. with its doorway to the west, both its interior 
and exterior walls were painted in five colours (red, black, yellow, white and green) on a 
thick layer of mud plaster. Negro (1977: 210, Plan A29-46) recorded it as a large, 
rectangular tomb. However excavations revealed fragments of copper and silver 
adornments, spondylus beads, sherds of local pottery, plant remains, such as peanut, 
maize and pacae, as well as coloured feathers (Leon del Val 1994). No human or animal 
bones were found inside this or in the excavations in the terraces inside the enclosure. It 
was a shrine of the local population; the finds suggest a ritual, not domestic, function. It 
appears to have been abandoned during the LH and perhaps its function transferred to the 
summit A viyay 2. 
Similar structures have been recorded at Pitajayal in Rimac (Negro 1977: 210), Moya in 
Chilca (Engel 1987: .55, 131), Conde in Topara (Wurster 1988: 150, Fig. 12). These 
suggests widespread local religious practice during the LIP (Cornejo 1995: 24 -25). It is 
not known whether these sites were the origin shrines of the various local groups. 
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Rl. Temple of the Sun in Maranga 
This is located in the central sector of the Recinto Inka. It is usually known as 
Huaca La Palma (Canziani 1987: 10, 13). It is a typical coastal LIP structure, remodelled 
in Inka times to fulfil the functions of a Sun Temple. It is a truncated, tapia pyramid, 
rectangular in plan, 170 x 50 m., with three stepped terraces and ramps on its northern 
side leading to the summit shrine. 
The first platform is rectangular, 90 x 50 m. It is rather long occupying over half of the 
total building area and without any evidence of an entry. There is no structural evidence 
on this level and therefore it is an elevated patio in front of the temple. From it there is 
ramp to the second level, which is another rectangular, open space and from which rises 
another ramp to the summit platform. The latter has a central access leading to a large 
rectangular patio, 50 x 12 m., on the southern side of which there is a group of severely 
destroyed buildings with patios. On the southern side of the pyramid, there is a lower 
sector (about 50 x 20 m.), which descends in a series of terraces. 
On the summit there were probably two structures decorated with murals. The first is very 
small, located in the southeastern corner; its interior southern wall has a mural depicting a 
row of upside down birds, separated in thick-lined, diamond designs, a scene also found 
in the Temple of Pachacamac (Bonavia 1985: 140-146; Figs. 100-107), and also in the 
Temple of the Mythical Bird at Tucume (Heyerdahl 1995: 88, Figs. 44 and 45), and at La 
Centinela, in Chincha (Engel 1987: 169: figs VA 14b). The second building cannot be 
clearly identified today but descriptions by Villar C6rdova (1935: 201) indicate that it had 
an interior, mud relief of the stepped fret design. 
Among the annexes around its base, there is a U-shaped structure on the western side, 
open towards the north, which has adobe bas-relief friezes on its interior walls (Canziani 
1987: 13). It is No. 6 on Middendorf's plan (1943: 83) belongs to his type C, an open U-
shape, internally decorated with stepped rhomboids. 
R2. Isla San Lorenzo 
The island of San Lorenzo lies 4 km. off La Punta, the most westerly point of 
Rfmac. To its southeast there is another small island, shaped like a sugar loaf called "el 
Front6n". Both ethnohistorical and archaeological evidence reveal the existence of a 
shrine on the highest point of San Lorenzo. There are no data on its characteristics and no 
field work has been possible there recently, but there is information on its prehispanic 
population and their rituals. This is based on the analysis of objects excavated by Uhle in 
1906 and 1907 and his observations of the place. Further interpretations have also been 
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made using a text by Durret (1720), cited by Romero (1942), and on the latter's own 
observations in 1906 and those of Villar Cordova (1935). Both Villar Cordova (1935: 
177) and Romero (1942: 211) reported a Castillo de la Luna on the highest point oflsla 
San Lorenzo at 390 m.a.s.l. 
The island was populated during the Late Horizon. It had been given in the sixteenth 
century as encomienda to Antonio de Rivera, thus establishing that the island remained 
peopled. According to Romero (1942), Durret visited the island in 1709 reporting an 
abandoned village. Durret claimed that the local prehistoric lord had been venerated and 
respected and that in those times there was a house of aqllas. The population could not 
have been very big because the island does not have any sources of fresh water, except 
from rainfall and the condensation of fog on the rocky hillsides. 
Villar Cordova ( 1935: 177) noted a Mochica population called Sina, and at the time of the 
Spanish conquest the island was known as the "Isla de Sina". It is argued that Villar 
Cordova was referring to the presence of Chimu mitimaes from the Moche valley when he 
used the term "mochica". 
Uhle excavated in 1907 in the ruins of a village in the Caleta de la Cruz, finding the 
remains of crude walls and a cemetery which he calculated to have had between 2000 and 
3000 tombs, some of which were very rich (Romero 1942: 210-211). The many artefacts 
made of metal, textile, ceramic, shell and wood found are of good quality. There are 136 
complete artefacts made of metal of which 120 are of silver and 5 of gold; furthermore 
there are 350 smaller pieces of silver and gold (Rfos and Retamozo 1976: 4). At least four 
silver portrait keros have been found on the island, similar to others from elsewhere in the 
province. They are made a style seemingly influenced by elements from Ischma, Chimu 
and Inka. There are 25 silver goblets, 6 ollas, 6 plates, 2 bottles, a cup and a spoon. 
This type of find is not very common on the central coast in either cemeteries or sacred 
places. However such a collection is similar to the offerings associated with sacrificed 
children throughout Tawantinsuyu and thought to be part of the rituals of capacocha, 
some of which found in important places, including offshore islands (e.g. Isla La Plata) 
(McEwan and Silva 1989; Ruiz Estrada 1991: 32). Similar collections have been found 
elsewhere in the province at Pachacamac, La Rinconada de la Molina and Chuquitanta 
(Rfos and Retamozo 1976: 33-34). 
There are over 100 ceramics of Inka-local styles, such as Chimu-Inka, Chancay-Inka, 
Ischma-Inka and Puerto Viejo (Chilca)-Inka; probably from tombs of mitimaes who 
inhabited the island and the coastal area (Isla 1996). 
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Over 50 pieces of cotton and woollen textile were found, comprising large and small 
uncus (tunics), cloaks, belts, bags and slings adorned with anthropomorphoic and 
zoomorphic designs, and painted, printed, embroidered, using feathers and hundreds of 
silver and gold, square, round and zoomorphic plaques. Tello (1967: 74) recognised the 
quality of this workmanship and commented on the precious ceremonial textiles with 
painted and stamped figures that Uhle had found on the island. Masks and silver slings 
are not common in tombs on the central coast. 
There are also a large quantity of baskets containing needles, balls of wool, spindle 
whorls, and a wooden loom: with its accessories. All of this material is probably linked to 
textile production by the aqllas on the island. 
A large quantity of spondylus shell and artefacts was found on the island. Such a quantity 
is not found in cemeteries in the province, implying that these were offerings at sacred 
places which through time accumulated in vast amounts. 
It appears that there was a population installed on the island which comprised a kuraka, 
servants and aqllas, presumably to maintain the shrine, perhaps the Castillo de la Luna. 
The discovery of a great quantity of ritual objects, associated with capacocha, such as the 
gold and silver pots, spondylus shells and artefacts, fine textiles adorned with feathers 
and metal, and the quantity of Inka-local ceramics in different styles, establish that the 
island was a centre of religious importance where sacrifices were carried out probably 
dedicated to the Sun and the Moon in the name of the Inka. The rich tombs suggest that 
the aqllakunas were devoted to textile manufacture and that there were mitimaes, identified 
by pottery, from Chimu, Chancay and Chilca as well as local Ischmas. 
R3. Mama Temple 
The settlement of San Pedro de Mama (Ricardo Palma) is located at 925 m.a.s.l. 
at the confluence of the Santa Eulalia and Rimac, where there are extensive areas suitable 
for irrigation. It was the residence of the goddess, Mama. This region was important for 
its coca plantations. It remained important to be recorded on 18th century maps 
(Parsinnen 1992: 86 map 3, 343. map 23). 
According to Davila Briceno (1965), Mama was the wife of Pachacamac. However 
Rostworowski (1983: 83) argues that she was the goddess, Manafiamca, the wife of 
Huallallo, who dominated the region before the appearance of Pariacaca. Her shrine lay in 
the lower part of the prehispanic village of Mama on the valley floor, north of the river. 
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Avila (1980: 73) described the structures and Uhle (1903: 51-52) presented a drawing of 
what he thought was the shrine. He placed it on the slopes above the village and not in the 
village itself. Field survey in 1996 recognised the structures illustrated by Uhle as a set of 
Inka storerooms and in which Spalding (1984: 100) had found local Inka ceramics. 
Villar Cordova (1935) and Spalding (1984: 99) believed that the shrine of Chaupifiamca 
was a stone with 5 wings in a room on one of the mounds (PV 47-28) on the north side of 
the Rimac river. Mercedes Cardenas (personal communication) agrees that they may be 
right but adds that the small adobes and surface ceramics indicate that they were built 
earlier than the LIP or LH. Nevertheless these mounds were reutilized as cemeteries in the 
later periods, the ceramics from which confirmed for Spalding this attribution. 
Rostworowski ( 1992: 50) presented an alternative location for the temple based on 
historical sources. She notes that the temple was destroyed and a Spanish official built his 
house, a hospital and prison inside its fine perimeter walls. 
My field surveys have concluded that there may have been two separate shrines, one in 
the village on the valley floor, whose precise location has now been lost, and a second 
located on the slopes of a rocky promontory to the south of the river, in a location similar 
to that described in the Middle Lurin. 
A stepped track climbs from the prehispanic village of Mama to a promontory, passing 
through a series of natural, or partly modified, platforms. The first of these is a naturally 
flat pampa with several rocks scattered on its surface, one of which is a tall, narrow, 
leaning stone, which seems to have been erected to dominate the site. It is surrounded by 
smaller stones which may have fallen from an erect position. From here there 'is a 
commanding view over the valley, river confluence and village. Other platforms are 
arranged higher upslope on each of which there are many rectangular, pirka buildings, 
measuring only 2 x 1 m, each containing many human bones. Similar buildings have been 
recorded by Uhle in 1902 elsewhere in Rimac, further upvalley at Chaclla (Spalding 
1984: 100). Higher up are further platforms with stepped terraces on either side on which 
there are also small stone structures. Unfortunately the top of the promontory has been 
severely modified recently by the construction of a high tension electricity tower, leaving 
only traces of walls arranged in a rectilinear form and a scatter of human bone and non 
diagnostic sherds. 
Cl. Concon 
Conc6n is located on the summit and slopes of the mountain, Fortaleza de 
Collique, in the lower Chill6n valley. It has 3 walls, surrounding the summit, and 2 lower 
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ones, protecting the north sector only. The lowest (5th) measures approximately 150 m. 
in length and runs from east to west without joining the 4th wall. In the central part lies 
the first gate to the shrine. 
The 4th wall is longer, about 200 m., joining the 3rd wall at both extremes. It has 2 gates: 
the first in line with the 5th wall gate; the second is baffled, preventing direct access, and 
is located further west and provides a second route to the shrine. 
The 3rd wall is the lowest of the three surrounding the summit and is 1350 m. long. It has 
three baffled gates: the first two are in line with those in the 4th wall; the third lies further 
east 
The 2nd wall is shorter, only 950 m long, and has gates, one on the N side, which is not 
in line with any of the lower gates, although a path ascends from the 3rd gate, after 
passing through this one enters directly into an irregularly shaped plaza, 1575 m. 2 in 
area. It was built in a natural hollow, surrounded by retention walls and steps. There is a 
kallanka (25 x 11 m. ), on a pentagonal platform, on its southern side between the first 
and second walls with a single door oriented to the north (Morales and Correa 1991) and 
aligned with the gateways to the north and south. Morales (1994: 530) suggested it to be 
an elite residence. Some rectangular buildings (5 x 2.5 m.) are aligned in the southeast 
and northwest . To the west of the plaza, there is a sector of irregular kanchas, and to the 
northeast of the plaza a line of six circular pirka stone storerooms, running from west to 
east. 
From the plaza a rock cut staircase climbs up to a final gateway through the uppermost 
wall into the summit shrine. There are two other gates in the 2nd wall: one, on the west 
side and directly in line with the alignment of gates through walls 2 and 3; and the other a 
baffled entrance on the southern side which is linked to no other path. The 1st wall 
surrounds the summit and is only 550 m. long. There are also retaining walls, which do 
not continue around the top, which serve to stabilise the summit platform. 
The summit is elongated, about 170 m. long and quite narrow in places. The only 
entrance is narrow and adjacent to it on the east is a small, rectangular structure, 6 x 5 m., 
probably a guard post to control access. There is a small rock cut staircase, leading to the 
western platform, 70 x 50 m. which forms an oval patio. A rectangular stone building, 12 
x 6 m, on the eastern side of the patio and separated from it by a stone wall (Squier 1973: 
88 [1877]; Morales 1994: 530), faces north. It is possible that there may have been 
another building at the other end of the platform, a pattern observed at Punchao Kancha. 
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There is also an eastern summit platform (60 x 20 m.) with a round structure on top 
which Squier (1973: 88 [1877]) called a tower or citadel. 
This site is probably a shrine, because it is a walled hilltop, with summit platforms, one 
containing a possible kancha and the other a circular building. The presence of a kallanka-
plaza below the summit and the number of gates support this idea. The site was probably 
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the sanctuary of Con. This area has important Formative temples below (Huacoy) which 
Villar Cordova (1935) thought was the temple of Con. In his excavations at Huacoy 
Ludefia (1970, 1973, 1975: 57-58) discovered large numbers of intrusive late period 
burials and offerings but this is insufficient evidence to attribute it as the temple. It is more 
than likely that the Fortaleza de Collique was the sanctuary because it is organized in 
many respects similar to sanctuary of Pachacamac and it has several traits which suggest 
that it was planned by the Inkas as a solar shrine. 
C2. Oquendo 
The walled compound of Oquendo is located on the south bank of the lower 
Chill6n near to its mouth. It is an irregular walled compound, over 5 km. long, with more 
than 15 km. of tapia wall, enclosing an area of 635 ha., including all of Cerro Oquendo 
(50 m.a.s.l.) and its lower slopes. The wall was a massive undertaking. It still stands in 
places to a height of 4 m., its width varying between 5 and 7 m. Its tapia blocks were 
arranged to replicate the polygonal stone walls of Cusco, and thus it is similar to the great 
wall at Maranga (Canziani 1987: 13) and that at Aznapuquio (Ludefia 1975; Kauffmann 
Doig 1983: 717, foto 1). 
The mountain is elongated, parallel to the coast and 500 m. from it. There are two 
adjacent areas also enclosed within the site: one to the south, measuring 2900 x 1100 m. 
which probably had gateways; and the other to the northeast, between the mountain and 
the river, enclosing a triangular area with 2 large tapia walls, each approximately 1600 m. 
long, with possible gateways. This sector encloses several early platforms and pyramids, 
including El Paraiso, some of which were modified for late period occupation, although 
there are also LIP and LH buildings within this area. Its location, adjacent to the river, 
and the elongation of the eastern wall to the Ink.a bridge meant that it also controlled the 
movement of population between the province and the north. A late period structure, the 
Palace of Oquendo [PV46-553], is found on the footslopes overlooking the southern 
annexe. It is in its own walled compound and is built entirely of tapia and comprises a 
series of patios and buildings, one of which is trapezoidal in form. 
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A shrine must have been located on top of Oquendo, perhaps in the pattern of both 
Collique and Pachacamac, but there is no surviving evidence, only Ink.a style pottery. 
Other sanctuaries 
There are several other sanctuaries in the province of Pachacamac. These include a 
number of probable Sun Temples, such as at Huaycan de Cieneguilla and Chontay in 
Lurin where the stepped fret motif was found in bas relief or niches. Others are the hill 
slopes and top of El Pino where there is a structure with trapezoidal, exterior niches 
terraces; Huaca Cruz, at Armatambo, a tapia structure with exterior niches and indirect 
entrances, and painted red and yellow, located on a rocky hilltop; Huaca Santa Catalina at 
Limatambo, painted with severed heads; on platform A of Huaca Tres Palos where a 
temple has been identified by its summit columns and altar (Ziolkowski and Sadowski 
1992: 36-44, figures 5-9); a circular tower in Nafia, that may have been an Ink.a temple 
(Strong, Willey and Corbett 1943; Stumer 1954: 143 and 147); and at cerro La Cruz in 
Anc6n where the hill had several encircling walls. 
There is some toponymic evidence which might suggest the religious nature of cerro La 
Cruz; to its west there are two beaches called Playa La Ofrenda (the offering) and Playa 
Huaquilla (small shrine) and an offshore island called Isla La Huaca (the shrine). The 
pattern is similar to that of Pachacamac and its offshore island and of Pi ti Pi ti and Isla San 
Lorenzo. 
Other elements 
The stepped fret symbol and the RPS staircase seem to be characteristic of places 
of importance to the Ink.as in the province, such as sanctuaries. Not all sites discussed to 
this point have been classified as temples. 
Stepped fret symbol 
A number of places are reported to have the stepped fret symbol, either painted or 
modelled in adobe on their facades or in rooms adjacent to the shrine (Plates 5 - 12). It is 
found as full rhomboids or as triangles. In Lurin, it is present at Potrero de Cieneguilla 
(Bonavia 1961: 72, 95). In Rimac, it appears in two rooms on Huaca La Palma in 
Maranga (Middendorf 1943: 83; Villar Cordova 1935: 201), at Building 5 at Magdalena 
(Bandelier 1982: Lamina 41) and on the largest platform at Limatambo (Squier 1973: 86-
87). In Chill6n, it has been observed only at Buena Vista (Cornejo 1996) (Table 10). 
No stepped fret designs have been observed to date in the architecture of Pachacamac nor 
at other sites noted as shrines. This may be a function of preservation. However at 
Pachacamac, Franco (1996) noted that Cobo (1956 [1653]) described red-painted niches 
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-Plate 5 
Stepped free symbol in Bellavisca 
Plate 6 
Detail of stepped fret design in 
Bella vista 
Plate 7 
Stepped fret design in Armatambo 
Plate 8 
Stepped fret symbol in Maranga 
Plate 9 
Stepped fret symbol in Maranga. 
(Detail) 
Plate 10 
Stepped fret symbol in Limatambo 
Plate 11 
Detail of the stepped fret symbol in Limatambo 
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Stepped fret symbol in Magdalena (Bandelier 1894) 
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Plate 12. Stepped fret symbol In Magdalena after Bandeller 1894 
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inside the temple buildings and he observed small, square niches on the side walls of the 
fourth platform. In the Bandelier collection there is a photo of three rows of small, square 
niches at Armatambo. It must be noted that a subsidiary feature of the stepped fret wall 
design in some sites is the row of small, square niches; the presence of this feature alone 
in significant places in Pachacamac and Armatambo also confirms a degree of Inka 
importance to the place. 
Table 10. Description and distribution of the step fret design in the 
Province of Pachacamac 
Maranga 
Magdalena 
Limatambo 
Buena Vista 
An Inka building with walled patio has two stepped designs on 
the facade of the building and on the walls of the patio 
Bonavia 1961: 72, 95). 
The stepped design is found in 2 rooms on Huaca La Palma in 
Recinto Inka. The first, in a room on the uppermost platform, 
comprising a single row of niched rhomboids, flanked above 
and below by a row of small square niches .. The second, 3 
rows of niched rhomboids, each separated by by a row of small 
square niches, on all 3 interior walls of a U-shaped annex, 
open to N, at the foot of the mound (Villar Cordova 1935: 
201. 
A single row of niched rhomboids in a wall on Structure 5 
(Bandelier 1982: Lamina 41), flanked above and below by a 
row of small s uare niches. 
A low relief frieze of stepped triangles, arranged in 3 rows on 
an exterior wall of the lar e ramid S uier 1973: 86-87 
Some triangular stepped niches in an exterior wall of a 
building (Villar Cordova 1935; Engel 1973; Ludefia 1975: 68-
69; Silva 1996: 567; Come·o 1996 . 
Recessed Parallel Staircases 
Staircases, similar to those decribed by Heffernan (1996), characterise several 
sites in the province. At Pachacamac these are the means of access to the summit kancha 
of Punchao Kancha.In the Recinto Inka of Maranga two are associated with Huaca Cruz 
Blanca, and at Paredones, below the Fortaleza de Collique in the lower Chill6n, there is a 
double staircase asociated with a major gateway from the east. In Checta in the middle 
Chi116n two double staircases are obseryed in the perimeter walls of a compound (Table 
11). They generally associated with places of high importance and may symbolise state 
religious power. 
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Table 11. Distribution of RPS in the Province of Pachacamac 
Punchao Kancha, 
Pachacamac 
Huaca Cruz Blanca, 
Maran a 
Paredones 
Checta 
Sun Temples 
3 staircases rising through the lower 3 platforms of the pyramid, and 
which lead to the to on the eastern side. 
2 staircases on one of its platforms, made of clay. 
A double starcaise on tapia wall surrounding the pueblo of Guarnec, 
presently at km 19 ofTupac Amaru avem.ie. (Squier 1877: 88; 
Horkheimer 1965: 51; Rostworowski 1989: 39) 
2 double staircases, each has 10 steps to the top of the 3.2 m. high, tapia 
rimeter walls Silva 1996: fi 188 . 
The Inkas imposed the cult of the Sun wherever the colonised, building their own 
temple close to important local shrines. For example, the Punchao Kancha was built close 
to the Temple of Pachacamac, within the sacred precinct. Others were built in the capitals 
of sub-district. The Sun temple was constructed within a walled compound, associated 
with other lnka buildings and normally oriented to the west. Their architecture is variable 
in construction materials, form and size. Its location may be a natural promontory, 
surrounded by perimetral walls, terraces and tombs, or on a man-made platform. The 
temple itself may comprise a single, open, U-shaped building or a series of buildings in 
an open, U-shaped kancha, or it may be an enclosed kancha with at least 2 buildings, 
facing each other across a patio. It is usually painted red with the minor use of yellow. 
Within the most sacred room there was a bench or altar, those at Punchao Kancha and 
A viyay 2 altar are similar in form and size. At the former the Sun idol stood on the altar, 
whereas at A viyay its central feature is a tall, pointed stone. The representation of the Sun 
as a statue and a stone is identical to Cusco where Pachacuti placed a statue and the 
Korikancha and a sugar-loaf shaped stone in the plaza for public worship of the Sun 
(Betanzos 1987 [1551]; Farrington 1998). 
It may also be that the stepped fret is not only a symbol of authority but is associated with 
Sun worship by the Inkas, such as is depicted on the Sun temple at Ollantaytambo. It is 
argued that Huaca La Palma at Maranga is a local Temple of the Sun and that the same 
attribution should be given to the other sites with this design, such as Potrero de 
Cieneguilla. The decoration of small squared niches on Punchao Kancha at Pachacamac 
may also be a design significant in Sun Worship. 
USHNUS 
The ushnu has a series of interpretations, mainly based on written sources 
(Guaman Poma 1980: 236, 239 and 357 [1583-1615]; Albornoz 1967: 24 [1570-1584]; 
Cobo 1897: 45 [1653]). There are 2 concepts of ushnu; the first is that it is a platform or 
truncated pyramid with a gateway and a flight of stairs which leads to its summit where is 
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also found a stone seat or a huaca (Morris and Thompson 1985: 58-59). The second 
interpretation is that it is essentially a source of origin, associated with a gnomon and a 
hole, which acts as an axis mundi, connecting the ancestors and the huacas with the gods. 
According to Zuidema (1989: 403-408) the ushnu also has astronomical significance. 
The first interpretation focusses on its physical manifestation, whereas the second is 
theoretical which includes the first but does not offer more help in identification. Hyslop 
(1990: 72-73, 99) included in his concept of ushnu not only the platform but also a rock-
basin-drain-complex, and he attributes political, religious and military functions to it. 
Basing this on Agurto (1987: 70), he thought that the ancient coastal tradition of solid 
buildings inspired the Ink.as to bwld the platform component of the ushnu. 
Hyslop (1990: 75-99) mentioned that ushnu platforms are found in Ecuador, Peru, 
Bolivia, Chile and Argentina. In Peru, away from Cusco, they are found at Vilcas 
Huaman, Huanuco Pampa, Pumpu, Huamachuco, Hatun Xauxa in the sierra and at 
Inkawasi, Tambo Colorado and Pachacamac on the coast. A large task remains to identify 
them in other places taking into account the criteria outlined above. 
Meddens (1997: 12) considered that the ushnu "served as a focus and embodiment for, 
and of, a leader's power". It is a stepped truncated pyramid, "a mountain metaphor", with 
a basin, throne and gnomon on top. It included drainage channels as part of its 
construction and was associated with feline iconography. Although Meddens tried to 
linked the two interpretations, but favored the first. 
Recently, Farrington (1997) has presented some guidelines for the identification of the 
ushnu within the ritual-ceremonial context of the whole of Tawantinsuyu. He noted that, 
symbolically speaking, Cusco had 2 centres of the world, one sacred in Korikancha, the 
other political in the ushnu of Haukaypata, and both served for state rituals (Farrington 
1992; 1998). Around Haukaypata, there were a series of buildings and palaces and in its 
centre was an ushnu complex, comprising a stone pillar, a fountain, a hole and a 
platform. The second plaza, Limacpampa, also had an ushnu complex and both 
corresponded to the social division of the city into 2 sectors, hanan and hurin. Following 
Betanzos (1987: 44-48 [1551]), Farrington interpreted that the public aspect of the 
dedication and consecration ceremony to the Sun in Korikancha took place in front of 
another image of the Sun, a stone with gold on top, which had been erected in 
Haukaypata adjacent to the fountain and therefore signified the ushnu. Farrington (1997b: 
4) added that the ushnu need not necessarily have a platform and that other places may 
only have a stone, or a hole in the ground, or even a tomb. 
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Therefore the ushnu is essentially a point of origin of extreme significance which can be 
identified with a platform, a sugar-loaf shaped stone, a hole or a tomb. It is clear that such 
identification would require other evidence which demonstrates the sacredness of a place 
and which demonstrates a ritual similarity with that practiced in Cusco. The Inka ritual of 
the capacocha is associated partly with foundation rituals and comprises a series of 
identifiable elements, such as human sacrifices, offerings of dressed anthropomorphic 
figurines, miniature llamas made of metal and spondylus. 
The Huarochiri manuscript noted an ushnu built by the Checta community in order to 
venerate and serve a son of Pachacamac called Llocllay Huancupa, the Checta also made 
offerings to Pachacamac consisting of llamas, cuyes and all types of clothing. The ushnu 
was situated within a kancha, and was built over a pre-existing building by three 
communities, Checta, Huanri and Chauti. This complex of kancha and ushnu was in Lati 
(Taylor/Avila, 1987: 295, Cap 20: 9-21). My own fieldwork suggests that this was in a 
site, called Llacsatampu, in San Damian in the upper Lurin, which comprises a stone 
platform with 2 small buildings on top which must have been the ushnu. It is located in a 
high, prominent place on the edge of a precipice. It is approached through a single 
gateway below which are a series of 3 storeyed storerooms with many human bones 
inside. The route leads along a narrow ridge to a large patio and then up a series of stairs 
through seven terraces to the top. 
Ushnus in the Province of Pachacamac 
There are four ushnus in two in Lurin and two in Rimac valley (Figure 28). 
Ll. Pachacamac 
The ushnu platform of Pachacamac was first identified by Hyslop ( 1990: 86, Plate 
3.16). It is located on the southeastern side of the rectangular plaza, adjacent to the First 
Wall of the inner sacred precinct (Figure 3). It is made of large Inka-style adobes and has 
a staircase leading up from the plaza. It measures about 30 x 12.5 m. This ushnu must 
have played an important role, mediating the space between the plaza and the sacred 
precinct with its 3 important temples. It is the mound, called by Uhle (1903) "porter's 
lodge" which must have served as the administrative and religious access to the walled 
compound and a place where the offerings from the pilgrims were received. 
At the eastern end of the plaza there is a three tiered north facing platform with a ramp 
leading down into a patio. It has an U-shapped arrangemant of buildings on its summit. 
Immediately to the east of this is a larger rectangular plaza which is entered directly from 
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Figure 28. Distribution of Ushnus in the Inka Province of Pachacamac 
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the main North-South street of the city. It is devoid of structures except for a central 
three-sided, rectangular building, measuring approximately 8 m. a side. Its orientation is 
slightly further to the north than the street alignment. There is no access visible into the 
sacred precinct. It is possible that this structure also represents an ushnu in the centre of a 
small plaza, because it is the closest point to which pilgrims can reach the Temple of 
Pachacamac without being able to reach it. Open, three-sided buildings are usually 
regarded as associated with sacred places in Peruvian prehistory and indeed in some Inka 
sites, such as at Machu Picchu. 
L2. The ushnu of Nieve-nieve 
The ushnu at Nieve-nieve is located in the Inka town, which also comprises a 
trapezoidal street plan of 16 kanchas, a kallanka and a small plaza to the east of which is 
the ushnu. It is a relatively small building but not a platform (Figure 14). It has a U-
shape, facing west, with right angled comers. Its rear wall is only 3 m. long and its 
flanking walls are 4 m. in length and about 1.8 m. high. There is a central bench about 80 
cm. high abutting the rear wall. 
It is probably an ushnu because it is the only structure in the plaza and because of its 
shape, similar to that of similar to the altar in some of the Sun temples, such as Punchao 
Kancha. It is also similar to the building in the second plaza at Pachacamac. 
The Ushnu of Maranga 
The ushnu is located within the Recinto Inka in the southern part of the plaza 
(Canziani 1987: 16-17, Plates 14 and 18). It stands on a small platform overlooking the 
main plaza (Figure 4). It is a large, U-shaped structure formed by an outer wall measuring 
25 m. on each side and an inner one only 10 m. per side, both have right angled comers. 
It is open to the plaza and the north.· It is therefore similar in form to the structures at 
Pachacamac and Nieve nieve described as possible ushnus, and, like Pachacamac, it lies 
in front of the ancient local huaca, however at Maranga Huaca La Palma became a Sun 
Temple. 
The Ushnu of Pueblo Viejo de Bellavista 
Pueblo Viejo de Bellavista in Santa Eulalia comprises a kallanka, plaza, system of 
two storey storerooms and residential units. There is also a stepped, truncated pyramid 
with three levels made of stone set in a mud mortar (Cardenas 1975: 5). It is located on a 
slight slope above the other Inka buildings. It is oriented east-west, overlooking the valley 
and the snow peaks to the east and it looks directly west to the triangular summit of cerro 
Pichocoto. It has been looted for stone and is difficult to discern; however some fine 
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stone walls can still be seen. It is distant from the known plaza but in an open space 
suggests that it is in another plaza. Its location within the settlement and its construction 
suggest that this is an ushnu. 
INKA STOREROOMS 
Inka state storerooms were an important factor in the political and economic 
expansion of Tawantinsuyu (Murra 1980 [1956]; Morris 1967; D'Altroy 1992). 
According to D'Altroy (1992: 163) many chroniclers make the systematic association 
between storeroom complexes and provincial centres. Storerooms are associated with the 
Inka road network over which products would have been transported or where armies, 
administrative personnel and other travellers would have been provisioned by the state. 
They are associated with places, such as hillslopes and tops, distant from the local 
population. They are generally found in lines (Morris 1967; D'Altroy 1992: 164) and 
occur in groupos of between 50 and 2000. These characteristics may be listed for Upper 
Man taro valley, Huanuco Pampa and Huamachuco in Peru and Cotapachi in Bolivia. 
Storerooms may also be found as small rooms within or adjacent to important sectors of 
major coastal Inka sites, such as Tambo Viejo in Acarf (Valdez 1996). 
In form, rectangular storerooms may be 6-8 x 4-5 m. (Morris; D'Altroy 1992: 164-166; 
Snead 1993) with a capacity of 71 m 3 , circular ones vary between diameters of 3 to 6 m. 
and a capacity of up to 52 m 3 . They have at least one small opening close to the ground. 
Morris (1967, 1971) suggested that maize could have been stored in circular qollqas, and 
tubers in rectangular ones. The excavations ofD'Altroy and Hastorf (1984: 347) and 
Topic and Chiswell (1992) did not confirm this hypothesis, suggesting that such a 
prescribed separation was not strictly followed in other parts of the Andes. 
Storage systems in Province of Pachacamac 
In Lurin during the LIP, the storage system had consisted of groups of small 
structures in the middle valley, associated with terracing schemes. They comprise 
irregular subterranean spaces with a small square, horizontal openings at ground level 
about 0.4 m. a side. This type of storeroom is also associated with local domestic units. 
Therefore storage in the middle valley was both domestic and public. In the lower valley, 
in Manchay, a similar arrangement has also been located in the side quebradas but are not 
very extensive. However at Pachacamac the public system comprised small rooms, 
associated with pyramids with ramp. 
In Rimac the LIP storage system comprised a group of small cell-like rooms behind or to 
one side of pyramids with ramps, such as at Huaca La Cruz, Huaca La Palma in Maranga 
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and Huaca Santa Catalina in Limatambo. There was also subterranean storage and tiny 
storerooms within houses, such as occur in Cajamarquilla and Puruchuco. 
Inka state storerooms are mainly located in the middle Lurin and Rimac valleys, close to 
the roads from the sierra, but also near to centres of production and manufacture, such as 
at Mama and Sisicaya. At each of these there is a row of rectangular qolqas. Circular 
storerooms are also found arranged in a row, associated with some Inka shrines, at 
Collique. It is considered that the system of domestic storage was also controlled by the 
Inka administration and that different types continued to be used. 
At A viyay and Tambo Inga, rows of tiny storerooms were built within each kancha. In 
the middle Chill6n there are no row of qollqas. Dillehay (1977: 400) commented that the 
Inkas expanded the system of storage at Huancayo Alto. They utilised the local storage 
space in sector AU-I. He argued that a terrace, which had been cleared of stones and was 
covered with local Inka sherds, was for the construction of a row of storerooms, which 
were not built. He notes the similarity of this location to places in the upper Chill6n valley 
where rows of Inka storerooms exist (Farfan 1995: 49). 
In the lower Chill6n valley a line of 6 circular, pirka storerooms are found in the 
sanctuary of Con in Collique. These are 8 m. in diameter, comparable in size and shape to 
those found at Raqchi, Cusco (Huaycochea 1994: 265, Fig 56). Excavations have 
revealed maize, lima and kidney beans, peanuts, cotton, gourd, lucuma, and the pods of 
pacae (Morales 1994). Morales (1994) also reported small rectangular structures on the 
southwest side of the hill a second storage complex in the Fortaleza of Collique in which 
he found only maize. 
Rl. The storerooms of Mama 
There are storerooms located of the slopes above the ancient village of Mama in 
the middle Rimac. Uhle (1903: 51) erroneously suggested that these were the sanctuary of 
Mama. They comprise seven rectangular structures, each about 6 x 3 m., oriented to the 
north (Figure 29). They are aligned on a platform in a system of terraces. They are built 
of pirka. Each has two low windows on the north side. The five central structures each 
have two interior, but separate, rooms, whilst the outer two buildings have three. These 
are comparable in size and shape with those of Penas located near to the Malaga pass to 
the west of Ollantaytambo (Huaycochea 1994: 129-154). 
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Three hundred metres above this group there is another row of 36 pirka storerooms, 
arranged in a curved line on a contour terrace. These are also oriented to the north. They 
are smaller than the lower group, rectangular in plan and two storeys high with a window 
on each level. The end structures (1 and 36) have a single room, numbers 25, 26 and 27 
are triple roomed, whilst the rest have two separate rooms. Both of these groups are 
typically Inka, rectangular in plan and architecture, and contain surface ceramics of Inka 
affiliation (Spalding 1984: 100) (Table 12). 
Table 12. Measures of the Inka State Storerooms (Rectangular Type) 
LI. The storerooms of Antapucro 
An alignment of Inka storerooms, 49 x 4.2 m., is located in the dry quebrada of 
Antapucro, to the south of Sam.aiyanca and on the southern side of the Lurfn (Figure 30). 
Its walls have been destroyed, however two elongated plans can be identified. These were 
built of stone, each 23 x 4.2 m., separated by a 3 m. wide passage. Each building has 
four internal rooms, 5 .1 m. in length, which are not interconnected. In the middle of the 
north wall of each room there is a doorway overlooking the river. The poor state of 
conservation of these walls suggests that these were roughly 0.9 m. wide. 
They are on an artificial stone faced terrace with an open space 1.8 m. wide between the 
front of the buildings and the terrace edge. A large open, flat space lies immediately below 
the terrace wall and also faces north. These storerooms aie comparable in size.and shape 
with those at Pumamarca in the valley of Patakancha, near Ollantaytambo (Huaycochea 
1994: 172-218). 
Above these there is another alignment of smaller, stone structures, which measure 3.8 x 
1.3 m. in width. These are covered with vegetation. A 50 cm. wide opening just above 
ground level has been found in one building, which may be the typical ventilation and 
access window found in storerooms throughout the Andes (Table 13). 
The remains of some other structures are found in the immediate surroundings of these 
storerooms but they have been heavily destroyed by tractors. They occur in an area 
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Figure 30. The storerooms of Antapucro 
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covered with sherds of a decorated ware with red and orange lines on a cream slip, which 
is tentatively identified as a type of Inka provincial pottery. 
The storerooms of Pueblo Viejo de Bellavista 
Several Inka style buildings have been added to the local settlement plan. To the 
southeast of the kallanka-patio, there is a curved row of two storey stone storerooms, 
with small windows on each floor, surrounding a small patio. Domestic storage is found 
throughout the site. 
INKA ROADS 
Hyslop (1984) undertook a survey of the road system which stretched over 
40,000 km of road throughout Tawantinsuyu. He described not only the roads 
themselves, bridges and causeways, but also the settlement infrastructure, including 
tampus (road side stations) and chaski (messenger) stations. According to Hyslop (1992: 
144-146), the early written sources contain very little information about tampus, although 
some suggest that they were architecturally homogeneous. However their architecture is 
very varied, and there is probably no single common characteristic, except that they are 
adjacent to the road. Hyslop (1984: 277) estimated that the average distance between 
tampu was about 20 km. 
Road construction varj.es; in the highlands, the roads are paved, were up to 8 m. wide 
with stone sidewall, and, where necessary, it is cut into the hillside with substantial 
retention walls; whilst in the coastal valleys, they are up to 4 m. wide, paved with clay 
and had tapia sidewalls. Occasionally two or three roads run parallel and adjacent to each 
other. 
The most important of which for the Province of Pachacamac went from Hatun Xauxa to 
Pachacamac. D'Altroy (1992:118) did not precisely locate the course of the road in the 
Mantaro in his surveys, although he surmised its general route, to the bridge 3 km. above 
Hatun Xauxa and which he tentatively continued through place-names, such as 
Xulcatambo, an Inka site (Levine 1985: 353-357) and mentioned by Guaman Poma (1980 
[1615]) in the list of tambos. On an eighteenth century map of the Lima area (Parsinnen, 
1992: 343, Map 23), there are two roads, one from Xauxa though the Lurin valley, and 
the other which leaves the qhapaqfian between Xauxa and Tarma descending through the 
Rimac valley. However their courses through Huarochiri are imprecise. At San Damian 
there is a cross route from the upper Lurin to the Rimac at Cocachacra. 
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The route from Xauxa to Pachacamac went to the sanctuary of Pariacaca, the powerful 
god of the Y auyos, then descended towards Huarochirf, passing several important control 
points to Llacsatampu near San Damian (Coello and Dias 1995: 131), There it divided into 
two. The first descended through the Lur.fn valley following the course of the river, 
crossing to the north bank at Antioqu.fa, passing several important tambos, Conchasica, 
Lahuaytambo, Laya, San Jose de los Chorrillos and Antioqu.fa, where it crossed the river 
to the north bank, and then through Sisicaya and Chontay, to Pachacamac (Plate 13). The 
second left the Lurfn road in Llacsatampu to cross into the R.fmac valley, passing through 
Tupicocha and near to Santiago de Tuna before descending to the main valley at 
Cocachacra, a zone important for the cultivation of coca, an area controlled by the 
sanctuary of Mama. From here the the road followed the river passing Ma:ma to arrive at 
the area ofLimatambo and Cacaguasi (Rostworowski 1992: 91) 
On a 1790 by Manuel Sobreviela (Parsinnen 1992: 86, Map 3), there is a road from 
Xauxa which crosses the continental divide and descends directly through the R.fmac 
valley to the Ciudad de los Reyes, ie the Curacazgo de Cacaguasi. This is perhaps the 
"camino transversal de Nieverfa" which Villar Cordova (1935: 343) saw in Cajamarquilla 
on its way up the R.fmac to Tarma. 
In Chillon, Villar Cordova ( 1935: 190) recorded a length of road between the middle 
valley and Collique which must be part of the road which came down from Xauxa. 
There are remains of the prehistoric road in both Lur.fn and R.fmac, the clearest is between 
Nieve-nieve and Samaiyanca which is paved, 2 - 4 m. wide and supported by tall 
retention walls on the slopes on the north side of the river. In Lur.fn there is a tampu about 
every 4 km. Using Hyslop's tampu types (1992: 146) these belong to his category of pre-
Inka sites with some Inka buildings, found to one side of the plan or entirely within the 
earlier structures. 
Local Roads in the Province of Pachacamac (Figure 31) 
In Hyslop's (1984) general map of Inka roads, the coastal route did not link 
Pachacamac and Lima. This oversight is understandable because he only included those 
for there was sufficient field and documentary evidence; however subsequent research 
confirms that it is possible to map. 
From documentary sources, Rostworowski (1989: 267) noted that two late prehispanic, 
coastal roads, one for fishermen and one for administrative officials. The distance 
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Plate 13 
Inka road in the north bank of middle Lurin, between 
Aviyay and Chamaiyanca. (photo: Marco Rosas) 
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Figure 31. Road System of the Inka Province of Pachacamac 
between them was very small, yet they must have joined different types of site. It is 
understood that they left Pachacamac for the north. Such a pattern is very revealing. If it 
is supposed that the Inkas did not use the fishermen's road but the other, then it might 
indicate that the latter was constructed by the Inkas to be separate from that used by the 
local people. This social and functional distinction is most interesting but not very clear 
because the same social group may have performed both tasks, for example the people of 
Quilcay were both fishermen and Inka chasquis (Rostworowski 1989: 267). A similar 
situation is described elsewhere on the central coast at Ruacho in a 1650 visita, where 
there were at least two entrances to the huaca Choque Izpana, one for highlanders and the 
other for coastal yungas, and probably others for women (Rostworowski 1989: 267). 
This differentiation between roads separating official Inka ones from those for local use 
may have had other manifestations. Perhaps those roads, leading to sacred places 
controlled by the Inkas, were exclusive and the local people may have been banned from 
using it and defiling sacred space. 
As has already been demonstrated for the North Gate of Pachacamac (Carrillo and 
Guerrero 1996), the gateway ofHuacho (Rostworowski 1989: 267)-and the northern 
gateway of the walled compound at Maranga (Middendorf 1894; Canziani 1987: 11), 
entrances separated sacred space from profane space. On a religious plane, they were a 
point of communion between the people, who practiced the cult and the priest-
administrators of the cult who inhabited the sacred precinct. On an economic level, these 
gateways were the point of control for tribute; those goods which were sent from different 
parts of Tawantinsuyu were probably allowed to pass but those brought by pilgrims and 
local people, who wished to participate in the rituals, were probably offered at the 
gateway itself, because those groups probably could not pass through the gate. 
The coastal roads went parallel to the coast from north to south. Two can be identified on 
old maps: one runs from Jaguay in Cafiete northwards via Puerto Viejo, Pachacamac, 
Armatambo, Lima to Maranga on a 1790 map (Gtinther 1983: Map 18) and the other to 
San Pedro de Quilcay (Gunther 1983: Map 19). 
The first road passes the site of Armatambo, probably an Inka tampu. Cobo (1964, t. II: 
127) referred to a straight road, called the Callej6n de Surco, which also passed 
Armatambo and identified it as part of it as part of the coastal road (Hyslop and Mujica 
1992: 83). This length must correspond to that on the maps of the Chilean Navy in 1879 
and 1881(Gunther1983: Maps 19 and 20). It continued northwards passing through the 
site of Huaca Santa Cruz to Magdalena in Lima. From here a branch went to Maranga. 
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This road is also related to the site of Pi ti Piti, because there is a road from Armatambo to 
it, on a map dating to 1744 (Gilnther 1983: Map 17). This road continued northwards to 
cross the Rimac near Aznapuquio. Near Oquendo, it has double sidewalls with parallel, 
lateral roads (Horkheimer 1965: 50), similar to the road in Zafia (Hyslop 1984: 261). It 
crossed the Chillon at Puente Inka, and ran northwards to Tambo Inga (Villar Cordova 
1935; Garcia Rosell 1942; Ludefia 1975) from which it passed Zapallar on the way to 
Ancon and the Chancay valley. 
The second road left Pachacamac through the Portada de la Costa. It is further inland than 
the first. It went to La Calera in Surco, then on to Limatambo and Cacaguasi (Giinther 
1983: Map 20), where it crossed the Rimac. It then passed Collique and onto Chancay 
(Villar Cordova 1935: 171). However it crossed the Chill6n further upstream than Puente 
Inga but there are no remains. Such a course exists on maps dating to 1752 and 1790 
(Gilnther 1983: Maps 17 and 18) and a road linking Conc6n with Anc6n on an 1879 map 
(Giinther 1983: Map 19). 
Three maps (1685, 1752 and 1880) depict several roads leaving Colonial Lima for nearby 
settlements: by the Cocharcas gate for Lurfn; by the Guadalupe gate for Chorrillos; by the 
San Simon gate for Magdalena; also by the Callao gate for Magdalena (Gilnther 1983: 
Maps 5, 7 and 12). The walled city of Lima was far more important than the prehispanic 
settlement it was built over, Cacaguasi, which was probably only secondary centre. It is 
probable that this network of roads was based on an existing prehispanic system but the 
change in settlement focus in lower Rimac must caution against its absolute use. 
There were many other roads which ran between the Lurfn and Rimac valleys. In three 
separate maps, there is one from Cieneguilla to Ate (La Molina) (Giinther 1983: Map 19 
and 20; Piirsinnen 1992: 343, Map 23). A map dating to 1586 prepared by Diego Davila 
Briceno shows another from Lima crossing into the Lur:fn valley between Sisicaya and 
San Jose de los Chorrillos. There were also roads linking Rimac and Chillon, including 
one between Lurigancho and Punchauca and another between Huachipa y Collique 
(Gilnther 1983: Map 19 [1879]) and another between Cacaguasi and Lurigancho, which 
is found on five maps dating to 1674, 1858, 1880, 1896 and 1904 (Giinther 1983: Maps 
2, 9, 12, 13 and 14). There was also one from Huaca Tres Palos and the.Recinto Inka in 
Maranga eastwards (Canziani 1987: 12). 
Angel Sanches (personal comunication 1996) recorded part of a road from Sisicaya in 
Lur:fn to San Pedro de Mama in Rimac, which is about 2 m. wide which in places paved 
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or sealed with earth, and which has stone steps. Its importance, linking Sisicaya and 
Mama, can be deduced from the myths recorded by Avila. 
Roads in the Lower Rimac 
The three large sites in the lower Rfmac, Maranga, Limatambo and Armatambo as 
wel as Collique, were the nodes of an intra-valley road systems. The Recinto Ink.a at 
Maranga had roads leaving to the north, south and west (Canziani 1987: 12). To the east 
there is no evidence but, as has been already mentioned, it is possible that one to the east 
left Maranga from the Huaca Tres Palos. The Recinto Ink.a was the main state 
establishment within a local urban centre, similar to others along the main roads. Those 
which went to the north and south were aligned with the western wall of the compound 
(Canziani 1987: 10, Map 1), beginning at the northern and southern ends respectively. 
However there does not exist any direct connection between these two starting points. 
The southern road began in a group of rectangular rooms whose function seems to have 
been to control access to the compound. 
The walled road to the east began at Huaca Tres Palos (Gunther 1983: Maps 18 and 19). 
Its first section of the road (about 300 m) was elevated on a platform between 2 high 
walls made from tapia and adobe, crossing the present-day Catholic University and 
between Universitaria and Riva Agu~ro avenues. 
The northern road began at the main gateway of the Recinto Ink.a where its access was 
controlled by 2 rectangular rooms (Canziani 1987: 14, Map 14). It zigzags away from the 
centre to connect with the elevated, walled road to the north. In 1894 Middendorf (1973) 
observed part ofthis road. Canziani (1987: 12) noted it on 1964 aerial photos, running 
for about 1 km. towards Palao, the location of a suspension bridge across the river, 
recorded by several chroniclers (see Villar Cordova 1935: 167; Ravines 1985: 38). A 
nearby hacienda is called Puente (Canziani 1987: 12). 
The western road began at the western gateway. It was elevated and walled and ran 3 km. 
passing through fields en route to the fishing village of Piti Piti (Gilnther 1983: Map 19). 
It is referred to in the journey of Jorge Juan y Antonio de Ulloa in 1752 and appears on a 
20th century map (Gunther 1983: Map 17). Rostworowski (1989: 265) noted that there 
were other roads to the coast. 
An interesting aspect of the coastal road is as a maritime ceque, with a line of sanctuaries 
along it. Ink.a administration made sure of their conquests by the control of shrines, 
imposing the solar cult to facilitate control of the coastal peoples. The main economic 
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interests of the Inkas would have been to control the marine transport routes and 
particularly the importation of products, such as spondylus. The indigenous chronicler 
Santa Cruz Pachacuti (1968: 297-298 [1613]) related that when Pachacutec arrived in 
Ischma, he had found en route many important huacas and ordered them to go to the coast 
to construct lookouts at the edge of the sea, particularly at Pachacamac and in Chincha. 
Perhaps this implies that the highlanders in occupying the middle valleys came to the 
coastal strip to construct these sanctuaries. 
Discussion 
Overall there is considerable Inka architectural influence in the province. In 
particular Inka buildings were added to major centres and shrines and some new places 
were constructed. In total, there are 6 walled compound, 10 sanctuaries, 4 ushnus, 55 
kanchas, 7 kallankas, and 3 storeroom systems in Ischma (Table 14). 
Table 14. Distribution of Inka Buildings in the Province of Pachacamac 
Sanctu x x ? 
Ushnu x x ? ? 
Kan cha x ? ? x ? 
Kallanka x x x ? 
Storerooms ? x x x 
They are located mainly in the lower and middle valleys, although the walled compound 
exclusively in the lower, coastal plains and all, except one of, the kallankas are in the 
middle valley, the exception being that in Collique in the lower Chill6n. However the 
lower Chill6n was populated by highland mitimaes in the Inka period. 
roaINO'IF.S 
i Further north in the valley ofChancay, several specialists have indicated that there is little or no 
archaeological proof of the Inka occupation in that valley (Kroeber 1926: 270; Kauffmann Doig 1973: 
437; Jimenez Borja 1982: 26 y Horkheimer 1963: 378). They do not recognise that no example oflnka 
ceramics from Chancay or Huaura until 1991 when Krzanowski (1991: 190) reinterpreted what was known 
of the LH there using his excavations in the chancay-Inka site of Quintay and his finds of similar finds 
now held in the Museo Amano in Lima, in which the Inka influence in the valley is clearly visible 
(Krzanowski 1991: 191-209) 
ii These sections of the Third Wall appear on an 18th centrury map of Pachacamac held in the Museo 
Naval de Madrid (Ba. XXXIV, Ca. C. No. 7) (See Kosok 1965: Ravines 1989: 144). They are also found 
on a map drawn by the Chilean War Ministry in 1881 during the War of the Pacific (Agurto 1983: Map 
20). 
m The Directores of the Pchacamac Archaeological Project. 1 Third Wall, Hernan Carrillo and Daniel 
Guerrero provided me with a copy of their report and gave permission for its use in this thesis. 
iv Rivero and Tschudi 1855: 290; Markham 1856: xix; Bandelier 1892 (Ms); Middendorf 1894: t Il: 105; 
Uhle 1991 [1903):13-15; Bueno (1982); Jimenez Borja (1985); Shimada 1991: xxxvii-xxxix; 
Rostworowski 1992; Paredes 1994: 29-31. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ANALYSIS OF SETTLEMENT PATTERNS IN THE INK.A 
PROVINCE OF PACHACAMAC 
Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate archaeologically that the valleys of Lurin 
Rfmac and Chill6n can be grouped as an Ink.a province. Three basic methodologies will 
be used to identify its internal provincial political structure and its external borders. These 
are: i. the use of settlement pattern analysis to reconstruct the settlement hierarchy and 
argue for political sub-units. This approach is largely that developed by Willey (1953). In 
order to do this sites and the regions will be described and comparisons made between 
regional areas; ii. the use of Thiessen Polygqns, which assumes that there are centres of 
equal importance in the settlement hierarchy and indicates that the boundary is exactly half 
way between them. Therefore territories around sites can be defined; iii. use of the 
principle that a canal will be used and maintained by the people of a single territory and 
therefore it will be an indicator of the lands belonging to that group (Farrington 1978: 
121; 1985: 634-639; Netherly 1984: 227). In the case of multi-community canals, 
Netherly (1984) has indicated that each branch is the responsibility of a single 
community, who not only had to maintain their own canals but that stretch of the main 
canal immediately before their branch. Using this, site associations and territories can be 
defined. 
The term Province is used to define the extensive political unit created by the Ink.as. Other 
terms used include District for the larger political and territorial sub-units of a province, 
Sub-district for the next lower political and settlement space and finally Area for the 
isolated political unit. This classification is conducted on the basis of the quantity and 
quality of Inka buildings and traits associated in each site and region. 
Study of the spatial distribution of Late Period sites on the Central Coast. 
There are three important points to consider in order to understand the settlement 
patterns in the province of Pachacamac before and during the Late Horizon. The first is 
that the province contained to the Sanctuary of Pachacamac from where the population 
was organised, administered and governed. The second is that the valley of Lurin does 
not have extensive agricultural lands in comparison with the other valleys of the province; 
therefore its lower valley was not very important agriculturally. It is argued therefore 
Pachacamac must have had to import its food and other products from the other valleys in 
the LIP. With the advent of the Ink.a Period, new agricultural works were undertaken to 
extend the amount of productive land in the form of huachaques, a form of sunken field in 
which large scale excavations were made to a level about 1 m. above the water table to 
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enable crops to be grown (Soldi 1980). These were constructed adjacent to the Temple of 
Urpayhuachac also known as the Palace of the Mamaconas. The third point is the Inkas 
integrated the province in a network of local roads and via Qhapaqfiam to the rest of 
Tawantinsuyu 
The prestige of Pachacamac, since early times, created the basis for the establishment of 
political control by its priests and occupants in different and distant regions of the Central 
Coast Ischma and beyond. This was utilized by the Inkas to convert the ceremonial centre 
into a provincial capital in order to wield power and authority over the whole region. 
The second aspect involves the determination of the social organization of the province, 
mainly through the study of settlement patterns, using the framework of the irrigation 
system. The study of the distribution of distinct types of buildings and sites throughout 
the province based on an Inka model enable the definition of local population centres and 
political hierarchy. This mainly done by assessing the importance and spatial relations 
between concentrations of public buildings with administrative and ceremonial functions, 
and housing and cemeteries located along the length of the irrigation canals, reflecting a 
level important in social relations. This does not imply that the sociopolitical organization 
of the province corresponds to the model of "oriental despotism" or that the hydraulic 
system was controlled by an "hydraulic bureaucracy", authorised by the government, 
such as described by Wittfogel (1955, 1957). Irrigation never was of paramount political 
importance in the Late Periods of the North Coast (Imperial Chimu and Inka) and there do 
not exist any substantiaJ data to sustain the thesis of an hydraulic society (Farrington 
1978: 128). This situation clearly pertains also to the Central Coast. 
The third aspect develops the importance of the local road network, linking the different 
Sub-districts of the province. During the Late Horizon this was integrated into 
Qhapaqfiam system, with several modifications, including tampus, storerooms and zones 
for the processing of foods and other products necessary in Inka ritual practice. 
The local settlement pattern in the provinces was only slightly transformed by Inka 
technology. Such changes were expressed mainly in the extension of the irrigation canal 
networks, such as in Moche (Farrington 1978: 121; 1985: 634-639) and in the 
construction of huachaques, a type of sunken field excavated close to the phreatic layer to 
create a humid cultivation surface. They were constructed mainly to extend the wet lands 
close to the coast. In this province they have been located at Pachacamac and Armatambo. 
Lomas resources were also exploited (Mujica 1997). From the sierra and middle valleys, 
resources, such as coca and wool, were acquired. During Inka times, the exchange of 
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products intensified, as the Inkas took control of all the peoples who comprised the nation 
of Ischma and even their neighbours. 
The distribution of Inka architectural traits are the basis for the establishment of Inka 
settlement patterns lying over the local settlement system. The concentration and 
distribution of these elements in space enable the determination of hierarchical position 
and possible function of a centre within the political administration of local people. 
The archaeological settlement pattern analysis suggest that the political structure in the 
Inka province of Pachacamac comprised 12 Districts divided in 41 Sub-districts. These 
are broken down for each valley as follows: Lurin - 2 Districts divided into at least 5 Sub-
district; Rimac - 8 Districts, 24 Sub-districts; Chill6n - 3 Districts, 12 Sub-districts. 
PART I: SETTLEMENT PATTERNS IN THE LURIN VALLEY 
The sociopolitical organization in the Lurfn valley can be organised in two 
Districts, Pachacamac and Sisicaya. Each shows an integrated groups of sites which were 
probably organised in Sub-districts by the canal systems. 
A. Sociopolitical organization and the canal system in the lower Lurin. 
The archaeological settlement pattern analysis would suggest that the lower Lurin 
valley was characterised by a single District whose capital was also the provincial capital 
of Pachacamac. Below this in the hierarchy, four Sub-districts can be identified, including 
that of Pachacamac itself as well as Manchay, Caringas and Quilcaycuna. It is not clear 
from the archaeological evidence alone whether Sisicaya, a Sub-district, in the middle 
valley should be described as belonging to the Pachacamac District; however it is clear 
from the documentary sources already cited that the Inkas realigned this sector politically 
with the sierra and incorporated it into the District of Y auyos. The inclusion of this in the 
analysis will allow further archaeological comparisons with other Sub-districts more 
clearly of Ischma affiliation. 
Ll. District of Pachacamac 
The District of Pachacamac is located in the lower valley of Lurin and comprised 
four subdistricts and controlled other two uptreams (Plate 29). 
The Inka provincial capital of Pachacamac, located in both banks of the lower Lunn, 
comprises a 600 ha. central complex, and a suburban area of 30 ha., including: the Inka 
settlement of Establo Carrillo, the three suburbs - Huaca Malache, Buena Vista and Las 
Palmas, the three local villages of Quebrada Verde, Guayabo and Picapiedra. 
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It has three perimeter walls with monumental gateways. The main area is orthogonal in 
plan with main cross streets, E-W and N-S, and included temples, residences and the 
workshops producing ceremonial artefacts. The First Wall surrounds the innermost area, 
was the sanctuary, the most sacred area of the site and contained the Temple of 
Pachacamac, the Painted Temple and the entrance to Punchao Kancha. This concentration 
of both local-pre-existing and Inka political and religious power defines the area contained 
by this wall as the most important in the whole site. access allowed for priests and other 
important persons. 
The Second Wall was also important ceremonially, comprising an elite residence, the 
Palace of Tauri Chumpi, an Ink.a plaza with columns, ushnu, fifteen LIP Pyramid-with-
ramp which had been modified in Inka times as well as many administrative and storage 
buildings. 
The outermost Third Wall, with its towers and gateways, lies 900 m. from the Second 
Wall. It includes ruined remains of workshops, kanchas and cemeteries and only 80 m. 
from the Second Wall, the Temple of Urpayhuachac. Beyond the outer wall there were 
seven suburbs to house the common people who were employed on agricultural work, the 
maintenance of road and canals, exploitation of lomas, animal keeping and fishing. 
The Inka architectural modifications and additions have filready-been described. Inka 
occupation can be- mapped by-the high densities of Inka and Iuka-related pottery in the 
sacred Precinct around Punchao Kancha and in the cemetery in front of Painted temple, in 
the second sector in and around the Palace of Tauri Chumpi, and in the Pyramids-with-
ramps. In the various kanchas, workshops and cemeteries of the third sector as well as 
Urpayhuachac. 
LlA. Sub-district of Pachacamac 
The Sub-district of Pachacamac covered an area from about 1 km. behind the 
coast and extending upvalley on either side of the river for about 10 km. to the area 
around Picapiedra (Figure 32). It comprises the very productive, irrigated valley floor 
around the modem town of Pachacamac on the southern side of the river as well as the 
area around the Sanctuary and the narrow, irrigated floodplain of Las Palmas on the north 
bank. The lands around the Sanctuary are marginal for agriculture. However, during the 
Late Horizon they were levelled and a canal system built, and a system was developed to 
utilize the water table, creating large huachaques. Throughout the Late Periods urban 
settlement was extended onto marginal land and in dry quebradas leaving the irrigable 
zones free for cultivation. 
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The settlement pattern of the Sub-district was dominated by Pachacamac with its Inka and 
pre-existing temples. However the remaining settlements consisted of an outlying suburb 
at Las Palmas, two other suburbs, an Inka modified village at Establo Carrillo, and three 
local villages. 
The evidence for a rural population is found in several small groups of agglutinated tapia 
ruins which have an exclusively local, i.e. non-Inka, populations. These have painted 
walls in red, white and yellow and designs in bas relief. In only one of these, Establo 
Carrillo, is there any Inka evidence. The latter comprises some adobe buildings, arranged 
with an open space, and the presence oflocal Inka pottery (Tables 15 and 16). 
Table 15. Sites of the Sub-district of Pachacamac 
CP-1 Pachacamac 
CP-2 Huaca Malache 
CP-3 Buena Vista 
CP-4 Establo 
Carrillo 
CP-5 Las Palmas 
CP-6 Quebrada 
Verde 
CP-7 
CP-8 
600 ha Complex with 3 perimeter walls with monumental gateways. 2 
main cross streets, E-W and N-S inserted into an older and 
important ceremonial centre. Many Inka and local style 
buildings in late period. Four temples: Punchao Kancha, Old 
Temple, Painted Temple, and Palace of Urpayhuachac. Principal 
plaza, ushnu and 15 LIP pyramids with ramp with Inka 
occu ation. 
5 ha Suburb, local occu ation with some Inka ceramics 
5 ha Suburb, local occu ation with some Inka ceramics 
7 ha Inka settlement over local, organized around a plaza, public 
buildin s with red, white and ellow aint. 
8 ha Suburb, local occupation with some Inka ceramics. Remains of 
a group of perimeter walls of tapia, large adobes and stone with 
atewa s to Pachacamac, includin the atewa to the sierra. 
6 ha Local occupation with some Inka ceramics 
5 ha Local occu ation with some Inka ceramics 
4ha Local occu ation with some Inka ceramics 
Table 16. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Pachacamac 
CP-1 Pachacamac X X X X X X ? X X 
CP-2 HuacaMalache X ? 
CP-3 Buena Vista X ? 
CP-4 Establo Carrillo X X 
CP-5 Las Palmas X ? 
CP-6 uebrada Verde X X 
CP-7 X ? 
CP-8 Pica iedra X ? 
Key: PW = Perimeter walls; ST = Sun Temple; LT = Local Temple; PL = Main Plaza; US = Ushnu; 
KN = Kancha; KL = Kallanka; SQ = State qollqas; V = Village; ILC = Inka local cemeterie 
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LlB. Sub-district of Manchay 
The Sub-district of Manchay is located in the lower valley upstream of the that of 
Pachacamac and extends upstream for about 6 km. on either side of the river, from Pampa 
de las Flores to Pingollo (Figure 33). It corresponds in extent to the colonial haciendas of 
Manchay Alto and Manchay Bajo. The irrigated valley floor is no more than 1.6 km. 
wide, irrigated by a main canal on each bank of the river. The sites are generally located in 
the quebradas which would indicate that the extent of farm land was greater than at 
present. This Sub-district has seven sites, each of which has a significant LIP occupation, 
but of which only three have adobe buildings, plazas, straight streets and local buildings, 
modified during the Inka occupation. This seems to be the Sub-district capital. It was 
divided by two quebradas into 3 separate sectors with tapia constructions, namely Pampa 
de las Flores, Tambo Inga and Quebrada Golondrina. It covered about 58 ha. and was 2 
km. long between the river and Cerro Botija. It is probable that one of the many large 
tapia buildings was the house of the local kuraka. It also contained a probable Temple of 
the Sun, with fine, plastered and painted architecture, and other non-domestic buildings. 
The other 4 sites comprise three villages and a sanctuary at Puente Manchay, probably the 
location of Aysavilca (Albornoz 1967 [1570-1584]) (Tables 17 and 18). 
Table 17. Sites of the Sub-district of Manchay 
CM-1 Pampa de las 45 ha Inka settlement over local, divided into 2 sectors, constructed 
Flores in stone in clay mortar and large adobes. Plazas and walled 
terraces with ramps and rectangular public rooms of different 
sizes, baffled entrances, niches, plastered walls painted red and 
yellow, agglutinated dwellings in square blocks, many 
storerooms, 3 cemeteries, individual and collective tombs. 
CM-2 Pacae Redondo 6 ha Local occu ation with some Inka ceramics 
CM-3 Tambolnga 3 ha Inka settlement over local, majority of stone set in mud 
mortar, with square and rectangular interior niches, painted 
yellow. Rectangular public buildings, wide terraces on 
hillsides, subterranean storerooms; subterranean tombs 
beneath house floors. 
CM-4 Quebrada IO ha Inka settlement over local, planned around two cross streets. 
Golondrina Constructed in stone set in mud mortar and large adobes. 
Wide plazas, rectangular public buildings, rows of 
subterranean storerooms, agglutinated dwellings in 
quadrangular and rectangular blocks, painted red and yellow, 
subterranean tombs beneath house floors. 
CM-5 Rumihuasi 4 ha. Local occu ation with some Inka ceramics 
CM-6 Puente 5 ha Hilltop sanctuary with pirca terraces and stepped platforms on 
Mancha a rid e. 
CM-7 Pingollo 25 ha Local occupation with some Inka ceramics. Dispersed 
structures surrounding a quadrangular low platform, with 
buildings and a side patio on top. Includes the site of 
Caminito, 200 m NE. 
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Figure 33. Sub-district of Manchay 
Table 18. Elements of lnka sites in the Sub-district of Manchay 
CM-1 
CM-2 ? 
CM-3 x 
CM-4 ? x x x 
CM-5 Rumihuasi ? 
CM-6 Puente Mancha x ? 
CM-7 Pin ollo 
LlC. Sub-district of Caringas 
This is located to the south of the valley in the lomas zone, i.e. the desert foothills 
(Figure 34). It comprises five quebradas: from north to south, Pucara, Lucumo, Patca or 
Malanche, Cruz de Hueso (formed by two streams, Caringas and Chamaure) andLos 
<;::icasos. Archaeology has documented a series of permanent settlements (Mujica 1997; 
Rostworowski 1992), dating from the LIP through until the Colonial period. It is 
understood that this Sub-district governed all of the populations exploiting the lomas 
resources. This dry, almost waterless zone, was productive for part of the year and 
formed the southern frontier zone of Ischma. 
From the investigations by Mujica ( 1986, 1987, 1991, 1992, 1997) in the Malanche 
quebrada, it is known that there were 18 late prehispanic and early Colonial settlements, 
well adapted to exploit these environmental conditions through irrigation, cultivation of 
fruit trees and pastoralism. The settlement pattern and agricultural systems suggest a 
permanent occupation. Further, Mujica (1992: 102) commented on the foreign nature of 
the population, i.e. groups which had come from the sierra or neighbouring coastal 
valleys. My own field reconnaissance in these valleys in 1985 confirmed this pattern. 
Irrigation water was collected by condensation of the lomas fogs on cliff faces and rock 
lines on the hillslopes and downhill in canals to reservoirs and furrowed fields on alluvial 
fans. These supplies were augmented by springs. Villages and cemeteries were arranged 
on the hillsides overlooking the fields. Where a fan joined a main quebrada was located a 
colonial chapel, possibly replacing an earlier local public building. There is only one site 
which is planned architecturally and is similar to an Inka settlement, Pacta or Malanche 3, 
with its nine kanchas and street grid. It is likely that this was the planned Inka Sub-district 
capital of Caringas. 
In total 21 sites have been researched, although these are only those areas for which field 
survey is available. Many more are known to exist in the five quebradas. They include the 
probable capital at Malanche 3, nine local villages, six canal and field systems, three 
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dispersed pastoral settlements with corrals and two sites with complex architecture and 
tombs (Mujica 1986, 1987, 1991, 1992, 1997) (Tables 19 and 20). 
Table 19. Sites of the Sub-district of Caringas 
CM-1 Pucani 
CM-2 Lucumo 
CM-3 Malanche 1 
CM-4 Malanche2 
CM-5 Malanche3 
CM-6 Malanche4 
CM-7 Malanche 5 
CM-8 Malanche6 
CM-9 Malanche7 
CM-10 Malanche 8 
CM-11 Malanche 10 
CM-12 Malanche 12 
CM-13 Malanche 14 
CM-14 Malanche 16 
CM-15 Malanche 18 
CM-16 Malanche20 
CM-17 Malanche22 
CM-18 Malanche24 
CM-19 Malanche26 
CM-20 Cruz de 
Hueso 
A. Caringas 
-------
B. Chamaure 
45 ha Local village built in pirka. Canal irrigation system and fields in 
uebrada. Lar e corrals above the uebrada. Colonial cha el 
50ha Agglutinated local village built in pirka. Subterranean tombs on 
slopes. Canal irrigation system and terraces on both sides of 
quebrada Large pirca reservoir at 600 m. Large corrals above the 
uebrada. Colonial cha 1 on to of local structure 
2ha 
40ha 
70ha A. Inka settlement over local, 9 Inka kanchas in grid with streets, 
houses, public areas, storerooms, cemetery 
B. Canal and fields stems Colonial cha el 
40 ha Canal and field s stems 
40 ha Canal and field s stems 
40 ha Canal and field s stems 
l ha 
40 ha Canal and field s stems 
2 ha Local villa e 
40 ha Canal and field s stems 
2 ha Public architecture and tombs 
2 ha Public architecture and tombs 
2 ha Local hamlet 
40 ha Canal and field s stems 
80 ha Local village built in pirka. Subterranean tombs on slopes. 2 
irrigation canals and valley side terraces, Large corrals above the 
quebrada. Colonial chapel 
30 ha Local village, built in pirka. Subterranean tombs on slopes. Canal 
irrigation system and fields in quebrada. Large corrals above the 
uebrada. Colonial cha 1 
CM-21 Los Cicasos 50 ha Dispersed local village, constructed in pirka. subterranean tombs on 
slopes. Irrigation system in the quebrada and valley side terraces, 
larue corrals above the uebrada; Colonial cha 1 
NB. In each quebrada there are several villages of local type with below floor tombs and storerooms 
which have not been listed. 
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Table 20. Elements of lnka sites in the Sub-district of Caringas 
CM-1 Pucara - - - - - - - - x -
CM-2 Lucumo - - - - - - - - x -
CM-3 Malanche 1 - - - - - - - - x -
CM-4 Malanche 2 - - - - - - - - x -
CM-5 Malanche 3 - - - - - x - - x x 
CM-6 Malanche4 
- - - - - - - -
x 
-
CM-7 Malanche 5 
- - - - - - - -
x 
-
CM-8 Malanche 6 
- - - - - - - - x -
CM-9 Malanche 7 
- - - - - - - - x -
CM-10 Malanche 8 
- - - - - - - -
x -
CM-11 Malanche 10 
- - - - - - - -
x -
CM-12 Malanche 12 
- - - - - - - - x -
CM-13 Malanche 14 
- - - - - - - -
x -
CM-14 Malanche 16 - - - - - - - - x -
CM-15 Malanche 18 - - - - - - - - x -
CM-16 Malanche20 - - - - - - - - x -
CM-17 Malanche 22 - - - - - - - - x -
CM-18 Malanche24 
- - - - - - - -
x -
CM-19 Malanche26 
- - - - - - - - x -
CM-20 Cruz de Hueso 
A. Caringas 
- - - - - - - - x -
--------- -- - --- - --- - --- --- -- ---
B. Chamaure 
- - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - x 
CM-21 Los Cicasos 
- - - - - -
x -
LlD. Sub-district of Quilcaycuna 
This comprises only the littoral zone of Lurin, 10 km. long but only 1 to 1.5 km. 
wide. It comprises only 2 prehistoric fishing settlements, Las Mamaconas, situated on the 
lower slopes the Loma de Corvina near the Mamacona lagoon, and San Pedro de Quilcay, 
located on the southern side of the modem mouth of the river in an area of duties and 
lagoons (Figure 35). Both were settlements of fishermen who exploited both the sea and 
lagoons, where they bred fish, kept marine birds and grew totora. 
Before the Ink.as this Sub-district may have extended as far as the eastern entrance of the 
Second Wall of Pachacamac, the location of the Old Temple ofUrpayhuachac. However 
the Ink.a conquest reduced the sub-district in area significantly and may have severed the 
connection between the fishermen and their temple. The construction of a new temple on a 
new site within the walled compounds of Pachacamac and the continuation of use of the 
adobe pyramid with ramp at Quilcay suggest that there was a reorientation of this Sub-
district; Quilcay may have become its political capital. Its relations with the new temple 
may have denied the local population open access to it because they had to pass through a 
gate (Tables 21 and 22). 
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Figure 3 5. Sub-district of Quilcaycuna 
Table 21. Sites of the Sub-district of Quilcaycuna 
Local villaae 
15 ha Local village, pyramid with ramp made with large adobes, 
uilca ta ia and stone, oriented towards Punchao Kancha; 2 laaoons 
LlE. Sub-district of Cieneguilla 
This Sub-district is located upstream of Manchay. It stretches for about 5.5 km. 
on both banks of the river, from Pampa de las Flores to the bridge at Puente Cieneguilla 
(Figure 36). The valley floor is irrigable and about 1 km. wide. It may be identified by the 
extent of the colonial hacienda of Cieneguilla. Thirteen late period sites have been 
recorded, which include its capital, Tijerales, and twelve local settlements. Tijerales is 
located 300 m. south of the river. It has a platform with a structure and patio on top. 
There are two stepped fret, clay blocks flanking its entrance and which suggest it may 
have been a Sun Temple. There is also a tapia kancha, which perhaps was the house of 
the kuraka. The local shrine is not identified but it is likely that the Sun Temple was built 
over it. It also contained many other public buildings, painted red and yellow (Tables 23 
and 24). 
Table 23. Sites of the Sub-district of Cieneguilla 
4ha 
Tijerales or Potrero de 30ha Inka settlement over local, constructed in stone and clay; 
SantaLucfa Two sectors separated by rocky hill; agglutinated houses, 
10 x 15 m with many storerooms; building with patio on 
a platform with two stepped fret clay blocks flanking 
entrance; storerooms; Inka kancha and open space, walls 
painted yellow and red; both individual and collective 
tombs in cemeteries and below house floor 
CC-4 Gallinacera 4ha Inka settlement over local; kancha made of adobe and ta ia 
CC-5 Cervasi 5 ha Local villaae 
CC-6 Km. 23,500 4ha Local villa e 
CC-7 Pan uilma 5 ha Local villa e 
CC-8 Calle 15 3 ha Local villa e 
CC-9 4ha Local villa e 
CC-10 uebrada Toledo 5 ha Local villa e 
CC-11 Huaca Grande 5 ha Local villa e 
CC-12 Fundo Lotes 146 and 6ha Local village 
147 
CC-13 Puente Ciene uilla 5 ha Local villa e 
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Figure 36. Sub-district of Cieneguilla 
Table 24. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Cieneguilla 
CC-1 
CC-2 
CC-3 x x x x 
CC-4 Gallinacera x 
CC-5 Cervasi x 
CC-6 Km 23,500 x 
CC-7 Pan uilma x 
CC-8 Calle 15 x 
CC-9 x 
CC-10 x 
CC-11 Huaca Grande x 
CC-12 Fundo Lotes 146 147 x 
CC-13 Puente Ciene uilla x 
LlF. Sub-district of Huaycan 
This is located to the northeast of Sub-district of Cieneguilla. It is a strip flanking 
both sides of the river for about 5 km. and includes the lower parts of the quebradas 
which join the river (Figure 37). Its southern frontier is the Huaycan quebrada, whilst its 
northern one is Rio Seco. It comprises only six late period sites of which the capital is 
Huaycan de Cieneguilla on the southern bank of the river. There is a second Inka centre at 
Molle, and four villages (Negro 1977; Bueno 1978; 1984). Huaycan de Cieneguilla is a 
local site with significant Inka additions, made of pirka and tapia. One complex has 
niched walls decorated with felines and stepped fret designs in low relief which must 
represent the Temple of the Sun. A second, larger complex is characterised by trapezoidal 
windows and is located in a high and dominant position in the site. One of its rooms is 
painted in Inka style with bands of red and white. This complex probably was the house 
of the kuraka (Tables 25 and 26). Molle is a much smaller settlement. It has pirka, 
rectangular buildings, some decorated in bas-reliefs. It is arranged around a straight 
street. 
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Figure 37. Sub-district of Huaycan 
Table 25. Sites of the Sub-district of Huaycan 
CH-1 Huaycande 60ha Inka settlement over local; agglutinated rooms with zigzag street, 
Cieneguilla square and rectangular collective tombs. Inka sector comprises 
one group with niches decorated with feline and stepped fret in 
bas relief. Largest group which dominates site has trapezoidal 
windows; a third group is on a platform has room painted in Inka 
style with white and red lines, also has circular tombs, 
Mausoleum and 4 Inka tombs; 
CH-2 Rfo Seco or 6ha Local village 
Hua can Alto 
CH-3 Cerro 5 ha Local village 
Chirimo o 
CH-4 Molle or 25 ha Inka settlement over local, constructed of stone in mud mortar, 
Huaycan Bajo rectangular buildings with walls 4 m. high, decorated in upper 
part of wall with bas reliefs in form of inverted angles 
(boomerangs). Straight street through centre of town; 3 m high 
platform associated with square storerooms; subterranean square 
and rectan ular tombs roofed with slabs. 
CH-5 Sitio 31 5 ha Local villa e 
CH-6 San Francisco 5 ha Local villa e 
Table 26. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Huaycan 
Rfo Seco x 
Cerro x 
Chirimo o 
CH-4 Molle x x x 
CH-5 Sitio 31- x 
CH-6 San Francisco x 
B. Sociopolitical organization and the canal system of the middle Lurin 
L2. District of Sisicaya 
This is located in the middle Lurfn, extending for about 14 km. on both sides of 
the river and adjacent dry quebradas (Figure 38). Its western border is the quebrada of 
Anchucaya and its eastern, Chillaco Chico. During LIP, the Yungas controlled this area as 
a coca producing enclave for Pachacamac. However after the Inka conquest, the Y auyos, 
an Inka-aligned highland people from the upper Lurfn, took control on behalf of the state. 
It is probable that Sisicaya was probably aligned to the Inka Province of Huarochirf. 
The changes in settlement pattern included the addition of Inka architectural units, 
constructed in local materials and techniques, to the unplanned, pre-existing settlements 
on each alluvial fans. This Inka infrastructure was linked to the main road to Pachacamac. 
Thirteen sites have been recorded of which the most important were Sisicaya and A viyay, 
two very adjacent settlements, separated by a rocky promontory on top of which are 
located two shrines, Nieve Nieve 1and2 (Cornejo 1995). This double settlement may 
have functioned as a single Inka administrative centre and probably as the local capital. 
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Figure 38. Dstrict of Sisicaya 
(Feltham 1983; 1984; Negro 198; Cornejo 1994; 1995). It is possible that three hilltops, 
Chontay, A viyay and Samaiyanca, were significant temples, Chontay has a bas relief 
mural decorated with the stepped fret design, whilst the other two are similar 
architecturally with a pair of structures linked by a wall. At least one of these must have 
been an Inka Sun temple, but until further research is completed it is not known which. It 
is probable that the house of the kuraka was in one of the kanchas at Nieve-nieve. The 
only state storage structures preserved in Lurfn are found at Antapucro (Tables 27 and 
28). 
Table 27. Sites of the District of Sisicaya 
CS-1 San Isidro 
CS-2 Lindero 
CS-3 Chontay 
CS-4 Vichu a 
CS-5 San Martin 
CS-6 Nieve-nieve 
CS-7 Aviyay 
CS-8 Tuna 
CS-9 Sisica a 
CS-10 Chamaiyanca 
CS-11 Antapucro 
CS-12 Chamana 
CS-13 Chillaco Ch. 
4ha 
Sha 
30ha 
3 ha 
4ha 
6ha 
25 ha 
? 
5 ha 
25 ha 
3 ha 
2ha 
2ha 
Local village constructed in clay and stone, on western 
bound of cacicaz o, N side 
Local village constructed in clay and stone, on western 
bound of cacicaz o, S side 
Planned Inka settlement over local, open patios, passages, 
contructed in stone in mud mortar. Mural in bas relief; one 
room decorated with ste d fret, niches 
Planned Inka settlement over local. 16 Inka kanchas and 
streets in grid. A kallanka, plaza y ushnu added to a local 
agglutinated village. Contructed in stone in mud mortar. 
uebrada side terraces with storerooms and tombs 
Inka settlement over local, contructed in stone in mud mortar 
and plastered. A kallanka and elevated walled plaza, within 
agglutinated plan of local village which includes houses, 
patios, storerooms and terraces. Road climbs E slope from 
laza to hillto shrines 
Inka settlement over local, contructed in stone in mud mortar 
and plastered. A kallanka and elevated walled plaza, within 
agglutinated plan of local village which includes houses, 
patios and storerooms. Road climbs E slope from plaza to 
Inka hillto shrines 
Inka state storerooms. 2 buildings in line, separated by a 
assa e, each divided into 4 
Agglutinated local village, square and round houses around 
small atios 
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Table 28. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Sisicaya 
CS-I San Isidro x 
CS-2 x 
CS-3 x x x 
CS-4 x 
CS-5 San Martin x 
CS-6 Nieve-nieve x x x x x x 
CS-7 Avi a x x x x x x x 
CS-8 Tuna x 
CS-9 x x 
CS-10 x x x x x 
CS-11 Anta ucro x x 
CS-12 Chamana x 
CS-13 Chillaco Ch. x 
Discussion 
The prehistoric settlements of Lurfn had effectively used three sources of water: 
the river itself, springs, such as those around Cerro Pan de Azucar and in Manchay and 
Buena vista, and the construction of huachaques in the coastal fringe near to the Temple of 
Urpayhuachac. Several researchers have commented on the importance of the use of 
underground water for Pachacamac through a complex system of aqueducts and cisterns 
as well as huachaques (Tello 1941; Espinosa Soriano 1974; Regal 1970: 78). 
An important aspect of the use of the river is that it only substantially flows in the summer 
months between December and April. Its discharge is reduced to almost zero between 
July and November. This time of drought has implications for political administration 
unless appropriate steps are taken, such as the control of allocation to each community. At 
this time, springs and subsurface supplies became more important and access to these had 
to be carefully regulated. It is possible that this was centrally controlled, probably by the 
huaca and its local cult. For example, the Manchay huaca may have controlled locally the 
springs and their distribution canals. Pachacamac also had control of its underground 
water supplies. It was poorly located to utilise river-supplied canals but, through the 
improvement of springs and huachaques, a system of canals and cisterns distributed water 
throughout the site. This was probably controlled by Urpayhuachac. 
The settlement pattern of the lower Lurin reflects to the religious policies of the shrine. 
Pachacamac dominated the valley as the largest and most complex site and through its 
shrine dominated much of the central coast and highlands. It did not need extensive lands 
around it to service it because Pachacamac had tributary enclaves in many different zones 
from Chincha to Cusco and Cajamarca which provided its vital resources and power. 
Canals were used for irrigation but the seasonal lack of water and the lack of substantial 
irrigable lands brought about the construction of huachaques during the Inka period. The 
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priests merely extended their influence by involving Urpayhuachac, one of the wives of 
Pachacamac, as the patron of underground water. 
By this token the settlement patterns of the lower Lunn and significantly different than 
those of the lower Rfmac, which is based entirely on the political organization of the 
provision of river water through extensive irrigation canals. 
The lower Lurfn therefore had a District focussed on its capital, Pachacamac, which had 
concentrations of specialist artisans and the high priestly caste within it. The Sub-districts 
on both sides of the river were each based around a principal canal. Each contained 
several sites, including villages and cemeteries, public areas and sanctuaries; it is probable 
that the capital was the site which contained the most Ink.a traits, particularly a Sun 
Temple, often inserted within a pre-existing settlement and adjacent to the local sanctuary. 
PART II: SETTLEMENT PATTERNS IN THE RIMAC VALLEY 
A. Sociopolitical organization and the canal system in the lower Rimac. 
Stumer (1954a: 130) followed the methodology and typology of settlements 
developed by Schaedel ( 1951) for analysis of the North Coast for his own study of the 
lower Rfmac. He listed sites and their ceramic associations. Previously Bandelier (1892), 
Middendorf (1894) and Uhle (1910) had presented site lists which Stumer (1954: 132) 
organized using the five categories: ceremonial centres, elite urban centres, lay urban 
centres, elite provincial centres and highland sites. 
Stumer only partly evaluated the problem because the categories he used were not 
adequate to describe the actual patterns, in particular he did not integrate them with the 
ethnohistorically known political territories of the lower Rfmac. Therefore his work, 
although pioneering, has served to confuse subsequent archaeologists. For example, he 
presented Armatambo as an example of elite urban centres, emphasising its distinctive 
characteristics (Stumer 1954: 140). Yet it could have been a lay urban centre, an elite 
provincial centre or even a ceremonial centre. Its size and location on the southern edge of 
the valley as well as its relationship with the Surco canal and its known historical 
importance should have enabled a clearer attribution to have emerged. 
The management of several sources, archaeological and ethnohistorical, makes it possible 
to reassess the settlement pattern and typology to distinguish the extent of polities for the 
LIP and Late Horizon. Analysis of the location of sites with respect to canals provides 
important socio-political information about the relationship between sites, their location 
with regard to agricultural resources and water control, and enables commentary on 
political control and social hierarchy to be advanced. The concentration of public 
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buildings alongside canals during the LIP and their continuation under Ink.a administration 
as well as the location and range of other contemporary sites enables evaluating the 
settlement system, social hierarchy and political arrangement for each agricultural unit. 
The network of canals in the lower Rimac corresponds to the canal system type, outlined 
by Netherly (1984: 237-238) for the North coast, that is within a valley each community 
controls one canal and the lands watered by it. Therefore it is possible to delimit the 
territorial extent of a local group by the lands watered by its canal. Associated settlements 
either lie adjacent to the canal or within the irrigable lands but are always above the land 
watered by their canal. 
In the south bank of the lower Rimac, it is possible to delimit six separate Districts, all of 
which took water from the river, and which must have coordinated in the overall 
distribution and management of water for the whole valley, perhaps under the aegis of ~ 
higher political authority. Historical sources confirm this separation into six Districts and 
the overall hegemony of Pachacamac in both the LIP and Ink.a periods (Table 29). 
Table 29. Sub-districts of the six Districts of the Rimac valley 
Ate Puruchuco Los Inkas 
Surco Armatambo Perales La Calera 
Guatca Limatambo Caca uasi Santa Cruz 
Lima Lima 
Mateo Salado 
Paredones 
Each District administered the distribution of waters from its main canal as well as its 
construction and maintenance throughout their Sub-districts. Each Sub-district was 
responsible for its own branch canal and length of the main one. In addition, the District 
probably organized and allocated specialists to direct communal works, particularly canal 
cleaning and maintenance, their intakes and the appropriate rituals. It is suggested that the 
Rimac canals were administered in a manner similar to that described by Netherly (1984: 
243) for the Taymi canal in Lambayeque. 
The course of canals has been complicated by the urban development of Lima. 
Rostworowski (1978: 50-107) published a map and description of each canal. However 
she recognised that there were problems in the exact courses of each canal and that these 
should be confirmed using archaeological information. Various published and 
unpublished archaeological data and historical published maps of the Lima floodplain 
dating from 1613 onwards (Gunther 1983) have been used to evaluate this problem. 
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On its southern bank of canal system of the Lower Rfmac there are four main intakes for 
the four principal canals which carry water away from the river. There are reservoirs near 
the course of each main canal for water storage. The principal canals are related to the 
Districts: Ate, Surco and Huadca which have their own separate intakes, although the 
latter has an important secondary branch. The fourth intake is shared between three 
Districts, Lima, Maranga and La Legua. From its principal canal, four main secondary 
ones are served, one to Lima, one to La Legua and two to Maranaga. Several of these 
prinicipal canals and even the intakes must have been in existence for many years prior to 
the LIP and Late Horizon. They were probably extended during these later periods. 
In the later periods the canals were extended towards the sea, both in length and in the 
number of secondary canals. This reflected an increase in agricultural production and a 
change in political administration and tribute demands. In practice, these changes cannot 
be measured because there is little detailed field evidence but a comparison of the canal 
courses with the distribution of archaeological sites enables the assessment of the extent 
of irrigated land in the Ink.a period. It is possible to identify capitals for each District, on 
the basis of a concentration of public buildings, the quality of construction and the 
presence of Ink.a material culture. 
Regal (1970: 72) noted the same canals but with slight differences in name. Tello (1942: 
17) did not understand the nature of prehistoric irrigation and thought that the canals were 
fed from both the Rimac and Chill6n. Tizon and Bueno (1918: 525) said that the Inkas 
used the irrigation system of the Rimac which had been constructed by the local · 
population, whilst the C6digo de Cerdan, a "General treatise on the waters which fertilize 
the valleys of Lima", published in 1793 stated that when Pizarro founded Lima in 1535, 
its canals were oflnka construction (Regal, 1945: 96). However Middendorf (1973, II: 
73) clarified that all fields were watered from the Rimac and that the canals were of 
ancient construction, although there had been changes during the Colonial period (V ar6n 
1997: 448-449). 
The spatial analysis of the lower Rimac establishes that the archaeological sites are 
arranged in groups associated with each irrigation canal. The late prehispanic population 
was therefore organised into six Districts, each related to a canal and its fields. Along each 
canal, there are minor nucleations of sites which seem to indicate the division into Sub-
districts. 
Rl. District of Ate 
The District of Ate 6 Lati is associated with the Lati canal whose intake is at Santa 
Clara, 23 km. from the sea (Rostworowski 1978: 56). Its course is shown on several old 
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Figure 39. District of Ate 
maps. It was associated with the following sites: Mayorazgo, Puruchuca, Melgarejo, 
Rinconada, La Molina, Camacho and Monterrico (Gunther 1983: Maps 19, 20 and 22). 
Settlement analysis suggests that there were two concentrations of structures along the 
canal which probably correspond to two Sub-districts which have been called Puruchuco 
and Los lnkas. They are not distinguished in the historical record (Figure 39). 
RIA. Sub-district of Puruchuco 
The sites, which surround cerro Huaquerones, form the Sub-district of 
Puruchuco. This group of sites comprises: its capital, Puruchuco, with its walled 
compound, kanchas and a shrine on the summit of cerro Huaquerones, which may have 
been an lnka temple where there are no surviving friezes or other wall decoration but a 
summit platform and a hole believed to be for a large upright stone, similar to 
Samaiyanca; a smaller Inka site, Puruchuca, with kanchas on top of a local village 
occupation; another Inka hilltop shrine; four lnka cemeteries on top of LIP pyramids; two 
local religious and administrative centres with stepped pyramids; and two local villages. 
On the summit of the cerro Colorado Sur, adjacent to cerro Huaquerones, there must have 
been another shrine, all evidence of which has been destroyed by the construction of a 
small catholic shrine, which itself attracts pilgrims during Easter week (Tables 30 and 
31). 
Table 30. Inka structures in the Sub-district of Puruchuco 
CPu-1 Puruchuco 8 ha Inka walled compound; administrative centre with 3 
kanchas with trapezoidal doorways and niches; and a 
shrine on top of cerro Huaquerones comprising stepped 
latform with ta ia walls 
CPu-2 Huaquerones 15 ha 
CPu-3 Santa Felicia A 0.5 ha 
CPu-4 Santa Felicia B 0.5 ha 
CPu-5 Santa Felicia C 0.5 ha 
CPu-6 Huaca Granados I 0.5 ha 
CPu-7 Huaca Granados II 0.5 ha 
CPu-8 Puruchuca 3 ha Inka settlement on top of local occupation; 2 groups of 
buildings (kanchas?), made oftapia and large adobe 
lastered and ainted red; Cemete 
CPu-9 Ceres 0.33 ha Local villa e, architecture of ta ia 
CPu-10 Tra iche 0.16 ha Local villa e, architecture of ta ia 
CPu-11 Huaca Melgarejo 1 ha Religious centre and local administrative centre. Stepped 
amid 
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Table 31. Distribution of Inka buildings in the Sub-district of Puruchuco 
CPu-1 Puruchuco x ? x ? x x x 
CPu-2 H uerones x x x 
CPu-3 S. Felicia A x 
CPu-4 S. Felicia B x 
CPu-5 S. Felicia C ? x 
CPu-6 Granados I x x 
CPu-7 Granados II x x 
CPu-8 Puruchuca ? ? ? X? x x 
CPu-9 x 
CPu-10 x 
CPu-11 Mel are·o x x ? 
RIB. Sub-district Los lnkas 
Beyond cerro Huaquerones, the Ate canal runs to southwestwards towards Surco. 
This Sub-district comprises five sites distributed on either side of the canal, surrounding 
cerro Centinela. The capital must have been Los Inkas, which has a walled compound and 
some stepped pyramids but it has been severely destroyed by urbanisation and without 
prior archaeological investigation. There are also two villages with stepped tapia pyramids 
and a large Late Horizon cemetery. The most well-known site is the pottery making 
complex of La Rinconada (Guerrero 1996) (Tables 32 and 33). 
Table 32. lnka sites in the Sub-district Los Inkas 
Cl-1 Los Inkas 10 ha Tapia walled compound surrounding a group of stepped 
ramids 
CI-2 Cerro Huaca 1 ha 
CI-3 La Rinconada 3 ha 
CI-4 El Casca·a1 1.5 ha 
CI-5 Huaca Estanque S. 1 ha 
Tereza 6 Huaca 
Monterrico. 
Late Horizon cemetery on slopes of cerro La Huaca, 
ta ia walls 
Table 33. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Los lnkas 
Cl-1 Los Inkas x ? x ? 
CI-2 Cerro x ? ? x 
Huaca 
CI-3 La Pottery x 
Rinconada making 
site 
CI-4 El Casca·a1 x x x 
CI-5 H. Estanque x x ? 
S. Tereza 
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R2. District of Surco 
The District of Surco comprise a series of three sub-districts, El Pino, La Calera 
and Armatambo, along the.length of its principal canal, of which the latter was the most 
important and its capital (Figure 40). The prestige of Armatambo was gained not by its 
unfavorable location at the end of the canal but by its proximity to Pachacamac and by the 
power wielded by its famed idol, Sulcovilca, related to Pachacamac and whose sanctuary 
was on the summit of Morro Solar, a hill which dominates the southern side of the valley 
and which closes it between the desert mountains and the sea. The Surco canal is about 
17.5 km. long and its intake is in the Fundo Salinas in the Urbanizaci6n Santa Marta in 
Ate-Vitarte (Gunther 1983: Maps 19, 20, 22, 23 and 27). It is mentioned by several 
sources including Estete (1945: 63), (Cobo 1956 [1653] as well as contemporary 
researchers (Regal 1945: 108; Rostworowski 1978: 56-57). 
R2A. Sub-district El Pino 
The Sub-district El Pino is located near to the river on the lands of the ex-hacienda 
Inquisidor and the properties Puente and Quiroz. Its capital must have been Cerro El 
Pino, a complex on the top and slopes of the hill, comprising a walled compound 
surrounding the hill, a series of broad terraces and an Inka Sun Temple made of tapia with 
large, outward facing, trapezoidal windows or niches (Ravines 1985: 68). There are five 
local villages with various types of public buildings, including one with a cemetery, and 
two separate cemeteries (Tables 34 and 35). 
Table 34. Inka sites in the Sub-district El Pino 
CPe-1 Huaca La Encalada I ha Local village, tapia public buildings with walls upto 3 
m hi h, Inka local cemete 
CPe-2 Huaca Los Perales 3.5 ha Local village, 3 tapia stepped pyramids: Huaca Puente, 
Huaca uir6z and Huaca Perales 6 Huaca 13 
CPe-3 Huaca Grande 1 ha Local villa e, ta ia structures 
CPe-4 Huaca Senor de los 1 ha Local village, tapia structures 
Mila OS 
CPe-5 Huaca Inquisidor 1/2 ha 
CPe-6 Huaca Monterrico 2 ha 
CPe-7 Huaca Vas ues 1/10 ha Late Horizon cemete on ste 
CPe-8 Cerro El Pino 8 ha Inka sanctuary, on slopes and top of hill, large enclosed 
areas, terraces with tapia retention walls, plastered rooms 
with tra ezoidal windows/niches 1.35 m wide 
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Table 35. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of El Pino 
CPe-1 H La Encalada x x x 
CPe-2 H. Los Perales x x 
CPe-3 Huaca Grande x 
CPe-4 x 
CPe-5 x 
CPe-6 H.Monterrico x 
CPe-7 Huaca Vas ues x 
CPe-8 Cerro El Pino x x 
2. Sub-district of La Calera 
This located to the south of the point where the Surco canal divided into three 
branches, i.e. to the south of Av. Javier Prado Este. It comprises seven sites, all villages 
associated with pyramids of which six were built in the LIP and continued to be occupied 
and only one associated with an earlier mound, which had been reused as an Inka-local 
cemetery. Although they vary in size, all lie within the lower range and no capital can be 
identified (Tables 36 and 37). However it is distinguished as a separate Sub-district 
because it is spatially separated from other concentrations of settlement. 
Table 36. Inka sites in the Sub-district of La Calera 
CLC-1 Huaca San Borja 2ha Local village with stepped pyramid constructed of tapia and 
lar e rectan lar adobes 
CLC-2 Tupac Amaro A 1.5 Local village, Inka-local cemetery on earlier stepped pyramid 
ha 
CLC-3 Tupac Amaro B 1.5 Local village, stepped pyramid 
ha 
CLC-4 HuacaCovil I ha Local village, rectangular stepped pyramid, constructed of 
ta ia and lar e rectan laradobes 
CLC-5 El Estanque 2ha Local village , rectangular stepped pyramid, constructed of 
ta ia and lar e rectan laradobes 
CLC-6 HuacasdeLa 3 ha Local village, 3 stepped pyramid, constructed of tapia and 
Calera laroe rectan lar adobes 
CLC-7 Huaca Susana I ha Local village, rectangular stepped pyramid, constructed of 
ta ia and lar e rectan ular adobes 
CLC-8 Huaca La Merced I ha Local village, rectangular stepped pyramid, constructed of 
ta ia and lar e rectan lar adobes 
Table 37. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of La Calera 
x 
T.AmaruB x 
HuacaCovil x 
El Estan ue x 
HuacasdeLa x 
Calera 
CLC-7 Huaca Susana x x 
CLC-8 H.LaMerced x x 
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R2C. Sub-district of Armatambo 
This is located at the far end of the Surco canal and the southern end of the Rimac 
valley. It includes the large and impressive site of Armatambo as its District and Sub-
district capital. Armatambo comprises a walled compound, stepped pyramids, a Sun 
Temple on Huaca Cruz, and the house of the kuraka in one of the houses surrounding the 
plaza and a series of streets. The Sun temple is identified because it is located on a walled 
platform on rocky outcrop and its access is in the comers of the compound as at Punchao 
Kancha. There are 4 local villages and 3 local temples (Tables 38 and 39). 
Table 38. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Armatambo 
CA-1 Armatambo . 
CA-2 Cerro Manchado 
CA-3 Salto del Fraile 
CA-4 El Tunel 
CA-5 Huaca Te"adita 
CA-6 La Vinita 
CA-7 Huaca de Surco 
CA-8 Pam Iona 
600 ha Inka walled compound constructed of tapia and large adobes. 
15 ha 
2ha 
1 ha 
0.5 ha 
0.5 ha 
1 ha 
0.05 ha 
Plaza, large houses, streets, Sun Temple, local stepped 
pyramid, cemeteries Yellow and red painted walls, bas reliefs. 
Huacha ues. Main sanctu on hill above site 
Table 39. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Armatambo 
CA-1 Armatambo x x x x ? ? x x 
CA-2 C.Manchado x x 
CA-3 S. del Fraile x x 
CA-4 El Tunel x x 
CA-5 Huaca Te.adita x 
CA-6 La Vinita x 
CA-7 H. de Surco x 
CA-8 Pam Iona x 
R3. District of Guatca 
There are many problems in understanding this district, mainly because it lies 
within the centre of the modem and Colonial city of Lima. Therefore the ethnohistorical 
sources must be relied upon initially. The archaeological sites, which logically must have 
belonged to this district, lie outside of the city centre. 
The principal town of this district was called Guatca. In 1562 its principal kuraka was 
Don Diego Chumbi (Rostworowski 1978: 60-61). Its location could have been near to the 
intake of the Guatca canal, later known as the Acequia Grande of Santa Clara, or at the 
now destroyed site of Limatambo. However there is no archaeological evidence for the 
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former and only the excavations of Bandelier to assess the latter. Therefore it is not 
possible to state which was the district capital. 
The district comprised the lands watered by the Guatca canal (Figure 41), which had its 
intake in the old Hacienda La Viii.a, dividing into two branches near La Menacha (Gunther 
1983: Maps 1, 14, 22, 24 and 25), which run southwards towards the coast and the Santa 
Clara mill. The District comprises 3 Sub-districts, Cacaguasi, Limatambo and Santa Cruz. 
R3A. Sub-district of Cacaguasi 
The Sub-district of Cacaguasi was located in the centre of Lima (Rostworowski 
1992: 91), where the Guatca canal bifurcated, its eastern branch ran southwards towards 
A venida Grau and was associated with the Huaca Felicia Gomez in the grounds of the 
Hospital Obrero and another unnamed, now destroyed, pyramid near the intersection of 
Avenidas Andahuaylas and 28 de Julio. The Sub-district extended 2 km. further south to 
another huaca near the intersection of Petit Thouars and 28 de Julio, associated with the 
western branch of the canal. These are the only known prehistoric sites of this polity 
(Tables 40 and 41). 
Table 40. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Cacaguasi 
Table 41. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Cacaguasi 
CC-1 H. Felicia Gomez x x 
CC-2 Huaca 1 x x 
CC-3 Huaca2 x x 
R3B. Sub-district of Limatambo 
The Sub-district of Limatambo is located further south along the Guatca canal 
beginning near to the intersection of prolongaci6n Iquitos, A venida Mexico, Via Expresa 
and A venida Teodoro Cardenas, in the suburb of Lince. It extended for about 2 km. to the 
vicinity of A venida Javier Prado Oeste. In 1892, Bandelier recorded fourteen pyramids 
within a large walled compound on the Hacienda Limatambo of which only four now 
survive (Figure 9). Two lay within a much smaller compound. This must have been the 
capital of the Sub-district because of its elaborate late period architecture and exterior 
walls decorated with a stepped fret triangle motif. It is likely that one of these was a Sun 
Temple. The other sites were local temples and villages, although Huaca Santa Catalina, 
with a feline frieze, may have been another Inka temple (Tables 42 and 43). 
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Table 42. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Limatambo 
CL-1 Limatambo 24ha Tapia walled compound with two stepped pyramid of tapia 
and large adobes, one with triangular stepped fret. Capital of 
Sub-district, Sun Tern le 
CL-2 H. Santa 2 ha Inka temple and Inka-local cemetery on earlier stepped 
Catalina ramid, remodelled usin ta ia. Feline in bas relief 
CL-3 Huaca 1.5 ha Local village, tapia stepped pyramid and walls enclosing 
Balconcillo lar e areas 
CL-4 Matalechucita 0.1 ha Local villa e, local tern le, destro ed in 1951 
CL-5 La Universidad 0.2 ha Local villa e, local tern le, destro ed 1935-1950 
Table 43. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Limatambo 
CL-1 Limatambo x x x ? ? ? ? 
CL-2 HuacaSanta x x x 
Catalina 
CL-3 Huaca x x ? 
Balconcillo 
CL-4 Matalechucita x x 
CL-5 La x x 
Universidad 
R3C. Sub-district of Santa Cruz 
This Sub-district is located at the far southwest end of the Guatca canal, close to 
the sea. Its capital is understood to have been Huaca Santa Cruz in San Isidro because it 
has a trapezoidal double-jambed doorway, an important prestigious lnka trait, and that it 
was used as a cemetery for mitimaes. Seven sites are known from this area, three of 
which have a definite lnka occupation. The other4 now no longer exist (Tables 44 and 
45). 
Table 44. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Santa Cruz 
CSC-1 Huaca Santa Cruz 1 ha Inka-local temple and cemetery, stepped tapia pyramid 
(Huaca Santa Maria with modifications in large adobes, trapezoidal double 
de Santa Cruz) jambed doorway, offerings of children and Spondylus. 
Midden around base im lies ad'acent villa e 
CSC-2 Huallamarca 1 ha Inka-local temple and cemetery on early stepped pyramid, 
(Wallamarka 6 Pan walled spaces, storerooms and shrine. Offerings of 
deAzUcar) children, adults, Spondylus, textiles and textile making 
tools 
CSC-3 Huaca Pukllana 5 ha 
CSC-4 Huaca Santa Cruz 2 0.5 ha 
CSC-5 Huaca Clfnica 0.2 ha 
Del ado 
CSC-6 San IsidroB 0.5 ha Local tern le, ste ramid. 
CSC-7 Huaca Orrantia 2 0.5 ha Local temple, tapia stepped quadrangular pyramid. 
(San Felipe 6 Destroyed in 1945. 
Salave 
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Table 45. Elements of lnka sites in the Sub-district of Santa Cruz 
CSC-1 H Santa Cruz 
CSC-2 Huallamarca 
CSC-3 H. Pukllana 
CSC-4 H Santa Cruz 
2 
CSC-5 Huaca Clinica 
Del ado 
CSC-6 San Isidro B 
CSC-7 H Orrantia 2 
? x 
? x 
? x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
R4. District of Lima (Santa Maria de la Magdalena) 
x x 
x 
x 
As a result of the establishment of the village of Santa Maria de la Magdalena in 
the years before 1629 and its population comprising the indigenous inhabitants of 
Maranga, Guatca, Lima Amancaes and Guala (Rostworowski 1978: 77), the problem of 
understanding where were the prehistoric lands of this Districts have been confused in 
modern historical analysis. However it is necessary to look strictly at the architecture and 
archaeology of Magdalena del Mar to discern its prehistoric importance . 
. 
The Lima canal (Gunther 1983: Maps 22 and 24) was the first of four branches to be 
divided from the Monserrat canal which had its intake at the old Monserrat mill in the 
centre of Lima. It was also called the Santa Maria de la Magdalena canal. It separated from 
the main canal at the junction of Jirones Huancavelica and Ascope, flowing southwards to 
cross A venida Arica at approximately Calle Aguarico. It ran southwards along Calle 
Loreto and A venida del Rio to a group of now destroyed pyramids with Inka occupation 
at Desamparados and in the Parque Antonio Arrieta in Pueblo Libre, blocks 16 and 17 of 
A venida Brazil, then it continued to Magdalena del Mar (Figure 42). 
The density of artificial mounds and public buildings in the area of Magdalena del Mar, 
with similar characteristics to those found in Maranga and Limatambo, suggests that this 
was a very important administrative centre. The symbol of Inka power, the stepped fret 
rhomboid, was found by Bandelier (1892: Plate 41) on Huaca Magdalena No. 5, 
implying that it was probably a Sun Temple. Huaca Huantille or Magdalena was a fine 
construction and finely decorated and was where Squier (1973: 83-85 [1877]) found the 
Rfmac idol. This is clearly a prehistoric construction with other rectangular buildings and 
storerooms suggesting a government administrative function under local kurakas and 
priests. 
R4A. Sub-district of Magdalena 
This Sub-district was located at the end of the Lima canal about 1 km. from the 
coast in the district of Magdalena del Mar. It comprises a walled compound surrounding 
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Figure 42. District of Lima 
fifteen administrative and religious buildings and open spaces, including a Sun Temple. 
Further north, little evidence has survived but there is evidence of three villages and local 
temple structures (Tables 46 and 47). 
Table 46. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Magdalena 
CMg-1 Walled 75ha Walled compound surrounding 15 stepped pyramids constructed 
compound of tapia and rectangular adobes, walls plastered and painted 
white, tern le of sun, lar e o n rooms and s aces, storerooms 
CMg-2 Desamparado ? Local village and local temple, tapia stepped pyramids. 
s Destro ed in 1960 
CMg-3 Pueblo Libre 0.5 ha Local village and local temple, tapia stepped pyramids. 
Destro ed in 1960 
CMg-4 Los Patricios 0.5 ha Local village and local temple, group of tapia stepped 
pyramids, one of which has an Inka-local cemetery. Destroyed 
in 1952 
Table 47. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Magdalena 
x x x x ? x x 
x x 
x x 
Los Patricios x x x 
RS. District of Maranga 
The District of Maranga is located to the west of that of Lima. It has two canals, 
Maranga 1and2, which branch from the Monserrat canal (Gunther 1983: Maps 22 and 
24). They pass through the colonial haciendas, Chacra Rios, Cueva, Pando, Molino, 
Chacra Alta, Aguilar Navanuel and Las Huacas (Rostworowski 1978: 88-90). It 
separated from the main canal at the intersection of A venida Huancavelica and Jiron 
Ascope and was divided into two branches; the northern runs more or less along A venida 
Mariscal Benavides as far as its intersection with Avenida Elmer Faucett, where it turns 
southwestwards towards La Perla. The southern branch runs southwards along A veriida 
Tingo Marfa to about 100 m before Mateo Salado, where it turns sharply to the west, 
crossing between Pando and Maranga, where at each location there is a reservoir. The 
Huacas of Mateo Salado are called also Azcona and an Hacienda Azcona appears on a 
1904 map (Gunther 1983: Map 14) in the same location. Its course then runs 
southwestward towards the coast near San Miguel. The District capital was Maranga, a 
site continually occupied since Early Intermediate times and containing many Inka 
elements. There are two Sub-districts belonging to this District, Maranga itself and Mateo 
Salado (Figure 43). 
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RSA. Sub-district of Maranga 
This Sub-district is located about 2 km. from the ocean on lands between the two 
Maranga canals. Its capital is Maranga itself which comprises a walled compound 
surrounding a group of local administrative and religious buildings and Inka structures as 
well. The so-called Palace of the Inka must have been the residence of the kuraka, Huaca 
La Palma was modified to become a Sun Temple with the addition of the bas relief, step · 
fret rhomboid on its walls (Middendorf 1943: 85 and Canziani 1987: 15). An U-shaped 
ushnu, a curved wall in clay laid up in such a way as to resemble Cusco stone walls, a 
trapezoidal and double jambed gateway. To the east of the compound there is a series of 
early pyramids with Inka-local cemeteries on top of them (Tables 48 and 49). 
Table 48. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Maranga 
CMa-1 Maranga 
CMa-2 Pyramid 1 (Huaca 
San Marcos 
CMa-3 Pyramid 2 
CMa-4 ramid 3 
CMa-5 ramid4 
CMa-6 
CMa-7 
CMa-8 Huaca Palomino 
CMa-9 Huaca Huerta Santa 
Rosa 
38-48 ha Tapia walled compound comprising modified local and 
8 ha 
6ha 
4ha 
1.5 ha 
0.1 ha 
0.25 ha 
0.25 ha 
0.1 ha 
Inka buildings; sun temple with stepped fret design, 
ushnu, palace, curved wall, trapezoidal and double-jambed 
monumental atewa 
Late Horizon cemetery on earlier pyramid 
Late Horizon cemetery only one of several earlier 
ramids 
Late Horizon cemetery on tapia stepped pyramid 
Table 49. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Maranga 
x 
x x x 
x x x 
CMa-4 ? x x x 
CMa-5 x x x 
CMa-6 HuacaPando x x x 
CMa-7 Co us II x x x 
CMa-8 H. Palomino x x x 
CMa-9 H. Huerta Santa x x x 
Rosa 
RSB. Sub-district of Mateo Salado 
This Sub-district is located to the south of that of Maranga on the southern 
branch of the canal. Its capital must have been the walled compound with five tapia 
stepped pyramids of Inka-local provenance at Mateo Salado. Several structures were 
painted yellow. There has been no systematic archaeological investigation, although it 
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Plate 14 
Large arybalo from Huaca Tres Palos 
must have contained the seat of the local kuraka. There is an Ink.a Temple on platform A 
of the largest pyramid, Huaca Tres Palos, which is constructed of tapia and large walled 
spaces filled with rubbish. It has been identified as a temple by an analysis of the 
arrangement of columns and an altar on its summit which Ziolkowski and Sadowski 
(1992: 36-44, figures 5-9) believed to be an astronomical observatory. Cardenas 
(personal communication) collected Ink.a ceramics from this area. Elsewhere on the 
summit platform Bin a niched room she uncovered a 1 m. tall aryballus (Plate 14). A 
tapia walled road linked Mateo Salado and Tres Palos. There are also six local villages, 
each around a platform containing a local cemeteries (Tables 50 and 51). 
Table 50. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Mateo Salado 
Walled compound with 5 stepped pyramids, constructed 
with ta ia and lar e adobes, lastered and ainted walls 
CMS-2 Huaca Tres Palos 0.5 ha Inka temple on tapia stepped pyramids. Walls painted 
with vertical yellow and white stripes. 2 entrances N 
and NW. Inka ceramics 
CMS-3 Montfculo 62 and 63 0.5 ha Late Horizon village below a cemetery on two tapia 
structures 
CMS-4 Huaca Corpus I 0.25 ha Late Horizon village below a cemetery on a tapia 
structure 
CMS-5 HuacaLaLuz 0.25 ha Late Horizon village below an Inka-local cemetery on a 
(Huaca Arco Iris) tapia structure; tapia structures on 2 platforms, with 
access ramp to E, gates slightly trapezoidal, narrow 
blind assa es 
CMS-6 Pante6n Chino 0.33 ha Late Horizon village below a cemetery on a tapia 
H. Rio Tambo Ste ed amid 
CMS-7 Casa Rosada 0.5 ha Late Horizon village below a cemetery on a tapia 
ste ed ramid 
CMS-8 Huaca 0.5 ha Late Horizon village below a cemetery on a tapia 
Huantinamarca Ste ed amid 
Table 51. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Mateo Salado 
CMS-1 Mateo Salado x ? x x ? x x 
CMS-2 3 Palos x x 
CMS-3 Montfculos 62 x x x 
and63 
CMS-4 HuacaCo us I x x x 
CMS-5 HuacaLaLuz x x x 
CMS-6 Pante6n Chino x x x 
CMS-7 Casa Rosada x x x 
CMS-8 Huantinamarca x x x 
R6. District of La Legua (Guala) 
Rostworowski (1978: 92) hypothesised that Guala was a moiety of the District of 
Maranga, perhaps located along the canal which is now called La Legua, which irrigated 
the estancias betWeen Chacra Rosas and Aguilar (Rostworowski 1978: 89-90). This, the 
fourth branch of the Maranga canal, is associated with an extensive site, Paredones. 
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It is possible to argue that La Legua was independent and not simply the other moiety of 
Maranga. If the logic of the relationship between canals and settlements indicates political 
units, then Paredones site is the capital of a District. It is an extensive (1.5 ha.) residential 
site on fundo Chacra Puente, located between A venida Republica Argentina near to its 
crossing of the railway line, a distance of 3 km. It was destroyed in 1953 without any 
archaeological investigations. Only one Sub-district can be identified, Guala (Tables 52 
and 53). 
R6A. Sub-district de Guala 
This is located to the north of the Guala canal and its capital was Paredones 
(Figure 44). 
Table 52. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Guala 
Table 53. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Guala 
~ 
B. Sociopolitical organization and the canal system in the middle Rimac. 
R7. District of Mama (Picoy) and the south bank of Rimac 
This district located in the middle valley at the south bank of the river and 
comprises four Sub-districts, Surco, Mama, Chaclacayo and Huaycan de Pariache 
(Figure 45). 
R7 A. Sub-district of Surco 
This subdistrict was located in the east, in the quebrada of the same name, where 
the ayllus of Picoy, Quellay, Lurin, Chupe, Huaylas and Sicachaqui were based in LIP 
(Espinosa Soriano 1984: 168). It comprised the areas of Suquiakancha and Cocachacra, 
famous for coca production (Tables 54 and 55). 
Table 54. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Surco 
Table 
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R7B. Sub-district of Mama 
The Sub-district of Mama is centred at the confluence of the Santa Eulalia and 
Rfmac. It must have extended both up and downstream, indicated by the extent of the 
canal systems. Only one site has been recorded. It included a local sanctuary 
(Manafiamca) which has so far not been specifically located, the sanctuary of 
Chaupifiamca on a rocky promontory above the confluence, Inka state storerooms, a large 
local village and extensive terrace systems on both sides of the valley. A kallanka-plaza is 
located below the Chaupiiiamca sanctuary (Tables 56 and 57). 
Table 56. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Mama 
Local and Inka sanctuaries, local village and cemetery, pirca 
kancha, state storerooms, and a ·cultural terracin 
Table 57. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Mama 
R7C. Sub-district of Chaclacayo 
This Sub-district comprised large areas under cultivation, including special 
enclaves. Some were the mountain villages of Tupicocha, San Damian and Santiago de 
Tuna had farming enclaves (Espinoza Soriano 1984: 12). Chaclacayo is actually a large 
site close to Chosica and is little mentioned in the prehispanic period (Tables 58 and 59). 
Table 58. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Chaclacayo 
R7D. The Sub-district of Huaycan de Pariache 
This Sub-district is extends for about 8 km. along the southern bank of the middle 
Rfmac, upstream of Ate. The valley floor width averages about 1 km., irrigated by a main 
canal. Six late period village sites have been identified, all with tapia structures, including 
a large site, Huaycan de Pariache with a definite Inka occupation (Bueno personal 
communication 1996) and several public buildings on top of platforms (Tables 46 and 
47). 
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Table 60. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Huaycan de Pariache 
, ~" " 
CHP-1 Huaycande 25 ha Inka settlement added to local village, tapia structures, 
Pariache domestic terracina. 
CHP-2 Gloria lOha Local villa e, ta ia structures 
CHP-3 San Juan 3 ha 
CHP-4 Km25 3 ha 
CHP-5 Km27 3 ha 
CHP-6 Encalada 5 ha 
Table 61. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Huaycan de Pariache 
x x 
San Juan 
Km25 x 
Km27 ? x 
Encalada x x 
C. Sociopolitical Organization and the District of Chaclla (Chacalla) on 
the North bank of Rimac 
The relationship between sociopolitical organization, sites and canals can be 
extended in an analysis of the narrower north bank of the Rimac and the Santa Eulalia. 
Only seven Sub-districts can be identified: Pueblo Viejo de Bellavista, Nafia, Carapongo, 
Cajamarquilla, Huachipa, Lurigancho and Aznapuquio; which contain both LIP and Late 
Horizon sites. Each Sub-district is associated with a short irrigation canal from the Rimac 
which waters a relatively small area. On a 1907 map depicts main canals called Nafia, 
Carapongo, Nieverfa, Huachipa, Lurigancho and Aznapuquio, as well as others called: 
Huampanf, Nieverfa and Mogollon (Gunther 1983: Map 22). The Nieverfa and Huachipa 
canals water the Cajamarquilla alluvial fan at different levels. The narrow irrigable area 
continues as far as cerro San Cristobal, beyond which the valley opens extensively to the 
north over the plains and swampy areas around the airport. Many LIP and Inka sites have 
been recorded in this area; the analytical problem for this area is the delimitation of the 
frontier between the Chil16n polities and those in Rimac. 
RS. District of Chaclla 
There has been little archaeological work in the upper Santa Eulalia to describe the 
site of Chaclla itself, although Tello (1923) did some work. Nevertheless seven Sub-
districts can be identified as belonging to the polity (Figure 46). 
RSA. Sub-district de Pueblo Viejo de Bellavista 
The site of Pueblo Viejo de Bellavista is located on the west bank of the Santa 
Eulalia river, to the north of the quebrada Lucuma, on the lower slopes of Cerro 
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Figure 46. District of Chaclla: Sub-districts of Bellavista, Nafia and Carapongo 
Pichocoto, about 1900 m.s.n.m. It is about 12 km north of San Pedro de Mama (Figure 
46). It was probably a tambo and Sub-district capital in which several Inka style buildings 
had been added to a pre-existing local settlement. These include a kallanka-plaza, 2 storey 
storerooms and residential units. There is also a stepped, truncated pyramid with three 
levels made of pirka (Cardenas 1975: 5). It is located above the other Inka buildings with 
good views and is thought to be an ushnu. The site is covered with undiagnostic domestic 
ware and some early Colonial sherds. (Tables 62 and 63). 
Table 62. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Pueblo Viejo de Bellavista 
lnka settlement added to local village, stone structures in 
mod mortar, domestic terracin . 
Table 63. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Pueblo Viejo de 
RSB. Sub-district of Nana 
The Sub-district ofNaiia is located in the middle valley between Mama and 
Carapongo. It comprises only one site, Naiia, about 3 km. from the river itself adjacent to 
a canal (Figure 46). Urbanization has destroyed much of it and prevented field 
reconnaissance. Naiia was reported as an extensive LIP ruin with some Inka buildings 
and ceramics (Strong, Willey and Corbett 1943; Stumer 1954: 143 and 147). Among its 
stone and tapia buildings, several kanchas and a circular tower; these may have included a 
local kuraka residence, whilst the tower may have been an Inka temple. There is a late 
period cemetery (Tables 64 and 65). 
Table 64. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Naiia 
LIP and Inka administrative centre, kanchas and a circular 
tower 
RSC. Sub-district of Carapongo (Caraponga) 
This Sub-district is found downstream of Naiia, defined by the course of its own 
short canal (Figure 46). Only one late site can be identified, Carapongo itself, which was 
built in the LIP but for which both Strong, Willey and Corbett (1943) and Stumer (1954: 
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147) describe Late Horizon structures and Inka ceramics. There is no special architecture 
(Tables 66 and 67). 
RSD. Sub-district of Cajamarquilla 
This Sub-district is located 17 km. from Lima, downstream of Carapongo (Figure 
47a). It is watered by the 12 km. long, Nieveria canal which has its intake near cerro 
Acocotay and which irrigated as far as the Chill6n valley (Regal 1945: 94-95). Remains 
of an aqueduct and reservoir have been recorded near to Cajamarquilla (Villar Cordova 
1935: 343). 
Its capital was the very extensive site of Cajamarquilla, with both adobe and tapia 
architecture and a long and complex occupation of early (EIP) pyramids which were 
remodelled in LIP. Strong, Willey and Corbett (1943) reported evidence of an Inka 
occupation in the site. Silva ( 1992: 50 y 67) h~ identified both LIP and Late Horizon 
occupation on Huacas Trujillo 1 and 2 nearby and on cerro Matabuey overlooking the 
site. This comprises both local and Inka provincial pottery found in a domestic contexts. 
The absence of any recorded significant Inka architecture or even architectural feature 
makes full analysis of this district difficult (Tables 68 and 69). 
Table 68. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Cajamarquilla 
Table 69. Elements of lnka sites in the Sub-district of Cajamarquilla 
RSE. Sub-district of Huachipa 
Huachipa is located adjacent to Cajamarquilla in the same quebrada but is watered 
by another canal, the Huachipa which has its intake only 1 km. downstream from that of 
Cajamarquilla (Figure 47b). The proximity of these two canals, irrigating different parts 
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of the same quebrada, present problems in the determination of the political independence 
at the local level of these as separate Sub-districts. It is possible that they represent hanan 
and hurin, i.e. separate moieties of the same Sub-district. Architecturally there are clear 
indications of Ink.a occupation in the form of a walled compound at Huachipa and kanchas 
at Pedreros, whilst there are no apparent Ink.a additions to the architecture of 
Cajamarquilla. The distance between Huachipa and Cajamarquilla is only 2-3 km., the 
same as between Huachipa and Pedreros. The division into two Sub-districts is primarily 
on the basis of the canals. The capital is probably Huachipa but both sites have significant 
Inka and local buildings and each have a cemetery (Tables 70 and 71). 
Table 70. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Huachipa 
CHu-1 Huachipa 4 ha 
CHu-2 Pedreros 2 ha 
Tapia and stone walled compound, Inka-local occupation, Inka-
local. cemete on the earlier Nieverfa ramid 
Two local villages with an Inka-local. cemetery; 2 large tapia 
kanchas, lastered and ainted in ochre and oran e. 
Table 71. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Huachipa 
RSF. Sub-district of Lurigancho 
This Sub-district includes five.sites located between Cerro Lurigancho and the 
north bank of the Rimac (Figure 47c). It is downstream from the Sub-district of 
Cajamarquilla and comprises lands irrigated by the Lurigancho canal in the Huayrana 
quebrada. The walled compound at Mangomarca is the probable capital because it 
encloses four tapia pyramids, of various periods but with a substantial late period 
occupation on and around them, including cemeteries (Strong, Willey and Corbett 1943; 
Stumer 1954: 147; Ravines 1985: 42). The main pyramid is stepped, connected to the 
others by a platform. Within 500 m. are two other sites with tapia kanchas, Campoy and 
Fortaleza de Campoy, similar in construction and plan to Puruchuco, either of these could 
have been the seat of a local kuraka. The Fortaleza of Campoy on the slopes of Cerro El 
Chivo is not a defensive site. The huaca of this Sub-district may have been on top of cerro 
El Chivo which dominates all three sites. Two other late period occupations have been 
recorded, several kilometres west of Mangomarca: Huaca Canto Chico, a group of tapia 
structures associated with much domestic rubbish; and El Sauce group of tapia and adobe 
walls and a cemetery (Ravines 1985: 30, 32) (Tables 72 and 73). 
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Table 72. lnka sites in the Sub-district of Lurigancho 
CLu-1 Campoy 1 ha Tapia kancha, similar but smaller to that of the kancha 
Fortaleza de Cam o . 
CLu-2 Fortaleza de 1.5 ha Tapia kancha, walls up to 3.5 m de altura, similar to 
Cam o Puruchuco. 
CLu-3 Zona arqueol6gica 3 ha Walled compound with 4 pyramids, main one is · 
de Mangomarca Mangomarca, of tapia and stepped with an "S" shaped ramp. 
Built over rocky hill, large retention walls and a large 
circumvallation wall. 
CLu-4 Huaca Canto Chico 1 ha Rectangular kanchas with much domestic rubbish (ceramics 
and maize food remains , some ublic structures 
CLu-5 El Sauce 25 ha Local village constructed of tapia and rectangular adobes, 
cemete with individual and collective tombs 
Table 73. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Lurigancho 
Man omarca 
CLu-4 H Canto Chico x x 
CLu-5 El Sauce x x 
RSG. Sub-district of Aznapuquio 
This is located on the coastal plain to the north of the river, opposite the District of 
Maranga (Figure 48). This extensive area is watered by the canal Piedra Lisa with its 
intake at the foot of cerro San Cristobal. Closer to the coast are two series of springs, 
Bocanegra and Aznapuquio, which provided additional irrigation water. 
Thirteen late period archaeological sites have been recorded, including one walled 
compound, two sites with kanchas similar to Puruchuco, five villages on platforms and 
pyramids, two separate cemeteries and three walled hills with tapia and adobe structures 
on top. Two main groups of sites have been identified, northern and southern. The capital 
was probably in the northern group at the walled compound of Aznapuquio with its large 
tapia walls laid up to simulate the Ink.a stone wall construction as well as some tapia 
mounds and an Inka pottery making workshop (Ludefi.a 1975: 44-45). It was located 
adjacent to springs which were modified to feed reservoirs and irrigation canals. Cerro 
Muleria and Cerro Segundo A within the same group are characterised by tapia kanchas 
which may have been a kuraka's residence. To the east there is a walled hilltop, huaca-
type complex at Huaca Aliaga. Four villages were also associated with this northern 
complex. In contrast, the southern group does not have major tapia complexes, 
comprising only a single village and two walled hills (Tables 74 and 75). 
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Table 74. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Aznapuquio 
CAz-1 Aznapuquio 
CAz-2 LaHuaca 
CAz-3 Covida 
CAz-4 Huaca Santa 
Rosa 
CAz-5 Huaca Aliaga 
CAz-6 Huaca Chavarria 
CAz-7 Cerro Mulerfa 
CAz-8 Cerro Segundo A 
CAz-9 Cerro Se undo B 
CAz-10 Taboada 
CAz-11 Huaca Casa 
Blanca 
CAz-12 Conjunto Palao 
A 
CAz-13 Cerro La Milla 
uitacalz6n 
3 ha 
0.1 ha 
0.5 ha 
0.2 ha 
0.2 ha 
0.2 ha 
0.33 ha 
Possible walled compound, large tapia walls imitating 
cuzco-Inka stone construction. Includes several stepped 
pyramids, area of Inka ceramic production, spring fed 
reservoir and canal irri ation s stem 
Local village, tapia structures associated with cerros 
Se undo & Mulerfa 
Local village, pyramid with adobe and tapia walls 
Tapia structures on platforms, on top of a rocky hill Cerro 
Arrastre ba·o, erimeter walls u to 1.10 m hi h; Huaca 
Tapia kancha - trapezoidal plan: 74 x 54 x 45 x 45m; on N 
slo es Cerro Muleria 
0.2 ha Tapia kancha - trapezoidal plan: on lower slopes of cerro 
Se ndo, similar to kancha on Cerro Muleria 
0.33 ha Inka-local cemete 
1.5 ha Local village with 4 truncated tapia pyramids surrounding a 
central o n s ace 
125 sq m · Local village with small tapia pyramid 
1 ha Walled hill with terraces and 2 tapia walls, one at foot of 
hill other hi her. Structures on to , cemete 
0.33 ha Late Horizon walled hill, tapia and adobe structures on top. 
Table 75. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Aznapuquio 
x x 
Covida x 
Santa Rosa x 
CAz-5 HuacaAlia a x 
CAz-6 H. Chavarria x x 
CAz-7 Cerro Mulerfa x 
CAz-8 Cerro2° A x 
CAz-9 Cerro 2° B x 
CAz-10 Taboada x x 
CAz-11 H. Casa Blanca x x 
CAz-12 Con.unto Palao x x x 
CAz-13 La Milla x x 
D. Sociopolitical organization and the canal system in the Rimac. 
The determination of the patterns of social and political organization through the 
study of settlement patterns using the distribution of irrigation canals as a local framework 
is possible only for the lower Rimac valley. The use of space depended to a great extent 
on the control and administration of canal irrigation water. 
There is a simple spatial relationship between the canal course, lands irrigated and 
settlements. Each canal, whether large or small, has one or two settlements associated 
with it whose population would have been responsible for the construction and 
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maintenance of the system through time and which would have practised rituals to 
guarantee water supply. Thus the people were not only intimately tied to their land but 
also their water through a complex web of labour obligations, settlement and religious 
ties. According to Farrington (1974: 83), the importance of investigations along these 
lines have been recognised by many authorities but there are few specific studies with the 
result that the relationships between settlements and many aspects of society remain 
unknown or follow simple lines of logic such as that of the hydraulic society hypothesis. 
Commenting on the settlement pattern study of Vim by Willey, Farrington implied that 
Willey achieved his spatial relationships without consideration of the irrigation network. 
Through a combination of documentary and field evidence, Netherly (1984: 227) was 
able to reconstruct the socio-political organisation of late prehispanic Chimu in the 
Lambayeque valley and the Chimu-Inka polities of the north coast. The understanding of 
the organisation of water distribution and canal irrigation enabled the formulation of an 
hypothesis concerning the use of settlement patterns for the reconstruction of ancient 
territorial units. Netherly noted that the obligations for maintenance of a canal system was 
divided between all communities which benefitted from that canal. Therefore it is possible 
to consider that the distribution of settlements and irrigation canals of a particular period 
reflect the community/political structure of the time. 
Dillehay ( 1982) in his researches in the middle Chill6n used documentary evidence and 
the distribution of ceramics and observed a clear correspondence between lands and ethnic 
groups who inhabited/worked them; hence territorial boundaries could be defined. 
Given the extent of archaeological and documentary information for the lower Rfmac it is 
possible to reconstruct its sociopolitical territorial organization. The problem for the 
Rfmac is the abiltity to integrate the various sources of evidence and for the 3 sub-regions 
including the upper and middle valleys. In the mountains I have used published 
information and tried to integrate it with a comprehensive picture of the socio-political 
structure of the whole valley. 
Part III: SOCIOPOLITICAL ORGANIZATION AND THE IRRIGATION 
NETWORK IN THE CHILLON VALLEY 
The Inkas organized Chill6n valley into three ethnohistorical guarangas: Collique, 
Guancayo Alto and Canta in the lower, middle and upper valley respectively (Silva 1996: 
407). Each controlled and managed local water resources. A local level organization 
revealed by the description and analysis of the sites and their groupings into districts and 
sub-districts is very similar to that described for both Lurin and Rfmac. The question of 
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the upvalley boundary of the province and access to coca resources in the middle valley is 
again a persistent theme. 
Cl. District of Collique in the lower Chill6n 
This district extended on both banks of the river, comprised seven sub-districts. 
CIA. Sub-district of Chuquitanta 
This Sub-district lies on the southern side of the river and extends for about 7 km. 
from the ocean as far as the Panamerican Highway (Figure 49a). Its southern boundary is 
with the Sub-district of Aznapuquio. Its area extent is about 21km 2 • Its capital was 
almost certainly Oquendo, with its walled compound enclosing several important Inka 
buildings and a shrine. The main Inka coastal road crossed the river at Puente Inka where 
there were important elements of Inka infrastructure, including the bridge and adjacent 
village as well as a series of storerooms on Monte Culebra. There were also four local-
Inka villages and cemeteries (Tables 76 and 77). 
Table 76. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Chuquitanta 
PCh-1 Pro 3 ha Inka-local village and cemetery. Adobe structures associated with 
Chancay style. Includes huaca La Ladronera, a tapia pyramid, 
associated with Chancay ceramics ; and Santa Luisa I associated 
with Chimu-Inka ceramics. 
PCh-2 Puente Inka 2ha Inka-local village and cemetery, tapia architecture. One of main 
brid es across Chill6n river in rehis anic times. 
PCh-3 Chuquitanta 2 ha Inka-local village and cemetery, tapia architecture. Epimural 
roads, storerooms 
PCh-4 Monte 1 ha Tapia structures, storerooms and Late Horizon cemetery on small 
Culebras hill, Monte Culebra. S side of river near to Puente Inka 
PCh-5 Oquendo 1250 ha Inka walled compound, irregular plan, tapia walls 4 m high and 
5-7 m wide. Encloses many early sites as well as later buildings. 
Sanctuary on hill top but no structural evidence surviving. 
Associated with main coastal road. Tapia walls simulate cusco 
stone architecture. 
PCh-6 M uez 5 ha Inka-local villa e and cemete , ta ia architecture. 
Table 77. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Chuquitanta 
PCh-1 Pro x x x x 
PCh-2 Puente Inka x x 
PCh-3 Chu uitanta ? x x 
PCh-4 Monte ? x 
Culebras 
PCh-5 x ? x x x 
PCh-6 x x 
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ClB. Sub-district of Collique 
This is located upstream of Chuquitanta on the south side of the river, extending 
14 km. from the Panamerican Highway to Punchauca, therefore into the narrow part of 
the valley. Its irrigable area is about 42 km 2 (Figure 49b). Its extent and sites are 
confirmed by ethnohistorical sources (Rostworowski 1989: 170-171). Its capital was 
Collique itself, with its walled compounds, surrounding the important huaca and included 
a kallanka-plaza and storerooms amongst its buildings. It was the hub of the road system 
on the southern side of the valley. Other settlements include Huacoy, El Progreso, 
Comas, Chacra Alta and Haras Chil16n (Tables 78 and 79). 
Table 78. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Collique 
PCo-1 Collique 20ha Inka walled compound, including an Inka-local village and 
cemetery, on slopes and top of cerro "Fortaleza de Collique". 5 
encircling stone walls and gateways, kallanka with sunken plaza, 
circular storerooms. Sanctuary of Conc6n on summit. Tapia 
walled road leads to coast, stone walled road u valle . 
PCo-2 Huacoy 6 San 3 ha Early pyramid with intrusive late period burials and offerings, the 
Humberto old tern le of Colli ue Ludefia 1970, 1973, 1975: 57-58 . 
PCo-3 El Progreso 3 ha Inka local village, tapia walls and roads (Ludefia 1975); also 
[km. 22] 6 described by Horkheimer as group of tapia walls as walled 
Pared ones com ound, atewa alon side road. 
PCo-4 Comas 3 ha Inka-local village and cemetery, tapia architecture, cemeteries on 
small earlier pyramids. Ancient coastal road with thick side walls 
asses b the site 
PCo-5 ChacraAlta 1 ha Inka-local cemete 
PCo-6 Baras Chi116n 1 ha LIP cemetery 
6 Hua uerfa. 
Table 79. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Collique 
PCo-4 Comas 
PCo-5 ChacraAlta 
PCo-6 Baras Chill6n 
ClC. Sub-district of Chocas 
This Sub-district is upstream of Collique on the southern bank of the river, 
extending for 12 km. from Punchauca to Buena Vista (Figure 50a). The valley floor is 
narrow, varying between 0.5 and 1 km.; the irrigable area is only about 10 km 2 • There 
two late period settlement concentrations: Chocas and Buena Vista, which may 
sociopolitical subdicvisions. There are three separate settlements around Chocas, located 
about 600 and 250 m. apart from south to north. Each comprises a village made of stone 
and tapia, although the northernmost does not have an associated cemetery which is 
physically separated from the others by a stone wall (Perez and Arce 1989). 
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Buena Vista is located on the slopes of Cerro Puente de Trapiche. It is a complex of 
adobe, rectangular buildings, plastered and painted in various colours and decorated with 
a line of triangular stepped fret niches on an exterior wall. One of the walls appears to 
have been covered with a "cut-stone" facade (Silva 1996). This would suggest an Inka 
temple, perhaps dedicated to the sun. No other structures have been recorded here 
because the site has been covered with a landslide (Tables 80 and 81). 
Table 80. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Chocas 
PCho-1 ChocasA 1 ha Inka-local village and cemetery, tapia and stone architecture; 
2 sectors, a lutinated rooms and atios on terraces 
PCho-2 ChocasB 1 ha Inka-local village and cemetery, tapia and stone architecture; 
au lutinated rooms and atios 
PCho-3 Chocas C 1.5 Inka-local village and cemetery, tapia and stone architecture; 
a lutinated rooms and atios, corrals 
PCho-4 Buena Vista 5 ha Inka Sun Tern le. 
ClD. Sub-district of Puente Piedra 
This Sub-district is located on the north side of the river between the coast and the 
Inka road (Panamerican Highway) (Figure 50b). It is a mountainous zone (80 km 2 ) with 
several prominent peaks. There is very little irrigated land, the main canal is a continuation 
of the Carabayllo canal, smaller canals are led off the river. The swampy Gallinazo area 
has springs which also provide irrigation water. It has been separated because both 
coastal highways pass through its territory because it has a fairly large LIP site, Puente 
Piedra and because it was the location of the large Inka administrative and residential site 
of Tambo Inga. It is possible that this area formed the lower moiety of the Carabayllo 
Sub-district. In addition there are three Inka local cemeteries (Tables 82 and 83). 
Table 82. lnka sites in the Sub-district of Puente Piedra 
25 ha Tapia Inka walled compound and kanchas on hill in valley; 
trapezoidal niches and doorways; plastered and painted in 
yellow and red; Cemetery nearby in the rinconada of 
Gallinazo, a swam zone 
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Table 83. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Puente Piedra 
PPP-1 Puente Piedra x x 
PPP-2 Tamboln a x x x x 
PPP-3 HuacaSanta x 
Rosa 
ClE. Sub-district of Carabayllo 
The Sub-district of Carabayllo is also located on the north bank about 10 km. 
from the sea between the Panamerican Highway and cerro Huarangal. It comprises about 
28 km 2 of canal irrigated land (Figure 50c). It also includes the lomas of cerro San 
Diego. There is no large site and therefore no capital can be identified; only three Inka-
local villages and cemeteries have been recorded. The town of Carabayllo was founded as 
a Toledo reducci6n in the 1570s and settled by the indigenous population from Collique, 
Huancayo, Maca and Guarauni. Therefore it is possible that the capital is at the same 
location, however all vestiges of the prehistoric setlement have disappeared. Lothrop and 
Mahler (1957: 3) identified lea and Chancay ceramics at Zapallal, a site adjacent to the 
sand dunes if the northwest and the road. There is a relatively small area focussed on the 
main settlement of Zapallal, possibly a tapia and adobe kancha arranged around 
courtyards around the base of cerro Campana (Tables 84 and 85). 
Table 84. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Carabayllo 
2ha 
Caii6n 0.5 ha 
Zapallan (Zapallar 1200 ha 
or Zapalla Inka) 
ceramics. 
Table 85. Elements of lnka sites in the Sub-district of Carabayllo 
ClF. Sub-district of An con 
Anc6n is located around tbe Bay of Anc6n. It included not only the coastal strip 
but also the lomas to the north (Figure 51 ). Its total area was probably about 48 km 2 • 
Although there was no agriculture on the coast, it is probable that some took place at the 
base of the lomas slopes, similar to Caringas. Anc6n was a late period fishing village of 
which no trace can now be found, only a cemetery has been identified within a general 
area of tombs dating from various periods from Preceramic onwards (Wiener 1994; 
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Figure 51. District of Collique: Sub-district of Anc6n 
Ravines and Stothert 1978; Kaulicke 1983). Much of the late material is Chancay but 
there are a few Chimu-Inka pots. A triple walled hill called Las Papas lies to the southeast 
and must be related to this Sub-district. There was also a possible sanctuary on cerro La 
Cruz, near to the coast. It is very destroyed but encircling walls can be seen, although 
nothing can be distinguished on the summit. Its name might also suggest its religious 
importance; further to its west are two beaches, called Playa La Ofrenda (the offering) and 
Playa Huaquilla (small shrine) and an offshore island called Isla La Huaca (the shrine). 
The pattern is not too different from Pachacamac in Lurin and its offshore island and Piti 
Piti and Isla San Lorenzo in Rimac and might indicate an important shrine (Tables 86 and 
87). 
Table 86. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Anc6n 
Cerro Pa as ? ha 
Cerro La Cruz ? 
Table 87. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Anc6n 
PAn-1 Anc6n 
PAn-2 Cerro Papas 
PAn-3 Cerro La 
Cruz 
x x 
x ? 
ClG. Sub-district of Huarangal 
This Sub-district lies upvalley from Carabayllo and comprises a 12 km long, 0.5 
km. wide strip of valley bottom land on the north side of the river (Figure 52). Only one 
late period site has been identified Huarangal, a town built of tapia and stone, which has 
been largely destroyed. It must have been its capital (Table 88 and 89). 
Table 88. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Huarangal 
C2. District of Y angas in the middle Chill6n valley 
This zone has been surveyed by several researchers, including Dillehay ( 197 6) 
and Silva (1996). Five groups of sites can be identified which might indicate sub-
districts. The District capital must have been the ruined settlement of Huancayo Alto. 
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C2A. Sub-district of Trapiche 
This is located in the lower part of the Quilca quebrada, extending for about 6 km. 
along the valley between 600 and 800 m.a.s.l. (Figure 52). Only one site has been 
recorded, a 400 ha late period town at Trapiche itself. It has structures built of tapia on 
stone foundations; the walls are decorated with niches. Chancay pottery dominates 
surface collections (Tables 90 and 91). 
Table 90. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Trapiche 
Inka-local town built of tapia on stone footings, doorways and 
niches. Chanca ceramics. Inka-local cemete 
C2B. Sub-district of Huarabi 
This Subdistrict is located between 800 and 1200 m.a.s.l. It has about about 1500 
ha of irrigated valley floor (Figure 52). Its capital was at Huarabf, an extensive site 
complex comprising a walled hill with pirka structures on top, a tapia built settlement 
(Plate 15) with a semicircular plaza and a stepped stone, local temple in its centre. There 
are also three Inka-local villages, two local temples and two cemeteries (Tables 92 and 
93). 
Table 92. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Huarabi 
PHf-1 Huarabf 800 ha Walled hill with structures on top; inke-local settleemnt built of 
tapia, terraced and stepped local stone temple in centre of semicircular 
laza. Pirca terraces; Inka-local cemete 
PHf-2 Macas 400 ha Inka-local village and cemetery, tapia architecture, tombs, houses; 
Chanca ceramics. 
PHf-3 Minitas 5 ha Inka-local village, adobe architecture, local temple with stone 
surrounded b terraces. Inka-local ceramics. 
Table 93. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Huarabi 
PHf-1 Huarabf X x x x 
PHf-2 Macas ? x x 
PHf-3 Minitas x x 
C2C. Sub-district of Pueblo Viejo de Magdalena 
This is also located on the north bank of the river, probably extending for about 5 
km. long. It is opposite Huancayo Alto (Figure 53). Only one site has been recorded, an 
Inka tambo, comprising a modified kallanka, a probable plaza facing it, which have been 
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Figure 53. District of Collique: Sub-district of Pueblo Viejo de Magdalena 
inserted into a late period. tapia and stone village; there are also stone funerary structures 
(Ludefia 1975: 65; Patterson 1983; Cardenas 1986-87). The site is presently under 
cultivation (Tables 94 and 95). 
Tabla 94. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Pueblo Viejo de Magdalena 
Inka-local village and cemetery (with stone tombs); modified 
kallanka built of ta ia on stone footin s, ossible laza; 
Table 95. Elements of lnka sites in the Sub-district of Pueblo Viejo de 
Magdalena 
C2D. Sub-district of Zapan 
This Sub-district extended for about 10 km. between 700 and 900 m.a.s.l. It 
contains about 1000 ha. of irrigable land (Figure 54). Three Inka-local towns and two 
cemeteries have been recorded (Tables 96 and 97). 
Table 96. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Zapan 
PZn-1 Homillos 300 ha Inka-local town and cemetery, stone and tapia 
architecture; ceramics Inka-Colli ue. 
PZn-2 Zapan 300 ha Inka-local town and cemetery Poblado; ceramics Inka-
(Zadan 6 Sa an local and Chanca . 
PZn-3 Huanchipuquio 20 ha Inka-local village and cemetery, tapia structures in 
line alon rehis anic wall, walls, canals and terraces 
Table 97. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Zapan 
C2E. Sub-district of Huancayo Alto 
This is located on the southern bank of the river, stretching about 8 km. It lies 
opposite Pueblo Viejo de Magdalena. It is the coca growing zone of the Chill6n valley. It 
comprises a small town with Inka-local affiliations and a village as well as an Inka 
building at Checta with 2 great tapia walls, each about 30 m. long, in the southern wall 
there are two double staircases, like DRPS, and in the eastern a third. These probably had 
the function of elaborate routeways to a higher level, similar in some respects to the RPS 
features described by Heffernan (1996). Silva (1996: fig 188) indicated that these were 
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Figure 54. District of Collique: Sub-district of Zapan 
part of an Ink.a compound. The settlement of Quivi is located at the confluence of a small 
tributary and the Chil16n (Tables 98 and 99). 
Tabla 98. Inka sites in the Sub-district of Huancayo Alto 
PZn-1 Huancayo Alto 300ha Inka-local village. Two concentrations of tapia architecture 
(6 Yangas) surrounded by stone structures; platforms on adjacent slopes 
with constructions on top. Dillehay identified a separate 
Inka sector to W. 
PZn-2 Checta 300 ha? Inka compound, with 3 double staircases within thick tapia 
walls. 
PZn-3 Santa Rosa de 20ha Inka-local villages. 
Table 99. Elements of Inka sites in the Sub-district of Huancayo Alto 
PZn-2 x x 
PZn-3 Santa Rosa de uives x x 
During the Inka period five other villages, Panizo, Y aso, Huanchuy, Apan and Picullo, 
each with flights of terraces, were established in the middle valley between 4 and 12 km. 
north of Santa Rosa de Quives (Rostworowski 1988: 47). Each has a surface scatter of 
Late Horizon ceramics. 
PART IV: THE POLITICAL STRUCTURE OF THE INK.A PROVINCE OF 
PACHACAMAC 
The Ischma nation during the LIP comprised a single stratified state, with both 
political and religious powers, extending throughout the lower and middle valleys of both 
the Lurfn and Rfmac, and it strongly influenced the independent Sefiorfo of Collique in 
Chil16n. Its political power was based on the prestige and authority of the its god, Ischma 
or Pachacamac. It was divided into a series of Districts, which each had a capital, 
governed by a lord. The territory and population of each was subdivided into Sub-
districts, ruled over by kurakas or lesser lords and who were connected with the local 
capital by a series of labour and social bonds. Each Sub-district had its own sacred origin 
place (pacarina), around which the people were organised into a hierarchy of lineages, the 
nearest to the ancestral origin were the kuraka and the priestly clans, then came the noble 
lineages and those of the secondary priests who administered the public buildings and 
temples. At the bottom were the local communities organized on grounds of occupational 
specialization, such as farmers, fishermen and artisans. 
In the Late Horizon, this local political structure was maintained. However the Ink.a 
utilised the supreme power of the Sanctuary to establish a provincial capital at Pachacamac 
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and transform the major centres of the Districts into lesser Ink.a administrative centres. 
Nevertheless this was not a simple take-over of political power because they also changed 
the spatial extent of Ischma to lessen its political power. Firstly, they sought an alliance 
with the Y auyos in their struggle against Ischma and as a reward gave them the middle 
valley coca fields of Rfmac and Lurfn. This action reduced the local power of Pachacamac 
and the Ischmas because their lords no longer had access to coca. Secondly, the Sefiorfo 
of Collique was bellicose towards the Inkas and fought them in both the upper and lower 
valley; the Ink.a solution was to make an alliance with the Cantas. They gave them access 
to coca fields and requested them to attack Collique. The resultant Ink.a victory, the killing 
of all the Collique men and their replacement by mitimaes and the inclusion of the lower 
and middle valley of Chill6n into the new province further served to curb the power of the 
conquered hierarchy of this coastal province and reduce the possibilty for an uprising 
(Rostworowski 1989) 
The analysis of the spatial distribution as well as the quantity, quality and type of Inka 
buildings and their planning within the settlements and settlement patterns of LIP Ischma 
serves to define the local political organization of the province and of each individual 
valley. The overall size of a settlement and its probable function allows the construction of 
a basic settlement hierarchy, not only at the local level but also valley and province levels. 
For an understanding of the local level organization and the political hierarchy of the 
province through settlement pattern analysis, it is necessary to evaluate the ethnohistorical 
terms used in the documents concerning Inka provincial organization, such as Sefiorfo, 
Pachaca, Guaranga, Curacazgo and Provincia. At the most basic local level on the 
Peruvian coast it is the system of canal irrigation and the ownership, and maintenance of 
the canals which serves to define the basic political unit the Sub-district and even the next · 
level the District. Essentially this research focussed on the area watered by individual 
canals to define a District, whilst the settlement pattern analysis suggested, by the 
concentrations and range of settlements, that there are one or several Sub-districts could 
be identified for each canal. In the case of Rfmac, six districts were identified, divided 
into several sub-districts. However, in the case of the lower Lurin, irrigable land is much 
less extensive and each canal may have been the responsibility of a single Sub-district 
under the dominance of a single, powerful settlement, namely Pachacamac. The lower 
Chill6n is a combination of these two cases. It might be argued that the archaeological 
District is the equivalent to the ethnohistoric sefiorfo and the Sub-district to the curacazgo. 
The Inka settlement patterns of the province controlled both the population and resources 
of the lower and middle valleys of the three rivers, from its provincial capital at 
Pachacamac. It was characterised by 2 main forms of settlement: the Kallanka-Plaza and 
the Walled Compound. Both were inserted into many pre-existing local settlements as 
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political symbols from which they exercised immediate control over the administration of 
the local people, the resources of the area and the production of manufactured goods. In 
order to further their goals the Inkas validated their power and prestige through the 
knowledge and management of ceremonies and rituals and in some cases backed this up 
by force of war. In Pachacamac the Inka controlled the power of the huaca by 
constructing the Punchao Kancha and forging an alliance between the own god, the Sun, 
and Pachacamac. The architectural additions to the city confirmed this with the Punchao 
Kancha being the largest temple in the sacred centre. 
The analysis shows that the province contains four hierarchical levels of settlement. The 
first is represented by Pachacamac, which includes the greater quantity and quality of Inka 
buildings in all of the province as well as reutilising local architecture. It contains Inka 
kanchas, sanctuaries, including a Sun Temple, palaces, an ushnu and a great plaza, as 
well as important pre-existing shrines and pyramids with ramps, which continued to 
function. These are surrounded by three concentric perimeter walls with monumental 
gateways which define an extensive sacred area with temples, suburbs, workshops and 
storerooms. In addition this unique site has buildings made with polished stone, the 
greatest quantity of double jambed doorways and the only triple jambed doorway in the 
province. This level was represented only by the provincial capital. 
The second level is indicated by walled compounds which repeat some of the 
characteristics of Pachacamac but are not so large, as well made or as elaborate, nor do 
they contain all of the elements found at Pachacamac. Hence these are subordinate to it 
and are the capitals of the Districts, including Armatambo, Limatambo, Maranga, 
Magdalena, Collique and Oquendo. In the middle valleys this level is represented by those 
sites which have had kallankas and plaza added to them. 
The third level is characterised by local settlements which have been modified by the 
addition of some elements of Inka plan, including such buildings and open spaces as 
kallankas, plazas, sanctuaries and kanchas. Local buildings may have been modified or 
reutilised during Inka hegemony; these do not contain elements of Inka architecture but 
are characterised by locally made Inka ceramics. This category represents a lower level of 
Inka presence in the province and seems to represent the District centres or Sub-districts. 
Such settlements contained the majority of the local population and included such districts 
as: Manchay, Cieneguilla and Huaycan in Lunn, Santa Cruz in Rimac and Tambo Inga in 
Chill6n. 
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There is also a fourth level which is characterised by those settlements which have few, if 
any, Inka architectural or material elements within them but which continued to be 
occupied into the Late Horizon. 
Table 100. Distribution and Hierarchies of sites in Lorin Valley 
1 6 8 
3 4 7 
20 21 
2 2 
2 11 13 
2 4 6 
3 2 8 13 
1 3 11 55 70 
Table 101. Distribution and Hierarchies of sites in Rimac V ;illey 
Ate 1 9 6 16 
Surco 1 4 19 24 
Guatca 1 4 10 15 
Lima 1 3 4 
Maran a 2 15 17 
Guala ? 1 
Mama 1 1 7 9 
Chaclla 4 11 11 26 
Total: 11 44 57 112 
Table 102. Distribution and Hierarchies of sites in Chill6n Valley 
Table 103. Distribution and Hierarchies of sites in the province 
The political structure in the Inka province of Pachacamac comprised 12 Districts divided 
in 41 Sub-district. There were nine coastal Districts, of which seven had walled 
compounds, including one in Lurfn, four in Rimac and two in Chill6n. There were three 
District in middle valleys, two of which had kallankas. 
Only one site in the province is a first order settlement, the provincial capital, 
Pachacamac, within a walled compound; and it also served as a District and Sub-district 
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capital. The number of second order sites indicates the numer of District capitals. The 
base of the hierarchy has large numbers third and fourth order settlements. 
The analysis using the revised Thiessen Polygon analysis for the lower and middle 
valleys. Two results are worthy of mention: at the District and Sub-district levels. 
At the District level (Figure 55), there are seventeen second level settlements which can be 
reduced to six important locations because there are several second-tier sites close together 
in some locations. These six produce a pattern in each valley which shows theoretical 
District territory. In Lurfn, there are two major centres, Pachacamac and the Sisicaya 
group which produce a boundary in the area of Manchay-Huatcan, more or less where it 
would have been predicted from the ethnohistorical records. In Rfmac the concentration of 
three sites (Maranga, Limatamabo and Armatambo) in the lower valley produces a 
reduction in territorial area and that these cross the river. They bear some relation to the 
canals on the important southern side, butr this is not very clear. The middle valley 
territory focussed on Mama and the border with the lower valley centres between 
Cajamarquilla and carapongo; more or less the Inka boundary. In Chill6n only two 
locations are of significance at this level: Collique and Huancayo Alto which might be 
equal in political status, but this is probably not the case. 
In the third level settlements, some of which have also been reduced to single centres 
because of the close proximity between sites of equal status, the territories derived from 
Thiessen Polygon analysis suggests a distribution of territories which is similar to that 
predicted from the canals analysis and the development of canal based political territorial 
units (Figure 56). In terms of size there is slight variation. There is also an interesting 
result with two sites, Huaycan de Pariache and Collique, whose territories may have been 
in two valleys: the first in Lurfn and Rfmac, the second in Rfmac and Chill6n (Figure 57). 
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CHAPTER 5 
FUNERARY PATTERNS IN THE PROVINCE OF PACHACAMAC 
Introduction 
This chapter will present an analysis of funerary patterns in order to enable a 
clearer archaeological picture of the nature of the society; in the Inka province of 
Pachacamac on the central coast of Peru. This will augment the view gained from 
settlement pattern analysis. The categories of sites defined in the settlement pattern 
analysis will be compared in this chapter with the results of this funerary analysis. 
The funerary patterns are identified using tomb architecture, the number, disposition and 
orientation of the skeletons, their age and sex, and the quantity, quality and location of 
grave goods and the period to which the tomb and the goods belong. Analysis focuses on 
the evaluation of the social status of the individual buried as well as the cultural context of 
its burial, including the rites and ceremonies undertaken before burial, at burial and 
subsequently. The most important principle used in this analysis is that the offerings 
accompanyng the dead are very diagnostic in the interpretation of socio-political status, 
occupation, as well as the rituals surrounding the disposal of the dead. 
The typical late period burial is as follows: the body is seated, wrapped with cloth, into a 
bundle; associated with offerings which occur in several locations: within the wrapping, 
outside of it but adjacent to the bundle; and communal offerings for all bundles in a tomb; 
and the tomb architecture. Offerings may suggest occupation of the individual but also 
contain ritual and religious symbols. This study focuses on 66 funerary contexts from 
Huaca Santa Cruz and the re-analysis of over 500 from other sites throughout the 
province.It is important to describe the nature of Inka burials in Cusco in order to be able 
to compare the local late period burials with those from the imperial capital itself. 
Burial patterns in Inka Cosco 
The burial patterns of Inka Cusco have been analysed on the basis of 373 funerary 
contexts excavated in and around the imperial capital (Eaton 1916; Llanos 1936; Inojosa 
and Llanos 1940; Pardo 1957; Valencia 1970; Claros and Mormontoy 1982; Bauer 1992) 
and on the study of the ethnohistorical sources (Guaman Poma (1980 [1615]; Polo de 
Ondegardo 1917 (1571]; Betanzos 1987 [1551]; Cieza de Leon (1986 [1554]; Garcilazo 
1943 [1609]; Pizarro 1978 (1571]; Sancho de la Hoz 1917 [1532-1533]; Acosta 1977 
[1590]; Sarmiento de Gamboa 1943 [1572]; Estete 1917 [1549]) (Table 104). 
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Table 104. Inka Burials from Cuzco 
1 Pardo 1959 
13+ Franco Ino'osa and Llanos 1940 
2 Valencia 1970 
30+ Rex Gonzales 1992: 119 
1 Be·ar 1976 
1 Pardo 1970 
7 Zanabria 1998 
155 Claros and Mormonto 1982 
Machu Picchu 164 Eaton 1926 Guillen 1990 
Ollanta ambo 5 Llanos 1936 
Tarahuasi 1 El Comercio, 25-11-1996 
Chinchero 20 Alcina et al 1976 
MawkaL ta 1 Bauer 1992 
Although most funerary customs and rituals of Cusco are shared with other parts of the 
andean world, there are some characteristics which distinguish them from the rest. The 
typical burial in Inka Cusco is invariably found in a cemetery associated with a sacred 
area, such as in artificial terraces within an archaeological site, e.g. at Suchuna in 
Saqsahuaman, or walled-up caves and shelters on hillsides and cliff faces throughout the 
region, e.g. at Machu Picchu, Pisaq and Yucay. At Saqsawaman and Mawka Llaqta 
graves have been found inside buildings or patios within the sacred area of sites. 
Squier (1973: 490-491 [1877]) collected many objets from inaccessible cave tombs in 
Ollantaytambo, which had been sealed with a sto11~ wall, plastered and painted after the 
body or bodies, had been placed. Similar tombs have also been reported at Pisaq with 
dried-up bodies (Squier 1973: 531 [1877]), at Machu Picchu (Eaton 1916 [Guillen 1990]) 
and near to Yucay (Table 105). 
Table 105. Tomb location in the Cuzco region 
Korikancha 2 7 9 
Cusco cit 3 2 5 
Sa sawaman 2 6 2 10 
Ollanta tambo 9 2 several 11+ 
5 1 162 168 
1 ? 1+ 
Pisa several several 
Yuca 1+ several 1+ 
Chinchero 20 20 
Total 23+ 18 162+ 22 225+ 
The number of inhumations in the sacred area is always less than the tombs in the 
surroundings in each of the sites observed. 
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The individual is always seated with its legs flexed to the torso and palms close to the 
face; the orientation is variable, according to the location of the cemetery. There is 
virtually no evidence of either the wrappings of the body or the clothing because of poor 
organic preservation. Therefore the only parts of the offerings to have survived are 
inorganic, notably ceramics, stone and metal objects. 
There appears to be a standardised set of grave goods, comprising at least one pot and 
some personal adornments per grave, of which only the quantity and quality of objects 
indicates the probable social status of the individual but which prevents the identification 
of occupation. Other artefacts include: woollen clothing; metal tupus, pectorals, and 
tumis; wooden keros; textile making tools; and sundry other personal effects, such metal 
tweezers and mirrors, 
However there is much variation in the contents of the published graves from the Cuzco 
area. Julien's analysis (1990: ms) of previously excavated Cuzco grave lots, including 
thirteen tombs excavated by the Valcarcel team in Saqsawaman and a comparison with 
five excavated by Llanos at Ollantaytambo, two published by Eaton (1990 [1916]) from 
Machu Picchu and the one from calle Huaynapata in Cuzco (Pardo 1959) reveals that 
sixteen of them had between two and fifteen pots and only one (tomb T in Saqsawaman) 
had one vessel. However even in this limited set, three graves had no pots at all. In the 
Ollantaytambo graves the average number of pots per tomb is twelve, yet for the total of 
146 bodies reported by Eaton (1916) from Machu Picchu there is only one pot reported 
for every 3 graves. In other words, at the latter site 132 {90%) of the bodies have no pots 
accompanying them, 8 have only 1pot,3 have between 2 and 15, and only one grave(# 
37) has more than 15. This analysis indicated a possible hierarchy which may suggest a 
social hierarchy. It is possible that this is also reflected in the location of the tomb relative 
to a sacred part of a site or to a huaca within an extensive, complex site; the richest tombs 
located near to the sacred centre and the lesser ones further away. For example, at Machu 
Picchu, where the 3 important tombs are in prominent locations separate from the urban 
area but either in a position close to it (#37) or surrounded by lesser tombs (#52); a 
separate set of elaborate tombs is also found in the southwestern terraces of Intihuatana 
hill but these have been extensively looted to enable comment on their contents. At 
Ollantaytambo the five tombs were found within the important sacred area of the site, 
known as the "fortaleza" (Llanos 1936) (Table 106). 
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Table 106: Distribution and quantity of offerings from 20 tombs in Cuzco 
TS-A 4 4 1 - 1 - - - - -
TS-B 3 1 - - - - - - - -
TS-C 9 2 - - - - - - - -
TS-D 6 1 - - - - - - - -
TS-E 5 2 - - - - - - - -
TS-F 9 1 - - - - - - 1 -
TS-G 14 
- - - 1 - 4 - - -
TS-H 7 - - - - - - - - -
TS-I 5 - - - 2 - - - - spindle whorl 
TS-J 
-
2 1 
- 1 1 1 - - -
TS-K 1 3 1 1 - 3 1 - - 2 wooden needles 
TS-T 1 - - - 1 - - - - -
TS-U 15 3 1 - 2 1 1 1 7 Pectoral 
EV-Tl 3 - - - 1 - 2 - - -
EV-TI 1 6 1 1 - - 1 - - conner mirror and bell 
TRG 
- - - - - -
- -
-
Pectoral 
FCV - - - - - - - - - -
Toaokachi 2 
- - - - - - - - -
Huavnaoata 8 19 - 3 8 5 5 1 2 Pectoral 
Rumipunku +1 2 - - - - - +1 - -
Pumacchupan T2 1 - - - - - - - - -
Pumacchuoan T3 1 - - - - - - - - -
Key: TS-A= Saqsawaman Tomb A; EV-Tl= Valencia's excavation, Tomb 1; TRG =Tomb of Rex 
Gonzales; FCV =Multiple Tomb of Valcarcel; C =Ceramic; Tu= tupus; Pi= metal tweezers; Ag= 
metal needles; Cu = metal knives; Hu = bone artefacts; Ma = wooden artefacts; Mo = shell artefacts; Te = 
Textiles; Li = stone artefacts. 
The Ink.a grave goods therefore have a common symbolism. If there are tools present, 
these are usually a tumi knife, needle or sling; therefore these do not specifically indicate 
the occupation of the individual. However the presence of foreign object, together with 
such tools might suggest a mitimaes craftsman, aqlla or someone with access to exotic 
goods. For example, foreign pottery has been reported from three sacred locations within 
Cusco: Korikancha (Zanabria 1998), Pumacchupan (Llanos 1936) and Saqsawaman 
(Julien 1990); and from Machu Picchu (Eaton 1990: 66 [1916]). These must be 
considered as belonging to tombs of mitimaes or other transported people. At Machu 
Picchu , for example, these contain the highest number of pots for the whole site and 
therefore may represent aqlla or yanacona (Table 107). Moreover, a looted, bottle-
shaped, plastered tomb beneath the Temple of the Three Windows (Eaton 1990 [1916]; 
Guillen 1990: iii), adjacent to the most sacred centre of the site, is also of coastal type. 
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Table 107. Tombs with exotic artefacts at Cusco Sanctuaries (possible 
mitimaes) 
Chimu otte Zanabria I998 
Cave lOI Machu Picchu Bottle Chimu-Inka Eaton I926: Pl XIV-I 860 
Cave52 Machu Picchu Jar Chimu-Inka Eaton I926: Pl XID-4 943 
Cave 37 Machu Picchu Plate Chanca -Inka Eaton I926: Pl XII-I 10I6 
Cave 37 Machu Picchu Plate Chanca -Inka Eaton I926: Pl XII-5 837 
Cave 37 Machu Picchu Plate Chanca -Inka Eaton I926: Pl XII-6 846 
Cave 37 Machu Picchu Plate Chanca -Inka Eaton I926: Pl XI-3 808 
T-I Jar Chincha-Inka Llanos I 936: 109-114 
T Kero Tiwanaku Julien I990 
This list is incomplete because there are numerous looted tombs found in natural hollows 
on steep hillsides and cliffs in the lower Cuzco valley and Vilcanota valley between 
Quiquijana and Ollantaytambo, in which have been found other types of pottery 
contemporary with Cuzco-Inka. However these have rarely been investigated 
scientifically. 
It has been argued that some of the tombs at Machu Picchu contain goods which identify 
the buried female as an aqlla whose main task was textile making, for example, females in 
Caves 56 and 77 (Eaton 1916 [1990]). Similarly, analysis of tomb Kat Saqsawaman 
(lnojosa and Llanos 1940) and tombs D and E at Ollantaytambo (Llanos 1936) would 
suggest textile making aqllas too. Indeed Eaton (1990: 66 [1916]) and Bingham (1912: 
397-301) refer to the high number of females at Machu Picchu as indicative that the site 
was an aqllawasi. However revision of the material by Guillen (1990: iii) suggested 
errors in their analyses in which sex had been determined using mainly crania not pelves. 
The Machu Picchu tombs could then be viewed as representing 2 types of disposal of the 
dead: rare human sacrifices buried within the sacred area; and the workers, aqllas and 
mitimaes in sealed caves, most of whom had died from natural causes 
Overall such burial customs suggests a cultural convention in Cusco by which some 
members of society proceeded to the afterlife with the same type of goods as Inkas, only 
the quality and quantity of the objects socially differentiate the population. A proportion of 
the population, presumably of lower rank, had no pots accompanying them. 
A second pattern can also be identified, comprising a standardised set of grave goods, 
characterised by pairs of vessels including aryballos, plates, pedestal cups and metal 
artefacts, which appear to belong to the class of voluntary sacrifices. There are some 
burials with a similar range of grave goods, such as at Saqsawaman, for which no 
apparent cause of death nor a description of the position of the cadaver are known. Other 
examples of this pattern are the six looted burials, reported by Llanos (1936), each 
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associated with the niches of a structure called the mausoleum, and the tomb of a young 
woman in a cave under the Serpent Rock in the sacred area of Macchu Picchu (Eaton 
1916 [1990]). 
Ethnohistorical sources 
Guaman Poma (1936: 186 [1609]) recorded that Tupac Ink.a Yupanqui ordered 
that the dead be buried in roofed constructions called •pucullo' accompanied by vessels, 
food, drink and clothing, but not inside houses. Polo de Ondegardo (1916: 8 [1571]) 
commented on the variety of offerings to the dead, including after burial. The important 
lords had priests, who continued offering sacrifices. Garcilaso (1976, lib. ill, cap. 20 
[1609]) described Inka funerals, in which the bundles were placed in the front of the a 
temple and received offerings and sacrifices. Cieza de Leon (1988: 161-163, cap. LXII, 
LXffil [1553] descrided different forms of funerals in Tawantinsuyu. For example, in 
Kollao east facing pirka towers were used for disposal with sacrifices, burned offerings 
and animal blood painting. Near Cusco the dead were buried seated on a tiana (duho) with 
clothing and jewellry. In Xauxa, they were buried in llama skins with a face on the 
outside and deposited into the houses. Each year the important ones were carried on a 
litter throughout their lands. They were offered sacrificed animals, and even children and 
women. In Chincha, Cieza noted that the dead were extended on cane beds. Overall he 
commented that the funeral had people crying, singing and listening to orations about the 
dead person. 
Rituals 
A classification of the different ritual events indicated by burials, is proposed with 
the object of organizing the information to give meaning to each event. This is derived 
from different funeral practices in Cuzco. On the other hand, it is also necessary to 
understand Ink.a sacrifices connected with the royal funerals and those made to honour the 
Sun and other gods. 
The funerary patterns of Cuzco incorporated local and foreign customs and these were 
diffused throughout Tawantinsuyu. Without taking into account the funerals and rituals 
dedicated to the kings themselves, these might be regarded as common throughout the 
empire. In the provinces, Inka presence is generally identifiable by the Inka forms and 
decoration on pottery, which may be from Cuzco itself, but generally is a local copy. 
There have been several studies of late period cemeteries in various Ink.a provinces, such 
as central Chile (Mostny 1947; Stehberg 1975; 1977; 1995; Duran and Coros 1991; 
Gonzales et al. 1993), the Altiplano (Ryden 1947; Ponce Sangines 1958; 1972; 
Parssinen 1993; Huidobro 1993; Sagarnaga 1993), the North Coast (Conrad 1980; 
Pozorski 1980; Heyerdahl et al 1995; Uceda and Morales 1996) and Ecuador (Alcina 
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Franch 1978; Idrovo 1979). Whilst it is not important to fully elaborate these, it is useful 
to compare individual burials or patterns from provincial contexts to assist in the 
evaluation of the central coast burials. 
A special case of archaeological evidence for funerary rituals 
Archaeological evidence of the rituals surrounding the burial of the Inka, a kuraka 
or orej6n are scarce. It may be found within a tomb and include the remains of a litter 
upon which the high status deceased was carried and even a model of the procession, in 
wood or pottery. The latter have occasionally been found in tombs but for the province of 
Pachacamac they are only known in museum collections. Another type of model, which 
has also been found, is that of the burial ceremony itself but again for this province, 
archaeological provenance context is lacking. 
The use of funerary procession and burial models is important. Two silver models, 
mounted on a wooden board, of a procession from Chancay confirm the high status of a 
child carried in a litter because it accompanies the seated mummy of an adult (Table 108). 
Table 108. Funerary transportation scene in silver 
McEwan, C. and van de Guchte 
Exhibed at Museo de Oro de Lima 
They comprise a seated mummy carried on a litter by four men, the body of a child 
(sacrificed or about to be) on a litter carried by two men; in the procession there are at 
least six other important men, including one carrying a tumi (the sacrificer), one with a 
spade (grave digger) and another a baton of office (successor or heir); and a group of 
people carrying offerings in baskets and boxes, and animals, such as llamas, deer and 
monkeys. In tombs 6 and 7 at Huaca de la Luna (Moc he) there are four wooden models 
of the procession and two of the burial scene itself within the walled confines of a temple 
in which several people participated, the mummy surrounded by offerings boxes, two 
groups of musicians, a group serving and drinking, two groups of well-dressed 
individuals standing watching the proceedings, a central official. (Uceda and Morales 
1996). In the excavation, Uceda and Morales found several wooden mummies, people 
and offerings in the fill behind the model. This pattern seems to represent the burial 
platform of Chan Chan. 
For this province, Uhle (1903: plate 13, fig. 18) has illustrated a wooden figure with 
spondylus inlays, 12 cm. high, identical to those from Huaca de la Luna, which seems to 
have been an offerings carrier. This was found in cemetery VI at Pachacamac which will 
be identified as one for mitimaes. Although this cemetery does not contain high status 
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objects, such as woollen ponchos, gold, silver or spondylus, this figure could represent: 
either the burial of a Chimu mitimaes leader or that it had been made by the person with 
whom it had been buried. These models are similar to the burial rituals of Inka sovereigns 
in which the mummy was not buried but continued to participate in life after death. 
The litter was used for the transportation of high status individuals, although remains 
have not been reported from the province; however they are found in museums without 
provenance. Looters have reported kirmas, or cots, associated with high status child 
burials in the province but again there is no precise stratigraphical information. At Huaca 
Santa Cruz, Armatambo and Maranga cane litters have been found in context which may 
confirm the burial of children of the nobility. 
Spatial distribution of late period cemeteries in the Province of 
Pachacamac 
Over 100 cemeteries are known throughout the Inka province of Pachacamac. 
Only one, Huaca Santa Cruz, has been extensively excavated and its burials analysed; 
others, such as Maranga, Pachacamac and Huaca Santa Catalina excavated by others, 
have also been analysed further for this thesis; a large group of sites, mainly researched 
and published by others, have been re-examined to provide comparative information. 
However different qualities of data from these depending on the era of the excavation 
(Table 109). 
Table 109. Excavated Late Horizon cemeteries 
Huaca Santa Cruz LowerRimac 65 Cornejo 1986-1989 
Huaca Inquisidor LowerRimac 34 Garcia 1982 
Aviyay Middle Lurin 20 Cornejo 1994 
Pachacamac LowerLurfn ? Uhle 1903 
Isla San Lorenzo LowerRfmac ? Uhle 1907 
Maranga LowerRimac 321 Jij6n y Caamano 1949 
Armatambo LowerRimac 30? Bandelier 1892 
Huaca Santa Catalina LowerRimac ? Ghersi 1971-1979 
Anc6n Lower Chill6n ? Reiss/Stilbel 1880-1887 
Huaca Granados A LowerRimac 212 Mendoza 1983 
Puruchuco LowerRimac 1 Jimenez Bo ·a Tabfo 1969 
They may be divided into two groups. The first comprises Huaca Santa Cruz, Huaca 
Inquisidor and Aviyay, which have the best data and allow a more complete analysis. Of 
these, Huaca Santa Cruz has the best quality and quantity of information; the Huaca 
Inquisidor has 35 Inka-local graves; A viyay has good quality information but most of the 
funerary contexts had been disturbed prior to excavation. 
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The second group has incomplete information from Pachacamac, Maranga, Armatambo, 
Isla San Lorenzo and Huaca Santa Catalina, whilst the Huacas Granados and Anc6n are 
largely similar, although each has a well analysed grave. Material published by Uhle 
(1903) on his excavations in the cemeteries in Pachacamac and Isla de San Lorenzo (Rios 
and Retamozo 1976) and Jij6n y Caamaiio (1949) on his a.t Maranga provide the best 
examples of grave contents, but do not provide such basic information as sex, age, 
position and orientation of the body. Bandelier's excavations (1892) in Armatambo 
likewise provide the grave goods but no further information. The excavations by Ghersi 
( 1971-1977) in Huaca Santa Catalina present an incomplete record of the tombs and grave 
goods. Other tombs to be analysed are from Puruchuco and Chocas (Table 110). 
Table 110. Quality of funerary information from the cemeteries 
investigated 
Huaca Santa Cruz x x x x 
Montfculo 62 x x x x 
Montfculo 63 x x x x 
x x x x 
Avi a x x x x 
Huacas Granados x x x x 
Anc6n x x x 
Maran a x x x 
Puruchuco x x x 
Pachacamac x x 
Armatambo x x 
Huaca Santa Catalina x x 
Isla San Lorenzo x 
Choe as x 
Key: A-1 Distribution of tombs in the cemetery; A-2 Basic attributes of the individual: sex, age, position 
and orientation; A-3 Description of grave goods; A-4 Associacion of the artefacts with a tomb; B-1 
Incomplete basic attributes of the individual; B-2 Partial description of grave goods 
The spatial distribution of cemeteries is related to the settlement patterns in each valley. 
The cemeteries are found near to existing late period settlements, in places without 
agricultural potential and which have not been appropriated for dwelling space. These 
may be: sand dunes; at the foot of hills; earlier pyramids and platforms; abandoned 
villages; in some cases, there is evidence of burial in contemporary houses. 
Sand dunes Such dry zones, around Anc6n and La Rinconada, are useless for cultivation 
and have been used for burials throughout prehistory. In late periods large, spatially 
defined cemeteries were developed alongside, but generally avoiding, earlier cemeteries 
which were respected. 
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Hill slopes Cemeteries have been reported on the hillslopes and summits throughout the 
province, including Morro Solar at Armatambo, cerro La Huaca at La Molina, Cerro 
Segundo B at San Martin de Porres, Huaca La Encalada and Huaca Senor de los Milagros 
at El Agustino, La Rinconada on the western slopes of cerro La Molina. 
Earlier pyramids and platforms Many earlier platforms and mounds, such as Huacas 
Granados, Pucllana, Pan de Azucar and San Marcos, were reused as cemeteries in the 
late periods. Even though these were located within the cultivated area, they were 
effectively useless land and therefore suitable. 
Abandoned Villages Some cemeteries have been reported in abandoned villages, such as 
at Cerro El Pino in La Victoria, Rimac. 
House floors In the lower Lurfn and lomas of Caringas, small stone cists were placed in 
house floors, patios of houses and passageways for use as tombs. 
During the LH, cemetery distribution did not change but new construction of important 
Inka spaces, such as the walled compound at Maranga, earlier platforms inside it were no 
longer used for the dead, as burial took place outside it. The Inka political and population 
changes brought other ethnic groups, such as imperial administrators and mitimaes, to the 
province who were sometimes buried differently. 
Study of the distribution of funerary contexts in cemeteries 
During the LIP, the distribution of cemeteries seems to have been controlled by 
each kuraka who must have decided the use to which unproductive land was put. There 
must have been rules for the use of such space because the majority have a well-ordered 
arrangement of graves. Such rules had to conform to the local traditional funeral rites. 
These burial customs are those which serve to define an archaeological culture. When 
ancient buildings were used as cemeteries, the rooms and passages seem to have been the 
most preferred locations, and the allocation of space seems well regulated. It is likely that 
any of these spaces could have been allocated for the exclusive use of a lineage to deposit 
their dead, practising periodic rituals and leaving communal offerings for their dead. Such 
communal spaces were newly roofed at this time and even had doorways especially 
constructed to defme them. 
In Pyramid 1, Maranga, there is a roofed tomb with four individuals (Jij6n y Caamano 
1949: 138) which seems that it was not permanently sealed after one burial but left open 
to receive further bundles as required. There is a perceptible lack of disturbance of all 
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bundles and their offerings; which generally occurs when tombs are re-opened to receive 
a new body. 
Cieza de Leon (1962: Cap. LXII: 198 [1553]) observed that in the arid zones of many 
coastal valleys large walls surrounded the space which each lineage had to bury its dead 
and in which they dug graves which they closed with doors so that further bodies could 
be interred, so effectively they remained open. There is no special tomb architecture for 
this period in the province. 
At A viyay, another multiple burial context in Building #3 comprises individual bundles 
which seem to have been deposited separately and whose grave goods were laid out 
adjacent to the bundle and not generally scattered (Cornejo 1994: Plate 1). This is one of 
three burial structures in a group, each having different burial practices. 
Groups of individuals may be interred together in groups of pre-existing rooms and may 
have been organised in two different ways. Firstly, a family or communal mausoleum 
which began as an open space or room and which was used repeatedly for burial, entry to 
which may have been through a door or ceiling trap door and which is permanently sealed 
when full. These were probably administered by a family member. A distinguishing 
feature of this type is that there should be more offerings with repeated visitation. The 
second type has less offerings but there is greater variety in the preparation of the bundle, 
implying that the people interred were unrelated and that the process of burial was 
organised by someone who was a specialist in this work. 
During the Late Horizon, the Inkas brought about significant changes in these patterns. 
Local communities continued burying their dead in the same spaces; however, new 
migrants needed new locations for active cemeteries in districts but these continued on 
unwanted land. 
Inka policy also removed local populations from certain locations which the Inkas 
required for other purposes. It is likely that these people were required to change their 
cemetery location and even remove important ancestors for re-burial in their new location. 
The archaeological consequence of this disturbance would have been dramatic and is 
possibly indicated by Jij6n y Caamano (1949) at Maranga where a multiple burial context 
(CF-LXXID - XXXI) had a jumble of offerings and bodies. Perhaps there is a similar at 
Aviyay where individual bodies were found on top of each other. There are also 
cemeteries which include the reburial of human bones with no definite orientation within 
the communal tomb. These are clearly old bones, probably from somewhere else. 
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The advent of mitimaes produced another change because they too needed space for their 
own cemeteries which were established in similar unused places. Such can be recognised 
because they contain objects, including ceramics, from places beyond the province, such 
as Chimu, Chincha, Chancay and Chanka; they also display a certain internal organisation 
of space different from the local tombs. Such tombs are present in many places 
throughout the province of which Huaca Santa Cruz has the best and most comprehensive 
collection; there are also some in Armatambo, Maranga and Pachacamac. 
Within the cult of Pariacaca, all those who had relatives, male or female, who had died 
during the year, removed the bodies and took them as offering to the huaca itself or 
another related with it. After llama sacrifices and offerings, they were buried near to the 
shrine (Avila 1987: 181, Cap 9: 71-72). This must have been performed in sanctuaries in 
the middle and upper Lurfn and Rimac, where llama bones are found mixed with human 
remains around shrine locations. 
In total, there is sufficent information about late period burials from sites in Rimac and 
Lurin, which range from the district capitals, and even the provincial capital, to lower 
order settlements associated with farming and craftsmen. 
The bundle 
The typical mummy of the LIP is an individual, seated and flexed, wrapped in 
several cotton· textiles and surrounded by offerings, generally 1to3 pots in Ischma style 
with two applique or painted serpents on opposite sides of the neck of the pot; gourds 
with coastal type food and artefacts associated with the work of the deceased, such as 
wooden spades and seeds for farmers, hooks, nets and net weights for fishermen, 
threads, spindle whorls, loom parts for textile workers, moulds and stone polishers for 
pot makers, sumptuary objects for kurakas and priests. 
The typical mummy of the Late Horizon continues the same position and wrapping style 
but with new elements, such as Inka influenced local pottery, wool and highland foods, 
such potatoes. For mitimaes, there are grave goods from their home area, reflecting the 
importance and work of tbe individual. A few Inka people were also buried who were 
probably provincial administrators or tucricuts; they were accompanied by high status 
grave goods, including gold or silver vessels, ear spools, luxury woollen clothing, 
quipus and balances. 
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Plate 16 
Panoramic view of Huaca Santa Cruz, in process of excavation 
1. HUACA SANTA CRUZ 
Huaca Santa Cruz in San Isidro, in the District of Guatca, is a LIP stepped 
pyramid, modified by the Ink.as to include a double-jambed, trapezoidal doorway in its 
summit architecture. The cemetery was found in 2 large rooms and 3 passageways on the 
summit (Plate 16). It had been severely looted and no evidence of a roof or remodelling of 
doorways survived. Sixty six funerary contexts have been analysed (Figure 58), 
including 52 bundles, 5 untouched bundles, 7 offering contexts without skeleton, and 2 
symbolic bundles complete with offerings. In total, a funerary population of 81 
individuals of different ages, both sexes and various other attributes, were distributed in 
51 tombs, of which 44, each contained only a single individual and 7 had multiple burials 
(Tables 111 and 112). 
Table 111. Basic attributes of the 19 Funerary Contexts of Group 1, 
Huaca Santa Cruz 
2 M 6-7 1 3 cotton 0 
3 M 3S-40 1 1 cotton 0 
4 F 4S-SO 1 1 cotton 1 
s M 20-2S +1 cotton 
Sa ? 2-6 ? ? +1 cotton 
Sb ? 2-4 ? ? +1 cotton 
6 M 7-8 1 E 1 branches 2 
7 F 2S-30 1 0 
8 M 30-3S 0 
9 M 2S-30 1 cotton 0 
10 F 30-3S 0 
lOa M 2S-30 0 
lOb I Adult 0 
lOc I Adult 1 0 
lOd I Infant 1 0 
11 * * * * +1 cotton 0 
12 * * 1 E 1 straw 2 staff strin s 0 
13 M 4S-SO 1 E 3 branches 2 
14 * * 1 E 2 
lS F 30-3S 1 E leaves 0 
16 M 6-7 1 E straw 0 
17 F Adult 1 E 2 
18 Sm Sm 2 
19 * * 2 E +1 2 
Key: Po = Position; Or= Orientation; I = not known; * = mummy still wrapped; Sym = Symbolic 
funerary context; Position code: 1 = Seated and flexed; 2 = Extended; Offering code: 0 = None; 1 = simple, 
cheap offerings; 2 = semi-complex; 3 = complex 
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Table 112. Basic attributes of the funerary contexts of Lot 2, Huaca Santa 
Cruz 
20 F 40-50 1 NE 3 - - - 3 
21 F 20-25 1 NE 1 - - - 2 
22 F 50-55 1 N 1 Cotton 4 staffs Strings 2 
24 M 15-20 1 - - - - - 1 
25 F 40-45 1 - - - - - 1 
26 I 1 2 s 1 Cotton 2 
28 I Adult 1 N 1 - - Strings 0 
29 M Adult 1 E 1 branches - Strings 2 
30 M Adult 1 E 1 branches - - 2 
32 I Adult 1 E 1 leaves 2 staffs - 1 
32a I 1 - E 1 leaves 2 staffs - 1 
33 M 40-45 1 E 3 Cotton - - 1 
34 I 2-4m 2 E 1 Cotton Crib textile 0 
35 M 50 1 E 2 Cotton gourd - 2 
36 I 6-7 1 N +1 Cotton - - 0 
37 M 50-55 1 E 1 algae 4 staffs - 1 
38 F 30-35 1 N 1 branches - - 1 
39 F 30-35 1 N 1 branches 4 staffs String 2 
40 M 25-30 1 N 3 branches& 4 staffs String 3 
cotton 
40a I 4m 2 N 2 branches& - - 0 
cotton 
40b I 2m - - - - - - 0 
41 F 40-45 1 N 3 Cotton 3 
41a F 5-6 - - - - - - 0 
42 * * * N 3 Cotton 4 staffs String 3 
43 F 35-40 1 N 1 Cotton - - 2 
44 I 1 2 N 1 Cotton Crib - 0 
45 M 6-7 1 N 1 - - - 1 
47 M 40-45 2 N 1 - - - 1 
48 M 25-30 1 N 1 branches - - 1 
49 M Adult 1 N 1 algae 2 staffs - 1 
50 F 45-50 1 N 1 Cotton 2 
50a I 4-5 - - 1 Cotton - - -
50b I <1 - - 1 Cotton - - -
50c I <1 - - 1 Cotton - - -
50d I Neonate - - 1 - - - -
51 F 30-35 1 N 1 Cotton - - 3 
52 F 40-45 1 N 1 Cotton - - 1 
52a I 1-2m - - - - - - -
53 I 1-2m - - 1 - - - 1 
54 M 40-45 1 N 1 branches 4 staffs 1 
55 * * 1 N 1 Cotton 4 staffs 1 
56 F 6-8 1 N 1 Cotton 4 staffs 2 
57 F 20-25 1 N 1 Cotton - String 2 
58 M 15-20 1 N 1 - - - 1 
59 F 45-50 1 N 1 - - - 1 
60 I child - - 1 - - - 2 
61 F 12-14 1 N 1 branches Textile - 2 
62 M 50-55 1 - I - - - 0 
71 M Adult 1 E 3 Cotton Textile String 3 
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The spatial distribution of these contexts is very revealing, because there is an association 
between the context, orientation of the bundle and the ceramic style as offering; four 
separate groups can be identified which must represent mitimaes groups (Figures 59 and 
60). 
Group 1: Chimu Mitimaes 
These are found in a corridor on the western side of the summit. There are 12 
funerary contexts in which all individuals are oriented to the north; the adults are flexed in 
a seated position looking northwards, whilst the children extended with their heads to the 
north. They are associated with a variety of pottery, including Inka regional (Figures 61-
73) and Ischma domestic wares, but exclusively there are Chiniu-Inka ceremonial wares 
(Plate 17). A total of 14 Chimu Inca and Inka pots were found, comprising 3 aryballos, 1 
cantaro, 5 jars, 3 double bodied bottles and 2 bowls (Table 113). 
The mummies at the far northern end of the same passageway were more disordered and 
three contexts were oriented to the east, completely different to the group 1 pattern. One 
context (CF-37) has an Ischma ceremonial pot, the second (CF-71) has an Ischma 
domestic pot, whilst the third (CFS-18) is a symbolic funerary context. 
Table 113. Chimu-Inka pots in Huaca Santa Cruz 
CF-21:1 Person scratchin foot 
CF-22:1 Black Polish · 
CF-22:2 Bottle Black Double bod 
CF-42:1 ballo Tricolor Small, oran e, black and white 
C0-46:1 Bottle Black Double bod . broken 
CF-48:1 Oran e Elon ated 
CF-49:2 Black Double bod 
CF-50:1 Tricolor Lar e, oran e, black and white 
CF-51:2 Jar Oran e Seated onee e 
CF-56:1 Jar Black 
CF-61:3 Cuenco Black Small 
· CF-68:1 Jar Red Person with birds 
CF-69:1 Jar Black Modelled as a potato; monkey on 
handle 
CF-70:1 Jar Black s lized 
Group 2. Chincha mitimaes 
This group was found mainly to the north of Group 1 in the same corridor. It is 
composed of 5 funerary contexts, each oriented to the east and not to the south as the 
architectural layout would suggest. This group contains Chincha-Inka and Ischma pottery 
(Table 114). Context CF-20 (Plate 18 and 19) has the most vessels of this style and lies 
on the boundary between this group and group 1; three other contexts (CF-30, CF-32 and 
CF-35) were also found in this passageway. However the fifth context of this group (CF-
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Plate 17 
Huaca Santa Cruz Funerary Context 22, showing a mummy bundle and black Chimu 
vessels in situ 
Plate 18 
Huaca Santa Cruz Funerary Context 20, showing a mummy bundle and Chincha-
Inka vessels and spinning tools in situ. 
Plate 19 
Huaca Santa Cruz Funerary Context 17, showing a 
mummy bundle with Chincha-Inka vessels and 
spinning tools in situ. 
17) was found 15 m. to the northeast of it, near to the northeastern corner of the platform 
(Figures 74-79). 
Table 114. Chincha vessels found in Huaca Santa Cruz 
CF-17:1 
CF-20:1 Tricolor 
CF-20:2 Red 
CF-20:3 Tricolor 
CF-20:4 Jar 
CF-20:5 Bowl 
Group 3: Local Ischma people 
This group is found in the northern corridor, in the patio to its east and the room 
north of the patio. Three tombs (CF-71, 27 and 37) belonging to this group were found in 
in the Group 1, western corridor at its northern end. Its characteristics are that the bodies 
were oriented towards the east and contain only Ischma ceramics. The most interesting 
pots are two anthropomorphic jars representing a priest (CF-29:3; CF-37:1), an image 
also found in grave E-13:2 at Huaca Corpus-1 in Maranga (Corbacho 1971) as well as in 
Tomb 3 of Huaca Santa Catalina (Ghersi 1972-1977: 5). However most vessels were 
Ischma domestic wares, comprising mainly ollas and cantaros, characterized by two 
applique snakes on opposite sides of the body or neck of the pot. These also appear 
simply painted in the same places on other vessels and in some, the appliques are also 
painted. White stripes are painted on pot handles and necks (Plates 20-21; Figures 80-
92). 
Group 4: Chanka mitimaes 
This group contains only one tomb (CF-58), found in an enclosed patio on the 
eastern side of the west corridor. Its orientation was also to the east. Its main offering was 
a single anthropomorphic, face-necked jar (CF-58:1), with thick walls, light gray in 
colour and whose finish is also rough (Figure 93). This style has been identified by the 
Japanese Expedition (1958: 285, Fig. 4), Lumbreras (1977: 198, fig. 201) and Gonzalez 
Carre (1992) as Chanka. It does not have handles and is flat bottomed. It has almond-
shaped eyes at an angle to the face, executed by excision, a Chanka trait, and it has an 
applique navel. (Plates 22, 23; Figure 93) 
Other finds 
In addition there was also Chancay pottery on the platform, however no 
association between Chancay Black on Cream pots with any funerary context could be 
identified (Cornejo 1986; Cardenas 1988: 3 and 9, Plate 2). Sherds of several styles, 
including Ischma, Chimu-Inka and Chancay were found in all excavations, including the 
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Plate 20 
Huaca Santa Cruz Context 27, showing a symbolic bundle with typical Ischma vessels 
in situ. 
Plate 21 
Huaca Santa Cruz Funerary Context 14, showing a typical Ischma grave in situ. 
Plate 22 
Chanka vessel from CF-58, Huaca Santa Cruz. 
Plate 23 
Chanka vessel from Huaca Santa Catalina. 
tombs, however the absence of complete Chancay vessels presents a problem of 
interpretation. Firstly, it could be argued that these represent the remains of disturbed 
graves; secondly, they may represent an earlier occupation around this location and the 
sherds became fill used in the construction of the platform. However, the Chancay Black 
on Cream style is contemporary with both the LIP and Late Horizon (Cornejo 1985). 
Analysis 
Orientation and the grave contents strongly indicates that the tombs were not 
simply arranged to save space, because they did not fit neatly into the architectural layout 
of the structure, but were arranged by ethnic groups into loose groupings where they 
could continue their own practices of tomb orientation. Each ethnic group must have been 
allocated space for its dead, for example the Chimu-Inka in the west corridor and the 
Ischma in the north corridor. The Chincha people were inserted into the space between 
these two and the single Chanka grave was placed in the same general area but in an 
enclosed patio alongside the west corridor. Over time this order must have been relaxed, 
perhaps as the space filled up and graves were distributed over more of the platform, such 
as indicated by Ischma graves in the western, Chimu corridor. 
The probable sacrifices of children who accompany adults into the afterlife, generally 
comprise two age groups; the most numerous are about 1 year old and are usually found 
extended on a crib with a cane mattress; the other, children about 6 or 7 years old who are 
in the adult, seated-flexed position (see Chapter 6). 
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Figure 61. CF-21:1 Chimu-Inka black jar, representing a person scratching foot 
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Figure 62. CF-22:1 Chimu-Inka black polished aryballo 
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Figure 64. CF-42: 1 Provincial Inka Aryballo, orange, white and black 
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Figure 65. CF-48:1 Chimu Elongated orange bowl 
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Figure 67. CF-50:1 Provincial Inka large aryballo, orange, white and black 
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Figure 68a. CF-51:2 Chimu-Inkajar representing a seated person, missing one eye, side view 
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Figure 68b. CF-51 :2 Chimu-Inlca jar representing a seated person, missing one eye, 
frontal view 
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Figure 69. CF-56: 1 Chimu-lnka black small jar 
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Figure 70. CF-61:3 Chimu-lnka black small bowl 
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Figure 71. CF-68: 1 Chimu-Inka red jar representin a person with birds 
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Figure 72. CF-69: 1 Chimu-Inka black jar modelled as a potato, with a monkey on handle 
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Figure 74. CF-17:1 Chinchajarrepresenting a person raised anns 
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Figure 75. CF-20:1 Chincha aryballoid, cream, red and black 
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Figure 76. CF-20:2 Provincial antropomorphic aryballo red in color 
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Figure 77. CF-20:3 Provincial Tricolor aryballo, cream, red and black 
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·.Figure 79. CF-20:5 Chincha style small orange bowl 
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Figure·,so. CF-29:3 Ischma style jar representing a priest 
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Figure 81. CF-32: 1 Ischma style jar representing a potato 
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Figure 82. CF-32: 1 Ischma style jar representing a pumpkin 
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Figure 83. CF-30: 1 Ishma style zoomorphic modeled representation (deer) I 
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Figure 84. CF-35:3 Ischma style jar representing a pumpkin 
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Figure 87. CF-33:2 Ischma style domestic pot 
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Figure 88. CF-33:1 lschma style domestic pot 
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Figure 89. CF-35:2 Ischma style domestic pot 
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Figure 90. CF-29:2 Ischma style domestic pot 
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Figure 91. CF-29:2 Ischma style domestic pot 
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Figure 92. CF-24-1 Ischma style domestic pot 
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Figure 93. CF-58:1 Chanka Style antropomorphic jar 
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2. PANDO 
There are 3 late period platforms at Pando in Rimac on which late period burials 
have been found. 
a. Monticulo 62 
This is located on the south bank of the Maranga canal on the lands of Sub-district 
of Mateo Salado in the Urbanizaci6n Pando, close to Maranga. Ines del Aguila (1987) 
excavated and recovered 16 late funerary contexts, of which there are 15 single tombs and 
one multiple. In total, there were 17 burials, 12 adults, 3 children and 2 infants. Five 
adults were seated, one extended on a cane bed and six disturbed. There were two 
children extended, two semi-flexed and one disturbed. Three adults and one child were 
mummy bundles, and two children were on a crib. Three burials were oriented to the 
southwest and two southeast (Table 115). 
Table 115. Distribution of tomb basic categories at Monticulo 62, Pando 
Al-62 Infant Extended crib SE 
Al-C47 Adult Extended cane bed ? 
Al-C34 Adult ? ? ? 
Al-C54 Adult Seated Mumm Bundle ? 
Al-C54 2 Children Semiflexed ? ? 
Al-C46 Adult ? ? ? 
Al-C46 Adult Seated ? SE 
Al-C35 Adult Seated ? ? 
Al-C56 Adult Seated ? s 
Al-C45 Adult Seated ? ? 
Al-C45 Adult ? Mumm Bundle ? 
Al-C19-20 Infant Extended? crib SW 
Al-Cl5 Adult ? Mumm Bundle ? 
Al-Cl7-18 Adult ? ? SW 
Al-Cl7-18 Adult ? ? SW 
Al-C33 Child ? Mumm Bundle ? 
Analysis of some of the textile which wrapped the bodies indicates designs from ischma 
and Chancay. Two sets of offerings were weaving tools (Al-C47, Al-C56), 
accompanying unsexed adults with low status offerings (Table 116). 
Table 116. Offerings at Monticulo 62, Pando 
Al-C47 Adult Textile (gaza), red cotton ball 
Al-C54 Adult Cuy y mani en mate 
Al-C46 Adult Cuy, cotton 
Al-C56 Adult Spindle, spindle whorls and 2 copper needles 
Al-C19-20 Infant Gourd containing maize 
Al-C17-18 Adult Cooper tweezers 
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b. Monticulo 63 
This is located on the south bank of the Maranga canal in the Mateo Salado Sub-
district in the Urbanizaci6n Pando, close to Maranga. Ines del Aguila (1987) excavated, 
recovering 42 late funerary contexts, of which 37 were single tombs and five multiple, 
comprising 54 individuals, 37 adults, 17 children and a dog. There were 9 adults in 
seated position, four extended and 24 disturbed. Three children were extended and 14 
disturbed. Two adults were oriented to the north, four to the south; one child to the south 
another to the west, the rest were disturbed. Four adults were mummy bundles, one in a 
basket. Seven children were mummy bundles and three in cribs, the rest disturbed (Table 
117). 
Textile designs also imply that the people were from-Ischma and Chancay. Four unsexed 
adults were associated with textile making tools (A,ll-C3, A13-C12, A9-C23, Al3-C2), 
of which 3 are low in status and one is slightly higher. Another individual was buried 
with chicha making equipment (A13-Cl0), and another pottery making tools (Al 1-C5). 
Several tombs (All-Cl3, All-C3) have foodstuffs from the Colonial period (broad 
beans and wheat) and one has a pack of cards (Table 118). 
Table 118. Offerings at Monticulo 63, Pando 
All-C25 Adult Gourd in textile 
Al3-C2 6 Adults Textile tools 
All-ClO Child Two textile bags 
All-Cl3 Child Domestic olla, 2 gourds, wheat?, shell, maize, chile 
All-CS Adult 4 stone polishers 
All-C12 Adult Ceramic whistle, coca leaves, broad beans 
All-C24 Adult 
All-C14 Adult Wooden balance, bean leaves, lima beans, maize 
All-C15 Child Cane painted red 
All-C3 Adult Textile tools, Vicuna poncho, bag containing lime, pack of cards 
A13-C7 Child Gourd 
A13-C20 Adult 3 gourds 
A13-C20 Adult 2 bags, 1 callhua 
Al3-CIO Adult Stone grinding tools, 2 baskets, pabilo, 2 wooden cones 
A13-C12 3 Adult Domestic Olla, 3 gourds, 4 spindles, 2 wooden cones 
Al3-CIO 4Adult & 2 Maize, wooden cone 
children 
A13 2Adults Maize, peanuts, cotton, pacae leaves 
A9-C24 Adult guinea pig 
A9-C20 Adult Metal fragments 
A9-C23 Adult Llama bag, cactus needle 
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Table 117. Distribution of tomb basic categories at Monticulo 63, Pando 
All-C25 Adult ? ? ? 
All-C25 Adult ? ? ? 
A12-Cl Adult ? ? ? 
A13-C5 Adult ? ? ? 
A12-C2 Child Extended? crib ? 
A12-C4 Child Extended? crib ? 
A12-C3 Adult Extended ? ? 
A12-C4 Adult Extended ? ? 
A13-C3 Child ? Mummy Bundle ? 
A13-C2 6 Adults Seated ? ? 
Al 1-CIO Child ? Mummy Bundle? ? 
All-C3 Child ? Mummy Bundle? ? 
All-CB Child ? Mummy Bundle? ? 
All-C12 Adult ? ? ? 
All-CS Adult Extended ? N 
All-C4 Adult ? ? ? 
All-C12 Dog ? ? ? 
All-Cl2 Adult ? ? ? 
All-C24 Adult ? ? ? 
All-C14 Adult Seated Mummy Bund:te in ? 
Basket 
All-C15 Child Extended crib ? 
All-C3 Adult Seated ? N 
Al3-C7 Child ? Mummy Bundle ? 
A13-C20 Adult Seated Mummy Bundle s 
Al3-C20 Adult ? ? ? 
Al3-C10 Adult ? ? ? 
A14-C14 Adult Extended ? s 
Al2-C13 Child ? ? ? 
A14-C3 Adult & 2 ? ? s 
children 
A13-C12 3 Adult ? ? ? 
A13-C10 4 Adult & 2 ? ? ? 
children 
A14-C14 Adult Seated ? ? 
A14-C20 Child ? ? ? 
Al3 2 Adults ? Mummy Bundles ? 
A13 Adult ? ? ? 
A15-C2 Child ? Mummy Bundle ? 
A15-Cl Child ? Mummy Bundle w 
A9-C24 Adult ? ? ? 
A9-C20 Adult ? ? ? 
A9-C20 Adult ? ? ? 
A9-C23 Adult ? ? ? 
A9-C23 Child ? ? ? 
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c. Huaca Corpus I 
Huaca Corpus I, a platform made in tapia, building on early occupation, was 
investigated by Ramos de Cox (1970) and Cardenas (1969-1974) who recovered several 
unpublished tombs. Vivar (1996: 19, 61-62) made an anthropological analysis of 59 late 
burials it, of which 31 were males and 12 females, concluding that in late periods, the 
sexes had skeletal differences and the average heights were: males - 1.62 m.; females -
1.56 m. Corbacho (1970) described a tomb 13, which had a large, cube-like bundle with 
a priest pot, two domestic pots, 2 gourds, one containing maize and the other beans, a 
copper tupu, a polishing stone and a pyroengraved gourd. Analysis of the collections in 
the Museo Riva Agiiero has identified a Chimu-Inka occupation (Table 119). 
Table 119. Presence of Chimu-Inka in Huaca Corpus I, Pando 
Instituto Riva A iiero, PUC. 
Black Instituto Riva A iiero, PUC. 
3. HUACA INQUISIDOR 
Huaca Inquisidor is located on the eastern bank of the Surco canal on Fundo 
Inquisidor in Ate-Vitarte district. Ruben Garcia (1982) recovered 34 funerary contexts 
which comprise 37 individuals, 29 adults and 8 children, which have been analysed by 
age, position and orientation (Table 120). Contexts, CF-21 and CF-26, were multiple 
tombs. Children comprise 21.6 % of the total which suggests a high mortality rate. 
With regard to position, 25 adults (86.2 % ) were seated and four (13.8 % ) extended; of 
the children only one is reported to be seated (CF-21b); however it is possible that the 
others were as well but could not be determined. This probably means that the children 
were all over 5 years of age because they would have assume the adult position in burial 
from that age onwards, as in the the case of Huaca Santa Cruz. 
Orientation is known for 18 of the adults and only one child. Six adults were oriented 
towards the north of whom 2 were extended with their heads to the north; and two more 
faced northeast. Three were oriented to the east of which one was extended, although 
without a head, and another faced southeast. Six had a western orientation, of which one 
was extended. The only child faced north. 
Twelve funerary contexts were covered with cotton cloth and filled with cotton, and 16 
only covered with a cotton cloth. Some mummies were filled with straw. The packages 
were tied with string. 
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Table 120. Distribution of basic funerary categories in Huaca lnquisidor 
CF-1 Adult Seated -
CF-2 Adult Seated SE 
CF-3 Child - -
CF-4 Dog 
- -
CF-5 Adult Seated -
CF-6 Child - -
CF-7 Adult Seated -
CF-8 Adult Seated N 
CF-9 Adult Seated N 
CF-10 Adult Seated E 
CF-11 Adult Seated E 
CF-12 Adult Extended N 
CF-13 Adult Seated -
CF-14 Adult Seated w 
CF-15 Adult Extended E 
CF-16 Child - -
CF-17 Child 
- -
CF-18 Adult Seated -
CF-19 Child - -
CF-20 Adult Seated NE 
CF-21a Adult Seated N 
CF-21b Child Seated N 
CF-22 Adult Seated w 
CF-23 Adult Seated NE 
CF-24 Adult Extended w 
CF-25 Adult Seated w 
CF-26a Adult Seated w 
CF-26b Child - -
CF-26c Child - -
CF-27 Adult Extended N 
CF-28 Adult Seated -
CF-29 Adult Seated -
CF-30 Adult Seated -
CF-31 Adult Seated N 
CF-32 Adult Seated w 
CF-33 Adult Seated s 
CF-34 Adult Seated 
-
CF-35 Adult Seated -
Of the 35 tombs, 21 had only simple grave goods, in total consisting of 31 lschma pots, 
mainly domestic ollas and jugs, 15 gourds, three cloth bags, one containing black beans 
and peanuts, a wooden bowl carved in the shape of a fish, two baskets containing 12 
spindles with balls of cotton thread, and graves with two spindles each. This was a local 
cemetery for local lschma farmers and textile makers. There were no foreign objects nor 
sumptuous tombs. Fourteen mummies had no offerings (Table 121). 
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Table 121. Grave goods at Huaca· lnquisidor 
CF-1 I 
CF-2 2 
CF-5 3 
CF-6 1 
CF-7 2 
CF-8 3 
CF-10 
CF-12 1 
CF-13 1 
CF-14 1 
CF-15 
CF-16 1 
CF-17 1 
CF-18 
CF-19 3 
CF-20 2 
CF-29 
CF-30 3 
CF-31 
CF-32 1 
CF-34 5 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 s indles 
2 s indles 
2 baskets with 
textile kit 
2 bas 
1 ba 
Wooden vessel 
4. AVIYAY 
A viyay has a variety of burial practices related to distinct rituals and the different 
populations of its region. These practices reflect the known ethnic diversity of the 
Sisicaya district, Yungas, Yauyos and Inkas (Figure 94). 
a. Funerary contexts on terraces 
Many places on hillside terraces which had been used for subterranean storage in 
the LIP were reused during the Inka phase for the disposal of the dead. They are now 
looted and are characterised by human bones and both Inka-influenced and local domestic 
sherds. They are mainly found on the slopes of the A viyay 2 sanctuary and increase in 
frequency uphill. The amount of destruction prevents any consideration of the position or 
orientation of the bodies 
b. Funerary contexts on semi-subterranean structure 
These were purpose-built for burial purposes and are rectangular in plan; they are 
excavated up to 30 cm. below the surface and comprise stone walls which protrude about 
60 cm. above ground. They are roofed with large stone slabs but have been severely 
looted, containing few human bones and no grave goods. Local domestic sherds are 
scattered around them but there is no clear relationship between them and the contents of 
the structures. By their construction style they are local late period. They are well-spaced 
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across the hillside and seem to be related with the local sanctuary. They are probably a 
local version of the chullpa. 
c. Funerary contexts in rooms 
About 60% of the houses in A viyay contain human bone and despite looting, 
bodies were interred below the stone floor, or in storerooms and/or passageways. 
However it is not clear whether any sub-floor burial occured during domestic occupation. 
Excavations in one of these houses, which had been sealed by a landslide, revealed many 
sub-floor, multiple tombs. The rooms, in which they were placed, had been filled with 
earth and the door deliberately sealed. The remains of about 25 individuals were found in 
different rooms as well as grave goods, Which included metal objects, a spondylus bead, 
some semi-precious stones and local and Ink.a-local ceramics (Cornejo 1994: Photo 4). 
In another room in the same house and on a lower terrace an unlooted sub-floor tomb was 
found with its entrance intact and sealed with clay and its slab roof unbroken (Cornejo 
1994: Photo 5). This was also a multiple burial with only 4 individuals. Its chamber was 
cylindrical in shape and constructed with stone slabs set in a mud mortar. It comprised 
three seated and flexed adults with their knees to the chest, and a fetus. An adult female 
had traces of red paint on her face. There was no pottery and only some small pieces of 
copper foil, the remains of a personal adornment. In this same house other ritual events 
were found, including keepsakes buried beneath the entry passage floor and in the interior 
walls. These items included the bones of a one year old child, two silver earrings, a 
copper needle with a zoomorphic head (Chang 1994; Cornejo 1994: Photo 7); a gourd 
containing bird bones wrapped in a textile and raw cotton bolls; and a painted gourd 
containing human hair cut into 3 cm. lengths. 
d. Ossuaries 
These are rectangular, subterranean and semi-subterranean structures, with a 
corbelled roof and doorway. They contain a great quantity of human bone, perhaps each 
contains at least 20 adult individuals, but no grave goods. This type is restricted to Sector 
E of the site (Cornejo 1994: Map 1), where they are located on a staircase on the southern 
side of a patio, which leads to the path to A viyay 2 sanctuary. A similar pattern is found at 
Samaiyanca, 3 km. east, where a group of ossuary structures sit on a staircase on the 
route to the local sanctuary. The repetition of this spatial patterning of ossuary and 
sanctuary seems to relate the cult of the summit with the cult of the dead. It is probably a 
repetition on a micro-scale of the rituals which took place on Pariacaca mountain. The 
ossuaries demonstrate reburial of disinterred individuals from other sites and their reburial 
around the sanctuary. The terraces and houses surrounding the sanctuary were used to 
receive ritually a large quantity of mortuary remains and other isolated buried offerings, 
including human sacrifices. 
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Funerary Contexts: a. on terraces; b. on semi-subterranean structures; c. in rooms i d. Oasuaries; e. below large rocks 
e. Funerary contexts below large rocks. 
Other burial places were below large, 3 m. high, rocks where chambers were 
excavated or carved into a niche-like shape in its lower face. Much human bone and many 
Inka-influenced sherds were found inside these (Cornejo 1994: Plate 3). This is a typical 
sierra funerary pattern found at Markahuasi in Huarochirf but also at Pisaq and Machu 
Picchu in Cusco (Figure 94). 
Discussion 
The funerary contexts at A viyay have aspects of both coastal and highland 
patterns. Several elements are shared between these patterns, including the re-occupation 
of old buildings for use as tombs, or the re-use of buildings of the same late period as 
tombs and the appearance of collective burials. Both highland and coastal practices had 
the seated-flexed position for the body. Only those tombs located below large rocks and 
isolated tombs, such as chullpas, are distinctive highland patterns and these naturally have 
a high percentage of wool· and camelid bone amongst their offerings. These late patterns 
reflect the political changes brought about by the Inka conquest of the area. 
5. HUACA GRANADOS CEMETERY 
This is located in Sub-district of Puruchuco on an early stepped pyramid, Huaca 
Granados A. Mendoza and Guillen excavated more than 212 late period tombs, the great 
majority of which had few or no grave goods, the remainder with local Ischma domestic 
pottery. The tombs were entered via a circle of round stones and covered with branches. 
Only one tomb (No. 125) has been published, a male adult about 50 years of age in a 
seated-flexed position (Mendoza 1983: 8). He was sitting on a textile which had been 
folded eight times, dressed in a shirt with a cloak around his shoulders tied with two 
silver tupus and was wearing a turban. The mummy had three wrapping layers and was 
tied up with a totora reed rope with two handles to carry it. It was sitting in a large gourd. 
No orientation was recorded. Among the offerings were: 32 textiles, mainly cotton; a 
loom with a woollen textile unfinished in red, yellow and brown; gourds; skeins of 
colored cotton; spindles with cotton thread; spindle whorls; balls of cotton and wool; 22 
wrist bands of red, yellow and brown wool; silver tupus; maize and guinea pig. This 
individual had typical female offerings, silver tupus and women's clothing, and worked 
in textile manufacture. However the body was an old man. This contradicts the normal 
logic of cemetery analysis for the Central Coast. However there are several possible 
interpretations (see chapter 7). 
In the adjacent Huaca Granados B, Canziani (1983: 9-10) found an Inka offering, 
comprising three large vessels, one containing four ceremonial Chimu-Inka pots (Table 
122), another a roll of raw textile and another a mass of string. The ceramics comprise: a 
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pair of modelled canoes in red, white and brown, each with a person seated at the stem 
and an oarsman (without an oar); a red modelled strombus shell; and a grasshopper in 
red, white and black. 
The Huacas Granados A and B are reutilized, older pyramids with important finds, 
including the grave of a adult textile Worker in A and a Chimu-Inka offering in B. These 
suggest that there were important tasks carried out for the Inkas in this locality by both 
local people and mitimaes. 
Table 122. Chimu-Inka ceramics at Huaca Granados 
1 Modelled Tricolour, red, A boat with paddle and an important Canziani 1983: 9-10 
white & brown rson 
2 Modelled Tricolour, red, A boat with paddle and an important Canziani 1983: 9-10 
white & brown erson 
3 Modelled Red Strombus Canziani 1983: 9-10 
4 Modelled Tricolour, red, Insect (cricket or grasshopper) Canziani 1983: 9-10 
white & black 
6. THE ANCON NECROPOLIS 
Anc6n was an important cemetery throughout prehistory, containing tombs of 
several epochs from Preceramic to Inka (Kaulicke 1997). The LIP and Inka part of the 
cemetery seems to be located in the lower sandy area of Miramar, about 500 m. from the 
beach, to the northeast of the hilltop sanctuary ofAnc6n in the southwestern comer of a 
walled enclosure (Uhle 1913: 45). Excavations have continued there since the work of 
Reiss and Stiibel in 1874 (Kaulicke 1983). Uhle (1913) dug in 1904, Tello, Carrion and 
Muelle between 1945 and 1962, exhuming 1856 tombs, Ravines and Stothert (1976; 
Stothert 1978, 1979, 1981) excavated a tomb in 1975 and Cornejo dug a further 30 in 
1994 (Kauffmann Doig 1995). Of these, only Reiss and Stiibel, Uhle and Ravines and 
Stothert report late period tombs, of which the latter provide the most complete context 
(Figure 95). 
Kaulicke (1983, 1997) re-evaluated the notes of Reiss and Stiibel, Uhle, Tello and others. 
He has published several grave lots from late period tombs excavated by Reiss and Stiibel 
(1880-87: Taf. 79-99; Kaulicke (1983, 1997) which included ceramics in Chancay, 
Chimu, Lambayeque, Chincha and Ischma styles; as well as dressed ceramic and wooden 
figurines, some even on cribs; a large quantity of personal adornments, such as necklaces 
and wristbands, and beads made of metal, spondylus, semi-precious stones, bone, fish 
vertebrae and seeds; metal tweezers and rings; a strombus shell worked with animal 
figures, wooden containers representing birds, a person wearing' a headdress etc. 
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The textile making implements included painted and/or carved wooden needles, spindles, 
most of which still had attached stone and ceramic whorls in a variety of forms and 
decoration, and baskets containing equipment for textile making and plenty of cotton 
thread. There were also nicely decorated cloth bags containing the similar things. Carved 
wooden balances, metal axes, chisels and hooks were also found. 
Ravines and Stothert (1976) excavated in the Barrio de Las Esteras in the northwestern 
part of the cemetery enclosure or just beyond its boundary wall. The tomb was a simple 
hole about 1.2 m. in diameter and 2 m. deep. It contained an adult female mummy bundle 
in a seated and flexed position, measuring 1.2 x 0.5 x 0.25 m., and 388 artefacts as 
offerings both within and outside of the bundle. No indication of the orientation of the 
bundle was published. The wrapping comprised 5 layers of cloth with a layer of leaves 
and offerings between each and was tied with totara reeed net, and when seated was 
finally covered with a totora reed mat. The external offerings included 3 gourds and 3 
pots with food, one of which was Chimu-Inka in style and the others local. The offerings 
within the bundle comprised personal adornments (two copper and nine silver rings, one 
of which decorated with shell beads, two copper tupus, a flat piece of copper in the 
mouth, a wooden and thorns comb); artefacts of her trade as a textile maker (cane cases 
containing, 88 wooden spindles with stone or ceramic spindle whorls attached, some 
wrapped with thread, espadas, shuttles and distaffs (long, forked stick to hold the spun 
wool), 25 skeins of coloured thread and four twisted balls of thread, 25 gr. of chalk, 29 
---·-" 
textiles, 6 nets) and ritual objects (four handfuls of coca leaves, three groups of coca 
seeds, a hair plait, two whole spondylus shells, a decorated ceramic bowl with a ceramic 
female figurine in Inka-coastal style inside it and all inside one of the cane cases. In 
addition, she was accompanied by food remains, such as lucuma, pacae, maize, peanuts, 
cotton, leaves and fruit of the sauce (Salix sp ), and other products, such as coca, cafia 
brava (bamboo) and totora. 
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Figure .95. Cemetery of Anc6n indicating possible Inka sectors 
Ravines (1981: 165) noted that the Anc6n tombs and ceramics suggest a clear stylistic 
connection with the ceramics from Pachacamac, characterised by fine black ceramics 
Ink.a-provincial forms, although these are Chimu-Ink.a at Pachacamac and not a local 
ware. It is likely thereofre that a workforce of Chimu mitimaes lived near to Anc6n. 
Ravines ( 1981: 165) also reported that some tombs had plastered adobe walls and 
contained mummies with sumptuous offerings, indicating that Anc6n was the home of 
important people, probably those in charge of state craft production. At Anc6n, females 
predominate, and together with textile-making implements and balances he suggested that 
these were the tombs of the work force. The excavated tomb provides good evidence for 
the possibility of a group of textile making mitimaes from the North Coast or perhaps 
even a group of aqllas. 
7. ANALYSIS OF THE INKA TOMBS AT MARANGA. 
There is a sample of 321 late period funerary contexts exhumed from 4 pyramids 
at Maranga by Jij6n y Caamano (1946) (Table 123). 
Table 123. Number and distribution of funerary contexts in the four 
pyramids of Maranga. 
PI-Ll ramid I - Lot 1 ···- -·- . ·--·~ . 
PI-L2 ramid I -Lot 2 Late Horizon 
PII-Ll P ramid II - Lot 1 Late Horizon 
Pill-LI ramid III - Lot 1 24 Late Horizon 
Pill-L2 P ramid III - Lot 2 74 Late Horizon 
PN-Ll ramid N - Lot 1 21 Late Horizon 
These have been organised by relative age and position in the tomb into 10 analytical 
categories (Table 124), which are distributed in all four pyramids (Table 125). The most 
frequently found category is "seated-flexed adult" of which 98 have been found (30.5%). 
The category "funerary package" or mummy appears 73 times but it is a very ambiguous 
category because the package may represent also a "seated-flexed adult", which could 
make that category over 53% of the total; it is also possible that they represent symbolic 
mummies, i.e. containing only offerings and no body, or there may be several individuals 
wrapped in the same package. Until these are unwrapped, there are no means of 
identifying their category.There are 51 "extended infants" (15.8%) and 26 "seated-flexed 
children" (8% ). Many Jij6n y Caamano' s descriptions are unclear and it has been 
necessary to deduce the category of a particular burial. These have been separated from 
those definitely classified, for example the category "extended infant" is referred to as B, 
whilst those deduced are B 1. 
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Table 124. Organization of the categories used by Jijon y Caamano at 
Maranga 
c 
Cl 
D 
E 
El 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
Extended infant 
Extended infant (deduced) 
Child seated and flexed 
Child seated and flexed 
(deduced) 
Adolescent 
Adult seated and flexed 
Adult seated and flexed 
(deduced) 
Disturbed funer context 
Multiple disturbed funerary 
context 
Funerary/mummy bundle 
Offering context 
1 ear old child in extended osition on back 
Similar to above, but age and position have been deduced from 
the text on the basis of indirect data and the manner of Jij6n y 
Caamafio's editin 
Individual older than 5 years who has the characteristic 
osition of an adult. 
Similar to above, but age and position have been deduced from 
the text on the basis of indirect data and the manner of Jij6n y 
Caamafio's editin 
Adult, seated and flexed 
Similar to above, but age and position have been deduced from 
the text on the basis of indirect data and the manner of Jij6n y 
Caamafio's editin 
Disturbed funer context - no details 
Several individuals in a disturbed funerary context 
Unopened mummy bundle, possibly with grave goods 
described 
Similar to the burial of an adult but containin no bod 
Group of offerings with no direct association with any 
individual 
Table 125. Distribution of 321 funerary contexts, including age and 
position of the individuals in the four pyramids of Maranga. 
A I 1 
B 12 12 . 7 17 3 51 
Bl 13 2 2 17 
c 9 7 1 6 3 26 
Cl 3 4 ·7 
D 1 1 
E 21 43 5 14 4 11 98 
El 3 2 2 I 8 
F 3 2 14 19 
G 8 8 
H 33 8 30 2 73 
I 1 1 
J 1 
The four pyramids with Inka funerary contexts are earlier structures located outside and to 
the north of Recinto Inka. These had been used for burial in EIP but those extended 
burials are found stratigraphically below the Inka levels. 
Pyramid I (numbers 16, 18 and 19 in Middendorf's plan) had already been abandoned for 
several centuries before its western platform and adjacent small terrace became an Inka 
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cemetery. Two groups of burials were obtained from here; the first comprising 91 
contexts and the second 93 (Jij6n y Caamano 1949: 99, 103 128). 
The first lot was exhumed from the western, quadrangular platform and comprises 21 
"seated-flexed adults", 3 deduced "seated-flexed adult", 12 "extended infants", 9 "flexed 
children" and 3 deduced, 1 adolecent, a fetus, 8 multiple funerary contexts, each 
containing between 2 and 7 individuals with the grave goods mixed between all, and 33 
funerary packages, about which there is not very much information. 
The second lot was from the southern platform. It comprises 43 "seated-flexed adults", 2 
deduced "seated-flexed adults", 12 "extended infants" and 13 deduced, 7 "seated-flexed" 
children and 4 deduced, an offering context without an associated body, 8 funerary 
packages and 3 disturbed contexts. 
The second pyramid is the northernmost of the group, an immense construction 
comprising several adjacent platforms, standing about 8 m. high, 284 m. long, 108 m. 
wide in the north and 181 m. wide in the south. From this, Jij6n y Caamano exhumed a 
single lot of 8 funerary contexts of which was symbolic, 5 "seated-flexed adults" and 2 
extended children. 
The third pyramid is quadrangular in shape with a ramp at its northeast comer. It was 
originally built of small adobes. It is really two pyramids abutting each other to form a 
truncated, stepped mound with four terraces. Two lots of burials were recovered from 
this, comprising 24 and 78 funerary contexts respectively. Of the first, 20 are from LH, 
the fifth construction phase, and comprise 20 seated flexed adults, seven extended 
infants, a seated-flexed child and two disturbed contexts. The other lot is also from the 
fifth construction stage. Of its, 74 were LH. funerary contexts and only 4 are seated-
flexed adults with a fifth deduced for this category, there are 17 extended infants and 2 
deduced, 6 seated-flexed children, 30 funerary packages and 14 disturbed contexts. 
The fourth pyramid is attached to the third. Jij6n y Caamano found 21 funerary contexts 
of which 11 were seated-flexed adults, 3 extended infants and 2 deduced, 3 flexed 
children and 2 funerary packages. 
These 321 Late Horizon funerary contexts represent both local and foreign populations 
and the grave goods also suggest that occupation can be determined. 
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Ischma contexts 
Pyramids 1, 2. 3 and 4 contain 141 tombs which can be regarded on the basis f 
ceramics as Ischma pots. They also contain gourds of food, textile sling and other 
utensils. 25 of them have wooden digging sticks, 21 textile making tools, only 27 have 
both pots and gourds, 44 only pots and 13 only gourds, together suggesting that these 
were the graves of farmers and textile makers. Another nine tombs have carved wooden 
vessels, spondylus shell, false heads, quipus and a wooden lance, which may be 
interpreted as the graves of important local people, such as administrators and warriors. 
Other offerings, such as tweezers, necklaces, textiles and bags, may be regarded as 
personal adornments and do not seem to represent significant status differences; for 
example, Tomb 17 had a silver artefact and a single lschma pot. Another interesting grave 
is Tomb 20 which contained the offerings of both farmer and textile maker and was 
indeed a multiple burial with many mixed bones (Tables 126-131). 
Table 128. lschma grave lots from Pyramid II at Maranga 
sin 1 
3 3 1 
6 2 1 
Table 129. Ischma grave lots from Pyramid III Lot 1 at Maranga 
6b 1 1 
8b 1 1 
9b 2 3 
lOb 4 3 
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Table 126. Ischma grave lots from Pyramid I, Lot 1 at Maranga 
12 - 3 Wooden digging stick, copper tweezers, maize 
and beans 
3 1 3 Wooden di!rn:ing stick 
84 4 5 Wooden digging stick 
52 2 1 Woodendi22ingstick 
35 4 - Wooden digging stick, stone mace 
44 1 2 Wooden di22ing stick 
89-92 7 7 Wooden digging stick, feather fan, 3 Spondylus 
shells 
102 
- 6 2 weaver's baskets 
37 
- 2 Weaver's basket with wooden plate, 2 stone 
oolishers 
51 3 3 Weaver's basket 
7 
- - Spindles 
36 1 3 Textile making tools 
38 3 9 Textile making tools 
27 a38 2 16 3 carved wooden plates 
52-54 1 8 Decorated lance, 2 Soondylus shells 
55 1 6 False head, wooden vessel 
64-65 2 1 ()uious, Spondylus 
60 - 4 Spondvlus 
93 - - Coooertupu 
24 3 1 -
42 1 2 -
56 1 1 -
57 4 6 -
69 2 3 
-
22 3 3 -
97 1 2 -
98 1 2 -
104-5 1 3 
-
106 2 4 -
106-9 5 1 -
2 2 2 
-
10 1 - -
18 2 
- -
21 2 
- -
34 1 - -
46 1 
- -
61 2 
- -
88 3 - -
47-50 - 4 -
43 - 2 -
72 - 1 -
82-83 
- 2 -
100 - 2 -
85 - 2 -
94 
- 1 -
95 - 7 -
4 
- 2 -
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Table 127. Ischma grave lots from Pyramid I, Lot 2 at Maranga 
187 5 5 Silver pectoral, lance/mace, silver 
bracelet 
131 1 1 Wooden dhrn:ing stick 
137-8 3 1 Wooden di22ing stick 
169 1 1 Wooden di!rn:ing stick 
120 2 - Wooden die:e:ing stick 
sin. 2 - Wooden di1:rn:ing stick 
165 4 - Woodendie:l?ingstick 
166-7 5 - Wooden die:lri.ng stick 
197 6 - Wooden di1rn·in2 stick 
184 1 1 Weaver's basket 
191 3 2 Weaver's basket 
199 - - Weaver's basket 
sin. 2 2 Weaver's basket 
194 4 
-
textile making tools 
198 2 - textile makin2 tools 
124 2 4 Spindles 
195 7 1 Soindles 
115 2 1 
-
119 1 1 
-
122 1 1 
-
126 1 2 
-
134 2 1 
-
135 2 2 
-
136 - 1 
-
129 - 2 
-
145 
- 1 
-
161 
- 3 -
151 1 
- -
177 1 
- -
180 2 
- -
185 2 -
-
186 1 
- -
sin. 2 
- -
sin 1 
- -
170 1 
- -
174 1 
- -
153 3 
- -
155 2 
- -
162 3 
- -
163 1 
- -
127 1 -
-
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Table 130. lschma grave lots from Pyramid III, Lot 2 at Maranga 
17 1 , Silver artefact 
65 4 
143 4 
20 4 
31 2 
190-2 4 
134 1 Weaver's basket 
141 
16 1 
30 
166 Textile 
53 
61 5 2 
126 2 1 
24 4 1 
44 1 2 
62 9 
64 3 
27 1 
67 1 
70 4 
75 4 
85 1 
112 1 
130 3 
144 3 
160 2 
168 1 
Table 131. lschma grave lots from Pyramid IV, Lot 2 at Maranga 
5 2 
1 4 
2 3 Textile makin tools 
2 1 
2 1 
14 2 
13 1 
IO 2 
24 4 
20 4 
4 1 
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Mitimaes 
There are graves of Chimu, Chancay and lea mitimaes at Maranga throughout all 
contexts reported by Jij6n y Caamano, except for Pyramid 4. 
a. Chimu mitimaes 
There are 19 funerary contexts from Pyramids I, TI and ill, which are associated with 
Chimu-Inka ceremonial pots, Ischma domestic wares, gourds with food and with other 
utensils. Tomb 58 seems to be that of a Chimu potter and weaver. There are three tombs 
with the wooden digging sticks of agricultural workers, others such as, tomb 125, were 
of female textile makers, two tombs with weapons were probably Chimu soldiers. 
However the remaining 12 tombs do not have any clear evidence of the occupation 
(Tables 132-136). 
Table 132. Chimu mitimaes grave lots from Pyramid I, Lot 1 at Maranga 
59 1 
58 1 
63 1 
19-20 2 
23 1 
106-9:2 2 
106-9:4 1 
4 
1 
3 
2 
16 
6 
7 
2 
Copper mace, copper tweezers, copper 
s ar thrower in the form of a bird 
Mold for pot, textile making tool, 
carved wooden tupu, wooden chisel 
for textile makin 
Table 133. Chimu mitimaes grave lots from Pyramid I, Lot 2 at Maranga 
125 1 Weaver's basket 
140 feather ornament 
176 1 1 3 
Table 134. Chimu mitimaes grave lots from Pyramid II at Maranga 
Table 135. Chimu mitimaes grave lots from Pyramid III, Lot 1 at Maranga 
4b 4 
5b 2 
/ 
1 
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2 Chimu textiles, wooden digging 
stick, wooden mace, slin 
3 Chimu textiles, textile bag, 2 
wooden di · n sticks 
Table 136. Chimu mitimaes grave lots from Pyramid III, Lot 2 at Maranga 
b. Chancay mitimaes 
There are 31 tombs with Chancay ceremonial vessels from Pyramids I and ID, three 
contain textile malting tools, a multiple tomb contains the artefacts of a weaver and a 
pottery maker, four has a wooden digging stick, 23 of the tombs had no distinguishing 
materials, suggesting that the Chancay mitimaes were farmers, textile makers and potters 
(Tables 137-140). 
Table 137. Chan cay mitimaes grave lots from Pyramid I, Lot 1 at Maranga 
1 
17 1 2 
73-81 4 
40-1 1 
15 1 5 
13 1 1 
16 1 1 
7 
2 
16 
4 
3 
3 
Weaver's basket, wooden heddle and wooden 
s oon 
Weaver's basket 
Textile making tools, 19 ceramic moulds, 7 
stone polishers, 1 sandal, spondylus shell, 2 
ourd containers for lime 
Textile making tools, 2 stone polishers, uno 
de mate, a wooden decorated balance 
Wooden di in stick 
Table 138. Chancay mitimaes grave lots from Pyramid I, Lot 2 at Maranga 
130 1 
150 1 1 
189 1 3 2 
Table 139. Chancay mitimaes grave lots from Pyramid I, Lot 1 at Maranga 
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Table 140. Chancay mitimaes grave lots from Pyramid III, Lot 2 at 
Maranga 
sin 1 3 textiles 
167 1 
140 4 3 
93 1 2 
92 2 1 
83 1 
19 1 4 1 
195 2 2 
c. lea mitimaes 
From Pyramid ID, only one lea tombs.has been identified and had no specific 
occupational indicators (Table 37). 
1 12 3 False head 
Discusion 
The tombs excavated by Jij6n y Caamano (1949) at Maranga were located in four 
earlier Pyramids situated outside of the Recinto Inka. In the analysis of the offerings of 
the 321 tombs, only 188 had artifacts revealing the trade (Table 142); 141 were those of 
the local Ischma population, including 25 farmers, 21 textile workers, two high status 
warriors, a local administrator and a soldier; 19 were Chimu mitimaes, including two high 
status soldiers, two farmers, three textile workers and a potter; 31 were from Chancay -
four farmers, three textile workers and a potter; 130 had no specific occupation. 
Table 142. Origin and occupation from Maranga graves 
Textile maker 21 3 4 28 
Farmer 25 2 4 31 
Potter 1 1 2 4 
Soldier 2 2 4 
Unknown 92 11 17 1 121 
Total 141 19 27 1 188 
Although some tombs contained high status artifacts of spondylus, copper and feathers. 
This does not imply that there were Inka officials or other elite present. All the burials 
seem to be similar in status and in occupations, low class farmers, textile makers and 
potters, irrespective of their origin. Those without offerings probably are other members 
of that community with even less be social importance, such as old people and 
apprentices. 
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Jij6n y Caamano did not provide details of orientation for the tombs he studied. Therefore 
it is not possible to determine thjat factor varied according to ethnic origin as had been 
determined for Huaca Santa Cruz. There does not appear to be any perceivable spatial 
separation according to ethnic origin. Each pyramid was probably used as a cemetery 
successively, therefore placing both local and mitimaes within the same structural unit as 
each filled up. 
8. THE TOMB OF PURUCHUCO 
Jimenez Borja (Tabfo 1969) excavated a multiple late period tomb at Puruchuco, 
30 m. east of the restored kancha, i.e. towards the foot of cerro Mayorazgo. A totora mat 
covered an area, 1x2 m., the entrance to a 1.2 m. deep stone and adobe rectangular 
tomb. It contained three mummies: the first and largest was on the eastern side; the second 
of average size against the west wall, covered with a small white cotton cloth, painted red; 
the third lay against the northern wall (Table 143). 
Table 143. Characteristics of the three Puruchuco mummy bundles 
0.5 m 
Thickness 0.4 m 
Orientation ? E 
Ischma ceramic 1 1 1 
Textiles coverin x x x 
Totoranet x x 
False head x 
Gourds 1 1 
Beens x 
The first mummy contained four individuals, an adult male, an adult female and two 
children (Tabfo 1969: 184-185). The male had quite sumptuous personal adornments 
personales, including a lance with a long wooden handle and piece of metal leaf. This 
high status man was a local person but the mode of burial, and the wrapping of his family 
suggest that he was a local leader of some description. The tomb location at Puruchuco 
might suggest that he was an occupant of that kancha. 
9. PACHACAMAC 
At Pachacamac, Uhle (1903: 62) reported nine cemeteries of different epochs in all 
sectors around the city, and that artefacts recovered often indicated an Ink.a occupation. 
The nine were: one on a terrace of Punchao Kancha, six within the town, i.e. within the 
Third Wall, and two beyond the Third Wall which he called La Centinela and La 
Venturosa. The urban area contains the greater number of graves which he estimated to 
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contain between 60,000 and 80,000 tombs of different eras of which the majority were in 
the sacred precinct. He classified these into open cemeteries, tombs inside houses and 
tombs inside temples (Uhle 1903: 12). The first are the most numerous whilst the third 
the fewest (Table 144). 
Table 144. Inka cemeteries in Pachacamac 
Old houses 
NandV ? ? Old houses 
VI ? ? Old houses 
Punchao Kancha 30? 15? 
La Centinela ? ? ? 
La Venturosa ? ? ? 
a. Cemetery I 
Cemetery I is located at the frontal base (N) of the Painted Temple. It had been 
used initially for in EIP with other use in Tiwanaku and W ari periods. This continued use 
reflected the high esteem with it was held (Uhle 1903: 17). The Inka period burials are 
located in the upper strata, overlying the Tiwanaku and W ari ones, "in a second stratum 
of new soil", characterised by adobe fragments (Uhle 1903: 37). They were constructed 
without side walls or roofs. 
Uhle is not specific about the number of mummies found but there were at least 10, 
comprising 3 males, several women, including a young girl. The mummies were simply 
irregular bundles wrapped in large, square cloths. Many had their heads covered with 
spiral woven, black woollen cords. One had a white cotton band around the forehead and 
its hands were large and yellow (Uhle 1903: 37). Among the offerings were aryballos and 
other typically Cusco-Inka vessels, including plates, jars and jugs (Uhle 1903: 17). These 
individuals were interpreted by Uhle (1903: 39-40) as nobility and he described two as 
Inka orej6n graves (see Chapter 7). 
The very close packing of these graves and the disturbance of one by the excavation of 
another convinced Uhle (1903: 16) that this was typical Andean custom of burial as close 
to the home of the god as possible. He cited both Cieza de Leon (Cr6nica I, Chap 10 
[1553]) and Zarate (1944 [1555]) that the nobility, priests and pilgrims were buried as 
close to the temple as possible, particularly at Pachacamac. 
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b. Cemetery VI 
Cemetery VI is found in the northwestern sector of the town about 360 m. and 
between the Third and Second Walls. In his many excavations in and around house 
footings, Uhle (1903: 62-64) recovered several large aryballos and some large, decorated 
cooking vessels. Although the pottery found was clearly Inka, the wares were coastal, 
i.e. Ischma, Chincha and Chimu (Uhle 1903: figs. 67-70). No complete mummies were 
found, only crania and bones with pieces of textiles and wooden and metal artefacts. The 
textiles are not specifically Inka in design. In other words, they are probably local in 
origin, although Uhle (1903: 66) noted that the later ones were technically more 
advanced. The metal artefacts recovered are all made of copper and include: a knife 
decorated with a face; a chisel with a dark wood handle; a flat chisel, a piece of wire, a 
tiny spoon with a humming bird handle, and a round bell (Uhle 1903: pl. 13, figs 21-26). 
The wooden artefacts include keros, a plate with a bird handle, bowls and spoons, all 
typically Ink:a, and a small idol in Chimu style (Uhle 1903: Plate 13, fig. 18) There were 
also several wooden textile making tools, including shuttles, a weaver's beam, needles, 
knives and many clay spindle whorls. Other wooden objects include 2 types of ear plug. 
A small pyro-engraved gourd of the type used to contain lime for coca chewing was also 
found. 
Although this cemetery cannot be analysed by individual mummy and associated 
offerings, several important points can be made. Firstly, it had a significant presence of 
foreigners, presumably mitimaes, and particularly from the North Coast. Secondly, these 
were probably artisans, indicated by the presence of metal tools, wooden weaving tools 
and the range of finished products. They were not high status individuals because their 
objects do not contain spondylus, woollen ponchos, fine textiles, gold or silver. These 
goods represent the products of the work they did for the Inka state. The wooden Chimu 
idol, as shall be discussed later, is part of a common funerary scene in the North Coast, 
indicating a Chimu funerary ritual of an important person, perhaps made by the buried 
artesan for the burial of a Chimu leader elsewhere in Pachacamac. 
In this same sector of the city, Squier (1967) investigated several tombs in 1864, and 
published in 1869 a multiple tomb, walled with adobes, found in a house. It measured 
about 1.2 m. square and was about 90 cm. deep. It contained a family group, adult male, 
adult female, a 14 year old girl, a boy and an infant. They were flexed, seated and 
wrapped in several layers of cotton and woollen cloth of which the outer layer was a reed 
and grass net tied with a rope. Squier did not describe the orientation of the mummies. 
There were also some general offerings in the tomb, including 6 domestic pots and jars, 
some containing maize and peanuts. 
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The adult male had 3 wrappings, an outer net and 2 layers of cotton cloth, the first plain 
and tied with a llama wool cord and the second fmer. He had a fishing net wrapped 
around his neck and folded on his knees as well as some fishing lines, copper hooks and 
sinkers, which indicated that he was a fisherman (Squier 1967: 212). He was also buried 
with 2 rolls of alpaca wool, some maize cobs and a pair of copper tweezers around his 
neck. A small piece of copper had been placed in his mouth. 
The adult female was wrapped in a fine, brown and white, alpaca wool mantle decorated 
with birds and a fine cotton shroud with a diamond pattern, also decorated with monkeys, 
both in North Coast style. The innermost wrapping was about 20 m. of coarsely woven 
cotton. She had a comb made of fish spines set in a: palm wood handle in one hand and a 
feather and cane fan in the other. Around her neck she had a three string, shell necklace. 
A collection of textile malting tools were placed between her knees and torso, including a 
quinua stalk spindle and stone whorl, a ball of half spun thread and raw cotton. In her 
shawl were wrapped lima beans, cotton, pieces of a silver ornament and 2 silver leaf 
discs, and some small chalcedony beads. 
The young girl was wrapped like the adult female. She was seated on a sewing basket. 
Her hair braided and tied with a white cotton turban decorated with silver spangles. She 
had a silver bracelet on her arm. The basket contained pieces of different styles, some of it 
poorly made and small spindles, bone and bronze needles and other tools for malting 
textiles. There was a fan, carding comb, a small bronze knife, an iron pyrites mirror, a 
gold butterfly ornament and a series of sea bird bones, stopped with cotton at one end 
used to contain pigments. She had a parrot between her feet. Clearly this array of grave 
goods suggests that the girl was learning to weave and had possessions of her own. 
The small boy had a sling tied around his head. The infant had been wrapped in an alpaca 
fleece, then wrapped in a cotton cloth and placed in a reed sack with handles for carrying 
it. The only object found with her was a shell rattle. These two younger children had 
nothing to identify a specific role in life other than growing up. 
This importance of this tomb is that it illustrates two ordinary occupations, fishing and 
weaving. It is probable that they were a local family, although the presence of Chinu1 
textiles with the adult female suggests that she had northern roots. The young girl was 
being introduced to her role on adult life, however she had some rare, sumptuous objects 
buried with her, whereas the two younger children had no specific identifying elements 
other than those of a child. This tomb is also quite rare because individuals are generally 
buried in cemeteries away from direct association with other members of the family. 
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It is very probable that Wiener (1993: 69, 74-75 [1880]) also excavated in this cemetery 
area in the 1877. He does not describe the tombs nor the bodies but recovered 96 grave 
goods which can be classified as: personal adornments; textile making tools; work tools 
of wood and cane; arms; musical instruments and a staff of office (Table 145). 
Table 146. Artefacts excavated by Wiener at Pachacamac 
Tweezers of metal 
Rin s of metal 
Coral bead necklace; coral and chirimoya seed 
necklace 
Textiles with Chimu and Ischma desi ns 8 
Loom 1 
S indles and ceramic s indle whorls 22 
Maces with wooden handles 6 
Bone flutes 2 
1 
Tra 1 
32 
Total 96 
The textiles contain common Chimu decorative elements, including stepped fret designs, 
marine elements, such as birds, fish and waves organised in panels, bands and lines, 
similar to those at Ciudadela Tschudi at Chan Chan (Martinez 1986: 48, Plate 3b) and 
Tucume (Heyerdahl 1995: 88, Figs. 44 and 45). Such textiles are commonly reported 
from various parts of Pachacamac. 
The offerings found by Squier and Wiener indicate a craft group composed of Chimu 
mitimaes and locals, textiles and wooden, bone shell artefacts for the Inka state. The 
musical instruments and arms also speak of activities undertaken by these. 
c. Punchao Kancha 
i. Lowest southeast terrace 
Uhle (1903: 84-96) reported a Cemetery of the Sacrificed Women cemetery on the 
Punchao Kancha, on its lowest terrace on the southeastern side so called because it 
contained only females who had been sacrificed by strangling, possibly as part of the Inka 
ritual of capacocha. Uhle (1903: 84) recorded 46 crania but suggested that were at least 
double that number originally buried in the terrace. There was a sequence of burial 
because there had been some disturbance of earlier mummies by later burial. All were 
women about 30 years of age, sometimes accompanied by children and dogs. All had 
been strangled (Uhle 1903: 85). There is no information concerning position, although it 
is presumed that they were flexed and seated; and none about orientation. 
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They were found in a four-roomed, adobe structure, located near the southeast comer of 
the second terrace which must have been built as a chamel house because there would 
have been no old buildings on this temple. The women at Punchao Kancha were not 
wrapped although Uhle found many items of female clothing, such as a skirt (ajsu), 
girdles, belts, a forehead band (wincha) and sandals. He did not adequately describe each 
mummy nor its associated artefacts. In general, the offerings included Cusco-Inka pottery 
in form and decoration, which Uhle (1903: 87, 93-94) believed, came direct from the 
capital itself, including aryballos, plates, pedestal jar and bowls. These are the same 
forms and designs which appear with capacocha victims, but at Punchao Kancha they 
were found with ordinary and used cooking pots. There were also both ceremonial keros 
and domestic wooden artefacts found in association with the mummies (Uhle 1903: 94-
95, Pl. 18). Other materials included textiles in the course of manufacture, spindle 
whorls, spindles with thread, copper and thorn needles, many carding combs made of 
palm-wood, bound together and cane (Uhle 1903: figs 116-118), work baskets, 
containing the tools for making cloth. Uhle also reported various femenine personal 
ornaments, including plain necklaces, bracelets and small shell pendants (Uhle 1903: fig 
112-113). Only one tupu to pin a female cloak is illustrated among the finds but this may 
be a case of underreporting because it is a typical Inka femenine object. There were also 
well-preserved plant remains which, unlike the other cemeteries, did not contain typical 
coastal species but only those of the sierra, such as freeze-dried products, quinua, coca, 
beans and short-eared maize (Uhle 1903: 84-85). 
A similar four-roomed structure, of stone has been found on the second platform of 
Huaca Larga at Tucume in Lambayeque (Heyerdahl et al 1995: 90-101 ). There 22 people 
had been buried under the floor of two rooms, 19 of whom were women. Only one had 
been wrapped. The women were also buried with textile making tools in baskets, and 
ceramics.The other 3 were high status male mummies. 
It is clear that this is a special type of cemetery, both by its location and contents. The 
sacrificed women were probably aqllas. The most significant conclusion for this cemetery 
is that the ceramics and food indicate a highland, possibly Cusco origin for the women. It 
is significant that comparison with Tucume suggests an Ink.a ritual in important religious 
sites in the provinces. 
ii. ~11111111it 
Hutchinson (1873: 161) found 3 bodies on the highest terrace of the Sun Temple 
in a single grave marked by a pair of sticks, "stretching sideways" from the clay floor. 
The grave was lined with stones. The bodies were wrapped in a similar manner to those 
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he had found elsewhere on the site. He does not mention any grave goods nor the 
position and orientation of the bodies 
iii. Surrounding the foot of the pyramid 
Hutchinson (1873: 162) also reported finding many mummies with offerings in 
the area immediately adjacent to the pyramid. Some of the graves were lined with adobes. 
These seem to be tombs of bith locals and mitimaes, although no details survive. 
d. The female burial at the "Coast Gateway" in the Third Wall 
The function of the Third Wall was to control the access of pilgrims from the 
central and north coasts to the ceremonial centre. The "portada de la Costa" is located in 
one of the short lengths of the wall and along the northern projection of the main north-
south access street of the ceremonial centre. It was between 4 and 5 m. wide, compacted 
earth and gravel layer comprised its thresshold and on both sides of the wall flanking the 
gate was a bench (Carrillo and Guerrero 1996: 24). 
Carrillo and Guerrero (1996: 23-24) excavated in and around the gateway. They found 
clay figurines, spondylus and Colonial glass beads in level C. In this same level on the 
eastern side of the entrance itself, ill the threshhold and below a wall collapse, they found 
a cannon ball and an Inka spondylus figurines. Below this in level D, they discovered 
ceramic figurines in classic Inka style, a large quantity of spondylus beads and much 
ground spondylus shell. In the centre of the gateway below the threshhold they 
encountered an extended young woman, whose body had been wrapped in a cream, 
undecorated shroud, whose head was oriented to the north and who did not have any 
other grave goods. lnhumation is not a common burial practice in Pachacamac; this and 
the lack of offerings, orientation and location suggest this to be an important sacrifice, 
related perhaps to the foundation and function of the gateway. Such offerings and human 
sacrifice are similar to those known for the Inka ritual of capacocha. 
This capacocha established this gateway, an entrance to the sacred area of Pachacamac, as 
a sacred place. Capacocha was a ritual invoking the origins of the Inka and their 
relationship with the Sun. It involved human sacrifice and certain types of ritual object. 
The gateway, representing the boundary between the profane world outside the city and 
the sacred space within, prevented pilgrims from entering the city, and perhaps only those 
of higher status could pass through towards the main pyramids. Therefore for the 
ordinary pilgrim, the gateway itself came to represent the sacred heart of Pachacamac, 
which indeed could be seen from the gate, and it was here that ceremonies, including 
capacocha, would have been performed. The evidence also suggests a repeated ritual with 
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a sequence of offerings. This finding perhaps demonstrates that the goods offered to 
Pachacamac were administered directly by the Inkas. 
e. The Cemetery of La Centinela 
La Centinela cemetery is located on the southern bank of the Lurin about 4 km. 
south of the Punchao Kancha and 2 km. from the coast, on an alluvial fan enclosed by 
ridges called Huaca Malache. Uhle (1903: 71) uncovered an unknown number of tombs 
in a structural area with both adobe bricks and tapia which contained Cusco-Inka, coastal 
and coastal-Inka ceramics, many with silver vessels, gold tweezers and ear ornaments. 
The mummies were bale-shaped and bound with thick cotton cords. The false head on the 
· mummy bale was ornamented with a hammered silver mask. In one tomb, he found two 
trephined skulls with a large silver cup ornamented with a face and feather filling (Pl. 7, 
figs. 22 and 23). In another, several silver vessels were wrapped in a cloth. According to 
Uhle (1903: 72), some textiles were in the colours of the Inka himself, blue and purple, 
and others in those of Capac Ayllu, yellow and red. This site would also have been the 
first encountered by pilgrims visiting Pachacamac from the south. 
f. La Venturosa cemetery 
It is about 8 km. east of the Portada de la Sierra within a site called Quebrada 
Verde. Uhle found many looted graves there but did not publish any descriptions. He 
reported only two vessels, one a decorated aryballoid form in local ware (Uhle 1903: fig. 
101) with a design consisting of three birds. This cemetery is clearly not related to the 
sacred area of Pachacamac but serves the local population of Quebrada Verde, part of the 
District of Pachacamac. 
From Pachacamac there is evidence of both Chimu-Inka (Table 147) and Chincha-Inka 
wares (Table 148) (Uhle 1903: fig. 13), although the majority must have come from a 
funerary context, they lack precise documentation (Bandelier 1892). 
Table 147. Chimu-Inka at Pachacamac 
Bandelier 1892 
Bandelier 1892 
Bandelier 1892 
Bandelier 1892 
Bottle Uhle 1903: 18 
Double bottle Uhle 1903: 18 
Bottle Uhle 1903: 13 
Double bottle Uhle 1903: 13 
Bottle Uhle 1903: 13 
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Table 148. Presence of Chincha-Inka in Pachacamac 
2 Jar 
3 Jar Uhle 1903: 63, Fi . 69 
4 Jar 
5 Jar 
6 Jar 
7 Can taro Uhle 1903: 64, Fi . 74 
8 Jar 
9 Can taro 
Discussion 
The quality of the specific tomJ:> information for Pachacamac is not very good 
because there are few descriptions of individual mummies, position, orientation and their 
offerings. However an important pattern can be identified based on the location of the 
cemetery within the site, the quality, provenance and function of the grave goods, and the 
cause of death. These comprise the rich and sacrificed burials of the Punchao Kancha, the 
graves of the nobility in the Painted Temple of Pachacamac and the graves of mitimaes 
and local people in the broader urban area. This pattern reflects the description made by 
Zcirate (1944 [1555]) of Pachacamac. 
The graves on Punchao Kancha are special because they comprise the remains of at least 
46 sacrificed women, probably aqllas in the service of the Ink:a or the Sun or the principal 
shrine. They were buried with typical high status Cusco-style clothing and ceramics, 
suggesting that they were offered in a capacocha ritual, but also with the implements of 
their work in service, such as cooking and textile making. They had high status but were 
quite different from other high status graves in the province. 
The graves at the foot of the Painted Temple at the entrance to the sacred precinct include 
high status state officials, their women and children. These were buried with Cusco-Ink:a 
pottery and other prestigious goods, such as metals, spondylus and fine woollen 
ponchos. Their status is further confirmed by the large ear-spools. 
The third class of cemetery is in the urban area between the Second and Third Walls, 
characterised by houses and workshops. The graves reported include many regional-Inka 
styles of pottery, such as Chimu-Inka, Chincha-Ink:a, Ischma-Ink:a and Chancay, with 
artefacts used in the production of craft objects. These are the graves of mitimaes labour 
from the north and south coasts and Chancay or of local craftsmen. 
The ceramic styles found in the Pachacamac cemeteries are: i. Cusco Inka, associated with 
either officials from Cusco and/or local kurakas, who would have been state officers; 
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ii. Regional Inka styles, such as Chimu-Inka, Chincha-Inka, Ischma-Inka, and Chancay, 
associated with mitimaes from these locations or local people who had been brought in to 
work for the state at Pachacamac; iii. Local wares, such as Ischma and Puerto Viejo, 
associated with the local nobility, because they are often associated with other quality 
grave goods. These regional styles must have been the product of initimaes potters who 
had been brought to Pachacamac for state production purposes. 
The cemetery of La Venturosa was for held a local Ischma community during the period 
of the Inka occupation (Table 149). 
Table 149. Identification· of persons buried in the cemeteries of 
Pachacamac 
I Orejones, high status individuals from Cosco or even local kurakas 
II Earlier cemetery with probable late period interments 
III Earlier cemetery with probable late period interments 
IVandV Earlier cemetery with probable late period interments 
VI Chimu and Chincha Mitimaes and local Ischma 
Punchao Kancha Cemetery of the Sacrificed women 
La Centinela Orejones, people of high status 
La Venturosa Local population 
10. ARMATAMBO 
This cemetery is located on the upper slopes of Morro Solar (Bandelier 1892). 
The tombs represent individuals in a seated-flexed position, only one was extended. Four 
mummies were sent to New York, whilst the remainder were left at the site. No analysis 
of the mummies has been conducted and there are no notes concerning orientation. The 
majority of tombs were individual, although some multiple burials were reported. There 
was also a symbolic funerary context, without human bones, comprising only a bundle of 
textiles tied with a rope and a long string of beads. 
The grave goods vary in both quality and quantity. One hundred and sixty two ceramic 
vessels, both domestic and ceremonial, were recovered as well as 180 cotton textiles, 
some with painted or stamped decoration, some were made with camelid wool. One of 
these (B/1225) clearly demonstrates Inka influence with zig-zag lines defining triangles 
within which are painted feather designs. The other grave goods include textile making 
tools, such as baskets containing spindles, needles, balls of wool and cotton, cotton 
thread, some wooden shuttles and separators; a poncho, fans and headdresses decorated 
with multi-coloured feathers, a copper chisel with a wooden handle and several copper 
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tweezers, wooden balances and wooden drinking vessels. He also reported finding coca 
leaves and small gourds filled with lime, maize and beans. 
These burials finds contained local pottery, including Ischma-Inka and Puerto Viejo 
(Table 150), as well as Chimu-Inka (Table 151) and Chincha-Inka styles (Table 152). 
Several textiles were decorated in both Inka and Chimu styles, feather decorations in 
Chimu-like styles, whilst the craftmen's tools are mainly local. These finds imply the 
existence of both local craftsmen and some from the Mala valley and mitimaes from the 
North Coast at Armatambo who made wooden artefacts and textiles. 
Table 150. Puerto Viejo pottery at Armatambo 
Person with bird 
Table 151. Chimu-Inka pottery at Armatambo 
Table 152. Presence of Chincha-Inka in Armatambo 
11. HUACA SANTA CATALINA 
Huaca Santa Catalina was a stepped piramids at Limatambo with painted, bas-
relief friezes. Ghersi (1970-1975) excavated several looted tombs and reported four 
intact, two located close to the northeast comer and two on the upper platform (Table 
153). 
Table 153. Characteristics of the tombs at Huaca Santa Catalina 
Location 10 m. east of NE 10 m. south of NE Upper platform Upper platform 
comer corner 
de th 0.8 m. 0.5 m. 0.6 m. 1 m. 
Tomb 1.1 x 0.7 m. - 1.2 x 1.1 m. - 1.1x0.4 m. - circular 80 cm. 
elli tical rectan lar rectan lar diameter 
Ae Adult Adult 3 children 10 ears 
Position Fetal on side Extended Extended Seated flexed 
Orientation w s 
Offerin s 3 1 
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They comprised three individual and one multiple burial. Tombs 1 and 2 have no clothing 
nor offerings. The burial 2 is incomplete, without thorax bones.Tomb 4, a child burial, 
comprised a large woollen bag, decorated with brown, red and black stripes. The multiple 
tomb contained three children, each in a mummy bundle, arranged in a line from north to 
the south. Two were on a cane crib with a Ischma-lnka face-necked jar, a wooden bowl 
carved as a fish, a ball of cotton and wool in various colours (Table 154). 
Table 154. Characteristics of the three mummy bundles from Tomb 3 
Extended Extended Extended 
West West West 
h 28 cm. 33 cm. ? 
8 cm. IO cm. ? 
Cane crib x x ? 
Filled with cotton x x x 
Filled with Pacae leaves ? x ? 
Textile coverin s x x x 
These burials represent not ordinary graves but ritual events, possibly sacrifices because 
there are missing bones, there are no offerings with burials 1 and 2 and the three children 
may have been buried together because they had been sacrificed. 
Elsewhere from the Huaca, Ghersi ( 1971) found other graves with many types of 
offering,. including textile making tools, textiles, 17 digging sticks (Table 155), pottery, 
personal adornments and other things. Textile making tools include is a loom, wooden 
shuttles and separators; for spinning spindles and ceramic and stone, decorated whorls. 
The textiles were made in cotton and wool, some with human hair.There was some raw 
cotton and balls of coloured wool, wound around llama bones. 
A total of207 vessels representing of 7 forms (Table 156), oflschma-Inka, Chimu-Inka, 
Chincha-Inka, Chanka and Chancay were found. The latter is of two styles: Negro/crema 
and Lauri Impreso (Horkheimer 1962) or "Quillahuaca/Lauri Impreso" (Krzanowski 
1991: 239). There are vessels of two Chancay forms which are only found in high status 
tombs in the Chancay valley: the modelled anthropomorphic Chino and ceramic figurinas 
(Cornejo 1985, 1991). Their presence at Huaca Santa Catalina suggests Chancay elite, 
probably as mitimaes (Table 157). 
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Table 155. Wooden digging sticks in Huaca Santa Catalina 
207 1.3 m 
208 0.8 m 8cm 4cm 
209 0.73 m 5cm 2.5 cm Broken handle 
210 0.65 m 5cm 2.5 cm Broken handle 
211 0.84m 5cm 3cm Broken handle 
212 0.43 m 5.5 cm 3cm 
213 0.46 m 5cm 2.5 cm 
214 0.43 m 4cm 2.5 cm 
215 0.44m 4.5 cm 3cm 
216 0.36m 5cm 4cm 
217 0.29 m 5cm 4cm 
218 0.20 m 6cm 4cm 
219 0.21 m 2.5 cm 1.5 cm 
220 0.75 m 3.5 cm 2.5 cm 
221 0.8 m 3.5 cm 2cm Com lete 
593 0.38 m 
594 0.24 m 
Table 156. Types of pottery at Huaca Santa Catalina 
Cantaro 80 
Olla 78 
Modelled 33 
Aryballo 7 
Plate 5 
Jar 3 
Double bottle 1 
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Table 157. Chancay pottery at Huaca Santa Catalina 
Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5: 28 
? Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5: 12 
? Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5: 59 
Can taro Black on cream Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5: 30 
? Black on cream Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5: 58 
? Black on cream Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5: 59 
Black on cream Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5: 59 
Black on cream Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5: 60 
Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5: 28 
Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5: 28 
Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5: 28 
Ghersi 1972-77: lnf-5: 28 
Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5: 28 
Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5: 28 
Ghersi 1971-73: Inf-5: 29 
Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5: 29 
Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5: 60 
Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5: 60 
Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5: 60 
Of the other foreign ceramics there are six Chimti-Inka aryballos, 2 jars and a double-
bodied bottle (Table 158), 2 Chincha-Inkajars (Table 159) and a Chanka face-necked jar 
(Ghersi 1972: Esp-143). Among the Ischma-Inka pots is a modelled taqlla, a highland 
digging tool (Ghersi 1971: Esp-468). 
Table 158. Chimu-Inka pottery at Huaca Santa Catalina 
Ghersi 1972: lnf-3: 10 
Black Ghersi 1972: Inf-3: 17 
Black Ghersi 1972: Inf-3: 20 
Black Ghersi 1972: Inf-3: 20 
Brown Ghersi 1972 
Black Ghersi 1972 
Red Ghersi 1972: Inf-3: 11 
Black Ghersi 1972 
? Ghersi 1972 
Table 159. Presence of Chincha-Inka in Santa Catalina 
Among the personal adornments were tweezers (Table 160) necklaces, feather 
adornments, beads, gold plaques, silver, copper, shells and seeds (Table 161). Other 
offerings included an unfinished wooden balance (Esp-127), spondylus, perforated 
scallop and pearl shell, suggesting the presence of lapidaries, a metal spearthrower (Esp-
407); and stone polishers (Esps-135-137, 147, 152) used in pot making (Table 162). 
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There is also coca-taking paraphernalia, such as gourd bottles and other lidded containers 
for lime (Esps-119, 130, 149-151) and a 6 cm. gold spoon (Esp-167), modelled as a 
hummingbird, to extract lime. 
Table 160. Tweezers in Huaca Santa Catalina 
2 cm. 
3.5 cm. 1.5 cm. 
2.3 cm. 1.7 cm. Circular 
2 cm. 1 cm. Rectan ular 
Table 161. Personal adornments 
280 Necklace Ceramic 11 beads 
573 Necklace Seeds 
632 Necklace ? 23 cm. Ion white beads 
168-185 beads Gold 18 
281 bead r Redonda 
308 bead 1.9 cm. 
122 bead 
273 bead 
186 beads Stone Oran e and white 
283 beads Seeds 2 
418 ornament Feathers 
309 I ue Silver 18 cm. 
366 ue Gold 7.75 x 6 cm. 
367 ue Gold 7.5 x 4 cm. 
368 ue Gold 8 x 3 cm. 
474 Silver 6 x 4.5 cm. 
475 Silver 5.5 x 4.5 cm. 
494 Gold, silver & co er 11 fra ents 
Table 162. Other offerings from Huaca Santa Catalina 
127 Balance 1 
251 decorations Several 
355 decorations 1 
562 decorations 1 
raw 1 
121 raw 1 
568 raw 1 
407 s arthrower 1 
135-137, 147, Polishers 5 Stone 
152 
Discussion 
Huaca Santa Catalina is a cemetery for local people, artisans and mitimaes from 
Chimu, Chincha, Chancay and Chanka. A Chancay was probably also buried there. 
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12. ISLA SAN LORENZO 
The island of San Lorenzo lies 4 km. off La Punta, the most westerly point of 
Rfmac. The island was called Sina (Mochica) at the time of the Spanish conquest (Villar 
Cordova 1935: 177). Uhle excavated in the southern part of the island at Caleta de la Cruz 
in 1906 and 1907. His finds included some structures and a cemetery for which he 
estimated between 2000 and 3000 tombs, some of which were very rich (Romero 1942: 
210-211). There is no published description, therefore it is not possible to relate the finds 
with individual tombs. There is physical anthropologicl description of the bodies, 
although tatooing was present (9 arms (#3304-3312 and 2 legs #3313-3314). 
There are many metal, textile, ceramic, shell and wooden artefacts found in the cemetery 
excavations. There are over 100 ceramics in Ink.a-local styles, such as Chimu-Ink.a, 
Chancay-Ink.a, Ischma-Inka and Puerto Viejo-Ink.a, including bottles, double-bodied 
bottles, aryballos, jugs, ollas, earthemwar jar, large open serving bowls, plates and cups 
(Rfos and Retamozo 1978; Isla 1996). 
There are 136 complete metal artefacts of which 120 are of silver and 5 of gold; and an 
additional 350 smaller pieces of silver and gold (Rfos and Retamozo 1978: 4). The main 
silver pieces comprise keros, ollas, plates, bottles, bowls, a large spoon, knife, masks, 
bracelets, boxes with silver beads, pendants, necklaces, needles, ear cleaning tools, 
tweezers of gold and silver, bells, rings, tupus, slings made from silver wire and a piece 
of silver leaf, a pectoral (Table 163; Rfos and Retamozo 1978: Lam XIV, E-3201). of a 
design and form similar to that found at Saqsawaman (Gonzalez 1992). There were also 
copper spindle whorls, silver and copper spindles, transparent crystal bead necklace. 
Many of the silver pieces are not common in tombs on the central coast. The silver portrait 
keros are of a style which has been influenced by elements from Ischma, Chimu and Ink.a 
and have also been found other sites, including Pachacamac, La Rinconada de la Molina 
Chuquitanta (Rfos and Retamozo 1978: 33-34); and made in ceramic at Huaca Tres Palos 
as well (Buntinx 1970). 
Table 163. Silver vessels 
Bottle 2 
Olla 6 
S oon 1 
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Personal adornments of gold and silver (Table 164) and necklaces (Table 165); both 
finished products and in the process of assembly, i.e. beads and no thread (Table 166) 
also comprise these finds. 
Table 164. Personal adornments of gold and silver 
Tweezers Silver 
Tweezers Gold 
Necklace Silver and stone 7 
Bracelet Silver 5 
Table 165. Neck ornaments 
Pendant ? I 
Beads and c lindrical tubes Silver I 
Wire Silver 4 
Beads Trans arent stones I 
Table 166. Beads 
Metal artefacts associated with textiles which were probably found only with important 
artisans also have a symbolic function (Table 167). Several boxes were used to store 
silver pendants for decorating luxury clothing. (Table 168). The boxes contained dozens 
of such pendants in various forms, such as a flat frog, similar to one illustrated by 
Bonavia (1994: 230, fig 175) and in a looted tomb at Aviyay (Cornejo 1994). 
Table 167. Metal artefacts associated with textiles 
Silver Man 
Silver 2 
Co r 2 
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Table 168. Pendants used to attach to clothing 
Box 
Box 
Box 
Box 
Box man 
20 
1 
Textile several 
Fro 1 
Bell 2 
Rare silver artefacts, such as masks and pectorals, which signify social prestige were also 
found (Table 169) as well as other silver tools (Table 170) and several other, 
unidentifiable metal objects, including three gold leaves, six gold fragments, one silver 
rectangular block, a silver leaf in the form of a tongue. 
Table 169. Silver artefacts which signify social prestige 
Masks Silver 6 
Pectorals Silver 2 
Fan holders Silver and wood 2 
Mirror Iron sul hate 1 
Table 170. Silver tools used for different functions 
Chisel or ear cleaning Silver 
tool 
Ceramics 
The pottery can be divided into eight morphological types and six stylistic ones 
(Table 171), including three central coast styles: Ischma, Puerto Viejo and Chancay, 
representing 57.6% of the sample; two other coastal - Chimu-Inka and Chincha-Inka-
29.3%; Inka style, imitating Cusco, in typical forms, such as aryballo, olla, plate and 
bowl only comprised 6.5%, but in combination with Chimu-Inka and Chincha-Inka total 
35.8%. The remainder is stylistically undetermined. This evidence suggests that there 
were Chimu, Chincha, Mala and Chancay mitimaes as well as local people working as 
state craftsmen on the island. 
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Table 171. Ceramic types found on the Isla San Lorenzo 
1 
15 1 1 9 3 29 
4 7 13 10 34 
Bowl 2 2 3 7 
Plate 1 2 3 
Cu 2 2 
Lge 1 1 
bowl 
Olla 21 2 2 25 
Total 36 9 8 24 3 6 18 92 
Llave: E-1: Ischma; E-2: Puerto Viejo; E-3: Chancay; E-4: Chimu-Inka; E-5: Chincha-lnka; 
E-6: Inka; E-7: unknown 
There were also materials which imply textile manufacture on the island, including 11 
unfinished textiles and a variety of weaving instruments (Table xx). The latter comprised 
elements of the back-strap loom, including 2 wooden pieces; wooden heddles, and stick 
or cane warp separators, combs made on a small diameter stick to organise warp 
combinations, wooden shuttles, bobbins and three wooden carding tools, decorated with 
coloured thread (Esps. 3277-3279). Some of these were carved with human and animal 
faces. The process of spinning tools was indicated by baskets and bags with wooden 
spindles, whorls, and balls of both cotton and woollen thread. 
Over 50 pieces of fine cotton and woollen textiles comprising large and small unkus, 
cloaks, skirts, bags and slings adorned with anthropomorphic and zoomorphic designs, 
and painted, printed, embroidered, using feathers and hundreds of silver and gold square, 
round and zoomorphic plaques were recognised by Tello (1967: 74) as precious 
ceremonial ones. The most important was the poncho, of which over 20 were found, 16 
for adults and 4 for children. Six were decorated with multicolored feathers sewn into the 
fabric forming fish and waves; six were made of cotton with designs of fish and birds 
embroidered in wool; 4 were made entirely of cotton and 4 are not well described (Table 
172). The remainder comprised a variety of plain and embroidered pieces, a tapestry, 
double faced pieces decorated with feathers, silver frogs and spangles and green stones 
sewn on, and painted and embroidered animal designs (Table 173). 
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Table 172. Ponchos from Isla San Lorenzo 
2972 Child Feathers Yellow and blue 
2973 Adult Feathers Waves 
2974 Adult Feathers Fish 
2975 Adult Feathers Yellow 
3023 Adult Feathers 
3097 Adult Feathers 
2976 Adult Cotton and wool 
2977 Adult Cotton and wool Embroidered fi ures 
2978 Adult Cotton and wool Embroidered fi s 
2984 Adult Cotton and wool Embroidered birds 
2990 Adult Cotton and wool Embroidered birds 
2980 Adult Cotton and wool Embroidered 
2994 Adult Cotton Dark in colour 
2999 Child Cotton White 
3000 Child Cotton White 
2983 Child Cotton ? 
2985 Adult ? Human fi ures 
2986 Adult ? ? 
2981 Adult ? ? 
2982 Adult ? ? 
Table 173. Other textiles 
2968-69 Painted cotton, one 8 m long; another with fish 2 
desi s 
2970 1 
2971 
2988 1 
3280 Fine dark cotton lliclla 1 
2989;3147-48; 3344 Embroidered cotton textiles with birds and other 4 
animals 
3145-46;2987;3369 4 
2991-93; 2995-98 7 
3149-3159 Textiles in rocess of manufacture 11 
3160-3171 Cloaks 12 
3342-43 3144 3 
3345-48; 3281 5 
3143 Hat 1 
Personal adornments 
Personal ornaments comprised: mother of pearl earpicks with a bird figure on the 
top (Esp-3126); necklaces and pendants with spondylus beads and shell, seed and stone 
beads (Table 174); wooden earspools with incrustations (Table 175). Such adornments 
are generally scarce elsewhere in the province, further confirming the island as a prestige 
burial place. 
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Table 174. Beads and pendants 
3341a x 
3341b x x 
3121 x x 
3122 x 
3022 x 
3136 x 
3137 x 
Table 175. Wooden earspools with incrustations 
3101 
3102 ? Cross 
3103 ? ? 
3104 Silver ? 
3105 Sin le Shell ? 
3106 Sin le Beads rin 
3116 Sin le mother of earl ? 
3117 Double Silver ? 
3118 Sin le ? ? 
There are also other materials which have been found. These include various whole and 
cut shells (Table 176); a wooden balance (#3286); some gold in a large urn (#3387); 
Table 176. Spondylus and other shell materials 
3109-13, 3131-32,3114, 3368 
3127, 3130 
3292 
3128 
3129 
Discussion 
The quality of these finds is high and suggest that the island was a very important 
administrative and religious centre. A similar quantity of such grave goods is only found 
at La Centinela in Lurin and at the Painted Temple in Pachacamac. It is argued that this 
cemetery represents a population on the island, including orejones from Cusco, mitimaes 
and local craftsmen, and mamaconas dedicated to the service of the Inka temple on the 
island itself. It is possible that some graves are of people who were brought from the 
mainland for burial. 
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Throughout Tawantinsuyu elements of offerings in gold and silver are associated with 
high status burials, such as human sacrifices, and thereofre with the ritual of capacocha, 
whhich is often found in important places, such as offshore islands (e.g. Isla La Plata off 
the coast of Ecuador) (Betanzos 1987 [1551]; McEwan and Silva 1989; Ruiz Estrada 
1991: 32). On San Lorenzo, gold and silver vessels, spondylus shells and artefacts, fine 
textiles adorned with feathers and metal and the quantity of local-Inka ceramics in 
different styles establish its importance as a religious centre, where sacrifices were 
probably carried out presumably dedicated to the Sun and the Moon in the name of the 
Inka. The high quality textile, associated with textile making equipment, suggests the 
presence of aqllas. Wooden ear spools with shell inlay inply high status Inka males. 
13. Chocas 
At Chocas, the three areas (A, B and C), reutilized earlier houses and storerooms 
as tombs. The individuals were wrapped in canes and layers of woollen cloth, some 
decorated with stripes. Cotton, wool and human hair was used to make textiles, rope, 
string and nets. There are few data on position and orientation of the mummies. Amongst 
the offerings there are Inka, Huaura, Pativilca, Chancay and Chocas ceramics styles, 
maize, coca leaves, gourds, dark coloured cotton, peanuts, a dog mandible and camelid 
wool. (Perez and Arce 1989: 10-30) (Table 177). In Chocas B, Perez and Arce (1989) 
described two types of tombs: one located against walls inside rooms, dug 1.5 m. deep 
into gravel and sealed with stone slabs; the second, rectangular stone cists. They also note 
that some of the burials were extended and wrapped in cane mats (Perez and Arce (1989: 
14). However no further information on this unusual inhumation is available. In Chocas 
C, they described looted tombs of irregular form placed inside the architecture. 
This poorly reported, middle valley cemetery contains many more coastal elements than 
Aviyay. 
Table 177. The two looted tombs at Chocas C 
Location 
Maize 
Gourds 
Coca 
Potte 
Sector i, at foot of N wall, unit 
14 
8-12 ears-old 
Textiles and canes 
Cotton and wool 
x 
x 
x 
Chanca and local chocas 
Sector ii, second terrace 
Adult 
Textiles and canes 
Cotton 
x 
x 
x 
? 
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A SOCIAL ANALYSIS OF DEATH IN THE PROVINCE 
This study of funerary context in the Province of Pachacamac has described a total 
of 500 tombs, although the quality of information is very variable. Few tombs are 
described in full, i.e. including age and sex of the individual, its position and orientation, 
the grave architecture and the quantity and quality of the grave goods, often data is 
available for only one of those categories. However it is possible to present a social 
analysis from this material. Firstly, a general grouping will suggest a potential social 
hierarchy. Secondly, further analysis of ceramic styles, coupled with some locational and 
orientation information from one site suggests the presence of foreign mitimaes. 
a. Social hierarchy 
At Pachacamac itself analysis focussed on the location of tomb and the quality and 
quantity of associated goods. It demonstrates a possible social hierarchy. Effectively, four 
categories of grave can be identified which spatially distinct and which are found at 
varying distances from the sacred precinct. The first comprises those closest to the centre 
and the fourth those furthest away. 
The first category comprises the human sacrifices from the Punchao Kancha by both 
Hutchinson (1873), who found three tombs on the summit, and Uhle (1903), who 
reported 43 but suggested more on the lowest southeast terrace. In this same category is 
the sacrifice of a young female found extended in a grave and without offerings in the 
threshhold of the Coastal Gateway (Carrillo and Guerrero 1996: 24 ), a place which 
represented all the sacred places of the centre, yet it was the first control point for those 
entering the city from that direction. These three sacrificial events probably relate to the 
Ink.a ritual of capacocha. 
There are two sumptuous cemeteries which comprise the second category which are the 
tombs of important people, either from Cusco itself or belonging to local elite. The first, 
Cemetery 1, is located within the sacred precinct at the foot of the northern facade of the 
Painted Temple. A similar cemetery is located 4 km. to the south at La Centinela, an 
important location close to the natural entrance to the Lurin valley from the south which 
may have been the gateway from the south, where pilgrims stopped on their way to the 
sanctuary. Its location as a burial place could reflect its importance as the first place from 
where one can see Pachacamac, in other words a significant Ink.a-type of guaca. 
The third category is composed of the tombs of mitimaes, such as Cemetery VI between 
the Second and Third Walls. The fourth includes Ink.a-local cemeteries beyond the Third 
Wall and associated with villages, such as La Venturosa. 
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These categories perhaps represent the social hierarchy of the province, representing a 
social pyramid with a small number of cuzquefios on top, a larger quantity of mitimaes 
and aqllas, foreigners who had been brought to the province to work for the Inka, and a 
large local population of farmers and fishers at the base. 
These three levels had their own internal hierarchies. Firstly, the cuzquefios formed only 
one level, high status orejones and priests. Secondly, the foreigners who comprised three 
types: the sacrificed women, the kurakas, and the mitimaes. Thirdly, the local population 
was also divided into three levels: its kurakas, craftsmen, and farmers and fishers. The 
correlation of these hierarchies enables a discussion of a general pattern of social 
organisation in lschma to be carried out (Table 178). 
Table 178. Social hierarchy of the provincial population 
I Sacrificed aqllas, locals and foreigners in the service of the Inka 
II Cusqueiio orejones; foreign and local kurakas and priests 
ill Mitimaes and locales craftsmen 
N Local farmers and fishers 
It had been considered that there should have been differences between the coastal 
funerary patterns and those of the middle valleys but this is not apparent. In both, the 
reutilisation of ancient structures and the construction of special funerary buildings 
characterise all of the burials. In both there were collective tombs and everywhere 
mummies were seated and flexed. Only a few tombs were located in typical highland 
modes, such as below large rocks or in isolated chullpa-like structures. However there is 
a preponderance of serrano-like offerings, camelid wool, bone and foods in the middle 
valleys. There are few extended burials. This is not an Inka nor lschma trait but is present 
in places such as the North Coast and central Chile (Mostny 1947) during Inka times and 
may represent such a presence of people from those areas. The social complexity of the 
province is therefore reflected in these patterns. 
The majority of late period graves in the province correspond to ordinary local farmers 
and fishers who were buried with simple goods, representing their trade. They were 
buried in earlier pyramid platforms, in sand areas or on hillslopes. Many were craftsmen, 
buried according to their social importance in the areas surrounding important sanctuaries. 
This group includes local and foreign textile-making women, some of whom were 
sacrificed at important sanctuaries, such as the Punchao Kancha and the Isla San Lorenzo 
and perhaps even at Anc6n. Another group of graves, fewer in number, represent 
lapidiarists and pottery makers (see Chapter 7). 
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Significant numbers of ordinary graves belonged to foreigners, mitimaes, who had been 
translocated to the province to work for the Inka state. They too were farmers and 
craftsmen. Their graves indicate that they were not returned home on death but were 
buried in the place where they worked, together with their belongings and in a tomb 
probably oriented in the customary direction of their homeland, but with a common 
funeral ritual which implies that the state probably controlled funeral practice, allowing 
only variation in orientation and grave goods to reflect ethnic origins. The main ethnic 
groups, identified on the basis of pottery styles and textile design, include from the North 
Coast - Chimu and Lambayeque, from the South Coast - Chincha and lea, Chanka from 
the central highlands and from the nearby central coastal valleys of Chancay and Mala 
(Table 179). North coastal peoples are known from the ethnohistorical record to have 
been present at Maranga (Rostworowski 1978: 93) and the Isla San Lorenzo. Some 
foreign graves are of higher status and must represent their leaders 
Table 179. Mitimaes grave goods in Ischma 
Pachacamac x x x X? X? 
Isla San Lorenzo x x x x x 
Huaca Santa Cruz x x x X? x 
Huaca Santa Catalina x x x x x 
Armatambo x x x x 
Maran a x x x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
Key: M-1 = Mitimaes Chimu-Inka; M-2 = Lambayeque-Inka; M-3 = Chincha-Inka; M-4 = Ica-Inka; 
M-5 Chancay-Inka; M-6 =Puerto Viejo (Mala)-Inka; M-7 = Chanka-Inka; 
There are only a small number of tombs higher status people, local or Inka, often 
characterised by ear spools, and occasionally with quipus and balances, who seem to 
have occupied positions of importance to the state. They are all found within sanctuary 
areas. Effectively, the presence in the province of Inka officials orejones, acllas and even 
mitimaes leaders is reflected in the richness of some of the tombs. Their positions must 
have been authorised by the Inka and their responsibility placed them at the top of the 
social hierarchy. The only sites which had these kind of tombs were few in number. The 
orejones who represented the Inka in the provinces as governors, administrators or 
supervisors of production. They were found buried in privileged locations at Pachacamac, 
in Cemetery I and La Centinela, and possibly at Anc6n. The aqllas were women, 
dedicated to the service of the Inka, who were kept in special buildings around the empire 
and who made high quality textiles for the Inka, and who were often sacrificed to the 
Sun. At Pachacamac aqllas were sacrificed and buried in the lowest terrace of the Punchao 
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Kancha. It is possible that there were also other aqllas on the island of San Lorenzo and 
perhaps even at Anc6n where similar quality goods to Punchao Kancha have been found 
which would suggest a woman of high importance (Table 180). Both orejones and aqllas 
must have been present at Maranga, Collique and other district capitals but no graves have 
been reported. 
Table 180. Distribution of the tombs of Inka officials in the province of 
Pachacamac 
La Centinela 
Isla San Lorenzo x x 
Anc6n X? x x 
Punchao Kancha, Pachacamac x 
Portada de la Costa, Pachacamac x 
Sector VI, Pachacamac x 
Huaca Santa Cruz x 
Huaca Santa Catalina x 
Maran x 
Armatambo x 
Huaca Granados x 
Pando, Huaca Co us I x 
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Introduction 
CHAPTER 6 
FUNERAL RITUALS AND HUMAN SACRIFICE 
IN THE PROVINCE OF PACHACAMAC 
This chapter is an attempt to reconstruct the provincial funeral ritual and to bring 
the study of settlement patterns and funerary patterns together to enable a clearer 
archaeological picture of the nature of this Inka province on the central coast of Peru. 
Analysis evaluates the cultural context of each individual buried, including the rites and 
ceremonies undertaken before burial, at burial and subsequently. The most important 
principle in the mortuary analysis is that the offerings accompanyng the dead are very 
helpful in the interpretation of funerary ritual. Funerary rituals may be defined as the 
activities by which communities resolve and celebrate the question of death. 
The concept of death 
Death is a critical event for the living. In small scale societies, loss of an indidual 
is proportionally greater than in larger more complex ones (Brown 1981). Its magnitude 
to a social group depends firstly on who has died, a leader, worker, father, mother or 
child, which then determines the quality and extent of rituals followed in the preparation 
of the dead person for burial and the burial itself, and the extent of rituals afterwards. An 
important aspect of death is its potential to create an intense emotional impact on those 
who survive (Metcalf and Huntington 1991: 43). When a person dies, society loses much 
more than the individual but also the role that that person played in its life. Therefore it 
must replace him through a series of rituals. It confronts this grief by the ritual disposal of 
the body, this breaking the malevolent influence that death has over a society; and it 
quickly replaces the roles that the deceased had played in society in order that this critical 
and dangerous time is safely and quickly passed (Hertz 1907 and 1909). The burial ritual 
itself places the dead person with the ancestors; thus removing him from the malevolent 
powers of death. Therefore the individual is not lost but reborn into another life with his 
own ancestors. Therefore death becomes an initiation into the society of the ancestors 
(Hertz 1907 and 1909). The sequence of funerary rituals therefore terminates the family, 
social and community crisis occasioned by the death so that the societyt can quickly 
resume its daily pattern. 
According to Hertz, for old Aboriginal Australians, who through age have lost their 
capacity to exercise sacred functions in ceremonies and hence their social position, death 
simply confirms their social exclusion. Their community has been prepared for it and 
therefore is not damaged by it. All those who die violently or in an accident (by lightning 
or flood), or suicide, or who die in child birth, enter the same category as the old people 
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(Hertz 1907 and 1909). Their bodies produce intense fear in the community, their spirits 
are left without direction, their remains are not kept with the rest of the group and thus 
their death has no end. The community's memory of death is greater than that it has of the 
individual and remains with the society. This emotional image can never be expunged 
from the minds of the living. It is useful to wait for a time during which the deceased is 
re-united with the community ancestors. 
Death under normal circumstances for the collective conscience is merely as temporary 
exclusion from human society as the dead passes from the society of the living to that of 
the dead. In this final analysis, death is considered a mental process of disintegration and 
synthesis. When it is over, society can recover its composure and triumph over death. 
Although some archaeological researchers have stated that some parts of past funeral 
rituals will never be known, reconstruction is possible through detailed analyses of the 
tomb, the body and the goods which accompany them to demonstrate the events before 
and after burial. In contrast to the ideas of O'Shea (1981), it is argued that some events 
prior to burial are observable in the contents of the tomb. For example, the manner of the 
wrapping can be reconstructed, the meaning and significance of the offerings included 
with the shrouds assessed, the methods by which the body was transported to the grave 
and lowered into it. However it is not possible from the archaeological record to 
reconstruct the chants, orations, music or dances which must have played significant roles 
in these ceremonies. In this chapter, funerary rituals will be reconstructed based on the 
patterns observed in the analysis of over 500 tombs in the Province of Pachacamac. 
For each burial, where possible, ·the state of the skeleton or mummy, its wrappings and 
grave goods, the size and architecture of the tomb, its orientation, the distribution of grave 
in a cemetery have been recorded, and placed in the context of the provincial settlement 
patterns. Not only should a single pattern emerge but also variations should be identified 
which might indicate differences between local and foreign populations and/or between 
natural deaths and human sacrifices. 
The evidence for these rituals is found not only in the mummy or body itself but also in 
the preparation of the tomb and the artefacts and other materials which accompany it as 
grave goods. In addition, there are other artefacts which depict certain burial rituals, such 
the carriage of the body to the grave, either as painted images on pots or modelled into a 
pot as an overall image. 
The death of an individual presents a time of social upheaval within the family or wider 
social group - naturally the higher the social status of the individual the greater the extent 
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of social disruption until after the completion of the funeral and the establishment of a new 
order. The community or family needs time after the death to readjust, to prepare itself for 
the funeral, to prepare the body for the afterlife; and the funeral itself serves as a collective 
reflection of the lives of those people and of the dead person in particular. 
The Structure of the Funeral Ritual 
This has several aspects and events, such as the preparation of the body, including 
washing, mummifying, dressing of the corpse, wrapping of the body into a bundle with 
many layers of cloth, preparation of the grave and of the grave goods, such as pottery, 
food, metal work, shell work, other dead bodies, such as animals or even other humans. 
Often the preparation of the body and grave goods took place at a distance from the grave 
site and the body had to be transported. 
1. PREPARATION OF THE BODY 
The first stage of this great rite of passage is the washing and dressing of the 
body. It has been mentioned by a number of Spanish chroniclers, such as Guaman Poma 
(1980: 263 [1615]) and Muma 1962-1964 [1590-1600]) who describe that the liquid used 
in washing the naked body was made from a mixture of quinua and various herbs which 
are known to be bitter and astringent substances (Sanjines 1900; Ravines and Stothert 
1976: 167), which may have provided a pleasant aroma. There are no archaeological 
reports of the depositon of such plants in a grave. 
It is also possible that washing in this liquid assisted the process of mummification of the 
body; however it is not clear whether the viscera and internal organs were removed from 
the body at this time, as is the practice documented for the altiplano during the Late 
Horizon (Sagamaga 1993: 44), where they are placed in a pot beside the body. In these 
cases quinua or cafiihua flour or chufio was placed inside the cadaver which may have 
helped the process of mummification. Textiles may also have been added to fill the cavity 
(Huidobro 1993). 
Mummification occurs naturally in the dry, coastal atmosphere. The opening of mummies 
produces a scatter of dried human flesh which seems to be skin and unrecognisable 
internal organs. A common problem, when moving a mummy bundle, is that the lower 
wrappings have rotted and are black; possibly caused by the body fluids draining out after 
burial. This would suggest that organ removal was not practised. This phase of the ritual 
thus cleansed and purified the body. 
A small piece of copper or silver and piece of cotton was then placed in the mouth of the 
deceased. The body was then wrapped in simple, cream or white cotton shroud. The 
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personal jewellery (Plates 24 and 25) of the deceased is then placed on the person 
(Guaman Poma 1615; Muma 1600). These usually include: gold, silver, copper rings and 
cotton ones inlaid with shell beads (Table 181); necklaces with semi-precious stone, 
shell, seed or metal beads and pendants (Table 182); copper, silver and cotton with shell 
bead bracelets (Table 183), metal ankle rings (Table 184); gold, silver and copper 
tweezers of different sizes and designs, which were worn around the neck on a fine 
cotton thread (Table 185); silver and copper tupus to pin the clothing together (Table 186); 
textile turbans (Table 187); slings worn around the forehead or neck (Table 188). 
Table 181. Rings 
Anc6n Gold 
Anc6n Silver 
Tamboinka Silver 
I.S. Lorenzo Silver 
Anc6n Co 
Granados Metal 
Anc6n Ch uiras 
? ? 
Table 182. Necklaces 
Isla San 3226, 229 
Lorenzo 
Sta Catalina Es 308 
Maranga Plli-L2-
LXIc 
Santa Cruz CF-13:5 
Santa Cruz CF-41 :3 
Santa Cruz CF-41:4 
Sta Catalina Es -280 
Sta Catalina Es -632 
I.S. Lorenzo 3340 
Santa Cruz CF-41 :3 
Annatambo B/1204 
Sta Catalina Es -573 
Sta Catalina Es -283 
Sta Catalina Es -284 
Sta Catalina Es -406 
1 Wiener 1993: 622 
8 Ravines y Stothert 1976: An52n6a-e y g-h; 
An60/76b 
1 Wiener 1993: 622 
+50 Uhle 1906-1907: 3219, 3287, 3334, etc. 
2 Ravines and Stothert 1976: An52/76f and An60/76a 
1 
+1 
1 
+1 
Silver 
Co r 
Shell beads 
Shell beads 
Shell beads & 
seeds 
TU11 uoise 
Stone beads 
Stone beads 
Stone beads 
Seeds 
Seeds 
Seeds 
Seeds 
Seeds 
Beads? 
Come·o 1986 - 1988 
Mendoza 1983: 8, E-125 
Ravines and Stothert 1976: An60n6c 
Wiener 1993: 690 
Uhle 1906-1907, MNAAH. 
Ghersi 1971-73: Inf-5, 14 
Jij6n y Caamano 1949 
Come·o 1986 - 1989 
Cornejo 1986 - 1989 
Come·o 1986 - 1989 
Ghersi 1971-73: Inf-5, 12 
Ghersi 1971-76: Inf-5, 58 
Uhle 1906-1907. MNAAH. 
Come·o 1986 and 1988 
Bandelier 1892: B/1204 
Ghersi 1971-77 
Ghersi 1971-73: Inf-5, 12 
Ghersi 1971-73: Inf-5, 12 
Ghersi 1971-73: Inf-5, 30 
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Plate 24 
Metal tools, weapons and adornments from Armatambo (photo: Hys lop). 
CF'-'-l7 CF- LJO 
I 
Plate 25 
Tweezers from Huaca Santa Cruz. 
Table 183. Bracelets 
Disturbed 
Maran a CF-CLXXXVII P-1 L-2 Silver 
I.S. Lorenzo MNAAH 13215, 3216, 3325 Silver 
Granados E-125 37 bracelets Textile Mendoza 1983: 8, E-125 
Table 184. Ankle rings 
Table 185. Tweezers 
Isla San MNAAH 13242-44 Gold (3) Uhle 1906-1907 
Lorenzo 
Sta Catalina Es 163 Gold Ghersi 1971-73:Inf-3, 17 
Sta Catalina Es -164 Gold Ghersi 1971-73:Inf-3, 17 
Sta Catalina Es -165 Gold Ghersi 1971-73:Inf-3, 17 
I.S. Lorenzo MNAAH 13245-50 Silver 8 Uhle 1906-1907 
Santa Cruz sin. Relleno Silver 
Maran a Pill-L2-CXLI Silver Ji"6n Caamano 1949 
Infantas sin Silver Wiener 1993: 622 
Infantas sin Wiener 1993: 622 
Santa Cruz CF-40:14a Corne·o 1986 - 1989 
Santa Cruz CF-40:14b Corne·o 1986 - 1989 
Santa Cruz CF-40:14c Corne·o 1986 - 1989 
Santa Cruz CF-13:3 Corne·o 1986 - 1989 
Santa Cruz CF-41:2 Corne·o 1986 - 1989 
Santa Cruz CF-47:1 Corne·o 1986 - 1989 
Santa Cruz CF-62:1 Corne·o 1986 - 1989 
Sta Catalina Es -166 Ghersi 1971-73:Inf-3, 18 
Sta Catalina Es -279 Ghersi 1971-73: Inf-5, 12 
Armatambo B/1254 Bandelier 1892 
Pl-Ll-LIX Ji"6n Caamano 1949 
Lam-CVII ff6n Caamano 1949 
Table 186. Tupus 
Isla San 3335-3336 Silver (+20) Uhle 1906-1907, MNAAH. 
Lorenzo 
Anc6n An54-59n6 Co Ravines and Stothert 1976: 343, 380 
disturbed Co Corne·o 1986 - 1989 
La 11 LXXXVII Corne· o 1985 
sin Silver Wiener 1993: 622 
Pl-Ll-LVIIIi Wood Ji"6n Caamano 1949: fi . 86 
E-125 Silver 2 Mendoza 1983: 8, E-125 
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Table 187. Textile headdress 
Huaca Santa Cruz Olivera 1987: 2 13 
Annatambo Bandelier 1892: 202 
Huacho T-76 Ruiz Estrada 1991: 150, 37 
Granados E-125 Mendoza 1983: 9, E-125 
Table 188. Slings 
Isla San 3232,3331 + 15 Silver Uhle 1906-1907, MNAAH. 
Lorenzo 
Santa Cruz CF-4, No.66 1 Reed Olivera 1987: 2 
Maranga Piii-LI- 1 Reed Jij6n y Caamano 1949 
1Vb1193 
Shaima anca Es -14 1 Reed Mesia 1994 
Huacho T-76 1 Reed Ruiz Estrada 1991: 150, 39 
Huacho T-76 1 Reed Ruiz Estrada 1991: 150, 43 
There is another group of objects associated with this phase of preparation which are 
related to the preparation of the body for its ritual performance. These make the corpse 
appear more presentable. A few hours after death, the body undergoes physical and 
chemical changes which have to be attended to as the burial ritual lasts several days (Rojas 
1958: 172). Putrifaction, caused by the decomposition of various organs and the 
production of gases, commences quickly. Its first indication is the appearance of a green 
mark on the abdomen after 24 hours in summer and 48 in winter and which spreads over 
the whole body within a week, giving a violet hue. At the same time the formation of 
gasses, producing hard vesicles in the organs and skin, swells the body , particularly the 
face and the scrotum (Rojas 1958). This must have been countered by covering the face 
with a small piece of cotton to make its appearance more acceptable (Table 189). 
Sometimes when the distended abdomen exploded, internal organs and muscles are 
destroyed; the skin is therefore broken and the hair and nails fall out. After this, the thorax 
and abdomen naturally cave in, the liquids drain away, the muscles become amorphous 
membranes and the organs disappear and, after 2 - 4 years, only the skeleton remains. 
Table 189. Cotton piece covering the face 
Anc6n Ravines and Stothert 1976: 157 
Santa Cruz CF-13 Come·o 1986 - 1989 
Huacho T-76-1 Ruiz Estrada 1991: 150, 28 
Huacho T-76-2 Ruiz Estrada 1991: 151, 54 
Granados E-125 Mendoza 1983: 9, E-125 
In lschma there must have been specialists who understood these processes and sought 
their visual impact that the funerary ritual could proceed. They used techniques which 
began natural mummification. 
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Several textiles were used bind the corpse in a seated and flexed position, the established 
Inka practice. In particular, the neck was severely bound to prevent the head from 
moving. Other techniques bound the entire head like a turban and wrapping the same 
textile around the upper body to also keep the head fixed. This preliminary binding 
avoided observation of the marks on the face, and also enabled the subsequent wrapping 
to be done effectively (Olivera 1987: 5). A metal plaque was placed in the mouth along 
with raw cotton to prevent the release of liquids. Acosta (1956: cap, VII: 147) mentioned 
this but did not not comment on its function. This is found at every site (Table 190). 
Table 190. Examples of metal plaque placed in mouth from both the 
Province of Pachacamac and Chancay 
sin Bandelier 1892 
Anc6n sin Metal Ravines and Stothert 
1976: 157 
Santa Cruz CF-40: 21 Come· o 1986-1988 
Santa Cruz CF-13:1 Co Come·o 1986-1988 
Santa Cruz CF-6:1 Co er & cotton Come·o 1986-1988 
Lauri La-4 Silver Horkheimer 1961 
Lauri La-11 Silver Horkheimer 1961 
Lauri La-VII 2 Silver Horkheimer 1961 
Raw cotton was also used to block the nasal passages (Table 191). There is no 
archaeological record of such material in the anus because given the flexed and seated 
position, the liquids eventually would have concentrated in this area and virtually all · · 
organic material would have been destroyed. The cotton and metal functioned in a very 
practical way but the metal also transformed the mouth into an important organ, brilliantly 
shining like the sun. 
Table 191. Raw cotton in mouth and nasal passages 
Santa Cruz 
Huacho Ruiz Estrada 1991: 150, 47 
Huacho T-76-2 Ruiz Estrada 1991: 151, 56 
A common funerary custom in Pachacamac province was the use of red paint on the 
deceased's face (Table 192); this technique was also used to mask its discoloration. In 
fact, the name "ischma" derives from the colour red, produced from mercury sulphide, 
achiote (Bixa orellana) or haematite. Its importance is that it is a sacred colour. Red ochre 
was also used substitute for blood and therefore is a symbol of life. The custom of 
scattering it on bodies is worldwide, both in time and space (Eliade 1978: 25). From the 
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Maranga Pyramid II, Jij6n y Caamano ( 1949: tomb ID) reported a mummy with red face 
paint, seated in a large gourd and associated with the tools of a weaver. This is not a 
specifically Ischma or Inka trait for is present in many earlier cultures in the Andes. 
Nearby at Lauri in Chancay, Nufiez Jimenez (1977: 36) reported a young man's cranium 
"with black hair and skin dyed red". 
Table 192. Red face painting 
There are also bodies with raw cotton placed on the back of the hand and bound with 
string (Table 193). This was probably so that the hands would not fall down, making the 
final wrapping easier. 
Table 193. Raw cotton bound on the back of the hand 
The function of these objects seems to be to prepare the body for its last occasion, its 
wake and the festival of death. The body is dressed in its finery as if it were alive in order 
to participate in this and in its journey to the home of the ancestors and the gods. 
2. POSITION 
The most common position of the body in the late period central coast is seated 
with knees up and flexed to the torso with the hands turned so that the palms are open to 
the face and neck. There are very few exceptions to this pattern. The seated body was tied 
up with strong ropes. This position is common throughout the Inka empire (e.g. Cobo 
1956: Lib. 14, Cap. xix: 274; Las Casas 1930: Lib. XV [1550]). 
Throughout the world in various cultures and times this position in the tomb has been 
interpreted as fetal in order to be able to return it to life. In such cases, the body was tied 
up because of the fear that the dead would return to life and disturb the living; however 
the fetal position would assist rebirth (Eliade 1978: 26). Effectively in the Andean world, 
the concept of rebirth was implicit in funeral ritual, but the people of the Inka period on 
the central coast did not necessarily believe that the person would return to the same life. 
They wanted the person to be reborn in another place or dimension, in a different life. 
Hence the two concepts of this position are both present for this analysis. 
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In order to get the body into the correct position for wrapping, a minimum of two people 
must have been used, at least one of whom had an adequate understanding of the funeral 
rite, perhaps a local priest. It was necessary that the body is put into this position before 
rigor mortis sets in, that is between six and eleven hours after death (Rojas 1958: 169-
170). There is no evidence that the bodies were not placed into this position after rigor 
mortis because there are no broken bones post-mortem. 
After this the first textile was wrapped around the body to tie up the package in a bundle. 
A vegetable filling, such as grass and leaves, was then placed in the holes and spaces 
around the body before the second wrapping. Usually, this first wrapping is the most 
destroyed because it had been closer to the body and therefore in contact with the chemical 
changes it experiences. After each wrapping, the textile was sewn up with cotton thread. 
At the end of the wrapping, the body is tied up again with ropes which are sewn tightly to 
it like a net. 
There are also a few rare late period cases of extended burial which need to be explained. 
These occur at several sites, including Huaca Santa Cruz, Huaca lnquisidor and 
Armatambo in Rfmac, Pachacamac in Lurin, Chocas in Chill6n. At Huaca Santa Cruz 
only 2 of the 66 excavated burials are extended. They are found in the same stratum and 
in the same structures as the other burials and are similarly wrapped with similar grave 
goods. One of these is a local Ischma and the other, a Chimu. From the Huaca lnquisidor 
3 extended adults burials (CF-15, CF-24 and CF-27) out of a total of 35, all of which 
were Ischmas (Garcia 1982 Ms.). At Armatambo, Bandelier (1892: B/4558) described a 
similar Ischma adult (Hyslop and Mujica 1992: 75). At Pachacamac of the several 
hundred late burials found only one is reported to be extended in the Portada de la Costa, 
a special location (Carrillo and Guerrero 1996). Perez and Arce (1989: 13-14) have 
reported a group of extended burials from Chocas in the middle Chill6n, probably 
Ischmas, which are wrapped cane mats. 
There are five possible explanations. Firstly, that the body was not placed in position 
soon enough after death and that rigor mortis had commenced, making it impossible to 
flex the body. This may have been because there were no specialists available or that the 
body had not been found in time. Therefore it had remained as it had died; however not 
every death occurs in an extended position and it must have been easier to extend the body 
by breaking some muscular tissue than to flex it into the socially acceptable position. 
Secondly, these were people from a group, familiar with ancient methods of burial and 
continued them; however there are so few, this explanation is difficult to sustain. Thirdly, 
they may have belonged to social group, such as mitimaes Diaguitas, who practised 
extended burial and who were simply following their own customs; however none of 
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these cases are associated with central Chilean ceramics. Fourthly, it is possible that these 
were sacrificial victims. Only the young female buried in the Portada de la Costa at 
Pachacamac is confirmed as a sacrifice. Fifthly, it is possible that the bodies themselves 
were indeed flexed but had been wrapped to be like an extended corpse. Horkheimer 
( 1961) reported two tombs from Lauri in the Chancay valley immediately to the north of 
Chill6n in which this was observed, the ends of bundle filled with fine textiles (Guillen, 
personal communication, 1986). 
3. THE WRAPPING 
The wrapping has a practical function, making the body more manageable for its 
transportation to the grave and its subsequent interment. It would ensure no loose limbs 
which may be damaged. Ritually there was also a need to prepare the bundle for its 
participation in the next set of rituals, in particular to re-humanize it to take part in its own 
funeral ceremonies. This is the most important aspect of the wrapping. 
Prior to commencement of the wrapping it was necessary to take into account how the 
body itself has been adorned in order to be able to add similar objects, as appropiate, to 
the newly created human form. This included more covering textiles, raw cotton filling 
and leaves, several metres of string, adornments, offerings placed between the cloth 
wrappings, such as coca leaves and ceramic figurines, and a false head made of wood or 
of cloth filled with leaves or cotton. 
a. Filling of the Mummy Bundle 
The filling of the mummy bundle has the object of protecting and maintaining the 
body in its seated position and giving form to the package; and in addition it leads to the 
creation of the new "human". The filling generally consists of vegetable material, such as 
raw cotton, leaves, branches, and peanut husks, flowers, and grass. In some cases, it 
was simply raw cotton. The species involved may be peanut, maize, pacae, Tillandsia, 
lucuma, and in some cases even seaweed and marine algae. Even clothing was used as a 
filling, such as at Huaca Granados (Mendoza 1983: 8, E-125). A second type of filling, 
folded textiles, was also used occasionally. These were not old rags or used clothing but 
new, and probably purpose-made, textiles, the weaving of which must have taken a long 
time and may well have delayed the wrapping process. Folded textiles served to support 
the mummy and occasionally it was seated on a folded cloth (Table 194). 
There may be a social difference between mummies with different fillings, simply because 
the use of purpose-made textiles must have been a great cost to the community or family 
and therefore imply that the person buried enjoyed a higher status (Ravines and Stothert 
1976: 169). 
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Table 194. Seated on a folded textile 
Anc6n An 
Santa Cruz CF-61:1 
CF-11 
In uisidor CF-22 
Granados E-125 
b. Structure of the bundle 
Ravines and Stothert 1976: 
157 
Come·o 1986-1989 
Garcia 1982 
Garcia 1982 
Mendoza 1983: 8-9 
The structure of the bundle was variable. Its function was to give it strength and 
made it solid. Several local products were used. The type may further suggest the 
importance of the deceased person's ranking in society. The structural elements included: 
1. wooden or cane rods called varas; usually 2, 4 or 8 of them arranged vertically 
around the mummy and tied to it by totora rope; 
2. a textile net wrapped around the outside of the bundle, such as at Huaca Santa 
Cruz (Cornejo 1986-88),'Ancon (Ravines y Stothert 1976), Puruchuco (Tabfo 1969), 
Maranga (Jij6n y Caamano 1949: Pl-L2-CXLVII), Huaca Granados (Mendoza 1983: 8-
9, E-125) and Huaca Inquisidor (Garcia 1982). 
3. a large bottle gourd in which the bundle sat, such as at Huaca Granados 
(Mendoza 1983: 8, E-125), Huaca Inquisidor (Garcia 1982: CF-8, CF-20), Huaca Santa 
Cruz (Cornejo 1986-88: CF-35) and Maranga (Jij6n y Caamano 1949: P2-CF-III); 
4. a large piece of folded cloth inside the mummy bundle and on which it sat, such 
as at Huaca Santa Cruz (Cornejo 1986-88: CF-61), Huaca Granados (Mendoza 1983: 8-
9, E-125). 
5. a reed mat was placed on the floor on which the mummy and offerings were 
placed, such as at Maranga (Jij6n y Caamaiio 1949: Llb), Huaca Inquisidor (Garcia 1982: 
CF-21 and CF-30), Huaca Santa Cruz (Cornejo 1986-88: CF-30:15); 
6. textiles which bound the head were not clothing but pieces to cover the head 
and enable the wrapping to be done more easily (Olivera 1987: 5); 
7. a neck brace of grass to support the head upright, such as found in tomb CF-11 
at Huaca Inquisidor (Garcia 1982); 
8. a textile wrapped around the neck, as a neck brace, such as found at Tomb 22 
at Huaca Inquisidor (Garcia 1982); 
9. a cane or reed coffin wrapped in cloth, such as at Huaca Santa Cruz (Cornejo 
1986-88: CF-42), Maranga (Jij6n y Caamano 1949: Ll-CVI- CIX2 and L2-CLXXXVII) 
and Huaca Corpus 1(Cardenas1977: CF-13). 
c. Coverings 
The textile coverings surrounding the body can be very simple, but better quality 
and decorated pieces of used textiles and some brand new decorated cotton ones may also 
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have been included. The types of clothing included shirts, capes and tunics. Some 
bundles were tied using a textile net as the final layer. 
d. False heads (Table 195) 
In complex tombs at Huaca Santa Cruz and important burials elsewhere, false 
heads made from cotton bags filled with cotton or local vegetable matter or wood, have 
been found. These completed the transformation of the body bundle into a "new human 
being". Its eyes were made from seeds or shell, the nose and mouth formed by folding 
the material and a wig of human hair on top. The head was sewn onto the outside of the 
bundle. In some cases, such as at Puruchuco, no head was found but the bundle was 
wrapped in such a way to give the impression of a head. At Huaca Santa Cmz a false 
head filled with cotton was found detached from a nearby mummy (Cornejo 1986 and 
1989: CF-42), and two others without any obvious mummy nearby. Other types of false 
' heads include face masks made of beaten silver, with repoussed mouth and nose, 
decorated with feathers which have been found at the La Centinela Cemetery near 
Pachacamac and on the Isla San Lorenzo. Sometimes the metal masks were also painted 
red as the human face may be decorated for certain ceremonies. 
Table 195. False heads in Pachacamac Province 
Come·o 1986-1988 
Hallaz o-10 Huaca Santa Cruz Come·o 1986-1988 
Hallaz o-11 Huaca Santa Cruz Come·o 1986-1988 
F-1 Puruchuco Tabfo 1969 
Varias La Centinela Pachacamac Uhle 1903 
Varias Isla San Lorenzo Uhle 1906-1907 
e. Other offerings associated with the bundle 
Offerings may also have been included between the different layers of wrapping 
clothes, such as coca leaves, ceramic figurines, weaving tools, whistles, etc. (e.g. Tabfo 
1969; Ravines and Stothert 1979; Mendoza 1983). These objects had been given to the 
body at wrapping and at a different place than the other objects which are found loose in a 
tomb. These were probably intimately associated with the deceased's life, particularly his 
personal adornments and tools, which were probably placed by his family. Sometimes 
there were more offerings within the bundle than those placed outside of it. For this there 
is no a reasonable explanation. 
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4. PREPARATION OF THE TOMB 
The preparation of the tomb must have occured at the same time as the preparation 
of the body but in a different place. Its size may have been associated with the social 
importance of the deceased and probably is as important an indicator of status as the 
number and quality of the offerings. 
There is no specific tomb architecture from the province, i.e. there were no special 
structures. Nor were tomb walls, specially constructed or lined. Mummies were usually 
placed in the rooms and corridors of earlier pyramids and platforms which were filled 
earth and stones and sealed when the location became full. Prior to use, such structures 
were cleaned of cultural debris. A small adobe and stone platform, about 25 cm. high, 
was then built on which the mummy sat. In particular cases, they were interred in zones 
not used for agriculture, such as in the coastal sand dunes of Ancon or the slopes above 
Armatambo. Important burial locations, for sacrifices, such as at the Portada de la Costa, 
or for important persons on the top of Punchao Kancha, were prepared tombs, although 
the gateway burial had no tomb architecture, the body was simply placed in a hole which 
probably would have taken about four hours to dig. 
5. TRANSPORTATION 
An important aspect of the ritual is moving of the mummy from its place of 
preparation and wrapping to the tomb. Evidence for transportation comes not only from 
the tombs themselves but also certain artefacts, probably grave goods, which depict a 
transportation scene, which are in museums. 
There is archaeological evidence for the use of a litter mainly for those of high status. 
Litters were made of wood and cane and the bundle was seated on it. They comprise 2 
long poles with slots to hold a wooden platform with a seat with a back. They were 
carved and painted, decorated with metal and shell inlay and feathers. None have been 
found in the province, although some are known from Chancay (Museo Amano; MNAA) 
Models of funeral processions exist; Uhle (1903: 13, Fig 18) found a wooden figurine 
encrusted with spondylus in the cemetery VI at Pachacamac. It probably was to form part 
of a high status, funeral scene. A a similar figurine has been reported from complete 
models, one from a tomb on the first platform of Huaca de la Luna (Uceda and Morales 
1996). 
Several museums hold wooden or silver miniatures of the funeral procession which show 
that the litter was carried by 4 ordinary people at the front of a long procession, in which 
included there were other men to carry the it, and those who were in mourning. lnka 
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kings, other ink.a officials and kurakas held the right to be carried in a litter whenever they 
went on a journey. 
In contrast to this, all dead children were wrapped, covered with cloths in an extended 
position and placed on a wooden crib with a cane mattress. This formed the main part of a 
litter and a single pole was attached to enable two men carry it to the tomb site. In 
excavations, both the crib and cane mattress as well as the wrapped child have been found 
lying on the floor (Table 196). Joseph de Arriaga (1968 [1621]) reported that 63 cribs 
were burned on the coast during the campaign of the "extirpation of idolatry". This 
reference underlines the sacred character of the child crib burial. 
Table 196. Funerary contexts of children in litters 
CF-26 Corne· o 1986-1988 
Huaca Santa Cruz CF-34 1 child extended on a bed of canes Corne·o 1986-1988 
Huaca Santa Cruz CF-40a 1 child extended on a bed of canes Corne· o 1986-1988 
Huaca Santa Cruz CF-44 1 child extended on a bed of canes Corne· o 1986-1988 
Monticulo 62 Al-62 1 infant extended on a bed of canes del A uila 1987 
Monticulo 62 Al-C19-20 1 infant extended on a bed of canes del A uila 1987 
Monticulo 63 A12-C2 1 child extended on a bed of canes del A uila 1987 
Monticulo 63 A12-C4 1 child extended on a bed of canes del A uila 1987 
Monticulo 63 All-C5 1 child extended on a bed of canes del A uila 1987 
Maranga Pl-L-2-CXXXII 2 children extended and wrapped together Jij6n y Caamano 
1949 
Maranga Pl-L-2-CLI 1 child wrapped in a bed of canes Jij6n y Caamano 
1949 
Maranga Pl-L-2-CLVII 1 child on a bed of canes Jij6n y Caamano 
1949 
Maranga Pl-L2-CXCII 1 child standing with a bed of canes Jij6n y Caamano 
1949 
Pasama o CF-14 5 chidren standin Vidal 1969: Photo 12 
Representations of child litters are common in museum collections; they are made of 
ceramic, wood or metal and in various styles, Chimu, Lambayeque, Chancay and Ischma 
(Table 197). 
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Table 197. Models of the transportation of dead adult and children in 
Peruvian museums 
Chan ca Adult & Child Metal McEwan and van de Guchte 
MuseodeOro Chan ca Adult & Child Silver Exhibici6n 
MA No. Inv. 1054 Chan ca Child Ceramic De 6sito Museo Amano 
86.63.226.12 North Coast Child Ceramic Saw er 1966: 62, Fi . 86 
91. IZ North Coast Child Ceramic Lavalle 1988: 91 
91.DER North Coast Child Ceramic Lavalle 1988: 91 
MA No. Inv.10.792 North Coast Child Ceramic Cruz 1986: 453, Fi . 761 
90.CEN North Coast Child Ceramic Lavalle 1988: 90 
MNAAH. Exib. North Coast Child Ceramic Museo Nacional AAH. 
Lima 
MNT.MAD HuacadeLa Child Wood Museo Nacional de Trujillo 
Luna 
MNT.HEA HuacadeLa Child Wood Museo Nacional de Trujillo 
Luna 
MB No. Inv. Lambayeque Adult Ceramic Purin 1992: 108, Fig.177 
MB1024 
There are also ceramic figurines on small cane cribs as a symbolic burial, usually found 
without any child remains (Table 198). 
Table 198. Figurines or symbolic children on litters in the Central Coast 
Kaulicke 1983: Abb. 65, 3 
Anc6n Kaulicke 1983: Abb. 66, 2 
Central Coast Mason 1978: 56 
Another important artefact associated with the transport of children's bodies to a tomb site 
is the kirma, a carved wooden artefact, about 80 cm. long, 10 cm. wide and 2 cm. thick, 
with a series of between 6 and 8 similarly sized, rectangular, mortice holes, regularly 
spaced along its length. They have a carved human figure at one end. They must have 
been found in pairs because analysis of museum objects indicates that their over~l size as 
well as the size and spacing of the holes are similar in sets of 2 poles, both made of the 
same wood. Some are known to have come from the central coast (Table 199). 
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Table 199. Kirmas or carved crib sides 
MNAAH MO 5040 Confiscated 
MNAAH MO 5041 Confiscated 
MNAAH MO 5042 Confiscated 
MNAAH MO 5043 Confiscated 
MNAAH MO 5271 Unknown 
MNAAH MO 5277 Unknown 
MNAAH MO 5278 Unknown 
MNAAH MO 5281 Lima and North Coast 
MNAAH MO 5288 Unknown 
MNAAH MO 5274 Lima and North Coast 
MNAAH MO 5286 Unknown 
MNAAH MO 5289 Confiscated 
MNAAH MO 5292 Unknown 
MNAAH MO 5688 Unknown 
MNAAH MO 5689 Unknown 
MNAAH MO 10142 Lima and North Coast 
MNAAH MO 10143 Colecci6n V .L.H 
MNAAHMO 11749 Confiscated 
MNAAH MO 11750 Confiscated 
Museo de Arte de Lima Unknown 
MuseoAmano Chan ca 
These were crib side-pieces. Unfortunately none have been reported from archaeological 
excavation on the central coast, and are known only through the purchase and 
confiscation of looted pieces. The huaqueros from Chancay say that they find these pieces 
together with the body of a child, extended on a woven cane mat, about 60 cm. wide, 
which is fitted into the holes of the kirmas which hold it rigid like a crib. The child is tied 
to it and covered with cloth. Previous interpretations of the wooden pieces were that they 
were textile making tools, batons of command or instruments to measure water levels 
(Laurencich-Minelli, 1990: 318), 
According to Betanzos (1987: 53 [1552]), the Inka use oflitter refers to the carriage of 
mummies and the image of the sun, also provincial orejones would be considered sons of 
the Sun if they were carried on litters in their provinces. Wiener ( 1996: 665) illustrated a 
ceramic vessel from Cuzco, modelled to represent two well-dressed people carrying a 
litter on which sat a well-dressed child. 
6. PLACEMENT OF THE DEAD 
The next phase was the placement of the mummy in its final resting place. Firstly 
the wrapped body had to be carried to the tomb and then placed in it. Once the body was 
in the tomb, the ritual continued. The community made offerings to the deceased which 
were deposited in the tomb around the mummy. In number and quality, they were 
presumably equal to the social importance of the deceased. They were laid out on the floor 
in front of the bundle. 
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The wake was, and is, an important feature of Andean burial ritual. It may have begun 
where the body had been prepared, presumably the deceased' s house and continued at the 
cemetery or tombside. Archaeologically it can be detected through an analysis of thirteen 
tombs, 6 from Huaca Santa Cruz and the remainder from just outside the study area at 
Pasamayo (2) between Chill6n and Chancay and at Lauri (5) in lower Chancay valley. 
These demonstrate a superposition of offerings in the front of the mummy, which 
comprise pots containing food and maize beer and which were separated by layers of 
sterile sand and earth. Each layer represents a discrete offering event. 
Munia (1964: Vol. II, Lib. 2, Cap. 25: 99 [1590-1600]) described that those at the 
funeral ate and drank at the moment of burial and sang sadly. They continued all night, 
sometimes all singing together and at others with a single voice and the others replying in 
a round called a pacaricuc. This lasted 5 days. During this time they only ate white maize 
and meat and were not allowed to eat aji or salt (Villagomez 1649). 
Bartolome de las Casas (1930 [1550]) also described funerals, noting that some tombs 
were only half full and covered with a wooden roof. It is likely that he had visited a tomb 
during the placement process, perhaps during a break when the mourners were eating, 
drinking, singing or preparing the next phase. A cover over the tomb may have indicated 
that the ritual was still in progress. Guaman Poma (1936 [1615]) observed that during the 
wake, participants prepared a tWisted string iii"reverse with black and white cotton 
threads; this object enabled the deceased with whom it was placed to cross the mythical 
river on the journey back to the ancestors and the gods in the sea. Examples of such 
strings have been found in various Inka burials, including in several Central Coast 
mummy bundles, e.g. at Huaca Santa Cruz (CF 17) and Maranga (Jij6n y Caamano 1949: 
Lam. LIX). A similar rope has recently been found attached to a young female left to die 
on top of Cerro Ampato (National Geographic 189: No. 6 1996: 141). 
The deposition of each set of objects is independent in time and in space. It seems that 
offerings were made, followed by a break, probably to eat, drink, talk, sing, dance and to 
prepare the next phase. This was a necessary pause in the ritual for the accumulation of 
offerings for the next phase, the need to drink and eat, to sing and dance. A roof may 
have been put over the tomb to prevent it from being defiled. The whole burial ritual, 
pacaricuc, may have taken five days at the end of which the tomb would have been 
sealed. The ritual declined in intensity as the community gradually returned to normal life 
and re-established its forms and values which had been disrupted by the death. 
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The wake contained many phases of offering deposition separated by breaks, during 
which eating, drinking, singing and dancing occurred, and during which the next phase 
of ritual offering were prepared. However many events and practices in the ritual cannot 
be discovered by archaeological means nor from historical documents and remain elusive 
to our understanding. Both Reichel-Dolmatoff (1967: 55-72) and Mircea Eliade (1978: 
28) warn of the limits of the data. 
Burial ritual must have varied in form, according to the importance of the deceased, for 
example, that of an ordinary person would have been attended by family members and by 
those who directed the events, whilst that of an important person was more complex, 
involving many more people. Both included those who participated and those who simply 
attended. 
An ancient Yunga custom was that on the death of an important person, such as a kuraka, 
members of his pachaca and guaranga had to be present at the burial ceremony. 
Rostworowski ( 1992: 65-66) analysed the funeral ritual from an ethnohistorical 
viewpoint, noting that at the burial of the kuraka of Hurin lea on the south coast not only 
the men but also the women from the different ayllus attended, whilst for that of a female 
kuraka not only were her relatives present but also her servants. There was also a custom 
of the distribution of clothing to those attending the funeral of an important lord. She also 
commented that these practices were illustrated on Moche V ceramics and were therefore 
ancient customs. 
The closure of the tomb did not necessarily mean the end of the ritual but it is probable 
that it brought about a huge emotional outburst and was one of its most critical moments. 
7. Offerings 
Offerings are only incomplete parts of funeral ritual practice, yet each object must 
have had its own significance (Cornejo 1991: 90). They were normally arranged in 
straight lines or semicircles in front of the mummy bundle, sometimes, at its side but 
never laid behind. In more complex tombs, there were often layers of offering. Offerings 
may be divided into 2 groups: those which were placed with an individual mummy; and 
those placed generally in a tomb containingh several mummies, probably at its final 
closure tomb during a large ceremony, involving the whole ayllu, all the wider family 
members related to the deceased. Such items may indicate that a multiple tomb contains a 
series of related individuals, ayllu members or mitimaes from the same region. 
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Offerings can be classified in accord with their location in the tomb in four types: 1. in 
direct association with the individual; 2. inside the mummy bundle; 3. around the mummy 
bundle (never behind); 4. collective offerings for the whole group (Table 200). 
Table 200. Location of the oferings in the Funeral Context 
rsonal adornments 
Human Sacrifices x x x 
Textiles x x x 
Ceramics x x x 
Gourds x x x 
Food x x x 
Utensils x x x 
Ritual Ob"ects x x x 
Drinks x x 
Following this, they can also be classified into two further groups: objects for personal 
use; and objects confirming family or communal status. The first includes personal 
adornments, clothes, domestic utensils and tools related to the occupation or status of the 
deceased. The second includes food, drink, ritual or prestigious artefacts, such as idols, 
spondylus and false heads. 
The number and quality offerings is often in direct proportion with the social prestige of 
the deceased. Such accompaniments imply the belief in the continuation of life beyond 
death at the same social and hierarchical level. 
For example, at the Huaca Santa Cruz 7 groups of general offerings have been located for 
a group of mummies (Table 201) and in five contexts in Sector E, Unit 1 at Aviyay 
(Cornejo 1994 Ms.) which seem to be related to several mummies and probably relate to a 
communal festival of the dead (Table 202). 
Table 201. Funerary contexts and offerings at Huaca Santa Cruz: 
C0-31 
C0-46 
C056 
C0-68 
C0-69 
C0-70 
12 offerings located to the west ofCF-30 and comprise 2 vessels (C0-31:1 & 2), 5 
oums C031:3, 4, 5, 6 7 and 8 Or anic material C0-31:8, 9, 10, 11and12 
Four offerings located to the west of CF-42, and comprise 1 Chimu-Inka, double bottle 
vessel, black in colour (C0-46:1); 2 shells of "conchas de abanico" (C0-46:2); a group 
of loom artefacts C0-46:3 and a ou of textiles C0-46:4 . 
Six offerings located between CF-54, CF-55 and CF-56, and comprise a vessel (C0-
56: 1 ; 4 oums C0-56: 2, 3, 4 & 5 ; one of them with beens C0-56:6 . 
Chimu-lnka Jar, black in colour, representing a potatoe and escultoric monkey as a 
handel C0-69: 1 . 
Four offerings: Chimu-Inka Jar, black in colour (CO-70: 1 ); lschma domestic vessel 
CO-70:2 ; two oums CO-70:3 CO-70:4 . 
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Table 202. Funerary contexts and offerings in Sector E, Unit 1 at A viyay 
A metal needle with zoomo hie head. located in the assa e between rooms 1 and 2. 
Gourd containing bone of an unidentified small bird in a poor state of preservation, 
wra d in cloth with a cotton fill. NW comer of Unit 1. 
C0-5 Bones of a child about 1 year old, no offerings. No apparent position. In a cavity 
between 2 rocks in the assa e between rooms 1 and 2. 
Further examples have been found at Maranga where Jij6n y Caamano (1949: L-2) found: 
two domestic cooking pots, two gourds and a basket generally placed in a multiple tomb 
in Pyramid 1; and balls of human hair wrapped in leaves in a similar location in tombs in 
(Jij6n y Caamano 1949: 149). 
Finally, at Huaca Santa Catalina, Ghersi (1971-1972: Inf-3, 15, Esps. 153-157; 1971-73: 
Inf-5, 14-17, Esp 313-320) reported two groups oflnka pots without direct association 
with a mummy, one of five arranged in a semi-circle and a second of eight, 36 cm. deep, 
in an area only a metre square. A similar context without a mummy was found at Huaca 
Granados which included 3 large pots, one containing 4 smaller pots, another a roll of 
crude cloth and the third a knot of strings. The 4 smaller pieces of pottery comprised 2 
pairs, one of which represented a boat with an important person and an oarsman. The 
third was a modelled shell, probably a Strombus, and the fourth was a modelled 
grasshopper (Canziani 1983: 9-10). 
8. ORIENTATION 
A seated and flexed mummy was placed in a tomb facing a particular direction, 
i.e. the mummy had been wrapped to present a facade, and deliberately oriented, although 
the head itself may be looking in another, the false head was faced correctly. It is not yet 
understood whether the Inka had any specific orientation for their dead, although it is 
known that in Cuzco there are reports that at one cemetery in Sacsahuaman all the 
mummies were facing east or south-east (Torres personal communication). 
The excavations at Huaca Santa Cruz indicate deliberate orientation in the placement of 
mummies, including extended child burials, which must imply some ritual significance. 
All faced north or east. However this logic is complicated by the arrangement of rooms 
and corridors on the pyramid. Nevertheless it can be concluded that the differences reflect 
regional cultural practice; for example, the Chimu mummies were oriented to the north, 
whereas the Ischma ones were oriented to the east as were those from the Chincha 
mitimaes. 
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It may also be important to consider what the mummies were facing. At Sacsahuaman the 
burials faced the rising sun in December and the huacas Ausangati and Huanacauri. For 
the Chimu, it may be their homeland, for the Ischma and Chincha the rising sun, the 
lschma homeland. This may be for straightforward practical reasons in the Chincha case 
because the disposition of reutilised buildings and walls prevented it from facing south 
and it was placed looking east instead. 
Orientation is important in understanding local burials, although there is only information 
from Huaca Santa Cruz and Huaca Inquisidor. A further example from Chancay, to the 
north of Chill6n, reveals all burials at Lauri facing directly east or directly west 
(Horkheimer 1961; Duviols 1967: 47-51; Cornejo 1995). The meaning of this may 
certainly relate either to the worship of the sun or to their own ancestors associated with 
the sierra (east) and offshore islands (west). 
Despite the lack of information, there does not seem to be a consistent practice of burial 
orientation in the province. The overriding goal seems to have been to order the mummis 
in a cemetery in which orientation would have followed cultural practice; however but it 
was constrained usually by the restrictive nature of the space available. 
9. CLOSING AND FILLING THE TOMB 
The idea of covering a body with earth to prevent it being seen, created a strong 
psychological duty on those releted to the deceased. Consequently, in important burials 
there are several levels of offering, implying that this duty was earned out gradually until 
the mummy completly disappeard. Therefore after some days, the intensity of ritual 
declined and the community slowly returned to its previous forms and values (Cornejo 
1991: 92) 
In late period funeral behaviour, there were many burials in earlier buildings, as in a 
mausoleum, using the spaces and passages that existed, each probably allocated to family 
or ethnic groups. In this way, many tombs would have been closed only when the spaces 
were full. In such mausolea, rituals would also have been collective, involving all closely 
connected people. Probably at this time, the group made its last offerings, represented by 
isolated goods without association to particular individuals. These communal burials must 
have reduced the emotional burden, because the first would only have been deposited, not 
buried, because the number attending the rituals would have been greater, dissipating the 
psychological burden produced by the death. 
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HUMAN SACRIFICES IN THE PROVINCE 
Not all of the bodies examined from the province died from natural causes, many 
had been sacrificed, including some who were accorded distinctive funerary rites. Four 
archaeological types of sacrifice can be discerned: i. human sacrifices within another 
funerary ritual; ii. symbolic human sacrifices; iii. human sacrifices offered to Pachacamac; 
iv. capacocha sacrifices. 
i. human sacrifices within a funerary ritual 
The presence of human sacrifices within Inka funerary ritual, or necropompa 
(Ararubar 1969/1970), is mentioned by several chroniclers (Estete 1938: 236; Las Casas 
1909: 534; Polo de Ondegardo 1916: 8, 40; Garcilazo de la Vega Ob. cit. Parte I, Lib 
VIc,V; Betanzos 1987: 142) and by several commentators, such as Aranibar (1969/1970, 
Alonso Sagaseta (1989), Rostworowski (1992: 102) and Zuidema (1995). Falcon (1946: 
137-140 [1567]) mentioned administrators or priests who specialised in human sacrifice 
in both the highlands and the coast and who knew and administered the protocols, 
quantity and type of sacrifice required by social position and the religion and who also 
executed the task. Hence there must have been a great demand for these ritual services. 
Human sacrifice was linked with all social categories of tomb: I - graves of the sacrificed 
aqllas at Punchao Kancha in Pachacamac, the Isla San Lorenzo and probably Anc6n; II -
graves of orejones, sacerdotes and local kurakas, no clear archaeological example; ill & 
IV - tombs of mitimaes, local artisans, fishermen and farmers, some information, 
particularly from multiple tombs in which no cause of death has been identified but death 
seem to have occured simultaneously. However, in no case described in this work has the 
cause of death been recorded except for the cemetery of the sacrificed women in 
Pachacamac (Uhle 1903). 
Perhaps the only way to advance this question therefore is to look at the multiple tomb. 
There are at least four possible interpretations for cases where one individual appears to 
have a richer set of grave goods than any of the others: firstly, that all individuals were 
buried simultaneously in a single ceremony after the principal person had died from 
natural causes and that the others were sacrificed to accompany him; Secondly, that they 
had been buried at different times, disinterred and reburied with close family members; 
thirdly, they were reburied with an important family member but, in addition, one or more 
additional family members were sacrificed. A fourth interpretation could be that all had 
died at the same time from natural causes, such as an infectious disease or accident. 
However, there is little to suggest an epidemic because there are so few of these tombs. 
Therefore the possibility of human sacrifice is the strongest argument for some of the 
individuals in these tombs. 
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Examples include the fisherman's tomb, between the Second and Third Walls at 
Pachacamac (Squier 1967 [1869]) which contained a family group, including an adult 
male, adult female, a 14 year old girl, a boy and an infant, who appear to have been 
buried in a single operation because the tomb is small and presenting is no evidence for 
reopening and nor that any mummy had been moved or disturbed. But there is no 
evidence of cause of death for any of this family group. At Puruchuco a bundle from a 
multiple tomb contained four individuals, an adult male, an adult female and 2 children 
(Tabfo 1969: 184-185). Again no cause of death is known and it can be argued that the 
adult female and children represent sacrifices to and offerings for the adult male because it 
would have been extremely unlikely that all four would have died simultaneously of 
natural causes. 
At Huaca Inquisidor, Garcia (1982: CF-21 and CF-26) reported two cases of common 
tombs with human sacrifices. The first had a bundle, containing an adult female with a 
wrapped child beside her, both lying on a reed mat, oriented to the north and with a 
scallop shell placed on each head. The second comprises an adult with two children, the 
skeleton of one is incomplete whilst the other is covered with a cotton shroud. It is argued 
that in these cases the adult had died and the children were sacrificed to accompany the 
body; the explanation for the second case could indicate poor excavation, a special type of 
sacrifice or that the incomplete child had died and been buried earlier, but on the death of 
its mother it was disinterred and placed inside the bundle with its mother and its newly 
sacrificed sibling. 
These cases present social differences; the fisherman from Pachacamac and the craftsman 
from Puruchuco, each had three human sacrifices each, whereas the two farmers at Huaca 
Inquisidor, only had a child sacrifice each. 
Most of the probable sacrifices were children who accompany adults into the afterlife. 
They generally comprise two age groups; the most numerous are about 1 year old and are 
usually found extended on a crib with a cane mattress; the other, children about 6 or 7 
years old who are in the adult, seated-flexed position. Child sacrifice was subject to the 
wish of adults. Children seem to have had little importance in society and their death 
perhaps invoked little social reaction (Hertz 1907), hence their sacrifice may have been 
easier. 
There are three types of sacrificed children based on association with an adult. The first is 
found with an adult within the same bundle, is usually less than 1 year old in no specific 
position nor textile covering. In the second, the child, older than 6 years, was wrapped in 
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its own bundle and placed alongside that of the adult.· At this age they already have certain 
adult privileges including to be wrapped individually in a seated-flexed position. In 
addition, they may have received their own offerings within the wrapping and adjacent to 
them. The third group is of children without any associated adults who have generally 
been found extended on simple cane cribs and without any have grave goods. 
The standard archaeological interpretation of a child accompanying an adult in a tomb is 
that it represents a mother and child (Calancha 1638: Lib. xix; Jij6n y Caamano 1949: L-
1-XCIX). The adult is invariably assumed to be female; however it would be difficult to 
assume that on each occasion both had died at the same time. Other explanations are 
necessary. In some instances, when gender is known, the adult is male, such as tomb 
CF-40 at Huaca Santa Cruz where an adult male of 25-30 years old was found associated 
with two children (Cornejo 1989), presumably sacrificed to accompany him. 
There are 18 examples of children on simple cane cribs from Huaca Santa Cruz, Pando 
Montfculos 62 and 63, Armatambo and Maranga which may have been sacrificial victims 
(Table 203). 
Table 203. Sacrificed children on cane cribs 
CF-32-4 Come·o 1986-1988 
CF-40:18 Huaca Santa Cruz <1 Come·o 1986-1988 
CF-40:19 Huaca Santa Cruz <1 Come· o 1986-1988 
CF-41:6 Huaca Santa Cruz ? Come·o 1986-1988 
CF-50b Huaca Santa Cruz <1 Come·o 1986-1988 
CF-50c Huaca Santa Cruz <1 Come·o 1986-1988 
CF-50d Huaca Santa Cruz <1 Come·o 1986-1988 
CF-52:5 Huaca Santa Cruz <1 Come·o 1986-1988 
B/1343 Armatambo <1 Bandelier 1892 
Al-62 Montfculo 62 Infant del A uila 1987 
Al-C19-20 Montfculo 62 Infant del A uila 1987 
A12-C2 Montfculo 63 Child del A uila 1987 
A12-C4 Montfculo 63 Child del A uila 1987 
All-C15 Montfculo 63 Child del A uila 1987 
Pl-L2-CLI Maran a Infant Ji"6n Caamano 1949 
Pl-L2-CL VII Maran a Infant Ji"6n Caamano 1949 
Pl-L2-CXXXII 2 Infants Ji"6n Caamano 1949 
Pl-L2-CXCII Maran a Infant Ji"6n Caamano 1949 
There were also probable child sacrifices on richly adorned cribs or litters. None of these 
have been recorded archaeologically for the province, although several decorated, wooden 
litter poles and some ceramic effigies of this have been found by looters and can be seen 
in museums in Lima. An ethnohistorical reference from the Lurin valley records the 
burning of 63 cribs during the extirpation of idolatry because they continued to be 
significant ritual objects (Arriaga 1621). 
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Discussion 
The belief in life after death would imply that after the natural death of a prominent 
individual, close family members, particularly wife or child, or servants, may voluntarily 
offer themselves to be buried as companions to the dead person; i.e. volunteer to be 
sacrificed. It might be argued that the more important the social standing of an individual, 
the more human sacrifices he would have to accompany him. Further, the sacrifice of 
another adult would be valued more than that of a child. Hence the number of sacrificed 
wives, sons and servants would be a reflection of social standing, but this may not be a 
universal, since not everyone, who would be eligible, would have been sacrificed. 
ii. Symbolic human sacrifices 
There are two types of symbolic human sacrifice in which the body is represented 
by objects, such as decorated cloth and weaving baskets. According to Chaumeil (1997: 
222), a body may also be represented by certain human parts, such as teeth, nails and 
locks of hair within the set of grave goods. The first type comprises a mummy bundle, 
focussed on a folded decorated cloth or a weavers' basket. The usual ceramic and food 
offerings surround it. The second type comprises a single decorated cloth laid out on the 
tomb floor, or simply folded surrounded by ceramics, food, such as cuy, and feathers. 
Although only seven symbolic sacrifices have been archaeologically found in the 
province. Type 1 seems to mimic the standard preparation of the dead, whereas type 2 
·-··· -
symbolises a class of extended burial, very rare in the province. This type occurs in the 
same places, Huaca Santa Cruz, Armatambo and Pachacamac, where extended burials 
also exist. 
There are only seven symbolic human sacrifices, three type 1 at Huaca Santa Cruz, 
Armatambo and Maranga and four type 2 at Huaca Santa Cruz, Huaca Santa Catalina and 
Pachacamac (Table 204).Four of them comprise decorated cloth with other objects. They 
have been found in two distinct situations, within ordinary cemeteries, such as at Huaca 
Santa Cruz, where the clear intention was to copy traditional burial practices, probably as 
offerings for the dead; and in sacred places, such as at the Old Temple of Pachacamac. 
Whilst these represent distinctive practices and locations, they clearly represent humans. 
The offering is anthropomorphized either by the shape of the bundle or in the layout of the 
textile and its offerings. 
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Table 204. Symbolic human sacrifices 
Huaca Santa Cruz CFS 27 1 Bllndle facing E, 6 textiles wrapped around 2 
large vertical sticks, raw cotton fill then placed 
around a frame of 8 shaped sticks containing a 
folded cream cloth. 9 offerings in semicircle to 
E. of bundle: 4 gourds, 2 pots and a wooden 
artefact. Inside the bundle a decorated piece of 
sheetco r and seed beads. 
Annatambo A-1 1 Fine textiles and womens' clothing wrapped 
more textiles and clothing tied at the level of 
the 'neck'. 
Maranga P-11-V 1 A bundle wrapped in coarse cotton cloth around 
a cane containing a weavers' basket. Fill 
comprises grass and pacay leaves. External 
offerings include 3 adult crania, a Chimu-Inka 
aryballo, a domestic pot, 2 gourds, a wooden 
artefact and another weavers' basket. 
Huaca Santa Cruz CFS-18 2 Extended textile and 7 offerings to N: 1 
domestic pot, a wooden staff, 4 gourds, one 
containing peanuts, and a human tooth on the 
textile. 
Huaca Santa Catalina HSC-1 2 Brown and white chequered woollen cloth with 
8 ceramic jugs, including an antropomorphic 
hallo and 7 in Ischma st le. 
Old Temple, Pl 2 Yellow, red, blue and green extended cloth in 
Pachacamac the central sector. Between the pleats, feathers 
of macaw, humming birds and the head of a 
etirro·o, ound mullu, coca leaves and maize. 
Old Temple, P2 2 P2 2 Extended red, blue, green and brown 
Pachacamac cloth on the terrace on the E front. 
iii. Human sacrifices offered to Pachacamac 
When Guaman Poma ( 1980: 234 [ 1613]) listed the principal huacas of each suyu, 
he mentioned both Pachacamac and Pariacaca in Chinchaysuyu and added that they 
sacrificed children of 5 years of age, and received dyes, cotton, coca, fruits and chicha. 
One of the principal rituals at Pachacamac was associated with one of its emblematic 
animals, the red headed, black gallinazo (Rostworowski 1992: 47). The priests probably 
performed a ritual of human sacrifice in which these domesticated birds played a main role 
in honour of Pachacamac. This ritual is also known from Moche archaeology in which the 
birds ate the eyes of prisoners, disembowel and eat their body parts. Rostworowski 
(1992: 47) compared Moche iconography with an analysis of the origin myth of 
Pachacamac and Vichama (Calancha 1976 [1638]: Vol 3: 930-939), and found a 
relationship between the god, Pachacamac, and the wrinkled faced person of Moche 
drawings. She recognised that in part of the myth a woman, the mother of Vichama, is 
sacrificed and her body parts were given by Pachacamac to his gallinazos. Perhaps, the 
ritual practised in the Temple of Pachacamac repeated this myth. 
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Archaeology reveals the place where these birds were fed. Paredes (1994: 31) found a 
thick stratum containing buzzard feathers, fish vertebrae and large amounts of bird 
excrement on the floor of the main patio of the Old Temple. The dating of these deposits 
ranged from the Lima period, in which he found whole sardines, through to the Inka. 
Jimenez Borja (1985: 47-48) reported finding the head of a gallinazo wearing a coloured 
head band sewn into the skin of the neck on the original floor of the patio of one of the 
Pyramids-with-ramp associated with Inka pottery. Carrillo and Guerrero ( 1996) reported 
the remains of whole birds within two of the four subterranean, rectangular cells on the 
Third Wall in Pachacamac, also associated with objects dating to the Inka period. 
Possibly these birds had been kept in a semi-domesticated state from the Lima Period 
(300 - 700 AP) onwards which the Inkas did not change. There is no archaeological 
human skeletal material which would suggest this type of sacrifice, although Verano 
(1986: 137) discovered such at the Chimu site of Pacatnamu. 
iv. Capacocha sacrifices 
According to Duviols (1976: 11-12), capacocha was an original, extensive and 
solemn ceremonial institution throughout Tawantinsuyu which integrated politically the 
provinces in the redistributive economy. Human sacrifice was an important component of 
it. It is poorly understood. 
Chronicle information is only partial and at times contradictory (Polo de Ondegardo 
1916: 26, 37; Betanzos 1987: 142). Zuidema (1989: 150, 184) outlined one case, based 
on his interpretation on an account by Hernandez Principe (1923), in which a girl, Tanta 
Carhua, was sacrificed in honour of a new irrigation canal in Ocros and placed in a shaft 
tomb which overlooked the course of the canal and the lands it irrigated. 
Archaeologists claim evidence of possible capacocha rituals on the Isla de la Plata in 
coastal Ecuador (McEwan at el 1989), on Cerro el Plomo in Chile (Mostny 1957), in 
Lake Titicaca (Reinhard 1992) and on mountain tops in Arequipa, Peru (Reinhard 1998). 
There is also abundant information from Cusco (Farrington 1998) and in particular the 
Korikancha where Bejar (1990) found evidence within the patio of the sanctuary. The 
standard capacocha offerings comprise male and/or female children sacrifice; male and 
female anthropomorphic figurines and zoomorphic figurines made of gold, silver and 
spondyllus, fine clothing and feathers adornment, a miniature bag with coca; pairs of 
identical Inka pots, such as plates with zoomorphic design and pedestal ollas; gold or 
silver tupus associated with the children (normal size) and with the figurines (miniature). 
Heffernan (1996: 29) considered capacocha, as an empire-wide redistribution of the 
sacrifice, and citing Molina (1943: 72 [1573]), mentioned a ceremonial delegate or 
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messenger, known as cacha, slung a portion of blood-bread, or sancu, or any other 
sacrifice. This personage and the blood is also mentioned in documents relating to 
capacocha in the Chill6n valley (Rostworowski 1988). 
In the Province of Pachacamac there is both archaeological and ethnohistorical evidence of 
capacocha (Table 205; see Chapter 2). Although this is incomplete, some observations 
can be made. 
Table 205. Evidence for capacocha in the Province of Pachacamac 
Pachacamac 
Pachacamac 
Pachacamac 
I. San Lorenzo X X X X ? 
Pachacamac Sierra atewa X X 
Chaclla X? X X 
x ~ x x 
x x 
"hasta el mar" X X 
Key: Sh = human sacrifice; F = Figurines; Tf = fine textiles; Pc = coloured feathers; Co = Coca; Sf= 
pieces of spondylus; Sp = ground spondylus; Ci = Inka pottery; LI = Llamas. 
The most probable cases for the capacocha ritual are those found in Pachacamac at the 
Portada de la Costa (Carrillo and Guerrero 1996) and on top of the Painted Temple 
(Paredes 1994). 
Human sacrifice at Pachacamac 
From ethnohistorical sources it is known that a capacocha was offered to 
Pachacamac every year, men and women from all of the provinces of Tawantinsuyu were 
sacrificed live stating: "Helos aqui; te los ofresco, padre". They also offered gold and 
silver, llamas as well as food and drink at the time of the full moon (Taylor 1987: 331, 
Cap. 22: 11-13 [Avila 1598?]). In the archaeology of Pachacamac, human sacrifce may 
be identified at five buildings, four of which are Ink.a: Punchao Kancha, Painted Temple, 
Coastal Gateway and Sierra Gateway, and the fifth the local Old Temple of Pachacamac. 
a. Punchao Kancha 
It is probable that the human sacrifices found by Uhle (1903) on the second 
platform of the Punchao Kancha were related to this ritual. He found about 43 women, 
and reported that some had been strangled. Their faces were painted red and their personal 
effects buried with them. They were about 30 years of age, and finely dressed. Offerings 
included foods of both highland and coastal origin. Uble also reported that there were 
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children and yellow furred dogs with these sacrificed women. The assignation that these 
were capacocha sacrifices is difficult to sustain because: the grave goods are not typical, 
containing many ordinary items, and there are no figurines; the age of the victims seems 
to be older than that commonly attributed to such victims; the quantity of sacrificial 
victims is perhaps too many for the capacocha ritual. 
b. Painted Temple 
In the interstices between adobe bricks in the central chamber walls of the Painted 
Temple, Paredes (1994: 30) found male figurines, two made of gold and one of silver 
(Table 206); dressed in male clothing including uncu, with a bag containing quinoa seeds, 
with a belt wrapped around the whole find. All the figurines have a slight prominence in 
the left cheek indicating coca chewing. Such finds clearly indicate capacocha. They were 
found with two other pieces, another silver figurine with a golden headdress, carrying as 
feline on its forehead, and a modelled spondylus shell made of copper (15 cm. in 
diameter). 
Table 206. Figurines of the Painted Temple 
Pacha-040/INC 94 
Pacha-039/INC 94 Gold Masculine Coloured feathers 
Pacha-038/INC 94 Silver Masculine uinoa seeds 
c. The Third Wall and the Coastal Gateway 
Carrillo and Guerrero ( 1996: 20) have found the extended body of a young girl 
and figurines buried without gravegoods in the threshhold of the Portada de la Costa. 
Elements of typical capacocha offerings included dressed ceramic figurines in typical Ink.a 
style and a miniature, spondylus llama (Table 207). Sacrifices at a boundary location were 
reported in the Chill6n documents (Rostworowski 1988). 
Table 207. Capacocha evidence from the Coastal Gateway 
human 
sacrifice 
Figurines 
Figurines 
Figurines 
Beads 
Spondylus 
Beads 
near to gateway 
below threshhold 
below threshhold 
below threshhold 
near to gateway 
extended body of a young woman wrapped in a cotton 
textile, no offerin s, head to N. 
spondylus figurines on E. side of gateway 
ceramic figurines 
ceramic figurines 
large quantity of spondylus beads 
large quantity of ground spondylus 
chaquira and crystal beads 
d. The Third Wall and the Sierra Gateway 
The Sierra Gateway was investigated by Paredes and Yepez (1988). They 
reported an area of offerings in a structure with an interior altar, located at the intersection 
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between the Third Wall and the eastern, epimural road. The offerings included 155 
fragments of Spondylus princeps shell, 10 fragments of Spondylus calcifer and a 
collection of whole pots. Whilst this offering does not contain the characteristic body or 
figurines of capacocha, it is thought to be an important component of a line of offerings 
from A viyay to the ceremonial city 
e. The Old Temple of Pachacamac 
During the Inka period, the Old Temple received also offerings of the capacocha 
ritual, including guinea pigs, llamas, coca and textiles, including miniatures clothiing 
(V anstan 1967), which had been partially burned on the northwest flank of the temple, 
but no figurines. These seem to correspond to those offered by Tupac Yupanqui, who, 
after having fasted for many days, offered Pachacamac a capacocha, comprising great 
sacrifices of llamas and the burning of a large quantity of clothing. In excavations through 
the latest floors of the lower patio of the southeast sector of the temple, Paredes (1994: 
30-31) found a symbolic sacrifice comprising a multicoloured (yellow, red, blue and 
green ) Inka cloak in the folds of which were found coloured feathers of macaws and 
humming birds and the head of a hummingbird, surrounded by ground spondylus shell, 
coca leaves and maize. Beside it were the remains of a red and white guinea pig with its 
stomach cut open and very near to the cloak there were 3 holes excavated into the floor 
which contained more than a hundred whole spondylus shells. Although there are no 
figurines and only a symbolic body, it can be argued that this perhaps represents a 
particular type of capacocha sacrifice with high quality goods buried in a sacred location. 
In a cemetery on the foot of the Old Temple of Pachacamac, Vanstan (1967: 16-19, Fig. 
15) reported seven miniature poncho-like shirt (Table 208), from the Uhle Collection, 
obtained during the William Pepper Peruvian Expedition of 1896-97. 
Only two specimens are related to specific graves with references to mummies or skeletal 
remains (skull numbers), such as the miniature textile 30740[l137e] associated with the 
mummy 1137 (Skull P68) and the miniature textile 30727 [1122n] associated with the 
mummy No. 971. Unfortunately none of these have been published. These show no 
evidence of any type of use (Vanstan 1967: 17), nevertheless, the structure of the Uhle's 
catalog suggest that they had been associated with other artefacts. 
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Table 208. The seven miniature poncho-like shirts from beneath the· 
temple of Pachacamac 
30740 [1137e] White poncho-like shirt measured 4 1/2 x 5-5/8 inches, associated with external 
ob ·ects of the mumm 1137 Skull P68 on the foot of the tern le of Pachacamac 
29831 [3214b] Plain brown poncho-like shirt measured 7 112 x 7 112 inches, from the excavation 
at burial lace one. Beneath the Pachacamac tern le, continuation. 
29832 [3214b] Brown poncho-like shirt with warp stripes in the central section, measuring 4 x 3 
112 inches, from the excavation at burial place one. Beneath the Pachacamac temple, 
continuation. 
30727 [1122n] Plain brown poncho-like shirt measured 4 112 x 5 1/4 inches, found with the 
mummy No. 971 and seq: (1122), from the continuation of the excavations some 
10 meters to the west of the foregoing one, at the foot of an old half-terrace at burial 
lace one. 
30707 [1090c] White poncho-like shirt measured 7 x 9-114 inches, from the continuation of the 
excavations some 10 meters to the west of the foregoing one, at the foot of an old 
half-terrace at burial lace one. 
30732 [1104-1] White poncho-like shirt measured 6 3/4 x 9 112 inches, from the continuation of the 
excavations some 10 meters to the west of the foregoing one, at the foot of an old 
half-terrace at burial lace one. 
30731 [1093b] Brown and white poncho-like shirt measured 4 3/4 x 5-5/8 inches, from the 
continuation of the excavations some 10 meters to the west of the foregoing one, at 
the foot of an old half-terrace at burial lace one. 
Capacocha on Isla San Lorenzo 
Here the evidence for capacocha is less clear and more indirect. The island was 
similar with respect to the amount of sumptuary offerings, to Pachacamac and Anc6n. 
The sacred character which the island enjoyed, together with a silver mine, and the 
production of sumptuary artefacts by local craftsmen, mitimaes and aqllas, and the 
sumptuous tombs containing ear spools, slings and textile malting tools made of silver, 
imply that some of the aqllas may have been sacrificed in the name of the Sun and the 
Inka. Rios and Retamozo (1978: #3315) have described a silver figurine, found with the 
silver portrait vases in the Uhle collection which seems to have been mounted on a baton 
of office. It is similar in form to those figurines normally recovered from capacocha 
offerings and therefore could represent such a ritual. 
Capacocha in the Cbillon valley 
There are no archaeological finds suggestive of capacocha from the Chill on valley, 
except for the use of funerary urns at Anc6n. In many respects, Anc6n is similar to 
Pachacamac, including it is a rocky promontory with islands offshore. It is surrounded by 
two walls with many burials for many prehistoric periods. Villar Cordova (1935: fig 27) 
reported a sector with funerary urns, each containing one body; these are large, wide-
mouthed pots, oval in shape and about 1 m high. Such burials are not common on the 
coast and may be associated with the capacocha ritual in other places. For example, 
Ticllaurso, the lord of the Hacas village in Otuco (Cajatambo) was ordered by the Inka to 
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bury alive a young child in a large pot in order to make an offering to the Sun, his father 
(Duviols 1976: 13). 
Several cases have been documented for Tawantinsuyu which may be associated with 
capacocha, in each case such a practice of burial was not locally common (Table 209). 
This is clearly an Inka type of burial. Both sexes and all ages are represented in these 
examples; the bones may be completely articulated skeletons, disarticulated or burned 
bone, including llama bone, and some seem to be symbolic burials. The pots are also 
varied, usually about 1 m. tall with a wide mouth, although some have had their necks cut 
to accommodate the offering; they are either fine aryballos, urpus, or domestic cooking 
pots. They generally have offerings, such as Inka or Inka-local pottery, spread around the 
pot. 
Table 209. Probable cases of capacocha in large urns in Tawantinsuyu 
Calle Francisco Bolognesi, Individual in fetal position within a large pot (Zanabria 1998). 
Ccori ata, Cusco. 
Banco Wiese, calle Maruri, Cusco 
Pukani, Tip6n 
Hotel La Posada, Plaza Manco 11, 
Yuca 
Cave 79, Machu Picchu 
Tomb 2, Pumacchu an, Cusco 
Tomb 3, Pumacchupan, Cusco 
Anc6n necropolis, Lima 
lea (in a huaca, in the Martinez 
farm, one mile outside of lea 
town 
La Lisera, Arica 
Agua Verde, Catamarca 
Rio Chaquiago, Catamarca 
Chaiiar Y aco, Catamarca 
Infant within a dark brown domestic cooking pot (MP 895) 
with 2 handles, 39 cm tall Eaton 1916 Guillen 1990: fi 5 
Child in Inka ot 35 cm tall Llanos 1937 
35 year old adult within a 69 cm tall aryballo with its neck cut 
off Llanos 1937 . 
Several large pots with human remains inside (Villar C6rdova 
1935: fi 27 
Human remains inside large urn (Hutchinson 1873: 116) 
Child in ot in an Inka-local cemete Mostn 1943 
Male adult and a female in a large pot, 96 cm tall (Williams 
1995: 466 . Inka-local otte outside 
Male adult wrapped in woollen cloth in a large pot with a lid, 
1.19 m tall Williams 1995: 468 
Several large pots, including #4510, with human bones 
Williams 1995: 470 
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CHAPTER 7 
OCCUPATIONS AND BURIALS IN THE PROVINCE OF PACHACAMAC 
Introduction 
Following the principle that offerings, accompanying the dead, can be used 
effectively to determine the former occupation of the deceased and therefore to extend 
knowledge of the social organisation of the Province of Pachacamac. The meaning of 
' 
offerings in terms of level of social status and occupation is interpreted through those 
artefacts which are thought to be the belongings of the deceased, including those which 
would have personal items and the tools of the trade, both of which would confirm what 
social status the deceased enjoyed and what trade he or she pursued. The latter is 
particularly so if the tools and other instruments for specific tasks show signs of wear and 
if there are half-finished manufactured products, such as textiles or nets. 
Identification of specialists and occupations 
On the basis of a preliminary tomb analysis (Chapter 5), four social groups have 
been identified. A total of sixteen occupational categories can be identified 
archaeologically for the province which are distributed through all social strata (Table 
210). 
Table 210. Distribution of occupations in social groups 
? 
Ore.ones from Cusco II Cusco 
Priests II Cusco & locals 
Silversmiths ill Locals & forei ners 
La idiaries ill Locals & forei ners 
Textile makers ill Locals & forei ners 
Textile makers with feathers ill Locals & forei ners 
Potte makers ill Locals & forei ners 
Merchants ill Locals & forei ners 
Chicha makers ill Locals & forei ners 
Warriors ill Locals & forei ners 
Musicians ill Locals & forei ners 
Record-kee rs ill Locals & forei ners 
Mitimaes colonizers ill Locals & forei ners 
Fishermen N Locals 
Farmers illandN Locals & forei ners 
Social Group I: Aqllas, locals and foreigners in the service of the lnka 
The highest status offerings in the province are human sacrifices of women, 
presumably aqllas, who were buried on the lower terraces of the Punchao Kancha and 
elsewhere. 
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Social Group II: Cusquefio orejones and foreign and local kurakas 
This comprises Cusquefi.o orejones and priests, as well as foreign and local 
kurakas and Pachacamac priests, who can be recognised by the presence of sumptuary 
artefacts, including ear spools, Inka-Cusco ceramics and other highland produce. The 
location of their graves within the sacred precincts of sites, such Pachamacac Cemetery I 
and La Centinela further confirms their status. 
Social Group III: Mitimaes and local craftsmen 
Both local craftsmen, and mitimaes brought to the province for similar purposes, 
belong to this group. The main crafts were silver working, woodworking, textile making 
and pottery. Coastal craftsmen were not obliged to participate in the m'ita (Rostworowski 
1989: 273); they were specialists, who produced manufactured goods for the state and 
whose social position was immutable. They were augmented by mitimaes, who had been 
brought in by the Inka to manufacture particular items; for example, a group of Chimu 
potters were located in Maranga (Rostworowski 1989: 275). Their tombs can be 
recognised by tools used in craft manufacture, for example cloth makers (spindles and 
carding combs); potters (working plates and moulds); fishermen (hooks and nets) and if 
they were mitimaes by foreign ceramics or regional-Inka styles. 
Social Group IV: Local farmers and fishers 
This was by far the largest social category in the provinve. Their tombs contained: 
farming tools, such as wooden hoes; seeds wrapped in textiles; or even a pot representing 
a particular cultivated plant, e.g. potato, squash and lucuma; or by hooks, nets and floats. 
In general, the other offerings in these tombs of this level are poor, comprising a few 
gourds of food and, very rarely, a domestic pot. 
Two chroniclers, Murua (1987 [1605]) and Falcon (1946: 137-140 [1567]), 
quoted by Rostworowski (1989: 283) and D'Altroy (1994: Table 1) discuss various 
aspects of the tasks and services demanded by the Inka. Most of these have hierarchies; 
i.e. those for specialised, fine quality tasks and those that made ordinary things; for 
example, in textile making there were those specialised in making of feather-decorated 
garments and others who made simple, plain mantles. There were also sub-specialities, 
such as coca or ajf farmers, and hunters of different types of animal. Julien (1982: 136-
141) interpreted the Huanuco labour assignment, based on the 1562 Visita, provided by a 
witness called Martfn Carcay, the kuraka of Uchec. Several services and specializations 
are listed, including miner, farmer, garrison guard, feather worker, weaver, hunter, 
carpenter, potter and porter. On the coast, there is ethnohistorical knowledge of 31 
occupations of which 16 can be identified archaeologically (Table 211). 
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Table 211. Prehispanic occupations on the coast from ethnohistorical 
account 
Ore· ones from Cusco 
Human sacrificial administrator x 
Miners x x 
x x 
Producers of mineral i x x 
Producers of ve etable i en ts x x 
Weavers of fine and common feathers x x x 
x x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
Salt makers x x 
Fishermen x x x 
Fine and ordin x x x 
Fine and ordin c inters x x 
3 cate ories of buildin workers x x 
Mitimaes colonizers x x x 
Farmers and ardeners x x x 
Gold and silversmiths x x 
Chicha makers x x 
Record-kee rs x x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
Messen ers 
Merchants x 
Priests x 
Kurakas 
Musicians x 
Of those not recorded in the archaeological record there were: 
1. Human sacrificial administrator, probably a type of priest, who worked on 
behalf the Inka. Not only is there evidence of human sacrifice, but there are also face-neck 
bottles with painted lines to suggest this person; there is no other archaeological evidence. 
2. There must have been miners in the province, but there is no definite burial 
evidence. Excavation tools would be probably indistinguishable from agricultural ones. 
3. Producers of minerals pigments, "ychma camayoc" (Rostworowski 1989: 
283). Ischma derived its name from the colour red but there is no archaeological evidence 
to suggest this worker. It could be that potters and textile makers exploited their own 
pigment sources. 
4. Producers of plant pigments, "tanti camayoc", likewise are indistinguishable in 
the tomb records. 
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There is some evidence for plant dyes in burial material from the Central Coast which are 
LIP or Inka in date (Table 212). For example, Wittmack reported finding Bixa orellana in 
a square pottery vessel found in a burial at Anc6n which had four internal divisions, each 
covered with cloth. Three of them were filled with the ground, dried seed while the fourth 
held a number of whole seeds (Towle 1961 [1880-1887]). A similar container was found 
by Uhle (1903: 18, Figure 16) in the Cemetery of the Sacrificed Women in Punchao 
Kancha at Pachacamac. Squier ( 1967) also reported a series of sea bird bones, stopped 
with cotton and used as pigment containers in a multiple tomb.from Pachacamac. 
From studies on the murals of different temples at Pachacamac, Muelle (1939) reported 
several colours derived from mineral sources, including red and pink from cinnabar, grey 
from zinc and iron, white from zinc, yellow from oropimente, green from atacamite, and 
blue from azurite. Ravines and Stothert (1976: Anl9/76iil0) reported 30 gr. of chalk 
covered with cotton from a tomb in Anc6n. 
Table 212. Industrial plants. Dyes and tannins 
Bixa Orellana red 
(Achiote) 
Caesalpina Paipai black 
(pai-pai) 
Caesalpina spinosa red or reddish and 
(Tara) black 
Indigofera suffruticosa Blue 
(Afiil) 
Lafoensia yellow 
punicaefolia 
Relbunium nitidum red 
(Rubia nitida) 
Roupala ferruginea brownish 
Wittmack (1880-1887) reported both the dried 
pulp and the seeds of Achiote in a square pottery 
vessel found in a burial at Anc6n 
Hanns (1922: 171) report a pod found in Anc6n, 
in Pachacamac in gourd container and in 
Chu uitanta in ourd shell and small net baa 
Rochebrune (1879: 346, 355) report it from 
Anc6n and Harms (1922: 171) in gourd shell 
from Chu uitanta 
Y acovleff and Herrera (1934: 268) reported a 
mummy bundle is a site of Chill6n Valley that 
had hair made of maguey fibers that has been 
dyed blue with afiil, a tradition in La 
Convenci6n, Cusco. 
Reported by Wittmack (1880-1887: pl. 106, 
Figs 18-19) in Anc6n and by Hanns (1922: 182) 
in Chu uitanta 
A lomas plant which Rochebrune (1879: 347, 
355) found at Anc6n 
Middle valley plant found by Rochebrune (1879: 
347, 355) at Anc6n 
5. Sandalmakers also have not been specifically identified, although their products 
are often found, none were in the process of manufacture. 
6. The guards of aqllas are not reported, but they would have goods similar to 
those of a soldier. 
7. Other guards, likewise, are not identified. 
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8. Salt makers are also difficult to identify. There are no known salt extraction 
locations, although Nufiez Jimenez (1977: 36) described a cemetery in Lauri (Chancay), 
where a 3 m. deep tomb contained large pots full of salt in its upper levels. 
9. Carpenters are also not recorded, although some could also have been 
lapidaries. 
10. Building workers are not specifically characterised. 
11-13. There are also no hunters, spies or anti-insurgency agents 
14. The chaski messenger is also difficult to identify, although ethnohistorically 
they were related to fishing communities. 
15. Important kurakas were present and their offerings must have been similar to 
orejones. 
Social Group I: 
I 1. Aqllas 
Evidence for aqllas (both local and foreign women) is very scarce for the 
province, and their tombs have only been found in three important sites in the province, 
namely Punchao Kancha at Pachacamac, Isla San Lorenzo and Anc6n. They are generally 
younger women (between 18 and 20 years old), sometimes accompanied by children and 
dogs, with offerings, including weaving and loom artefacts, sometimes made in silver, 
Inka-Cusco forms of decorated ceramics, and various types of highland produce, 
including wool and foodstuffs. Their highly sacred precise location is also significant. 
Social Group II 
II 1. Orejones from Cusco and lnka administrative officals 
Evidence for orejones from Cusco is very scarce, their tombs have only been 
found in three important sites, in Pachacamac, Isla San Lorenzo and Anc6n. They can be 
recognised by the presence of prestigious artefacts, including ear spools, Inka-Cusco 
forms of decorated ceramics, and various types of highland produce, and their special 
location within these centres (Tables 213, 214). 
Table 213. Distribution of tombs of orejones 
La Centinela, Pachacamac x 
Punchao Kancha, Pachacamac X? X? 
Isla San Lorenzo x x 
Anc6n x x 
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Table 214: Grave goods from tombs of 2 orejones at Cemetery I 
Shoes x x 
Cloth 2 4 
2 9 
4 2 
4 2 
1 
x 
Reed ball x 
Textile belt x 
Coca leaves x 
Uhle (1903) described two graves as an example oflnka orejon grave from the Cemetery 
I of Pachacamac; they included about 10 mummies of which three were adult males. The 
offerings were aryballos and other Cusco-Inka plates, jars and jugs (Uhle 1903: 17). 
Attribution as orej6n was suggested by the ear spools, fine woollen clothing and the 
pottery (Uhle 1903: 39-40). 
Orejones were provincial administrators, a task normally undertaken in the provincial 
capital and occasionally from a district capitals. They were also in charge of the practice of 
Ink.a religion into pre-existing ceremonial centres. 
Another line of enquiry to determine the high status nature of burials is to evaluate the 
relationship between the temple, tomb and sacrificed women who accompanied a ruler in 
death. This can be illustrated from three late period, North Coast sites. At Chan Chan the 
burial platforms contained the rich tombs of kurakas associated with many fine offerings 
(decorated ceramics, fine textiles, wooden objects, metal goods, whole and ground 
spondylus) and were surrounded by numerous cells containing sacrificed, young women 
and nearby a considerable number of sacrificed llamas (Conrad 1980: 223; Pozorski 
1980). On the eastern side of Platform 1, Huaca de la Luna two looted tombs also with a 
high quality offerings and young female sacrifices were those of kurakas (Uceda and 
Morales 1996). At Huaca Larga, Tucume, three high status male burials with fine textiles, 
Ink.a regional pottery, silver pectorals, ear spools, diadems, tumis and wooden objects 
were associated with the sacrificed remains of 19 aqllas, who had an equally rich array of 
offerings including textile making tools (Heyerdahl et al 1995). 
These suggest that the pattern for Punchao Kancha in Pachacamac would have been as 
follows: that there were rich tombs on the summit platform of the Sun Temple, which 
may have belonged to a senior Ink.a official, kuraka or equivalent, and that the 43 
sacrificed women on the lower terrace were offerings to accompany him. 
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The presence of orej6n and kuraka burials at Cemetery I, Pachacamac, is explained by the 
importance of the location, within the sacred precinct, close to the Sun Temple. Their 
presence at Isla San Lorenzo is explained by the fact that the island is a sacred place, it 
had silver mines, exploited by local and foreign artesans, hence served as a religious 
centre with prestige production. 
Anc6n is a very old sanctuary and cemetery with evidence of sumptuary production by 
both local and foreign artisans. The prestige of burial there may have encouraged the 
interment of both orejones and kurakas. 
It is probable that similar burials existed at Maranga, Limatambo and Armatambo. The 
excavations in Maranga were in huacas outside the walled' compound and hence were of 
lower status individuals (Jij6n y Caamano 1949). Similarly the important centres of 
Limatambo and Armatambo were only sparingly excavated by Bandelier ( 1892) before 
urbanization destroyed them. 
Other artefacts, such as quipus and wooden balances (warku), may be related to the 
functions of the adminstrator, but are less diagnostic for the identification of a orej6n. 
They have been reported from many sites where there is no other evidence to suggest a 
orej6n. 
II 2. Priests 
Some priests were associated with blood rituals and some Inka rituals painted a 
line in blood across their face. Several examples describe this for Cusco. Betanzos (1987: 
50-52 [1551]) described the foundation of the Korikancha by Tupac Yupanqui. Many 
llamas had their throats cut and their corpses burned with maize and fine clothing, and 
well dressed children were buried alive. Lines were painted along the temple walls in 
llama blood. The Inka also painted lines on the face of the priest and on all those present. 
Later he ordered the priest to paint similar lines on the faces of the common people who 
had also made offerings to the Sun. Therefore all those who participated in the ceremony 
in the Temple and outside were painted with these lines; such an appearance would then 
indicate the importance of such people. Polo de Ondegardo (1916: 18-19 [1571]) reported 
that in the Capac Raymi initiation ceremony, the old men painted their faces of the 
iniatates with blood to affirm their loyalty. He (1916: 8 [1571]) further noted that at 
important funerals when children were sacrificed, their blood was used to paint a line 
from ear to ear on the face of the deceased. Cieza de Leon (1967: 104 [1553]) mentioned 
that during the ceremonies of Hatun Raimi, many llamas were brought to Cuzco for 
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sacrifice, their throats cut and their blood was used to paint the statues and mummies of 
the Ink.as and gods as well as the gates of the temples and shrines. 
In all examples, lines of blood were painted on the face as a symbol of prestige and 
loyalty to the Ink.a and the Sun ; it must have been a great honour to receive it, whether at 
the Temple of the Sun, at the Capac Raymi initiation or at Hatun Raymi or even after 
death. These lines are confirmation of the prestige enjoyed by the individual and of their 
connection to the Ink.a and important ceremonies. A further citation from Polo de 
Ondegardo ( 1916: 18-19) stated that at the end of Capac Raymi foreigners entered Cusco, 
received balls of maize dough coloured with sacrifical blood as an indication of their 
loyalty. These, they took to their own provinces to continue the ritual and in this way the 
province remained loyal through further participation. 
This practice is a key which may identify priestly occupation in burial analysis because 
there are face-neck jars with iconography similar to that described as painted after 
sacrifice. These usually depict individuals with a particular pose, look and gesture; they 
have lines painted from ear to ear across the nose, the body of the I?Ot is decorated to 
represent a person, with arms on the breast and legs doubled to indicate that the person is 
seated. 
Fine aryballos from Cuzco show three drops falling on each cheek, such from Chinchero 
(Alcina et al 1976: Vol. 2, pag 90, fig 122); this detail is only found in the imperial capital 
and very few provincial sites. Over 25 specimens have been recovered from funerary 
contexts in the province, including 21jars,2 aryballos, a bottle and a double-handled jar; 
of which 12 are orange, 6 black, 2 red and 2 orange-brown (Table 215). These must have 
belonged to priests from Cuzco itself, or the province, or to important people who 
participated in these ceremonies in the province. 
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Table 215. Form and general decoration of Priest Pots 
CF-29: 3 Santa Cruz 
CF-37: 1 Santa Cruz 
Es -00569 Pando 
Esp-00571 Pando 
Co us I 
Palomino 
Santa Catalina 
sin Santa Catalina 
Santa Catalina 
Santa Catalina 
Santa Catalina 
B/1143 Armatambo 
B/9050 Armatambo 
B/972 Armatambo 
B/1133 Armatambo 
B/1125 Armatambo 
B/5671 Anc6n 
B/8404 Pachacamac 
B/8394 Pachacarnac 
B/9016 Pachacamac 
B/8405 Pachacarnac 
Uhle 13, F4 Pachacarnac 
Uhle 18, F2 Pachacarnac 
B/8962 Central coast 
B/8454 Central coast 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
ballo 
ballo 
Botella 
Jar 
Can taro 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Orange-
Brown 
Black 
Black 
Red 
Orange-
Brown 
Oran e 
Black 
Oran e 
Painted & incised 
A Ii ue 
incised 
A Ii ue 
incised & Painted 
incised & Painted 
Painted 
A Ii ue 
Painted 
A Ii ue & Painted 
Painted 
Painted 
A li ue 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
Two attributes the facial lines and personal adornments can be observed, the former is 
depicted in five different ways (Table 216) and four types of the latter (Tables 217 and 
218). 
Table 216. Facial line attributes of the Priest ceramics 
Similar to above but one line is broken 
A- le A sin le horizontal black line which cross the nose from ear to ear 
Table 217. Personal adornments of Priest ceramics 
A-2a Headdress 
A-2b Ear s ools 
A-2c Pectoral or necklace 
A-2d Wrist bands re resented as two black lines 
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Table 218. Attributes of Priest ceramics 
' Mt " '.<'" 
··1111 ... •••••m "" . 
CF-29: 3 - x - x x - - x x 
CF-37: 1 ? ? ? ? ? - x x x 
Esp-00569 - x - x x x x x 
Eso-00571 - x - x x - - x x 
Esp-00568 - - - - - - - - -
Eso-00108 - - - - - - - - -
Esp-193 x - - - x - -
sin x - - x x 
Esp-319 x - - x x - - x -
Esp-316 - - x - - - - - -
Esp-541 - - x - - - - - -
B/972 - - x x x - - - x 
B/1143 - - - - - - - - -
B/9050 - - - - - - x - -
B/1133 - - - - - - - - -
B/1125 x - - - - - - - -
B/5671 - - - - - - - - -
B/8404 - - x x x - - x -
B/8394 x x - - -
B/9016 - x - x x - x x x 
B/8405 x - - x x - - - -
Uhle 13, F4 x - - x x - - x x 
Uhle 18, F2 x - - - - - x -
B/8962 x - - x x - - - -
B/8454 - - - x x - - - x 
The majority of these ceramics come from unidentified tombs or from collections; only 
four sites have these been found in an archaeological context. 
1. Huaca Santa Cruz 
Two priest-pots were found in tombs CF-29 and CF-37, each of which contained 
a 50 year old, adult male, seated, oriented to the east and wrapped in plain textiles. 
Mummy bundle CF-29 was filled with leaves, branches and seeds, and tied with a 
vegetable fibre rope. CF-37 was filled with marine algae and four wooden poles. 
Priest-pot (CF-29:1) formed part of an offering of 9 pieces, which are arranged in two 
parallel, north-south, lines to the east of the bundle, including 2 domestic vessels, a textile 
workers' basket, four gourds, one containing beans The mummy directly faced the pot, 
raised in a prominent position in front of it. Example CF-37-1 was in a similar position to 
the east of the mummy but was associated with only 2 gourds. 
2. Huaca Corpus I 
The priest-pot is black and was found in tomb 13 associated with a large, cube-
like bundle. A feature of it is that the priest is holding textile-making equipment in his 
hands. The remaining offerings comprised two domestic pots, 2 gourds, one containing 
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maize and the other beans, a copper tupu, a polishing stone and a pyroengraved gourd 
(Corbacho 1970). 
3. Huaca Santa Catalina 
Five priest-pots have been recorded but for four of them there is no known 
context. In tomb 3 Ghersi (1971-1972: Inf-2, 3 &5) found three children, separately 
wrapped and aligned from north to south, the only offerings were a priest-pot and a 
wooden plate with Ischma-style zoomorphic design. 
4. Pachacamac 
Uhle (1903: plate 18, fig 2) illustrated a black priest-pot from the Cemetery of the 
sacrificed Women and a painted example from Cemetery VI, on the northern side of the 
city. No other data concerning the orientation and associations of these pots to the burial 
and other offerings with which they were found is known. 
Discussion 
These finds may be interpreted as follows: the two burials from Huaca Santa Cruz 
are of local, middle-aged men, who were buried with simple goods, but the prominent 
location of the figurative priest ceramic suggests a role in the "blood ceremony" and 
possibly as a local priest. A similar interpretation may be offered for the find at Huaca 
Corpus. However the detail of tomb layout is not available. It is probable that this person 
had a double role as textile worker and priest. The lack of information for the Pachacamac 
contexts prevents formal analysis; however that in Cemetery VI, it was probably that of a 
local priest; whilst that in Punchao Kancha was probably that of a Cusco priest because it 
has applique "tears" in Cusco-style and which are only represented in the collections from 
Cuzco. Another example of the latter type of pot was among those without context at 
Huaca Santa Catalina. Perhaps there was a Cusco priest at that site as well. 
Two are associated with probable sacrifices; the example from Huaca Santa Catalina was 
with the children, whilst that in Punchao Kancha is associated with sacrificed women may 
have been from the grave a high status male, similar to that described for Huaca Larga, 
Tucume in Lambayeque (Heyerdahl et al 1995: 90-101). 
The meaning of the priest-pot is therefore related to the influence of the Inka and the 
Cuzco-like ceremonies and rituals performed. The necessity for a priest to be present at 
local ceremonies and funerals was critical and confirmed the loyalty of the province and 
its people to the Inka. The presence of the priest-pot may demonstrate that the deceased 
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participated in the "blood ceremonies", either in Cuzco or in Pachacamac, either as a priest 
or as another participant. 
In the Province of Pachacamac there existed a custom of face painting for distinct 
ceremonies, such as funerals (Cornejo 1984). It is probable that the influence of Cusco 
priests brought about a redefinition of rituals towards the dead or to the huaca with the 
introduction of the use of blood. Without doubt, the Ischma must have retained many of 
their customs, such as the use of an "ischma" red in place of blood. 
Ischma priests painted their faces in various ways. Three of these involve painting the 
face red with either blood or "ischma", although none have tears depicted on their cheeks 
in typical cusquefio style. The simplest method was to dip the finger in paint and draw a 
single line from ear to ear passing over the nose. The second used two fingers to paint a 
double line in the same manner. The third style was a further variation, the simple line 
was drawn from ear to ear acrooss the nose whilst a second began at the bridge of the 
nose and ran down the side of it and then parallel to the first to the ears. 
Some priest-pots (e.g. Bandelier 1892: B/9050) have been found without any evidence of 
facial lines, whilst others (e.g. Bandelier 1892: B/1143, B/8454) depict the same 
personage with his hands at his face, as if in the act of painting. There are others (e.g. pot 
00571 from Pando and pot B/8405 from Pachacamac) which imply some role in textile 
making as they hold tools of that trade. Similarly, another pot from Huaca Santa Catalina 
(Esp-193) has the priest eating a fish and it is also painted with designs related to fishing, 
including incised fish and nets 
In Cusco, the priest is represented on several types of pottery. For example there are 
several on a fine aryballos with tall neck to accommodate the molded face which have an 
applique line across their face, crossing the nose and with three tears on each cheek. It is 
also found on jars and other vessels and aryballo variants, such as flat-bottomed pots and 
ones with pointed bases and non-aryballo necks. On the central coast similar local made 
examples occur. Two locally made aryballos suggest the presence of a cuzquefio priest 
from Huaca Santa Catalina (Ghersi 1971-77: Esp-316, 541) and one black Inka style jar 
from Pachacamac (Shimada 1991 [Uhle 1903: Plate 18: 2), each is depicted with 3 black 
lines on each cheek, as if to represent tears. 
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Social Group III 
III 1. Silversmiths and other metalworkers 
There is equivocal ethnohistorical evidence for this group of craftsmen. Even the 
archaeological evidence is only in the form of finished products of silver, gold, copper 
and bronze alloys, found mainly in tombs at Pachacamac, A viyay, Armatambo, Huaca 
Santa Catalina, Huaca Santa Cruz, Maranga and Anc6n. These are sumptuary goods for 
personal adornment, such as tweezers, bracelets, rings, pectorals and tupu pins etc. In 
Pachacamac and on the Isla San Lorenzo silver figurines and vessels, often associated 
with the ritual of capacocha, have been found. The implication is that such products were 
made within the province. Yet there are no tools characteristic of silver making nor are 
there any workshops or huayras, kilns, found in excavations. However there are 
crucibles, grinding stones, hammerstones, anvils and polishing stones, which may be 
related to metal production, in museums in Lima. A prerequisite for metalworking is 
access to metallic ores. 
Silver mines and other mines 
Lechtman (1976: 37) in her metallogenetic study indicated a gold and copper mine 
in the coastal mountains (ca. 1600 m.a.s.l.) between the Chill6n and Chancay valleys. 
Based on information published by Raimondi on finds of malachite with limonite in 
Quebrada de Canarios, immediately to the northeast of Anc6n, and a mixed deposit of 
atacamite, limonite and chrysocolla ores at Cerro Piedras Gordas, just 2.5 km. south of 
Anc6n, she concluded that there were sufficient copper minerals on or near the coast to 
have been exploited. She also remarked that silver or argentiferous lead ores could have 
come from the highlands near Canta or even from the Rimac Valley where Raimondi 
described deposits at San Mateo (ca. 3139 m). Masson (1984: 3-19) located several 
copper, silver, lead, zinc, gold and mercury mines in upper Santa Eulalia valley. He 
suggested that some of these were exploited in prehispanic times. Milla (1974: 772) 
mentioned silver mines on a Isla San Lorenzo, on the slopes and summits near to 
SENAFER and the Naval Base. 
Rios and Retamozo (1976: 33-34) have claimed that the central coast was a metal 
production centre, mainly of silver goods, related to both the south coastal and Chimu 
styles but different. There is indirect archaeological evidence of the presence of 
metalsmiths in the province. Lechtman (1976: 34-35) studied two sacks full of various 
types of metal slag, from excavations in the Miramar zone, revealing primarily two kinds 
of material: heavy, circular, lead-rich cakes, slightly concave in section and thicker in the 
middle than at the rim and sherds whose inner surfaces are coated with thick, bright green 
or blue copper deposits. She implied that copper sulfide was being smelted in a ceramic 
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vessel at Anc6n, a common Andean technique. Lothrop ( 1978) identified stone hammers 
with polished faces of varying sizes used to work metal. His analysis included one from 
Pachacamac and another from Cajamarquilla, although no context or age for these finds 
has been presented. At Huaca Santa Cruz a highly polished, cylindrical stone artefact 
(CF-40:11), about 1.5 cm. thick and 5.5 cm. in diameter was found in the grave of an 
adult male lapidarist (CF-40). It is similar to one analysed by Lothrop (1978: 531, Plate 
3g) from Huaura in Chancay and suggests that this one may have worked metal as well. 
A great number of gold, silver and copper finished artefacts have been found throughout 
the pro~ince, although gold and silver seem to be concentrated in important administrative 
centres, such as Pachacamac, Limatambo, Anc6n and Isla San Lorenzo. Copper artefacts 
are much more common, associated with tombs of both the richer and poorer peoples. 
Analysis indicates the method of production but not the location of fabrication. 
The ethnohistorical evidence refers to silversmiths, who were mitimaes in Cuzco but who 
are described as "plateros yungas" from the Herbay ayllu belonging to Pachacamac and of 
Ischma nationality (Espinoza 1983: 39; Rostworowski 1989: 275). The implication of this 
is that Ischma silversmiths were of such quality and renown to be taken to Cuzco to work 
for the Inka. The exact location of Herbay is not known. There is an Herbay in the Canete 
valley to the south of Ischma where Pachacamac held a canal and lands (Rostworowski 
(1992: 52). 
Discussion 
It is probable that lapidaries could have worked metal only by hammering into thin 
sheets to produce beads, pendants and knives, axes, hooks and small pieces for inlay. 
There is little evidence for smelting or casting in the province, mainly finished products. 
There is no evidence for huayras, small circular kilns, which were used elsewhere in 
Tawantinsuyu for smelting ores, such as at Quillay in NW Argentina (Raffino et al 1996). 
III 2. Lapidaries 
These specialists made certain sumptuary artefacts for personal adornment from 
stone, shell, bone, cane and wood as well as others for use in religious or political affairs, 
such as batons of office, ear spools and sculptures of animals, birds and fish for 
offerings. It required knowledge of the qualities of different stones and woods as well as 
skills using weights and measures, balances and rulers. Their special tools were knives, 
hatchets, chisels, aw ls, points, needles, engravers, hammers, scrapers and polishers 
(Table 219). Occasionally these were kept in a cylindrical cane container with a lid, 
decorated with feathers. Both tools and unfinished products are found in graves thought 
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to belong to these specialists. Schmidt ( 1929) reported 5 metal chisels with wooden 
handles from the central coast. Olazabal and Soliz (1998: 103-107) have reported a 
lapidaries tomb from Chullaracay near Ollantaytambo. His grave goods consisted of 2 
microscupltures, wooden needles, an obsidian knofe, a bone tool, Inka pottery and six 
different pigments wrapped in cloth and probably originally placed in a cloth bag. 
Table 219. Lapidary tools 
CF-41: 1 
Huaca Santa Cruz CF-71: 5 Knife/chisel with decorated wooden handle 
Huaca Santa Cruz CF-71: 6 wooden handle 
Huaca Santa Cruz CF-40: 9 
Huaca Santa Cruz CF-40: 8 er hatchet 
Huaca Santa Cruz CF-41 rhatchet 
Huaca Santa Cruz CF-71 
Armatambo B/1243 er hatchet 
Armatambo B/1211 chisel with wooden handle 
Maran a Pl-Ll-Lvm· chisel with wooden handle 
Huaca Santa Catalina Es -165 chisel with wooden handle 
Eight cylindrical cane containers have been found at Huaca Santa Cruz (Table 220). The 
most complete, CF-40:7, has a lid and an arrow to indicate how to close it. It contained 2 
cane fragments, each 2 cm. long with incised lines, suggesting a measuring scale; the 
measurement of divisions coincides exactly with the decorated panels of several objects, 
such as balances, found in the same tomb. This implies that the scale was used in the 
manufacture and/or decoration of that object. Too few scales have been recorded to 
determine whether these were standardised measurements or simply those used by an 
individual craftsman. The container also held 2 fragments of a feather shaft, 4 cactus 
spines and a 9 .2 cm. long copper needle. Three similar containers were found at 
Armatambo (Bandelier 1892: B/9182), one of them contained a cream pigment powder, 
probably chalk (Plates 26-31). 
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Plate 26 
Lapidary container showing several tools from Huaca Santa Cruz 
Plate 27 
Probably lapidary container from Huaca Santa Cruz 
Plate 28 
Double metal tool with wooden handle from CF-71 at Huaca Santa Cruz 
Plate 29 
Metal too l with adornments from CF--t.O at Huaca Santa Cruz 
Plate 30 
Representative offerings from CF-71 at Huaca 
Santa Cruz, including carved wooden artefacts 
Plate 31 
A complete wooden balance from Oquendo 
Table 220. Cane containers with lapidary tools 
CF-20: 9 16cm 1.5 cm Several 
CF-40: 2 18 cm 4.5 cm No lid 
CF-40: 4 18 cm 3.5 cm White and cream feathers 
CF-40: 6 18 cm 3.5 cm 
CF-40: 7 18.2 cm 3.5 cm Incised decoration 
CF-40: 10 18 cm 3.5 cm 
CF-40: 14 17.4 cm 1.4 cm Tur uoise feathers 
CF-40: 14 19.5 cm 3.5 cm Incised decoration 
CF-71: 35 14cm 5cm No lid 
III 3. Textile makers 
Archaeological evidence for textile workers is abundant and found in the majority 
of sites; the most important were tombs of women with textile m<!,king equipment who can 
be identified as aqllas at Pachacamac and Isla San Lorenzo. Other sites, such as Huaca 
Santa Cruz, Maranga, Armatambo, Huaca Santa Catalina, Huaca Inquisidor, Huaca 
Corpus I and Huaca La Luz, demonstrate that these tools, with either males and/or 
females. 
The only record of a textile-making workshop in the province is in Pachacamac, sectors II 
and III, i.e. between the Second and Third Walls, where Carrillo and Guerrero (1996: 
140) found evidence for spinning and carding, comprising spindles, spindle whorls, 
carding combs, both in use and in the process of fabrication, as well as balls of cotton 
thread and colored wool. They did not find any loom pieces, although there had to have 
been at least one associated with these structures. They also located a probable spindle 
making workshop (Carrillo and Guerrero 1996: 141). 
Textile making implements can be divided into those used for carding, spinning and 
weaving. Dyes used to tint thread or paint the garment have also been found. There are 
also metal beads, stones and feathers which were for decoration on the finished product. 
The tools used in manufacture have been generally found in baskets, textile bags or 
simply grouped together. The most complete inventory comes from baskets. They usually 
measure 40 by 20 cm. and 10 cm. tall, and contain: several double pointed, wooden 
spindles, 30 cm. long, painted with coloured bands, with a decorated stone or ceramic 
whorl in the centre of the shaft; several wooden spindles with a stone or ceramic whorl at 
one end, complete with a ball of thread; raw cotton and wool; balls of cotton and wool; 
small vessels made of wood, gourd or ceramic, containing dyes; small grinding stones, 
presumably to prepare coloured minerals; ceramic figurines; a ceraniic bowl; and even 
dead parrots for a feather supply (Table 221). 
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Table 221. Distribution of textile artefacts 
Cem VI, Pachacamac x x x x x x x 
Cem I, Pachacamac ? ? x x x x ? x 
Punchao Kancha ? ? x x x x ? x 
Annatambo x x x x x x x 
Huaca Santa Cruz x x x x x x 
Huaca Santa Catalina x x x x x x x x 
Maran a x x x x x x x 
Huaca Granados x x x x x x 
Huaca In uisidor x x x 
Isla San Lorenzo x x x x x x x x x 
Anc6n x x x x x x x x 
Key: L =Loom; LA =Loom artefacts (including shuttles, separators, carding combs); CC= Carding 
combs; TB= Workers' Basket; Sp= Spindles; W =Spindle Whorls; D =Dyes. 
Sometimes inside weavers' baskets there is a small black gourd or ceramic bowl and a 
whistle wrapped in cotton, such as CF-50:8 in Huaca Santa Cruz (Cornejo 1986-1988), 
Anc6n (Ravines and Stothert 19) and the Isla San Lorenzo (Rios and Retamozo 1978). It 
is probable that this object, which is not associated with the process of making cloth, has 
a religious significance, perhaps an amulet. In Ischma mythology, the huaca-princess 
Cauillaca was related to textile making (Rostworowski 1992: 36). 
Loom weaving 
Weaving instruments comprise elements of the back-strap loom, including two 
wooden pieces, between which were strung the warps; other wooden tools including 
heddles and warp separators (stick or cane), a carding comb (small diameter stick) which 
was used to organise a warp combinations, a shuttle (polished, thin wooden block) which 
compacted the textile and the bobbin (stick with the weft thread), which ran the thread 
through the warp. Parts of only three wooden looms have been found in funerary 
contexts (Table 222). 
Table 222. Looms found in tombs 
Mendoza 1983: 8, E-125 
Isla San Lorenzo Uhle 1906-7, Col. MNAAH 
The loom from Huaca Santa Catalina was found in a disturbed burial area. It comprises a 
cylindrical wooden piece 1.05 m. long and 15 cm. in diameter, with a textile still attached 
(Ghersi 1971-1972: Inf-3: 9, Esp-129). At Huaca Granados one was found in tomb 125, 
located within the mummy bundle arranged on the knees of a male who had female-type 
grave goods. The textile on the loom was made of red, yellow and brown wool (Mendoza 
1983: 8, E-125). On the Isla San Lorenzo (Uhle 1906-1907, Col. MNAAH [Rios and 
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Retamozo 1978]), a complete back-strap loom and parts of others were found in several 
tombs. Details are lacking but the parts which have been reported include several ropes of 
the back-strap, the 3 ropes which attach to the loom itself and wooden intruments, such 
shuttles, carding combs and separators; the ends of these artefacts were decorated with 
carved faces (Table 223). Schmidt (1929: 492) reported two others, one measuring 80 
cm. by 21 cm. from Marquez in the lower Chill6n (1929: 520) and the other, complete 
with textile in process, from Pachacamac; however no other contextual information is 
available. 
Table 223. Loom parts from the Isla San Lorenzo 
3001 x 
3299 x 
3200 x 
3301 x 
3302 x 
3303 x 
3172 x 
3173 x 
3024-31 x 
3295 x 
3002-05 x 
3363-65 x 
3119 x 
3296 x 
At Huaca Santa Cruz no loom pieces were found but the evidence for the use of a back-
strap loom is in the standard width of 45 cm for all textiles. Other indicators of textile 
manufacture include much cotton fill in the mummies, spindles and balls of spun cotton 
(Olivera 1987; 1988). 
Social status of textile workers 
The graves of textile workers are found in many sites. There are differences in 
their status. 
Pachacamac 
In Cemetery I and Punchao Kancha, Uhle (1903) reported several women with 
textile-making tools and a sumptuary goods who seem to be aqllas. In cemetery VI, 
Squier (1967) described a multiple tomb with 4 individuals, both the adult woman and 
adolescent girl had with textile making tools and type ill goods demonstrating that they 
are probably Chimu mitimaes. 
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Huaca Santa Cruz 
Of the 81 individuals of different ages, both sexes, distributed in 66 tombs, 24 
have evidence for textile makers, of which 11 are adult females, 3 adult males and 3 
unsexed adults and 5 children. There was one disturbed burial and one symbolic. In total, 
this group had mixed origins of which 7 were local, 10 Chimu mitimaes, 3 Chincha 
mitimaes, the remaining 4 had unknown origins. In terms of the quality of grave goods, 
this population has 4 type III, 12 type II and 7 type I individuals (Table 224). 
Table 224. Textile makers at Huaca Santa Cruz 
CF-14 ? Adult Ischma II 
CF-17 F Adult Chine ha II 
CF-19 ? Adult Ischma II 
CF-20 F 40-50 Chine ha Ill 
CF-22 F 50-55 Chimu II 
CFS-23 s - - -
CF-24 M 15-20 Ischma I 
CF-25 Fe 40-45 Ischma I 
CF-26 Undefined I Ischma II 
CF-29 M Adult Ischma II 
CF-30 M Adult Chine ha II 
CF-41 F 40-45 Chimu Ill 
CF-42 
-
Adult Chimu Ill 
CF-43 F 35-40 Chimu II 
CF-45 M 6-7 Chimu I 
CF-50 F 45-50 Chimu II 
CF-51 F 30-35 Chimu Ill 
CF-52 F 40-45 ? I 
CF-53 Undefined <l Chimu I 
CF-55 Undefined ? ? I 
CF-56 F 6-8 Chimu II 
CF-57 F 20-25 ? II 
CF-59 F 45-50 Chimu I 
CF-60 u Child Ischma II 
Therefore female textile workers are 3 times more numerous than males, at least 50% of 
all workers are foreigners and only 35% are local. 
At Huaca Santa Cruz no looms or loom pieces were found, although shuttles and other 
loom artefacts were noted in 5 tombs. Thread was found in 23 tombs, textile makers' 
baskets in 12, 16 had spindles, 15 spindle whorls and 22 tombs had raw cotton and wool 
or balls of the two threads. Brown wool balls occured only in 2 tombs. Another tomb had 
feathers and spondylus beads and semi-precious stones which would have been sewn 
onto clothing (Table 225). 
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Table 225. Textile making and spinning artefacts from Huaca Santa Cruz 
CF-42 - x x x x x C, W, F, S, SS 
CF-56 - x x x x - c 
CF-20 - x - x x - -
CF-22 - x - x x - c 
CF-59 
- x - - - - -
CF-14 
- - x x x - c 
CF-19 - - x x x - c 
CFS-23 - - x x x - c 
CF-25 - - X? x x - c 
CF-26 
- - x x x - c 
CF-29 
- - x x x - c 
CF-41 
- - x x x - c 
CF-43 x x x - C,F,W 
CF-50 - - x x x - c 
CF-57 - - x x x - c 
CF-17 - - - x x - c 
CF-60 - - - x - - c 
CF-30 - - - - - - c 
CF-45 
- - - - - - c 
CF-51 - - - - - - c 
CF-52 - - - - - - c 
CF-53 - - - - - - c 
CF-55 - - - - - - c 
CF-24 - - - - - - c 
Key: L = Loom; AL= loom artefacts; TB =makers' basket; Sp= Spindles; 
Sw =Spindle whorls; T =dyes; MP= raw material; C =Cotton; W =Wool; 
F = Feathers; S = Spondylus beads; SS semi-preciouis stone beads. 
Tombs with evidence of loom artefacts were few but they usually have more grave goods. 
Makers' baskets were associated both with poor tombs (I) as well as with richer ones 
(III), although their contents vary in quality and quantity . Balls of different colored 
cotton were very common in children's and adolescent's graves without any other 
evidence of textile making. Wool was only found in tombs with Offerings type III. 
Pando. Monticulo 62 
There were two tombs of unsexed adults and type I offerings with textile making 
tools, including spindles and balls of thread (Al-C47, Al-C19-20) (del Aguila 1987) 
(Table 226). 
Table 226. Textile makers from Pando, Monticulo 62 
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Pando. Monti culo 63 
From the nearby Montfculo 63 a further four tombs are listed (Al 1-C3, Al3-C12, 
A9-C23, Al3-C2), which all contained unsexed adults, one with type ill offerings and 
the others with type I (del Aguila 1987) (Table 227). 
Table 227. Textile makers from Pando, Monticulo 63 
1 Ischma or Chanca 
Huaca Santa Catalina 
At Huaca Santa Catalina a wooden loom was found as well as other spinning and 
weaving artefacts, including wooden spindles with both ceramic and stone whorls 
attached (Table 228). 
Table 228. Spindle whorls in Huaca Santa Catalina 
1 14.7 cm Round in black ceramic with white incrusted dots 
14cm Round in black ceramic with white incrusted dots and red and white lines 
11.3 cm Round in black ceramic with white incrusted dots 
8cm Round in black ceramic with white incrusted dots and red and white lines 
22.5 cm Round in black ceramic with white incrusted dots and red and white lines 
11.75 cm Cylindrical in black ceramic with white incrusted fish and red lines 
8cm Cylindrical in black ceramic with red and white lines 
12 cm black ceramic with white incrusted dots 
? white and turqoise stone decorated with dots 
1 11.75 cm 
1 16 cm 
16.25 cm 
19.75 cm 
19.5 cm 
17 
13 
ceramic 
stone 
The textiles were made of both cotton and wool in more or less equal numbers, and in 
some cases even human hair has been used (Table 229). A large quantiity of raw cotton 
was discovered in several tombs. Six balls of coloured woollen thread wrapped around 
llama bones were found in different tombs and in another one around a broken cane 
(Table 230). 
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Table 229. Textiles at Huaca Santa Catalina 
118 Fine ? 
248 Brown Cotton 
249 Decorated in red, ellow and blue Cotton 
310 Dark and white wool 
311 Brown and white checks wool 
Table 230. Balls of wool wound around bones or cane at Huaca Santa 
Catalina 
285 Yellow 9cm 
286 Yellow 14.5 cm 
287 Yellow 13cm 
288 Yellow and White 8.5 cm 
289 Gre 7cm 
290 White 19cm 
414 White 25cm 
The Cemetery at Armatambo 
Bandelier (1892) did not record tomb associations and therefore nothing can be 
said regarding the origin and status of the textile workers, although both cotton and 
woollen textiles were found as well as baskets containing spindles, needles, balls of wool 
and cotton, cotton thread and wooden shuttles. 
Huaca Inquisidor 
Of the 34 funerary contexts, there are 37 individuals, 29 adults and 8 children. 
Only 3 tombs had evidence of textile makers; they were locals, unsexed adults with poor, 
type I grave goods; one basket contains 12 chonta wood needles (Garcfa 1982: CF-20 and 
CF-35) (Table 231). 
Table 231: Textile makers at Huaca lnquisidor 
Adult Ischma 2 baskets 1 
Huaca Granados 
Here Granados one tomb, that of a 50 year old male had textile making 
instruments (Mendoza 1983: 8, E-125) and rich, type III, goods, comprising 32 textiles, 
silver tupus, a complete loom with a half finished woollen textile, skeins of colored 
cotton, spindles with cotton thread, spindle whorls, and compacted balls of cotton and 
wool (Table 232). 
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Maranga 
At Maranga textile making tools were found in several tombs, however the age 
and sex of the individuals cannot be ascertained from the published inventory (Jij6n y 
Caamano 1949: fig. 57, P-III, L-2, CXX:a) (Table 233). 
Table 233. Local and foreign textile workers' tombs at Maranga 
Pl-LI 6 4 11 
Pl-L2 8 9 
P2 2 
P3-L2 4 4 
P4 2 2 
Total number 21 3 4 28 
of tombs 
An unusual symbolic find at Maranga was a tomb with no body but containing a textile 
making tools (Jij6n y Caamano 1949: P2-V) amongst its offerings was a weaver's basket. 
Others comprised 3 adult crania, a Chimu-Inka aryballo with face neck, a domestic olla, 2 
gourds and sundry wooden artefacts (Jij6n y Caamano 1949: 150 V h). 
Isla San Lorenzo 
Various textile making instruments were found by Uhle in 1906-1907 on the Isla 
San Lorenzo (Rfos and Retamozo 1978) (Table 234). These wer associated with aqlla 
graves. 
Table 234. Textile making instruments from Isla San Lorenzo 
3293; 3349-50 
3006-13; 3366-67 
3138-39 
3014-20;3293 
3108-3174 
3120; 3107; 3361; 
3274-76 
3140; s/n 
3362 
3409 
3293 
Anc6n Necropolis 
S indles with balls of thread 
Balls of wool and cotton 
Small carved, decorated wooden bowls and/or 
aourds 
Red and white d es 
Grindin stones 
Parrot 
Ceramic fi urines 
2 
8 
3 
10 
2 
1 
50 
The mummy excavated by Ravines and Stothert (1976) was of a Chimu female 
textile worker with rich, type III goods. Her artefacts include cane cases containing 88 
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wooden spindles with stone or ceramic spindle whorls attached, some wrapped with 
thread, shuttles and distaffs (long, forked stick to hold the spun wool), 25 skeins of 
coloured thread and four twisted balls of thread, 25 gr. of chalk, 29 textiles, six nets 
(Table 235). 
Table 235. Ancon Tomb 
Discussion 
Evidence for textile making suggests that there were 4 classes of worker who were 
both local and foreign in origin. High status workers with offerings type IV were aqllas, 
who were found only at the provincial capital and in a few administrative-religious 
centres. Type III workers were generally adults who, by age and experience, seem to 
have been important producers and who were associated with baskets, completed and 
incomplete textiles; type II were women, adults and adolescents, mainly associated with 
spinning tools; type I were almost exclusively children and adolescent females who were 
also associated with spinning tools (Table 236). 
Table 236. Classes of textile workers in lschma 
Punchao Kancha, Sun Temple Sumptuous Cusco or representatives 
Pachacamac IV 
Cem.1 Pachacamac huaca in ca ital Sum tuous IV Cusco or re resentatives 
Isla San Lorenzo administrative+ Sumptuous Cusco, Chimu, x 
reliaious center IV Chanca , Puerto Vie· o 
Anc6n administrative+ Sumptuous Cusco, Chimu 
reliaious center IV 
Cem. VI Pachacamac ca ital suburbs III Chimu 
Huaca Santa Cruz Sub-district capital III, II & I Chimu, Chincha x 
suburbs 
Huaca Granados Sub-district capital III x 
suburbs 
Huaca Santa Catalina Distrital capital II & I Chan cay x 
suburbs 
Maranga Distrital capital III, II & I Chimu, Chancay x 
suburbs 
Armatambo Distrital capital III, II & I Chimu, Chancay, x 
suburbs Puerto Vie· o 
Huaca In uisidor Po ular suburbs I x 
If the grave goods associated with textile making are examined regarding the amount of 
work invested in their production, then the completed textile, which must have taken 
many hours to make, is the most important, whilst the tools of spinning and the thread 
and balls of thread the least. Further, spinning tools are more frequently found as grave 
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goods than looms or their parts. Therefore these may be used independently to confirm 
the social differentiations previously decribed and that age, sex and experience underline 
such social descriptions. 
A large number of balls of thread are needed to make a textile. It is probable that each 
textile maker had a number of spinners at their disposal. Spinning is work that can be 
done by a child, but weaving requires greater knowledge and skill. There is only one 
example of a male weaver, 50 years old, at Huaca Granados who was buried with a loom 
and with offerings from the sierra, such as wool and woollen garments (Mendoza 1983: 
8, E-125). There are no local females with looms or loom parts. Spinning tools are only 
found with women or children. 
Ravines (1978: 263, Plate 6) has published a Chimu-Inka double whistling bottle from 
Pachacamac with a 3-dimensional textile making scene on top of the whistle spout. It 
shows a vertical loom with 2 women either side, their hands on the textile, and a standing 
male with one hand on the loom and the other on the head of one of the women. He must 
represent a high status individual because of his headdress, supervising textile 
production. 
Throughout the province cotton was the most popular material on the coast and wool in 
the middle valleys, although wool is generally associated with high status activities and 
burials on the coast. On the basis of the analysis of 184 textiles from Huaca Santa Cruz, 
Olivera (1987, 1988) noted that 80 % are cotton and the remainder wool or a cotton and 
wool blend. Wool is only found in quantity in type IV tombs, such as at Punchao Kancha 
and Cemetery I, Pachacamac (Uhle 1903), and sometimes in type ill ones, such as at 
Cemetery VI, Pachacamac (Squier 1967) and Huaca Granados (Mendoza 1983: 123). It is 
rarely found in type II tombs and never in type I graves. 
Ethnic Origins 
Of 55 textile workers' tombs, 32 belonged to local ischmas, 16 Chimu, 4 
Chancay and 3 Chincha (Table 237). The aqllas weavers on the Isla San Lorenzo and the 
workers at Huaca Santa Catalina have both local and foreign grave goods but there is no 
means of assessing where they were from. 
Mitimaes textile workers were generally associated with type II and ill grave goods, for 
example at Cemetery VI, Pachacamac there were both Chimu weavers and spinners 
(Squier 1967), and at Huaca Santa Cruz, Chimu and Chincha workers (Cornejo 1986-
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1988) where the majority of mitimaes graves with type II offerings were adult and 
adolescent female spinners. No mitimaes grave was recorded with types IV or I offerings. 
Table 237. Presence of lschma and foreign textile workers 
H. Santa Cruz 7 10 ? 3 20 
Anc6n ? 1 ? ? 
Huaca Granados 
C-VI Pachacamac ? 2 ? ? 2 
3 3 
21 3 4 ? 28 
Isla San Lorenzo x x x x unknow 
n 
Armatambo x x x x unknow 
n 
HuacaSanta x x unknow 
Catalina n 
Total 32 16 4 iY·i;'.0. '(7' "·\z0llnkno.wa··><£< ·'55:: 
III 4. Weavers using feathers 
The use of feathers in weaving can be regarded as a specialization, using certain 
techniques to attach parrot and macaw feathers, imported from the jungle, onto a textile 
base, to make high status mantles and headdresses. The archaeological evidence are 
scarse but there is some to indicate such a specialist. In Huaca Santa Cruz 11 lots of about 
100 brown and cream feathers were located in tombs (CF-40:20 and CF-41: 10), 
belonging to lapidaries. Two small cotton bags containing feathers and leaves, were also 
found associated to a boy and some spinning tools (CF-60: 7, 8, 9 and 13) .. 
Feathered artefacts and garments have been found at several important places. At Maranga 
Pyramids 1and2 Jij6n y Caamano (1949: LXXXIX-XCIIg-L-1, CXL-L-1 y CXL-L-2) 
found fine feather fans. In Armatambo headdresses with light brown and green feathers 
were discovered (Bandelier 1892: B/4520 [Hyslop and Mujica 1992: 76, Fig.12]) as well 
as two feather-duster like objects (Bandelier 1892: B/1232 y B/1319). In Isla San 
Lorenzo reported 6 ponchos made with colour feathers with marine designs (Table 238). 
Table 238. Feather ponchos from Isla San Lorenzo 
2972 Child Feathers Yell ow and blue 
2973 Adult Feathers 
2974 Adult Feathers 
2975 Adult Feathers 
3023 Adult Feathers 
3097 Adult Feathers 
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III 5. Pottery makers 
There is both archaeological and ethnohistorical evidence for the existence of local 
potters and some from other parts of Tawantinsuyu. Four workshops have been recorded 
at: Pachacamac (Carrillo and Guerrero 1996); Armatambo (Guerrero 1993); Rinconada de 
la Molina (Guerrero 1996); and Aznapuquio (Ludefia 1973; 1975). In addition, Jij6n y 
Caamafio ( 1949) reported the tombs of 2 potters at Maranga, and Rostworowski ( 1989) a 
huaca for potters at Chacra Alta. 
Carrillo and Guerrero (1996: 139) described a ceramic workshop between rooms 1and2 
in sector Vat Pachacamac, i.e. between the Second and Third Walls. Surface finds 
included unfired fragments as well as mis-fired, burned and deformed sherds as a result 
of problems in firing. In a nearby sector, III, they excavated ceramic moulds for applique 
pieces, as well as the plates on which pots were made, various pigments, paint brushes, 
stone and ceramic polishers. At Armatambo, Guerrero (1993: 20) found a workshop in 
the low class area of the site to the south of the centre but has not published any details. 
Recently Guerrero (1996 personal comunication) has discovered a series of aligned, 
rectangular tapia rooms, with burned clay floors and large holes full carbon and ash at La 
Rinconada de La Molina in the eastern part of the southern lower Rfmac valley (Plate 32). 
Thick deposits of very fine, but broken, lnka pottery, some of which were deformed 
during firing (Plate 33). At Aznapuquio, Ludefia (1973; 1975: 44-45) found pot kilns 
associated with areas of burned earth and large quantities of refired pot sherds. His 
analysis established that this was used to make lnka style pottery (Ludefia 1975: 44-45). 
Analysis of grave goods suggests the presence of potters at Maranga where Jij6n y 
Caamafio ( 1949: Lam. C) found moulds and polishers. At second Rimac site, Huaca 
Santa Catalina, Ghersi (1972: lnf-3: 11 y 13, Esps-135-7, 147, 152) found 5 polishers of 
different forms in tombs, 4 of stone and 1 ceramic, which may also imply pot makers. 
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Plate 32 
Part of the pottery pro<lucctinn centrt! n Rincona<la Je la Molina. shov,:ing 
burned floo rs 
Plate 33 
Fine aryballo from Rmconada de la Molina 
(photo: Daniel Guerrero) 
A potter can be identified on the basis of grave goods by the tools of his trade, such as 
working plates, moulds, stone and ceramic polishers, smoothers and scrapers, brushes, 
lumps of clay, and dyes. However these have not been found in the Ischma tombs for 
which exist good data. There are no published findings of working plates in late period 
tombs, although they have been mis-identified as plates. The only moulds reported come 
from 2 tombs at Pyramid I, Maranga; these are ceramic and comprise complete and partial 
moulds of animals and plants for applique pieces (Jij6n y Caamano 1949). Stone 
polishers, brushes and dyes, by themselves, are insuffiecient to identify a potter's grave 
because they could have been used for other tasks. In Table 239 are listed stone polishers 
which Jij6n y Caamano (1949) suggested are similar to those used in pottery production 
but there is only one association of these with other indicators, moulds in tomb 73-81. 
Similarly ceramic polishers, smoothers and scrapers are not identified because sherds, 
often deformed ones, i.e. waste, are used for these tasks and may simply be reported in 
the pottery fragment category. Near to Maranga at Montfculo 63, Pando, del Aguila 
(1987) found the tomb (Al 1-CS) of an unsexed adult potter, with type I offering, which 
comprised only 4 stone polishers. 
Table 239. Potters in Maranga tombs 
19 ceramic moulds Pl-Ll-73-Sld Caamano 1949 
Pl-Ll-73-Slc Caamano 1949 
Pl-Ll-40-4Ic Caamano 1949 
Huaca Santa Catalina Ghersi -1972: Inf-3: 13 
olisher Es -150 Huaca Santa Catalina Ghersi 1972: Inf-3: 13 
Huaca Santa Catalina Ghersi 1972: Inf-3: 13 
Three potters' graves from Maranga were mitimaes, with type II goods. Tombs 37 and 
58 are of Chimu potters with no information about age or sex, whilst tomb 73-81 is a 
Chancay multiple burial which included the remains of an Ischma potter whose gender is 
not known. They contain moulds for pottery appliques characteristic of their respective 
areas (Table 240). 
Table 240. Potters's social status in Maranga 
Pl-Ll-58 
Pl-Ll-73-Sld Mitimaes Chimu 
Pl-Ll-73-8 lc Mitimaes Chimu 
Pl-Ll-40-4 lc Mitimaes Chanca 
Pl-Ll-37 II Local Ischma 
Es -149 ? ? 
Es -150 ? ? 
Es -151 ? ? 
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Rostworowski (1989: 275) described a potters' huaca on the Hacienda de Chacra Alta 
located on the Maranga canal near to the administrative centre. She also asserted that there 
had been Mochica settlement established there by the Inkas (Rostworowski 1989: 37). It 
is probable that this village with North Coast mitimaes and the potters' shrine was the 
home of the Chimu potter buried at the main site. 
Discussion 
The need to distribute Inka pottery throughout Tawantinsuyu, coupled with the 
fragility of the product, meant that the state had to produce its distinctive ceramics in 
different provinces of the empire (Rostworowski 1989: 274; Williams 1995: 20). 
Mitimaes were often brought into a province to make pottery for the state. This seems to 
have been the case in Pachacamac, where Inka pottery workshops have been recorded in 
several centres, including the provincial capital itself as well as the sub-district centres of 
Armatambo and Aznapuquio. Graves of Chancay and Chimu potters have been found at 
the district capital of Maranga , where documentary evidence suggests a North Coastal 
mitimaes settlement nearby with its own shrine. There is no precise information about the 
use of local workers in pottery production. 
The mitimaes, who worked for the Inka, were elevated in status because of their 
importance in the production of high status goods. The presence of only two burials of 
potters present difficulties for the establishment of the general status of these artisans in 
Ischma, although both are type II. 
Lorandi (1984: 324) remarked that the Inka administration often built special structures 
for pottery fabrication and for the storage of large quantities of vessels. The line of 3 or 4 
similar rectangular buildings at La Rinconada, and those briefly excavated by Guerrero at 
Pachacamac Sector V seems to be similar to structures at Potrero-Chaquiago in 
Catamarca, described by Lorandi (1984) and at Ingenio del Arenal Medanos (Marquez 
Miranda y Cigliano 1961), where evidence for potters has also been found. Inka ceramic 
workshops have also been reported elsewhere in Tawantinsuyu, such as at Milliraya, near 
Lake Titicaca (Murra 1978: 421; Spurling 1992: 4, 272), at La Paya, in the Calchaquf 
valley in Salta Province (Calderari 1991: 151, 159), and in the Jequetepeque valley 
(Donnan 1997). Several other documented cases are known of Cafiari mitimaes from 
Cuenca in Ecuador, who were probably potters for the state at Chuquisaca, Bolivia 
(Aguil6 1983: 157), in the kingdom of Yaro in Pasco (Espinoza 1975-76) and even in 
Cusco (Oberem and Hartmann 1980). 
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-Plate 34a 
Provincial Inka figurative vessel 
representing .i potter carrying 
'\Orne Q'OOd-. 
Plate 34b 
Provincial Inka figurative vessel 
representing a potter carrying 
some izoods. 
Inka pottery manufactured in the Province of Pachacamac must have been used in political 
and religious events for the administrative hierarchy and the huacas. It is high status ware, 
both in form and design. It is generally found in the sanctuary area and high status 
residential areas, in the tombs of state officials ( orejones and aqllas) and local kurakas. 
According to Lorandi ( 1984: 323), the status of the pottery, but not of its makers is 
reflected in its distribution in important tombs throughout a province. 
Some potters went from village to village trading their vessels (Rostworowski 1989: 
274). A representation of a potter-merchant was found by Ramos de Cox (1970) at 
Huacas Pando in Rimac. It is an anthropomorphic body in the form of an aryballo, with a 
,stirrup spout on its body, painted in red, black and cream. It represents a seated male, 
well dressed, with a tumi hanging around his neck. and carrying a series of pots on his 
back. The pots are carried by means of a cord around the forehead and the ends are 
carried in each hand (Plate 34). 
III 6. Merchants/Traders 
It is almost impossible to recognise merchants in the archaeological record. The 
presence of imported goods or raw materials are insufficient to suggest trade or traders. 
Even the ethnohistorical sources lack precise information on this category of worker for 
the central coast (Rostworowski 1989: 286-287). There is no evidence to suggest that 
people made long distance journeys to acquire materials, although many distant raw 
products were present and made into prestigious objects in the province. The mode of 
acquisition may well have been through redistribution. 
There are 3 tombs at Huaca Santa Cruz (Cornejo 1986-89) which may correspond to high· 
status, Chimu lapidary-merchants. They comprise two adult males and an adult female 
whose grave goods suggest that they each combined the 2 tasks; firstly the tools of the 
lapidary specialist, and secondly a great variety of completed and half-finished products 
of different crafts or offices, such as fish hooks, balances, spinning tools and sumptuary 
goods, such as necklaces, bracelets, feather adornments, and wooden or bone 
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic figurines. Some wooden objects were inlaid with 
copper and shell. Tomb CF-40 is an adult male with type III offerings comprising a 
copper knife and an axe head, 6 cane containers, a cylindrical stone polisher, a textile belt, 
3 copper tweezers, a fine cotton textile, a piece of a cotton bag, strings and rope vegetable 
fibre, carved wooden objects, raw vegetable fibre, some canes and pieces of wood, 8 
packs of feathers, a 60 cm. long wooden object and several shells. 
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Tomb CF-41 was a Chimu woman with type III grave goods comprising: a copper chisel 
with a zoomorphic design, a wooden staff, 28.3 cm long with a metal tip, copper 
tweezers, a cotton bag, containing a necklace of beads and seeds, spondylus shell and 
seed beads, pieces of turqoise, 3 gourds, 3 packs of feathers 6 balls of cotton, 2 other 
balls of cotton wound around a stick, a pack of animal fur/fibre, packets of brown cotton 
thread and a textile basket. Tomb CF-71 was a Chimu man with type ID grave goods 
comprising: metal tools, wooden balances, wood and bone sculptures, fine cotton 
textiles, silver and spondylus bead, blue stones and other semiprecious stones; 7 
Spondylus shells, a copper fish hook, and a large quantity of other goods including 
painted gourds. 
These are unusual sets of grave goods, representing a variety of trades, and indicate that 
the individual made a range of sumptuary goods, mainly for personal adornment because 
most were half-finished, only a few complete. The materials with which they worked 
have distant origins, and include feathers from Amazonia, spondylus from the Ecuadorian 
coast, chonta wood from the jungle and wool from the sierra. In order to acquire these, 
they had to engage in some form of exchange. Their finished products were sumptuary 
goods for state officals and others of high status or for ritual practices. These individuals 
were mitimaes. It is possible that they received raw materials from the state. 
Rostworowski (1989: 288-289) suggested that this type of artisan must have existed in 
the province because of the range of fine objects in museums. 
III 7. Chicha makers 
Chicha making was both a private, household task and one undertaken on behalf 
of the state to supply beer for official Inka ceremonies and for those who had worked for 
the state or the local lord on some specific m'ita task. Chicha was generally made from 
maize but peanuts, frutilla (Fragaria chilensis) and molle seeds (Schinus molle) were also 
used (Muelle 1978: 243). 
Twelve stages of chicha preparation can be identified (Vasques 1967; Muelle 1978). The 
first is called "guifiapo" in which the seeds are broken, but not ground, with milling tools; 
the corn is then put into large pots and covered with water to swell for a day and a night . 
During the third phase, called "tchumay", the maize is squeezed to separate the grains 
which are then distributed in several pots to avoid decay. In the fifth stage, called 
ppampay or tapay, the maize is covered with wetted ichu grass or with the leaves which 
had enclosed the cob. Stones were placed on top of these containers to prevent the wind 
from blowing the covers away and introducing other spores which could destroy the 
preparation. This process took between 8 and 15 days whilst the grains sprouted; they 
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were then ground and dry maize flour was added; a wet grinding phase called peqey, 
followed. This was then added to several jars and boiled, whilst being stirred with a stick. 
From this the liquid, uppi, was strained through an ichu basket, an "isanka", into a large 
urn, raki. Into this was placed some of the previously strained fines and the raki was 
covered with a cloth to allow fermentation for a single night. The first chicha is the result 
to which is then added an uppi which has been boiled. It is ready to drink after the froth 
has settled. 
Archaeologically chicha preparation may be identified by large stone grindstones, baskets, 
large pots of at least 40 litres capacity, which generally set into the floor, wooden sticks 
and spoons for stirring and a fire used for boiling the product. Chicha may be consumed 
where made or taken to another location, hence there should be smaller pots (of 10 litres 
capacity) to transport it, as well as gourds to scoop it out of the raki and cups for 
drinking. 
Morris ( 1979: 28-30) also reported quantities of sherds of the large pots used in various 
stages of maize beer production and grindstones. In a walled compound of 50 buildings 
and many spinning and weaving tools. He attributed the compound an aqllawasi. He 
(1978: 322) also interpreting the findings of tons of broken jars and plates in one of the 
large buildings surrounding the courtyards of the so-called palace and/or temple of 
Huanuco Pampa. 
Chicha preparation amongst coastal peoples was a specialized male task, although in the 
sierra it was carried out mainly by women. The prestige of a coastal lord was enhanced by 
his ability to provide drink for his subjects and to have a large number of 'harnaqueros' to 
carry his litter, and to leave his palace with an entourage of men carrying large vessels full 
of chicha. Wherever the litter stopped, refreshment was provided by the lord 
(Rostworowski 1988: 267, 269; 1989: 279). 
A chicha production zone was identified in sector III, Pachaqunac by Carrillo and 
Guerrero (1996: 140) who found in excavation thick layers of organic material, such as 
maize kernel skins and slurry of crushed maize, which must be the products of the 
process i.e. the guifiapo. Several other sites in the province record large urns, set in the 
floor, which almost certainly indicate chicha production, including the north sector of 
Huaca Santa Catalina, where Ghersi (1972-1977: Inf-5, 19) discovered a large pot and 
another three, smaller and with pointed bases and wide mouths; similar finds have 
occured at Huaca Tres Palos and Huaca Corpus I in Maranga (Cardenas 1977) and at 
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Armatambo, where Bandelier (1892: B/964, B/965, B/966, B/970 and B/971) reported 5 
very large urns to store liquids. 
In the cemeteries it is difficult to identify this task clearly through its associated artefacts 
because the characteristic tools were also used for others tasks. The only grave finds of 
chicha were its offering for the dead. Only one tomb of chicha maker has been identified 
at Pando Montfculo 63 (del Aguila 1987), comprising an unsexed adult (A13-C10) with 
offering type II, including a grindstone, 2 baskets, string and 2 wooden cones. Doubtless 
chemical analysis would be able to distinguish the contents of vessels which formed part 
of grave goods; however macro-remains, such as kernel seed casings have been identified 
in an orange jar associated with the child mummy at Huaca Inquisidor (Garcia 1982: CF-
3: 1) and at Armatambo in an anthropomorphic orange jar, representing a priest (Bandelier 
1892: B/5671). 
Discussion 
The Inka administration of Pachacamac must have used minka as a form of 
unequal redistribution, raising labour for specific projects or production activity, whose 
products went directly to the state; chicha and food was one of the important ways of 
payment for such service (D'Altroy 1994: 172-173). At Inka ceremonies, the Pachacamac 
administration must have offered chicha, food and textiles, which had been prepared in 
great quantities in advance by either the aqllas or male chicha makers in locations within 
the Third Wall of the city. Although there is little direct evidence from graves of the chicha 
maker, other archaeological finds suggest that it was carried on in specific areas, perhaps 
under state control, in various sites. 
III 8. Soldiers 
Soldiers are recognised usually by the presence of weapons in their graves. These 
have also been found on the summit of the sanctuary-fort of Cerro Huarabi, in the lower 
middle Chill6n valley, comprising several stone maces and others in the process of 
fabrication. A broken stone mace was also found at A viyay. 
In the whole of the province only 4 tombs can be ascribed to warriors and all are in 
Maranga. However there is other evidence from Isla San Lorenzo and Armatambo 
without context (Table 241). The characteristic weapons are maces made of silver, 
copper, stone and wood, lances and spearthrowers and slings. The latter were found in 
other graves, mainly those of children, and are therefore not important diagnostic tools on 
their own. The sling is the most common type of weapon; it is normally tied around the 
forehead of a dead male, such as at Huaca Santa Cruz (CF-55:2), Maranga (Jij6n y 
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Caamafio 1949: P3-Ll-I-1178a y Ll-IVb-1193) and Armatambo (Bandelier 1892: 
B/4559). It is also depicted on anthropomorphic pots, such as Chimu-lnka ones from 
Pachacamac (Bandelier 1892: B/8503). 
Table 241. Soldiers tombs in Ischma 
Pl-L2-187 Maranga Silver pectoral, silver Jij6n y Caamano 1949 
mace & wood lance 
Pl-Ll-59 Maranga Copper spear & copper Jij6n y Caamano 1949 
mace 
Pl-Ll-35 Maran<Ya Stone mace Ji.6n Caamano 1949 
P3-Ll-IVb Maran<Ya Wood mace Ji"6n Caamano 1949: 1185 
? Isla San Lorenzo Silver pectoral & silver Rios and Retamozo 1978 
slinO' 
? Huaca Santa Catalina Co er s earthrower Ghersi 1972-77: Inf-5, 30, 407 
? Armatambo Bandelier 1892: B/1253 
The evidence suggests that these soldiers were both locals and mitimaes from Chancay 
and Chimu, who enjoyed a social ranking similar to artisans with offerings of types II and 
III (Table 242). 
Table 242. Soldiers' social status 
Pl-L2-187 ID 
Pl-Ll-59 --- -Chimu II 
Pl-Ll-35 Ischma II 
P3-Ll-IVb-1185 MaranO'a Chimu II 
? Isla San Lorenzo ? ? 
? Huaca Santa Catalina ? ? 
? Armatambo ? ? 
The only soldier's tomb, that has been described archaeologically, is from Lauri, Chancay 
(Nufiez Jimenez 1977: 35, Tomb 7). It comprises a large mummy bundle with several, 
wooden lances and ceramics containing food. 
III 9. Musicians 
There are only 2 reports of musical instruments from Central Coast tombs, 
although there are many more in museums, which probably came from the area. One is a 
ceramic drum was found in tomb CXCI, the grave of an unsexed adult with type 2 
artefacts, including those for spinning, at Pyramid 1, Maranga (Jij6n y Caamafio 1949: 
Pl-L2-CXCic). It is cylindrical with straight walls and must have been covered with an 
animal skin, several of which were also found in the grave. The other is a ceramic 
representation of a drum player, comprising the body of an anthropomorphic aryballo 
holding a drumstick in its hand; it was found at Huaca Santa Catalina (Ghersi 1972: Esp-
161). 
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In nearby Chancay, Horkheimer excavated the tomb of the flute player at Lauri in 1961 
(Cornejo 1985: La-3) which contained both completed flutes and some still in the process 
of being made. Rufz Estrada (1991: 133, 139) also reported a musician's tomb at Huacho 
which had 2 panpipes on the chest and bundles of cane around him, presumably for the 
fabrication of other instruments. 
Musicians seem to have made their own instruments. They were required for ceremonies 
and important celebrations, but it is probable that they had other tasks and were not full-
time. 
III 10. Record-keepers 
In the province there are two instruments, found in tombs, which might indicate 
the position of record-keeper, the quipu and the balance. 
Quipu 
The quipu is a nmemonic device used by the Inka for accounting purposes 
(Guaman Poma 1980 [1615]: 309, 320, 330, 332). Ravines (1978: 702) listed several 
officials who used it ranging from provincial adminstrators and kurakas to chasquis. They 
are often found in late period administrative centres, such as in Rapaz (Huaral valley) 
where a quantity of them were found in a structure adjacenuo a storeroom (Ruiz Estrada 
1981: 8, 12 and 17), and in the storeroom complex ofTambo Viejo in Acarf (Valdez 
1996: 41). 
There are only two set of qui pus reported archaeologically for the whole of the province: 
35 quipus into a deer skin, one of them bichrome, from a structure called the "casa de los 
quipus", located 100 m. west ofTaurichumpi in Pachacamac (Bueno 1982: 46; 1989); 
and a set of quipus found as offerings in a tomb (CF-LXIV-LXVa) in Pyramid 1, 
Maranga (Jij6n y Camafio 1949: 119, Lam LXXVIII). However this tomb contained a 
multiple burial with type II offerings and Ischma pottery. 
The Aschers ( 1981) studied a set of 30 quipus found in cemeteries at Pachacamac but 
whose provenance remains unknown. Lee (1997: 108-109) considered that they may 
have had a function in the construction of the Punchao Kancha. Other finds include 2 sets 
from Cajamarquilla, in the middle Rfmac valley; one a group of 15 quipus and a second, 
now in Museum of the Davenport Academy of Sciences (Locke 1923). However the 
dating of them is not clear. 
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W arku or wooden balances 
The warku is a rectangular piece of wood with a rectangular cross-section with a 
hole in the centre and holes at the two extremes. Occasionally they have a string through a 
hole. It must have been used by state officials, however there is no association between 
these and the tombs of such people. They are found in many tombs in 8 sites within 
Ischma, mainly in cemeteries of local artisans and mitimaes at Pachacamac and the capitals 
of sefiorfos, such as Armatambo and Maranga (Table 243). These artefacts must be used 
by local administrators corresponding to the social group III, but vinculated to the Inka 
administrative hierarchie (Ravines 1978: 702). 
Table 243. Warkus or wooden balances 
Come·o 1986, 88 
2 Ji"6n Caamano 1949: CIII 
Armatambo 6 Bandelier 1892 
Huaca Santa Catalina Es -127 1 Ghersi 1971-1972: Inf-3: 8 
Pachacamac 1 Uhle 1903 
1 Wiener 1993: 697 
Isla San Lorenzo MNAAH/3286 1 Uhle 1906-1907 
Anc6n 2 Kaulicke 1983: Plate 74: 14 & 15 
Of the 16 balances analysed, 4 were in the process of manufacture, almost all had incised 
decoration and the strings from which hung the other parts of the implement. There are 
two types: rectangular with a rectangular cross-section of which there are 12 examples; 
and tubular with an elliptical cross-section, all 4 of which are from Armatambo. They can 
be divided into two on the basis of length: a long set, measuring 17 .5 to 19 .5 cm. ( 4 
examples); and a smaller one, 8 to 13 cm. (8) (Table 244). These two sizes may imply 
different measuring systems or different products being weighed. 
Villar Cordova (1935: 255; Cieza de Leon 1941, cap. LXXIII [1553]) noted that the 
original name for the people from Canete was Huarcu, which, according to Holguin 
(1952 [1608]), means weight or balance, suggesting that they were skilled in 
measurement. Although there are no finds of warku in Cusco graves, it became a more 
widespread instrument on the coast during the Inka. They were found both in local and 
Inka graves. The examples without decoration from Huaca Santa Cruz and Pando seem to 
have been used by ordinary people, whilst those from Pachacamac, Armatambo and 
Ancon belonged to lapidaries, who must have worked for Inka officials. 
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Table 244. Warkus or wooden balances in the Province 
CF-71 in rocess of manufacture 
CF-71 Huaca Santa Cruz R 19.5 cm. R no decoration 
41.2/5762 Armatambo T 18.5 cm. E 4 holes in the middle 
B/8070 Armatambo T 17.5 cm. E holes in the middle 
B/8663 Armatambo R 11.5 cm. R in rocess of manufacture 
41.2/5262 Armatambo R 8 cm. R incised desians on both faces 
41.2/5260 Armatambo T lOcm. E 4 holes in the middle 
41.2/5251 T 12 cm. E 4 holes in the middle 
cm Maran a R R incised decoration 
cm Maran a R R in rocess of manufacture 
Es -127 Sta Catalina R 13 cm. R in rocess of manufacture 
Pachacamac R R incised decoration 
Col. Uhle 3286 I. San Lorenzo R R 
Wiener 1993: 697 Anc6n R 12cm? R incised decoration 
Wiener 1993: 697 Anc6n R 8cm? R incised decoration 
Pl. 74: 14 Anc6n R lOcm? R incised decoration 
Pl. 74: 15 Anc6n R lOcm? R incised decoration 
All-Cl4 Montfculo 63, Pando no decoration 
Key: S = Shape; C = Cross section; T = Tubular; R = Rectangular; E = Elliptic; 
III 11. Mitimaes 
There are several groups of foreigners who were brought to the province by the 
state. These include people from nearby valleys, such as Chancay, Mala and Huarochiri, 
and others from more distant provinces, Chimu, Chincha and Chanka. They represent 
several different social levels. 
Table 245: Kanchas and offerings of Mitimaes 
Pachacamac Punchao Kancha LowerLurin x 
Pachacamac between 2nd & 3rd walls LowerLurin x x 
Pac ta LowerLurin x 
Gallinacera LowerLurin x 
Nieve-nieve Middle Lurin x 
Aviyay Middle Lurin x 
Puruchuco LowerRfmac x 
Huaca Santa Cruz LowerRfmac x 
Huaca Santa Catalina LowerRfmac x 
Maranga LowerRfmac x 
Huaca Granados LowerRfmac x 
Armatambo LowerRfmac x 
Huaca Corpus I LowerRfmac x 
Collique (Tambo Inga) Lower Chill6n x 
Collique (Conc6n) Lower Chi116n x 
Anc6n Lower Chill6n x 
Their presence created the necesity for the state to construct new buildings to house them 
or convert buildings for them. For example, kanchas were built at Pachacamac between 
the second and the third walls; where Uhle (1903) found cemetey VI. However most 
mitimaes cemeteries studied were not directly associated with state kanchas (Table 245). 
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IV 1. Fishermen 
Several fishing settlements have been recorded both archaeologically and 
ethnohistorically (Table 246). Prehispanic fishing was both from the shore, using seine 
nets, and hooks and lines as well as from small boats using both nets and lines. Harpoons 
were also used. Nets were made of cotton and other vegetable fibre; hooks of metal, 
shell, bone and spines; harpoons were of wood with bone points; and boats could be 
made of totora reed, a hollowed tree trunk or the inflated sea lion skin. Fish was an 
important commodity for the diet and exchange. 
Table 246. Fishing villages 
San Pedro de Quilcay Lurfn 
Mamaconas Lurfn 
Chorrillos Rf mac 
Maranga Rf mac 
Callao Rf mac 
Anc6n Chill6n 
Patterson 1966; Espinoza 1974; Rostworowski 
1989; Come·o 1997 
Rostworowski 1989 
Bandelier 1892; Rostworowski 1978; 1989 
Middendorf 1943; Jij6n y Caamano 1949; 
Rostworowski 1978a; Canziani 1987 
Romero 1942; Florez-Galindo 1981 
Reiss/Sttibel 1880; Kaulicke 1983 
Fishermen can be easily recognised by their grave goods which include harpoon points, 
hooks, nets, baskets, floats, weights or sinkers, and personal adornments made from 
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marine products, such as necklaces and bracelets of shell bead or even fish vertebrae. 
There are six contexts with indications of probable fishermen in the province which from 
three San Pedro de Quilcay, Huaca Santa Cruz and Huaca Granados Bis indirect. 
1. Pachacamac 
The Cemetery VI multiple burial investigated by Squier ( 1967) contained a family 
group, including an adult male, adult female, a 14 year old girl, a boy and an infant. All 
were flexed and seated, wrapped in several layers of cotton and woollen cloth whose 
outer layer was a reed and grass net tied with rope. The adult male had a fishing net 
wrapped around his neck and folded on his knees as well as lines, copper hooks and 
sinkers, all of which indicated that he was a fisherman in social category III (Squier 1967: 
212). 
2. San Pedro de Quilcay 
The only record is an ancient log boat surrounded by totora reed (Rostworowski 
1992: 95). 
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3. Maranga 
A totora boat, 5.4 m. long, covered with reed matting (probably its sails), was 
discovered in Pyramid III by Jij6n y Caamano (1949: 492-493). It had been buried 
probably as part of a ritual. 
4. Huaca Santa Cruz 
A copper fishhook, 6.1 cm. long and weighing 2.3 gr. was found in the offerings 
of male burial, CF-71, at Huaca Santa Cruz (Cornejo 1986-88: CF-71:42). It was 
associated with other artefacts, including metal knives, chisels and needles, wooden 
balances, bone and wooden sculptures, fine textiles, silver and spondylus beads, 
semiprecious blue stones; and 7 spondylus shells. The evidence is not convincing that this 
person was a fisherman. 
5. Ancon 
Kaulicke (1983: Plate 81: 32-34) illustrated 3 copper fishhooks similar in form but 
of different sizes without association to a known tomb from Reiss and Sttibel's 
excavations. 
6. Huaca Granados B 
Two pairs of pots, deposited with Inka offerings Inka each depict a boat with an 
oarsmen carrying an important person (Canziani 1983: 9-10). Whilst not directly implying 
fishing, these show offshore activity and perhaps navigation. 
Discussion 
Fishing was one of the main occupations for communities along the coast; their 
settlements were of great antiquity with strong family and local ties. Rostworowski 
(1978: 90-91) claimed that all local people who lived between Pachacamac and Callao 
were fishermen, using totora boats. Their communities were organized into a hierarchy 
with special tasks. For example, some caught the fish called Challua hapic 6 Guaxme and 
others who exchanged it called Challua camayoc (Rostworowski 1989: 284), others 
achieved very high status, including Y ana Chuqui, chief of the fishermen from 
Mayacatama in Maranga, who represented his people before the kuraka (Rostworowski 
1989: 268). Unfortunately, there is only a single, known fisherman's grave from the 
province, at Pachacamac with offerings of type III; probably a distinguished fisher, who 
served the state. 
Apart from catching the fish, the tasks performed included drying and salting, making and 
repairing nets and boats, trading fish and also as chasquis. Fishermen, Safioc camayoc, 
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also collected shellfish and took large quantities of dried and salted fish and shell fish to 
Cuzco. They also exploited coastal lagoons such as at Hacienda Villa, Pachacamac, 
Mamaconas, Quilcay and Piti Piti, perhaps as fish farms (Rostworowski 1981: 29; 1989: 
265 and 270). Those that could not manufacture metal hooks, either had to trade for them 
or use shell, bone or spine. They also hunted birds, such as flamengos, ducks and 
herons, on lagoons with slings (Horkheimer 1973: 67) and collected their eggs 
(Rostworowski 1981: 27, 29). 
Among the artefacts used for fishing, were wooden or bone harpoons; shell, bone and 
copper fish hooks; nets, ropes and lines, floats and weights; and net bags and baskets to 
keep the fish in. They used several types of boat including: totora canoes; gourd rafts; tree 
trunks; and inflated sea lion skins, which enabled offshore fishing (Rostworowski 1981; 
1992: 38). Seine nets as well as harpoons, hooks and lines were used in inshore fishing. 
Boats from San Pedro de Quilcay and Maranga, as well as modelled pottery boats from 
Huaca Granados B imply not only an economic specialization in fishing from balsas but 
also an articulation with the dead, as the sea is the world of the dead. 
According to Rostworowski (1989: 264, 266), fishermen married women from other 
fishing settlements and did not mix with the farmers. The tomb opened by Squier ( 1967) 
in Pachacamac, not only had the remains of the fishermen but his wife and children with 
textile making tools and Chimu type textiles, perhaps implying that wives may have come 
from similar communities on the North Coast. Rostworowski (1992: 93) also stated that 
fishermen did not particpate in the normal agruicultural m'ita but had their own which 
took them to sea in rotation. Furthermore, they also had their own shrine at five stepped, 
yellow painted pyramids of Mateo Salado, 2 km. southeast of Maranga (Rostworowski 
1989: 268). An major Inka building was built there but there is no archaeological 
evidence. 
IV 2. Farmers 
The tombs of farmers are identified by the presence of farming tools, such as 
wooden digging sticks, seeds wrapped in cloth, as if kept for sowing, and rarely, 
ceremonial vessels modelled in the shape of a cultivable plant. Despite its widespread 
occupation, there is only evidence of farmers from three sites: 25 funerary contexts at 
Maranga; 6 at Huaca Santa Cruz; and a collection of 17 tools from unprovenanced graves 
at Huaca Santa Catalina. 
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Of the 321 Maranga funerary contexts, the 25 farmers' tombs included 19 local men and 6 
mitimaes, two from Chimu and four from Chancay. Of the 19 local farmers, 14 had type I 
and five had type II offerings. The two Chimu mitimaes farmers also had type II offerings 
and the 4 Chancay were classified as two type I and two type II (Table 247). 
Table 247. Farmers in Maranga 
Pl-Ll-12 1 Ischma 
Pl-Ll-3 Ischma 
Pl-Ll-84 1 Ischma 
Pl-Ll-52 1 Ischma 
Pl-Ll-35 2 Ischma 
Pl-Ll-44 Ischma 
Pl-Ll-89-92 2 Ischma 
Pl-L2-131 Ischma 
Pl-L2-137-8 Ischma 
Pl-L2-169 Ischma 
Pl-L2-120 Ischma 
Pl-L2-s/n. 1 Ischma 
Pl-L2-165 1 Ischma 
1Pl-L2-66-7 Isch ma 
Pl-L2-197 Ischma 
P2-6 1 Ischma 
P3-L2-65 Ischma 
P3-L2-143 1 Ischma 
P3-L2-20 Ischma 
P3-L2-25 2 Ischma 
P3-L2-2 2 Ischma 
P3-L2-8 Ischma 
P3-L2-7 Ischma 
P3-L2-5 1 Ischma 
P3-L2-12 2 Ischma 
P3-Ll-5b 2 Chimu 
P3-L2-60 2 Chimu 
Pl-Ll-15 2 Chan ca 
Pl-L2-133 Chane a 
Pl-L2-144 Chan ca 
Pl-L2-152 2 Chan ca 
Of the 66 funerary contexts from Huaca Santa Cruz, only 6 were farmers, of which four 
were adults males, a fifth (CFS-18) was symbolic, comprising a textile bundle and a 
bottle modelled as a potato and two gourds containing maize. The sixth is only an offering 
tomb with a black Chimu jar in the shape of a potato. In sum, three have a local Ischma 
context, 2 Chimu and 1 Chincha. Four contexts contain type I offerings and the remainder 
type II (Table 248). 
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Table 248. Farmers in Huaca Santa Cruz 
CF-13 Male 45-50 2 Ischma 
CFS-18 Ischma 
CF-32 ? Adult Chin cha 
CF-47 Male 40-45 2 Chimu 
CF-54 Male 40-45 Ischma 
C0-69 Chimu 
Ghersi (1972: Inf 4, 2; Inf 5, 54) recorded 17 wooden digging sticks from graves at 
Huaca Santa Catalina but presented no contextual information. Many are broken; the 
complete ones range in length from 0.75 - 1.3 m. (Table 249). He (Ghersi 1971: Esp-
468) also found a Chimu-Inka pot modelled in the form of a chakitaqlla, a highland 
digging tool, in another grave. 
Table 249. Wooden digging sticks in Huaca Santa Catalina 
1.3 m. 
0.8 m. 8 cm. 4cm. 
0.73 m. 5 cm. 2.5 cm. Broken handle 
0.65 m. 5 cm. 2.5 cm. Broken handle 
211 0.84 m. 5 cm. 3 cm. Broken handle 
212 0.43 m. 5.5 cm. 3 cm. 
213 0.46 m. 5cm 2.5 cm. 
214 0.43 m. 4cm. 2.5 cm. 
215 0.44 m. 4.5 cm. 3 cm. 
216 0.36 m. 5 cm. 4cm. 
217 0.29 m. 5 cm. 4cm. 
218 0.20 m. 6 cm. 4cm. 
219 0.21 m. 2.5 cm. 1.5 cm. 
220 0.75 m. 3.5 cm. 2.5 cm. 
221 0.8 m. 3.5 cm. 2 cm. 
593 0.38 m. 
594 0.24 m. 
Discussion 
From this small sample, local Ischmas comprised 70.9% and foreigners 29.1 %. 
There are no tombs of farmers in the important administrative and religious centres, such 
as Pachacamac, Isla San Lorenzo or Anc6n. There are no reports of farmers with type III 
offerings, only types I and II. (Table 250). 
It is very likely that some of the tombs without offerings found in many sites throughout 
the province are those of local farmers who enjoyed low social prestige. 
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Table 250. Social status of farmers 
Sefiorfo capital 
suburbs 
Armatambo 
Huaca Santa Cruz Curacazgo capital II &I x Chimu, Chincha 
suburbs 
HuacaSanta Sefiorfo capital II & I x Chan cay 
Catalina suburbs 
Conclusion 
The discovery of tools in the process of manufacture as grave goods is evidence 
that the dead were buried with their belongings and the tools of their trade. At Huaca 
Santa Cruz funerary context 71 contains goods which imply a merchant-craftsman with 
tools for metal, wood, cane and bone working as well as a series of wooden objects 
thought to have been worked by the deceased, including an unfinished balance. Another 
example is found in the musician's tomb at Lauri, in Chancay (Misi6n Arqueol6gica 
Chancay, 1961; Cornejo 1985: La-3), in which the deceased had several flutes as well as 
five unfinished ones. 
According to Rostworowski (1989: 281-282), the social division oflabour is an 
important characteristic of coastal societies. They were not allowed to change trades. 
Fishermen and craftsmen were not obliged to participate in the usual m'ita but produced 
goods for the state. 
Social Groups I and II, comprising aqllas, orejones, priests and Ischma kurakas, were 
only found in administrative and religious centres, particularly the provincial capital, and 
at two Inka sanctuaries, Isla San Lorenzo and Anc6n. Armatambo and Maranga should 
have similar evidence but their central areas have not been fully excavated to reveal such 
graves. Social Group III is commonly found in sites of the upper three levels of the 
settlement hierarchy, including beyond the Second Wall at Pachacamac, in important local 
administrative centres, such as the District capitals, e.g. Maranga, Armatambo and 
Limatambo, on the edge of the shrine areas of Isla San Lorenzo and Anc6n; and in Sub-
district capitals, such as Huaca Santa Cruz, Pando Montfculos 62 and 63, Aviyay, 
Huacas Granados and Puruchuco. Social Group IV is found throughout the province in 
most site classes but not in the major administrative and religious centres nor in the 
District or Sub-district capitals (Table 251 ). Therefore there is a strong correlation 
between the settlement hierarchy and the definition of social classes (Table 252). 
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Table 251. Distribution of the 4 social groups graves in the province 
Pachacamac x x x 
Isla San Lorenzo X? x x 
Anc6n X? x x 
Huaca Santa Cruz x x 
Montfculo 62 x x 
Montfculo 63 x x 
Avi a x x 
Huacas Granados x x 
Maran a x x 
Puruchuco x x 
Annatambo x x 
Huaca Santa Catalina x x 
Huaca In uisidor x 
Chocas x 
Table 252. Correlation between settlement hierarchy and the 4 social 
classes 
Provincial 
Ca ital 
District 
Capitals and 
Inka shrines 
Lesser District 
Capitals 
Sub-district 
ca itals 
Pachacamac 
Anc6n 
Isla San 
Lorenzo 
Pachacamac 
Anc6n 
Isla San Lorenzo 
Demography and social organization 
Pachacamac 
Anc6n 
Isla San Lorenzo 
Maranga 
Annatambo 
Limatambo 
(Huaca Santa 
Catalina) 
Huaca Santa Cruz 
Montfculo 62 
Montfculo 63 
Aviyay 
Huacas Granados 
Puruchuco 
Maranga 
Annatambo 
Limatambo 
(Huaca Santa 
Catalina 
Huaca Santa Cruz 
Montfculo 62 
Montfculo 63 
Aviyay 
Huacas Granados 
Puruchuco 
Huaca Inquisidor, 
Choe as 
The demographic structure of province of Pachacamac can be elucidated. It can be 
estimated that on the basis of the number and size of settlements that the population was 
about 50,000 family units, which may represent a total of about 200,000 persons. 
Parssinen (1992: 341-342) considered, citing Cobo, that the province was composed of 
three hunus, Lurin, Rimac and Chi116n. Lurin valley probably had two guarangas, Rimac, 
according to Domingo de Santo Tomas, had about 20,000 houses (Parssinen 1992: 341) 
or two guarangas, whilst Chi116n was probably a single guaranga Rostworowski (1989: 
36-37). 
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Of the 31 occupations known in the province, 14 were exclusively for adult men, 7 for 
adult men and women as well as children, only one seems to be exclusively for adultt 
females and adolescents; and there are seven which cannot be categorised (Table 253). 
Table 253. Occupation and gender in the province 
Oreiones from Cusco x - -
Hunters x - -
Soi es x - -
Anti-insur_gency specialists x - \ -
Soldiers x - -
Messem!ers x - -
Merchants x - -
Priests x - -
Miners x - -
Aalla guards x - -
Guards of other thin_gs x - -
Chicha makers x - -
Musicians x - -
Fishermen x - -
Jewellers and precious stone workers x x x 
Producers of mineral oi1m1ents x x x 
Producers of vegetable oi1m1ents x x x 
Weavers of fine and common feathers x x x 
Weavers of fine and common clothing x x x 
Mitimaes colonizers x x x 
Farmers and gardeners x x x 
Kurakas x x -
3 categories of building workers x x -
Aqllas - x x 
Human sacrificial administrator ? ? -
Record-keeoers ? ? -
Makers of fine and ordinary sandals ? ? -
Salt makers ? ? ? 
Fine and ordinarv potters ? ? ? 
Fine and ordinary carointers ? ? ? 
Gold and silversmiths ? ? ? 
On the basis of ethnohistorical sources, it is also known that certain trades were divided 
into two groupings, simply in the basis of the quality of product: i.e. producers of fine 
quality textiles for the state or its officials and kurakas and those making coarse quality 
ones for the ordinary folk. There were indeed four different levels in textile making which 
each implied different social status: aqllas, weavers, spinners and apprentices; these may 
be differentiated by the quantity and quality of their grave goods. 
Based on the writings of Guaman Poma (1980 [1615]) and Castro and Ortega Morejon 
(1974 [1558]), both Rowe (1958) and Rostworowski (1988: 215-219) have argued that 
Inka society was organized in a system of ten age grades, according to their aptitude for 
work. The order of importance of these is very revealing; those adults with the greatest 
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capacity for work were auca camayoc, those with the least "los que gateaban o lactaban" 
(Guaman Poma 1980 [1615]), which includes the disabled who did no mainstream work 
(Table 254). There was also and age group, 9-12 years, from which boys and girls were 
drawn for capacocha. Aqllakuna served the Inka, the state and religion in various roles; 
were also available for sacrifice; were given to important kurakas and Inka officials in 
political marriages; and were servants and artisans in palaces and temples. 
Table 254. Age grades and occupation in Inka society (after Guaman 
Poma) 
auca cama oc uarmi 
puric macho 
a acona 
roctomacho 
disabilities 
Phisical and mental 
disabilities 
saac aac 
zumac cipa 
mactacona 
corotasque 
Hel rs 
Helpers 
puellacoc 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
both 
both 
50 
> 80 
> 80 
18-20 
18-20 
12-18 
12-18 
9-12 
9-12 
3-9 
3-9 
1-3 
Soldier's wives; textile workers 
Collectors of firewood and thath; porters; 
ui ucama oc (accountans) 
Clothin makers; servants; cooks 
Ropemaker; clothing maker; Guinea pig and duck 
k 
? 
Textile workers; cooks 
Aqllas working for Inka, the Sun, other gods and 
tern les 
Hunters of small birds for char ui 
Apprentices in textile making; shepherds; watching 
overcro s 
Huntina birds 
Gatherers of flowers for dyes, also eligible for 
ca acocha 
Shepherds; firewood collectors; looking after small 
children 
Although Guaman Poma was describing the occupations and age groups of a highland 
province, this can be used to analyse this coastal one. Artisans and fishermen need to be 
added to the category, auca camayoc, i.e. 25-50 years of age. The remainder of this 
section will discuss the burial population under these categories. 
Analysis of 557 bodies from 14 cemeteries in the province, there were 315 auca camayoc, 
66 auca camayoc uarmi, in other words, 68.4% were able-bodied adult men and women 
between 25 and 50 years of age; only 2.3% were children and adolescents, including 1 
sayac payac or zumac cipa, 3 mactacona and corotasque, 2 helpers and 6 puellacoc, 65, 
11.6%, were crawling children, between 1and3 years old; children, 88, 15.7%, 
suckling infants, i.e. less than 1 year old; and 10 could not be classified. There were no 
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old people, such as puric macho (60-78 years old), rocto macho or pufioc paya (80 years 
old), nor anyone with physical or mental disabilities (Table 255). 
Table 255. Distribution of Inka categories in the province 
Huaca Santa Cruz 22 18 7 4 11 4 68 
Huaca In uisidor 30 8 38 
Maran1ra 206 33 68 3 311 
Puruchuco 1 1 2 4 
Pachacamac 3 47 1 54 
Huaca Santa Catalina 2 2 6 
Chocas 2 
Pando, Montfculo 62 12 3 2 17 
Pando, Montfculo 63 38 13 4 2 57 
Total 315 66 1 3 2 7 65 88 10 557 
Key: 1 = auca camayoc; 2 = auca camayoc uarmi; 3 = sayac payac and zumac cipa; 4 = mactacona and 
corotasque; 5 =helpers; 6 = puellacoc, 7 = crawling children; 8 = suckling infants; 9 =Unknown 
Tombs without offerings were very scarce in the archaeological record. They comprised 
mainly children, the majority of which accompany adults who did have grave goods, 
including the child. At least 50% of all tombs contained basic offerings, such as a 
domestic quality pot and/or a gourd, but which did not allow any analysis of occupation. 
It could be argued that these were the graves of old people or of apprentices, who were of 
relatively low social status. This demographic profile perhaps indicates that there were no 
old people for several reasons: the work undertaken by adults in the fields was arduous; 
mother-mortality at childbirth may have been high; and some of the communities were 
mitimaes and unlikely to have travelled with their old people. 
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS 
The Ink.a province of Pachacamac on the Central Coast of Peru can be identified 
and analysed using archaeological techniques of settlement pattern and funerary pattern 
analysis which enable the local political and social organisational hierarchies to be 
assessed. Ethnohistory does not offer a clear vision of the province at the detailed level of 
either the local political and social organisation nor does it specify clearly the frontiers of 
the state, although at the general level the documents do describe the general framework 
of the province, its history and conquest and its gods. Ethnohistorical research has 
therefore served only as a general base to define the province, providing the framework 
for the archaeological understanding of local and indeed state organisation. 
During the Late Intermediate Period the central coast had been dominated by the Ischma 
nation which was a stratified state, in the lower and middle valleys of the Lurfn and 
Rfmac, which comprised a series of sefi.orf os and curacazgos under the political and 
religious authority of Pachacamac. Each sefiorfo was a political unit with a capital, 
governed by a lord. The territory and population of each was subdivided into districts, 
known as curacazgos, ruled over by kurakas, or lesser lords, who were connected with 
the local capital by a series of labour and social bonds. Each curacazgo had its own 
pacarina, or origin place, around which the people were organised into a hierarchy of 
lineages, with those of the kuraka and the priestly clans at the top, then the noble lineages 
and those of the secondary priests who administered the public buildings and temples, 
and at the base local communities organized according to occupational specialization. 
The southern frontier was located to the south of the Caringas on the north side of the 
Chilca valley; the northern frontier was on the north bank of the Rfmac. In the east the 
frontier must have included the coca growing, middle valleys ofLurfn (Feltham 1984) 
andRfmac. 
The power wielded by Pachacamac was significant; it held great prestige throughout the 
central highlands and along the coast beyond lschma. It strongly influenced the 
independent sefiorf o of Collique in the lower Chill6n which was an independent nation to 
its north. 
Ink.a interest in the central coast was mainly to take advantage of the power and authority 
of Pachacamac and its sanctuary; however their strategy eventually led to political 
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domination and the incorporation of Ischma into the Province of Pachacamac. 
Nevertheless it was not a simple take-over of political power because they changed the 
spatial extent and demography of Ischma to lessen local political power. The first step 
was to weaken the Sanctuary of Pachacamac and integrate it into Tawantinsuyu because 
the Inkas feared the power of the coastal god, but needed to control it. Inka Yupanki 
(Pachacuti) visited the huaca making great offerings and respect. Then a Sun Temple was 
constructed to place Punchao, the Sun god, in a superior position to Pachacamac 
physically and philosophically. Other strategies were to deny the Pachacamac priests 
access to coca; the coca plantations of the middle valleys were conquered and given to the 
highland Yauyos who had supported the Inkas militarilly. Further the Inkas seized control 
of other productive lands, the coastal trade in high status goods, such as spondylus and 
copper, the production of elite objects, particularly artefacts of silver, wood, bones and 
shell and fine textiles. In this way, the Inkas prevented Pachacamac from having direct 
access to these products and they supplied it from their own resources. Hence the Inkas 
could easily finance the rituals at the Sun Temple, the Pachacamac shrines and local 
huacas. 
At the local level, a similar practice can be seen. Pacarinas were captured or destroyed, 
new structures or dedications were made, particularly to the Sun, and Inka administrative 
buildings added to settlements. Local kurakas and priests either were ratified or replaced 
by local leaders loyal to the Inka. In common with geenral Inka provincial strategy, some 
parts of the local population was sent to other places in Tawantinsuyu as mitimaes whilst 
at the same time they were replaced by mitimaes from foreign places induding the 
adjacent Chancay and Mala valleys, Chimor on the North Coast, Chincha and lea from 
ther South Coast and Chankas from the central highlands. The highland Y auyos from 
nearby Huarochirf, who had supported the Inkas were moved into the productive middle 
valleys. 
A further strategy to break the power of Pachacamac and the Ischma nation was to include 
the former nation of Collique as a hunu. Collique and the upper Chill6n were invaded 
using the highland Chacalla as loyal troops and the whole valley captured. Much of its 
male population was killed because they had been disloyal to the Inka and the remainder 
removed as mitimaes. The Chi116n valley was then repopulated with loyal highland 
groups. Collique therefore formed one of the three hunu of the new province 
The Inkas used the capacocha ritual as a part of their political strategy in order to conquer 
the territory and resources from the Ischma and Collique nations and maintain them as the 
Inka province. The middle valleys were allocated to the provinces of Huarochirf and 
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Y auyos and therefore separated from the coast. Capacocha took place at important 
administrative and religious centres, such as Pachacamac and in places rich in resources, 
such as coca. The strategy involved the successive ritual conquest of lands controlled by 
coastal polities. These actions significantly reduced the power of Pachacamac and the 
Ischmas. Examples of these ceremonies include the visit of Inka Yupanki to the sanctuary 
of Pachacamac where he made a capacocha to the main idol who he considered to be the 
"maker of the world"; thereby making it Inka territory. In the Chil16n valley capacocha 
went from Hatun Xauxa to the sea to confirm the land as Ink.a. 
The Inkas therefore amalgamated the nations of Ischma and Collique into a single 
province utilising the supreme power of the sanctuary to establish a provincial capital at 
Pachacamac. It had nine sefiorfos which were sub-divided into 27 curacazgos. There were 
a further 25 curacazgos in the middle valleys which belonged to highland provinces. They 
maintained the local territorial and political structure. The regional centres were 
transformed into lesser Inka administrative centres. 
The Inkas moved quickly to characterise the critical parts of settlements with their own 
imprint. This strategy, whilst similar to that of their incorporation of other provinces, did 
not result in the construction of new administrative centres and infrastructure with high 
quality Ink.a architecture, such as in the central sierra at Huanuco Pampa, Pumpu and 
Hatun Xauxa (D' Altroy 1992; Levine 1989). In the Province of Pachacamac local 
construction materials were used to build Inka-style buildings in pre-existing centres. 
Two types of structure were used, the walled compound in the lower valleys and the 
kallanka-plaza in the middle valleys. Both were inserted into local settlements without 
necessarily changing or modifying them substantially. These buildings, or political 
apparatus, were designed to exercise immediate and rapid control in local administrative 
affairs, resources and the production of manufactured goods. 
The walled compound exists in Cusco, but is rarely identified as being Ink.a in origin. The 
Ink.a policy on the coast sought to enclose the most important local and Inka buildings, 
including sanctuaries, in order to control the practice of local cult, and to impose an Inka 
administrative will. This strategy was applied both to the provincial capital, Pachacamac, 
and to other important places throughout the province. The walled compound defined 
exclusive space for Inka administration and religion, outside of it lived the ordinary 
people. 
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The kallanka-plaza is one of the basic Inka building sets, associated with major and minor 
centres. It has been identified as "architecture of power" (Hyslop 1992: 158; Gasparini 
and Margolies 1977; Malpass 1993: 9). In the Inka province of Pachacamac these were 
inserted into local settlements in the middle valleys only. 
Other Inka building types were used to support their strategy, including at least 55 
kanchas, four ushnus, three Inka state storerooms, 11 Inka sanctuaries, including Sun 
Temples and other huacas. Traits, symbolic of Inka power, also characterise the most 
important places in the province. These include double jambed, trapezoidal doorways and 
niches, particularly large external niches on Punchao Kancha at Pachacamac, and 
Recessed Parallel Staircases (RPS) (Heffernan 1996: 148-150). 
Sun Temples were constructed in various centres, some completely new buildings, such 
as Punchao Kancha at Pachacamac, and others in reused local platforms, such as 
Maranga. For these reasons, they are difficult to identify. The high location on a platform 
or hill and a three-sided U-shaped building seem critical identifiers, at both Punchao 
Kancha and sanctuary 2 at A viyay, perhaps associated with a stepped fret motif. 
A road system not only linked the important Inka centres and resources within the 
province but also linked it to the Qhapaqfian, the main highland road, and to the main 
coastal road of Tawantinsuyu which passed from north to south. Two roads descended to 
the coast from the highlands, the first from Hatun Xauxa via the Lurin valley, the second 
from the border between Hatun Xauxa and Tarma via the Rimac. Two coastal roads 
connected Pachacamac with provinces to the south and north. 
The social and political organization of the province was reconstructed using the study of 
settlement patterns and the distribution of irrigation canals, on the assumption that the 
community whose lands were watered by a canal would maintain it and settle above their 
fields, either adjacent to the canal or on hills within. The study of the distribution of 
different types of sites throughout the province enables the definition of local population 
centres and their position in the political hierarchy. This was mainly carried out by 
assessing the number, importance and spatial relations between concentrations of public 
buildings with administrative and ceremonial functions, and the villages and cemeteries 
located along irrigation canals. 
Both districts and sub-districts can be identified using these arguments. The district seems 
to be the community which is aligned along the whole length of a canal. It contains at least 
one site which is larger and more complex than the rest which may be defined as the 
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district capital. The definition of Sub-districts is based on the concentrations of settlement 
along a canal. 
Four levels of the settlement hiuerarchy can be defined based on the quality and quantity 
of architecture, the number and characteristics of Inka buildings, area and therefore 
population, the presence of encircling walls, shrines and so on. 
The first level contains only one site, Pachacamac, the Inka provincial capital, which is 
the largest site in the whole of the province. It includes an Inka plaza, ushnu and Sun 
Temple as well as a number of other imprtant buildings and palaces. Further it also has 
the best quality Inka pottery and much evidence of capacocha. The second level 
settelements have some of the characteristics of Pachacamac,_but are much smaller, less 
well made, less elaborate nor do they contain all of the architectural and archaeological 
elements found at Pachacamac. They are regarded as District capitals and include 
Armatambo, Limatambo, Maranga and Collique. 
The third level of the settlement hierarchy comprises local settlements which have been 
modified by the addition of some elements of Inka plan, including such buildings and 
open spaces as kallankas, plazas, sanctuaries and kanchas. Local buildings may have 
been modified or reutilised during Inka hegemony but these do not have elements of Inka 
architecture. They are characterised by locally made Inka ceramics. These sites represent 
the lowest level with clear Inka presence. They were probably Sub-district capitals and 
include Huaca santa Cruz, Tambo Inga, Puruchuco and Manchay. 
The fourth level is the lowest; these settlements have no Inka architectural or material 
elements within them, yet they continued to be occupied. These are small villages, such as 
Huaca Inquisidor, Guala and Chaclacayo. 
These hierarchical results are confirmed by the analysis of funerary patterns which has 
developed a system of four social categories. These are: Social Group I: Sacrificed aqllas, 
both local and foreign women in the service of the Inka; Social Group II: Cusquefio 
orejones, priests as well as foreign and local kurakas; Social Group III: Mitimaes and 
local craftsmen; Social Group IV: Local farmers and fishers. The location of the graves 
belonging to these groups is parallel to the settlement hierarchy previously developed. 
The most important burials (I) were human sacrifices which have been reported from 
Punchao Kancha by both Hutchinson (1873), who found three tombs on the summit, and 
Uhle (1903), who reported 43 women on the lowest southeast terrace. In this same 
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category can be added a young female sacrificed without offerings in the threshhold of the 
Coastal Gateway (Carrillo and Guerrero 1996: 24). All three sacrificial events were 
probably related to capacocha and their locations confirm the prestigious lnka Sun Temple 
and the gateway must have represented it for those pilgrims unable to enter further into the 
city. 
The second group, comprising class II burials category, is found in Pachacamac at 
Cemetery 1 in the centre and La Centinela on the outskirts (Uhle 1903) and at two 
important shrines, Isla San Lorenzo and Anc6n .. These are not related to capacocha but 
are the tombs of important people, either from Cusco itself or belonging to local 
hierarchy. 
The third social grouping is composed of the tombs of mitimaes and has been found 
further from the centre of Pachacamac, such as Cemetery VI between the Second and 
Third Walls. They have also been found outside of the Recinto Inka in Maranga, 
Armatambo and Limatambo and in Sub-district capitals, such as Huaca Santa Cruz, 
Pando Montfculos 62 and 63, Aviyay, Huacas Granados and Puruchuco. The lowest 
category (IV) includes cemeteries associated with villages throughout the province, such 
as Huaca Inquisidor and Chocas. 
These four categories represented the social hierarchy of the province, with a small 
number of Cusquefios on top, then other officals, and high status and lower status 
foreigners who had been brought to the province to work for the Inka, and local people, 
farmers and fishers, the latter two groups forming its base. 
These three social levels had their own internal hierarchies. Firstly, the cusquefios formed 
only one level, mainly orejones, administrators and priests. Secondly, the foreigners had 
three levels: the aqllas, kurakas and the mitimaes and the aqllas who were not sacrificed. 
Thirdly, the local population was also divided into three levels: kurakas, craftsmen, and 
farmers and fishers. The correlation of these hierarchies enables a discussion of a general 
pattern of social organisation in Pachacamac province to be carried out. 
The social composition of the province can be further refined by examining both the 
mitimaes and the occupations of the dead. Of the 557 individual burials, there are at least 
80 who were clearly mitimaes, generally adult men and women. Exactly half ( 40) were 
from the adjacent Chancay valley, and a further 40% (32) Chimu. The remainder were six 
from Chincha, one from lea, and one from Chanka . Their presence perhaps created a 
need for the state to construct new buildings or reoccupy others. It is suspected that 
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mitimaes lived in the kanchas between the Second and Third Walls of Pachacamac 
excavated by Carrillo and Guerrero (1996) and were buried in Cemetery VI (Uhle 1904). 
The kanchas at Tambo Inga in Chil16n were occupied by Chacallas or Chacllas mitimaes. 
All mitimaes groups have been identified on the basis of the presence of foreign pottery. 
There is some Inka provincial pottery which is not yet identified as to source region, 
which characterises occupation in parts of Pachacamac (Uhle 1904), La Rinconada 
(Guerrero 1996) and Aznapuquio (Lude:iia 1975). 
The most significant burial finds of foreigners and locals comes from Huaca Santa Cruz 
where 66 funerary contexts were excavated from Ischma and Chimu, Chincha and 
Chanka. The graves of the latter indicate that they were not returned home on death but 
were buried in the place where they had worked, together with their belongings and in a 
tomb oriented in the customary direction of their homeland. However the funeral ritual 
seems to be similar for all the ethnic groups which might imply that the state controlled 
funeral practice, allowing only variation in orientation and grave goods to reflect ethnic 
origins. The typical mummy comprised an individual, seated and flexed wrapped in 
several cotton textiles and surrounded by offerings, generally one to three pots, gourds 
and artefacts associated with the work functions of the deceased. The body appears to 
have been prepared and dressed in a similar style and placed with its offerings in an old 
building which was left open until full before it was sealed. Single and multiple burials 
are found as well as symbolic burials with textiles and sticks representing an individual. 
The Inkas did not essentially change 
the pattern of cemetery distribution but with the construction of important Inka spaces, 
certain places were selected within and outside for different types of burial. Local 
communities continued burying their dead in the same spaces; however Inka policies 
brought new migrants, mitimaes and hence changes in the location of active cemeteries in 
some places. New cemeteries were established where there were mitimaes but these 
continued to be unused and worthless places. 
The meaning of offerings in terms of level of social status and occupation is interpreted 
through those artefacts which are thought to be the belongings of the deceased and/or the 
special objects which have been placed with the body by the community or participants in 
the funeral. Occupation may be identified by the presence of: tools and other instruments 
for specific tasks which show signs of wear; and unfinished objects, such as textiles, 
nets, carvings etc,. Of the 31 trades and occupations known from the coast at least 16 
have been identified in this province. Specific jobs include textile makers, farmers, 
lapidaries and potters. The most numerous are textile workers, although there are few 
farmers, there are many tombs without grave goods. 
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The demographic structure of province of Pachacamac can also be elucidated. It can be 
estimated that on the basis of the number and size of settlements that the population was 
about 50,000 family units, which may represent a total of about 200,000 persons. 
Parssinen (1992: 341-342) considered, citing Cobo, that the province was composed of 
three hunus, Lurfn, Rimac and Chill6n. Lunn valley probably had two guarangas, Rimac, 
according to Domingo de Santo Tomas, had about 20,000 houses (Parssinen 1992: 341) 
or two guarangas, whilst Chi116n was probably a single guaranga Rostworowski ( 1989: 
36-37). 
At the local level, the archaeological analysis of 14 cemeteries has an overwhelming 
population of adult males and females (68.4%) but no old people, few adolescents and 
young adults but 27.3% children under 3 years of age. This is skewed distribution which 
may simply reflect the population and labour changes brought about by the Inkas, a 
family based community workforce, no old people because they might not have been 
translocated, high female mortlaity rates in childbirth, high death rates among the 
workforce and high infant and child mortality. 
It seems that the Inka Province of Pachacamac may be defined by the distribution of the 
local pottery, including its Inka variants, which may be defined to the north by the frontier 
with Chancay, i.e. to the north of the Chi116n valley and to the south in the valley of 
Chilca, and by the use of highland style construction techniques, such as pirka, and the 
kallanka-plaza model which would serve to place the boundary at Huaycan de Cieneguilla 
in Lurin and Huaycan de Pariache in Rimac.In Chill6n it lay above Huancayo Alto. 
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